
P R E FA C E

It has been our privilege to lead a unique effort over the past three years, one that has been rooted

in the spirit of Andrew Carnegie’s quest for peace in the early part of the twentieth century.

Carnegie, an authentic pioneer in both industry and philanthropy, searched for and sought to estab-

lish conditions and institutions conducive to durable peace. For this purpose he created four founda-

tions, three peace palaces, and made many proposals for arbitration of international disputes, courts

of various kinds—including the World Court—and an international police force. He provided ideas,

buildings, and money for social action to overcome the perennial scourge of war. It was in this spirit

that the Board of Trustees of Carnegie Corporation of New York created the Carnegie Commission

on Preventing Deadly Conflict in 1994.

The Commission—16 international leaders and scholars with long experience and path-

breaking accomplishments in conflict prevention and conflict resolution—deliberately sought a

worldwide, long-term view and faced many fundamental issues of human conflict in all their com-

plexity. The Commission sponsored research by leading scholars and policymakers and is dissemi-

nating the products of this work in a series of reports, background papers, and books. This final

report will be disseminated throughout the world as a stimulus to preventive policies and actions at

the highest levels of governments and international organizations. 

We have worked closely as cochairs with Executive Director Jane Holl and her dedicated

staff, who managed an enormous number of projects and meetings. The Commission also has a dis-

tinguished international Advisory Council of 42 eminent practitioners and scholars who have con-

tributed their thoughtful advice. Altogether, the contributions of Commissioners, staff, and advisors

have been immense, and we will continue to draw on these resources in the two years of follow-up

to the Commission’s work. 

It is particularly interesting and relevant that many Commissioners have tried to help resolve

very bitter conflicts, often at a late stage. We challenged ourselves in this enterprise to ask what might

have been done at an early stage to avert mass violence and achieve a just outcome. These are very

hard problems. If it were otherwise, prevention would have gained ascendancy long ago.

Prevention is based on long-range foresight, anticipation, and action. In this effort, the

Commission used the best available knowledge to discern the major risk factors that increase the

likelihood of mass violence. We then examined what steps might be taken to counteract or avoid the

risk factors, especially through changes in the behavior of leaders and their constituencies. We

focused attention on the pivotal institutions that can shape and support constructive behavior while

avoiding the risk factors and dangerous directions. Thus, in seeking to prevent the deadly conflicts
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leading to mass violence, we explored ways in

which governments, intergovernmental organi-

zations, and the institutions of civil society

could help to build favorable conditions in

which different human groups can learn to live

together amicably. The application of such pre-

vention concepts in the public health sphere is

f a m i l i a r, for example, in the provision of

immunizations through the combined efforts of

institutions of scientific research, health care,

and education. We have found a similar view of

the prevention process useful in this arena of

international conflict. The Commission had a

vision of a worldwide system of conflict pre-

vention.

Peace and equitable development will

require not only effective institutions, but also

greater understanding and respect for diff e r-

ences within and across national boundaries.

We humans do not have the luxury any longer

of indulging our prejudices and ethnocentrism.

They are anachronisms of our ancient past. The

worldwide historical record is full of hateful

and destructive behavior based on religious,

racial, political, ideological, and other distinc-

tions—holy wars of one sort or another. Wi l l

such behavior in the next century be expressed

with weapons of mass destruction? If we can-

not learn to accommodate each other respect-

fully in the twenty-first century, we could

destroy each other at such a rate that humanity

will have little to cherish.

The human species has a virtuoso

capacity for making harsh distinctions between

groups and for justifying violence on whatever

scale the technology of the time permits. It is

disturbing that fanatical behavior has a way 

of recurring dangerously across time and 

locations. Such behavior is old, but what is his-
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torically new and very threatening is the

destructive power of our weaponry and its

ongoing worldwide proliferation. Also new is

the technology that permits rapid, vivid, widely

broadcast justification for violence. This com-

bination is what will make the world of the

next century so dangerous. In such a world,

human conflict is a subject that deserves the

most careful and searching inquiry. It is a sub-

ject par excellence for fresh thinking and pub-

lic understanding.

All these considerations are made

more complex by the rapid and drastic world

transformation in which we are living as the

twentieth century draws to a close. The power

of technological advance and global economic

integration to change social conditions is a crit-

ical issue for the conflict agenda. The eco-

nomic and social changes fostered by global

technological developments in information and

telecommunication—combined with parallel

developments in research and development on

space, energ y, materials, and biotechnology—

are likely to be profound and pervasive.

H i s t o r i c a l l y, technological advances

have resulted in social and economic transfor-

mations on a vast scale. This is especially

likely when fundamental new technologies are

unfolding across the entire frontier of scientific

and engineering research and are rapidly dis-

seminated throughout the world. The impact

over the long term has been positive. Along the

w a y, there have been massive dislocations. In

this context, it is worth recalling the severe dis-

ruptions of the industrial revolution; they had

much to do with the emergence of Communism

and fascism, especially the Nazi catastrophe.

The contemporary world transforma-

tion, with all its intense pressures and unfore-

seen consequences, tends to pull people toward

strongly supportive groups. These groups, in



turn, particularly with charismatic, inflamma-

tory leadership, may easily become harsh, sep-

aratist, and depreciatory toward others. A

deadly combination of severe social stress and

distinctively hateful, fanatical leadership can

produce mass killing, even genocide. Such

conditions occur again and again. The seduc-

tive justifications for hideous atrocities can be

provided to fill in the murderous blanks, as

they were by Hitler, Stalin, and Pol Pot.

Indeed, they can be spread more efficiently and

vividly than ever before by advanced telecom-

munications. Such intergroup tensions may

readily be exacerbated by deteriorating eco-

nomic conditions, erosion of social norms, or

mass migration. Hateful attitudes may be

directed either toward outsiders or minorities in

one’s own country—or both.

Now there are great new worldwide

opportunities and profound stresses that will

a ffect human development in ways hard to

foresee. Surely there is no basis for compla-

c e n c y. The frustrations and uncertainties in a

complex, rapidly changing world can trigger

scapegoating of highly visible groups—e.g.,

minorities, immigrants, or government off i-

cials—who then become targets of irrational,

hateful, or extremist responses. These chal-

lenges have serious implications for societies

throughout the world. It is crucial to seek fac-

tual and analytical bases for policies and prac-

tices that could help us to cope with such

problems and take advantage of the immense,

emerging opportunities in an equitable way.

In view of these momentous develop-

ments, the recent rash of “internal” wars and

genocides, and the wide scope of our mandate,

the Commission has developed a comprehen-

sive approach to preventing deadly conflict. In

our view, prevention consists not only of
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avoiding escalation in a crisis, but also of creat-

ing a durable basis for peaceful alternatives. In

the long run, we can be most successful in pre-

venting ethnic, religious, and international wars

by going beyond ways to avert immediate con-

frontation between hostile groups to promote

democracy, market economies, and the creation

of civil institutions that protect human rights.

Effective preventive strategies rest on three ori-

entations: early responses to signs of trouble; a

comprehensive, forward-looking approach to

counteract the risk factors that trigger violent

conflict; and an extended effort to resolve the

underlying causes of violence. All of these are

considered in the Commission’s work.

The recommendations of this report

are addressed to leaders and governments as

well as many elements of the international

c o m m u n i t y, among them the democracies, the

United Nations, regional organizations, the

business community, the global scientific com-

m u n i t y, educational and religious institutions,

the media, and nongovernmental organizations.

Only with the active participation of all these

groups can we move toward the vision of an

international system for preventing deadly con-

flict. What we seek is a way of thinking that

becomes pervasive in many institutions and in

public understanding.

As we examined the relevant institu-

tions, we found them all to be modest in pre-

ventive achievements and not strongly oriented

to this great mission. Indeed, several have at

times done more harm than good in cultivating

hatred and inciting violence. Yet the people of

the world cannot let that record stand. T h e

stakes are simply becoming too high, the dan-

gers in the next century too great. So we have

sought ways to strengthen each actor for pre-

vention, to find good examples (even if rare),

and to identify the best practices through which



their potential could be fulfilled.

Clearly, the world was unprepared for

the genocidal slaughters of Bosnia and

Rwanda. After the unparalleled horrors of the

first half of the twentieth century, and the

unprecedented risks of nuclear annihilation

during the Cold Wa r, it was reasonable to

assume (wishfully) that mass killing would go

away by the close of the century. Policymakers

of good will and human decency were con-

founded and often paralyzed by the rush of

murderous events in the 1990s. Deep perplex-

ity led to hesitation. The Commission recog-

nizes the dilemma of policymakers and seeks

ways to facilitate their tasks in the future. It is

not in the interests of nations, large or small, to

neglect the emergence of genocide. Such

events are not merely unfortunate, in the dis-

tant past, or far away. They have immediate,

powerful ramifications for all of humanity.

We have come to the conclusion that

the prevention of deadly conflict is, over the

long term, too hard—intellectually, technically,

and politically—to be the responsibility of any

single institution or government, no matter how

powerful. Strengths must be pooled, burdens

shared, and labor divided among actors. This is

a practical necessity. We have tried to clarify

the tasks and strategies, the tools available, and

the opportunities for various actors: who can

do what to make a truly civilized world.

In the course of our work, we have

considered very hard problems from many per-

spectives, trying to put old issues in the radi-

cally new context of the twenty-first century.

These issues span geopolitics, cultural (and

even civilizational) differences, terrorism, his-

toric problems of aggression, the behavior of
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strong powers and the perspective of small

countries, special responsibilities of the democ-

racies, the unfulfilled potential of the powerful

media and business communities, the shared

vulnerability of all humanity, the risks of pre-

ventive efforts and the costs of failing to pre-

vent violence, the ubiquitous significance of

leadership, individual and group rights, paths to

equitable development, and the necessity to

build a worldwide culture of prevention that

will shape decent human relations at every

l e v e l .

To be sure, we could not possibly

cover all the topics of importance for the great

problems addressed in this report. Some of

these topics are considered in greater depth in

the Commission’s collateral publications. We

emphasize the significance of these publica-

tions, prepared by world leaders and distin-

guished scholars. They are listed in appendix 4.

Others are noted in our extensive references,

identifying excellent resource material on a

wide range of relevant subjects. Moreover, in

the international meetings to be sponsored by

the Commission and Carnegie Corporation in

the years ahead, we hope to stimulate better

ideas by moving this subject higher on the

world’s agenda.

Given the complexity and sensitivity

of the issues addressed in the wide span of the

C o m m i s s i o n ’s work, it is inevitable that we

encountered differences of opinion. We

brought many fields, nations, and kinds of

experiences to the endeavor. To a remarkable

extent, these differences were reconciled in the

course of our work—partly by a relentless

e ffort to get the facts straight, partly by a pre-

mium on objective analysis, partly by an open-

minded desire to learn from each other and

from the world’s experience, and partly by a



respectful attitude toward the importance and

d i fficulty of our task.

Still, not every Commissioner has

equal enthusiasm for every finding and recom-

mendation stated in this report. Certain topics

were treated more lightly or more heavily than

some would have wished. Yet the convergence

has indeed been powerful; the differences are

overwhelmed by our fundamental agreement.

Indeed, there is a sense in which we were all

guided by a commitment to our shared human-

ity in the face of almost infinite human diver-

sity. It is the future of our shared humanity that

impels us to undertake this difficult mission.

To diminish the likelihood of violence,

it is important to identify elements of govern-

ment, social structure, institutions, leadership,

and public attitudes that can be used to enhance

orientations of caring, concern, social responsi-

b i l i t y, and mutual aid within and between

groups. Such ends are facilitated by crosscut-

ting relations that bring members of diff e r e n t

groups together under favorable conditions on

a regular basis, whether within or across

national boundaries. It is important that groups

develop positive reciprocity in their relation-

ships, that there be perceived elements of

mutual benefit from their interaction. Our vari-

ous reports delineate ways in which such

improvements can occur.

For better or worse, this Commission

is distinctive in several ways. Its approach to

prevention was broad, encompassing political,

economic, military, social, and psychological

considerations.  It used a public health model,

with emphasis on primary prevention; its wide-

ranging delineation of strategies and tactics of

prevention included operational prevention
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dealing with incipient crises as well as struc-

tural prevention dealing with long-term, under-

lying factors conducive to peace and equitable

development (linking security, well-being, and

justice). It emphasized the potential of institu-

tions of civil society for these missions—in

addition to governments and intergovernmental

o rganizations. It took a long-term and world-

wide view of emerging problems and unprece-

dented opportunities.

People of humane and democratic

inclination will need sustained cooperation

throughout the world to build systems that will

work. Useful models exist, ideas are emerging,

analysis is proceeding, and the current turmoil

could provide a constructive stimulus for prac-

tical arrangements that help us learn to live

together at last.

As our children and their children

learn about the horrifying mass violence

through the ages—at its worst in the twentieth

century—we hope to be able to say that at the

beginning of the third millennium, the commu-

nities of the world planted seeds of cooperation

and reconciliation that grew into a system in

which mass violence became diminishingly

rare. Perhaps this Commission can envision,

however dimly, such a precious legacy for

future generations.

DAVID A. HAMBURG

CYRUS R. VANCE

Cochairs



E X E C U T I V E

S U M M A RY

Three inescapable observations form the foundation of this report. First, deadly conflict is not

inevitable. Violence on the scale of what we have seen in Bosnia, Rwanda, Somalia, and elsewhere

does not emerge inexorably from human interaction. Second, the need to prevent deadly conflict is

increasingly urgent. The rapid compression of the world through breathtaking population growth,

technological advancement, and economic interdependence, combined with the readily available

supply of deadly weapons and easily transmitted contagion of hatred and incitement to violence,

make it essential and urgent to find ways to prevent disputes from turning massively violent. Third,

preventing deadly conflict is possible. The problem is not that we do not know about incipient and

large-scale violence; it is that we often do not act. Examples from “hot spots” around the world illus-

trate that the potential for violence can be defused through the early, skillful, and integrated applica-

tion of political, diplomatic, economic, and military measures.

The Carnegie Commission on Preventing Deadly Conflict does not believe in the unavoid-

able clash of civilizations or in an inevitably violent future. War and mass violence usually result

from deliberate political decisions, and the Commission believes that these decisions can be affected

so that mass violence does not result. 

To undertake effective preventive action, the Commission believes that we must develop an

international commitment to the concept of prevention, a habit of preventive investment, more effec-

tive regimes for controlling destructive weaponry, and a working portfolio of legal standards that

rest on a normative consensus regarding the responsibilities of governments to each other and to

their peoples. Responsible leaders, key intergovernmental and nongovernmental institutions, and

civil society can do far better in preventing deadly conflict than the record of this century and the

current epidemic of violence suggest.

THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

Violent conflict has often resulted from the traditional preoccupation of states to defend, maintain, or

extend interests and power. A number of dangerous situations today can be understood in these

terms. Yet, one of the most remarkable aspects of the post–Cold War world is that wars within states

vastly outnumber wars between states. These internal conflicts commonly are fought with conven-

tional weapons and rely on strategies of ethnic expulsion and annihilation. More civilians are killed

than soldiers (by one estimate at the rate of about nine to one), and belligerents use strategies and

tactics that deliberately target women, children, the poor, and the weak. 
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Many factors and conditions make

societies prone to warfare: weak, corrupt, or

collapsed states; illegitimate or repressive

regimes; acute discrimination against ethnic or

other social groups; poorly managed religious,

cultural, or ethnic differences; politically active

religious communities that promote hostile and

divisive messages; political and economic lega-

cies of colonialism or the Cold War; sudden

economic and political shifts; widespread illit-

eracy, disease, and disability; lack of resources

such as water and arable land; large stores of

weapons and ammunition; and threatening

regional relationships. When long-standing

grievances are exploited by political dema-

gogues, the scene is set for violence. 

The Commission’s work has identified

three broad aims of preventive action:

• First, prevent the emergence of violent
c o n f l i c t . This is done by creating capable

states with representative governance based

on the rule of law, with widely available

economic opportunity, social safety nets,

protection of fundamental human rights, and

robust civil societies. The aim is to prevent

dangerous circumstances from developing

and coalescing through efforts to establish

these more desirable circumstances. A n e t-

work of interlocking international regimes

underwritten by the rule of law provides a

supporting environment for this purpose.

This approach is comparable to primary pre-

vention in public health—and has been the

Commission’s main emphasis.

• Second, prevent ongoing conflicts fro m
s p reading. This is done by creating politi-

cal, economic, and, if necessary, military

barriers to limit the spread of conflict within
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and between states. Firebreaks may be cre-

ated through well-designed assertive efforts

to deny belligerents the ability to resupply

arms, ammunition, and hard currency, com-

bined with humanitarian operations that pro-

vide relief for innocent victims.

• Third, prevent the reemergence of vio-
lence. This is done through the creation of a

safe and secure environment in the after-

math of conflict and the achievement of a

peace settlement. This environment can be

established through the rapid introduction of

security forces to separate enemies, oversee

disarmament plans, and provide a stabilizing

presence. Simultaneous, immediate steps

will also be necessary to restore legitimate

political authority, to install functioning

police, judicial, and penal systems, and to

integrate external and internal efforts to

restore essential services and restart normal

economic activity.

E ffective preventive strategies rest on

three principles: early reaction to signs of trou-

ble; a comprehensive, balanced approach to

alleviate the pressures, or risk factors, that trig-

ger violent conflict; and an extended effort to

resolve the underlying root causes of violence. 

• Early reaction to signs of tro u b l e . E a r l y

action requires early detection and skilled

analysis of developing trends. In addition,

leaders and governments will need to formu-

late clear statements of interest, develop

measured, pragmatic courses of action to

respond to the warning signs, and provide

support for locally sustainable solutions.

N o r m a l l y, early reaction will also require



broad political consultations to gain the con-

fidence of the parties to the dispute and to

establish a common framework for preven-

tive engagement. And this demands that

governments develop a flexible repertoire of

political, economic, and military mea-

sures—and options for their use—to stop

dangerous trends.

• A c o m p rehensive, balanced approach to
alleviate the pressures that trigger violent
conflict. Large-scale crises strain the capac-

ity of any single government or international

o rganization. This strain becomes particu-

larly unbearable when, as is often the case in

intrastate disputes, a government is itself

party to a worsening conflict. Outside help

is often necessary to deal with building

crises within and between states. An eff e c-

tive response usually requires a range of

political, economic, social, and military

measures and the deliberate coordination of

those measures. 

• An extended effort to resolve the underly-
ing root causes of violence. Discrimination

and deprivation combine in deadly fashion,

particularly when deliberately and systemat-

ically imposed. To address the root causes of

violence, leaders and governments must

ensure fundamental security, well-being, and

justice for all citizens. Such a structural

approach to prevention not only makes peo-

ple better off, it inhibits the tendency to use

violence to settle differences.

Strategies for prevention fall into two

broad categories: operational prevention (mea-

sures applicable in the face of immediate crisis)

and structural prevention (measures to ensure

that crises do not arise in the first place or, if
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they do, that they do not recur). The report

develops these approaches and suggests how

governments, international organizations, and

the various institutions of civil society might

implement them.

O P E R A T I O N A L

PREVENTION: Strategies  

in  the  Face of  Cris is

When violence appears imminent, the responsi-

bility for operational prevention falls mainly on

those closest to an unfolding crisis. But since

the parties in a crisis often cannot find nonvio-

lent solutions on their own, the help of out-

siders is necessary in many instances. It is of

vital importance, however, that the economic,

m i l i t a r y, or diplomatic actions and policies of

outsiders not exacerbate dangerous situations.

Even well-intentioned efforts, if not carefully

planned, can make matters worse.

Operational prevention relies on early

engagement to help create conditions in which

responsible leaders can resolve the problems

giving rise to the crisis. Four key elements

increase prospects for success: 

• A lead player—an international org a n i z a-

tion, country, or even prominent individual

around which or whom preventive eff o r t s

can mobilize

• A coherent political–military approach to

the engagement designed to arrest the vio-

lence, address the humanitarian needs of the

situation, and integrate all political and mili-

tary aspects of the problem

• Adequate resources to support the preven-

tive engagement



• A plan for the restoration of host country

authority (particularly applicable to

intrastate conflict)

These elements provide a framework

for applying various preventive political, eco-

nomic, social, and military measures. T h e s e

steps may not be sufficient in themselves to

forestall violence indefinitely, but they can help

open up the political space and time necessary

for those closest to the conflict to pursue other

means to resolve the dispute. The following

discussion explores this framework and many

of the measures the Commission believes can

be used to prevent the emergence of mass vio-

lence.

L e a d e r s h i p

E ffective leadership derives from a special

relationship or capacity that makes an org a n i-

zation, government, agency, or prominent indi-

vidual the logical focal point for rallying the

help of the international community. For exam-

ple, U.S. leadership in the Gulf War, supported

strongly by the UN, was critical in maintaining

unity within a diverse coalition of nations; and

in the early 1990s, the UN led an ambitious

international peace initiative in Cambodia. In

most cases, the active support of the members

of the UN Security Council—especially the

permanent members—is important to success. 

A Comprehensive

Pol i t ical–Mil i tary Response

Preventive responses must seek not only to

reduce the potential for violence but also to

create the basic conditions to encourage mod-

eration and make responsible political control

possible. This means that in the acute phase of
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a crisis, assertive efforts may be necessary to

deny belligerents weapons and ammunition.

These military steps may need to be comple-

mented by economic steps to deny access to

the hard currency to procure weapons and pay

combatants (steps that themselves demand that

outsiders refrain from providing weapons,

funds, and other resources to factions in con-

flict). In addition, humanitarian assistance will

usually be needed to help noncombatant vic-

tims of the crisis, and such assistance must be

carried on in close coordination with the other

political, military, and economic efforts under

way. This last point bears emphasis: the crisis

response must integrate the humanitarian, eco-

nomic, political, and military elements if it is to

have increased prospects for success.

M o r e o v e r, an integrated response

should bring together the efforts of govern-

ments, international organizations, nongovern-

mental organizations (NGOs), and private

relief agencies. It should also coordinate the

efforts of outside parties with those of the local

responsible leadership. 

R e s o u r c e s

As a crisis escalates, and even as efforts begin

to help defuse its effects, political rhetoric to

mobilize preventive efforts often outpaces the

flow of resources, which consists of cash and

contributions “in kind” by governments, the

International Committee of the Red Cross, and

global NGOs, such as CARE and Oxfam. Sig-

nificant resources also come from many

smaller humanitarian organizations, such as

Médecins Sans Frontières, and other private

sector agencies. While these nongovernmental

and private sector organizations may not play

leading roles in either mobilizing the interna-

tional response to a crisis or in developing the



general plan of engagement, their services and

resources are vital to the larger effort and

should be systematically integrated into the

overall approach.

Transit ion to  Host  Nation

C o n t r o l

The international response to a potentially

explosive intrastate situation, from its outset,

must plan for the full restoration of authority

and responsibility to the leaders of the country

in crisis. The participation of community and

national leaders in all aspects of the interna-

tional response helps allay fears regarding the

motives of outside parties, and a plan to restore

local authority also reassures outsiders that their

job will come to an end. While many govern-

ments may be willing to help in a crisis, few if

any are willing to stay indefinitely—competing

domestic demands and other international con-

cerns drastically restrict even a willing govern-

m e n t ’s ability to engage in a costly international

e ffort over the long term. The Commission

believes that the primary responsibility to

avoid the reemergence of violence once peace

has been achieved belongs to the people and

their legitimate leaders; they must resume com-

plete responsibility for their own affairs at the

earliest opportunity. 

Measures to avoid imminent violence

fall into four broad groups:

• Early warning and early response

• Preventive diplomacy

• Economic measures, such as sanctions and

inducements

• The use of force
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Early Warning and Early

R e s p o n s e

The capacity to anticipate and analyze possible

conflicts is a prerequisite for prudent decision

making and effective action. Indicators of

imminent violence include widespread human

rights abuses, increasingly brutal political

oppression, inflammatory use of the media, the

accumulation of arms, and sometimes a rash of

o rganized killings. This was certainly true of

the violence in Rwanda and Bosnia in the first

half of the 1990s. 

Yet even practical early warning will

not ensure successful preventive action unless

there is a fundamental change of attitude by

governments and international organizations. A

systematic and practical early warning system

should be combined with constantly updated

contingency plans for preventive action. T h i s

would be a radical advance on the present sys-

tem where, when a trigger event sets off an

explosion of violence, it is usually too difficult,

too costly, and too late for a rapid and effective

response. Thus, in addition to the relatively

easy identification of major hot spots and

checklists of problem conditions, policymakers

also need specific knowledge of the major ele-

ments of destabilization and the way in which

they are likely to coalesce to precipitate an out-

break of violence.

During the early stages of a crisis, pol-

icymakers should not only be attentive to how

circumstances could worsen, but they should

also be alert for opportunities to make con-

structive use of local issues and processes that

could help avoid violence. And they should

exercise great care as to whom they support

and how that support is offered. 

States, international org a n i z a t i o n s ,

nongovernmental organizations, business enter-

prises, religious leaders, scientific groups, and



the media all have, in their different ways, a

capacity for early warning. NGOs, for exam-

ple, are often the first to be aware of, and to act

in, crisis areas, and they have a wealth of infor-

mation regarding the conditions and grievances

that give rise to violence. (Indeed, the disrup-

tion of normal NGO operations is itself an

early warning signal that conditions are deteri-

orating dangerously, a signal that governments

often miss.) For example, in Rwanda, the

human rights NGO Africa Watch warned in

1993 that Hutu extremists had compiled lists of

individuals to be targeted for retribution—indi-

viduals who the next year were among the first

victims.

But there are problems involved when

humanitarian and other nongovernmental and

private sector groups take on an increased

information and early warning role. The infor-

mation these groups provide is not always

accurate or balanced. Many conflicts today

occur in relatively remote regions where accu-

rate information about the competing sides and

their partisans is hard to obtain, which makes it

d i fficult to form a valid picture of the overall

situation. Moreover, humanitarian org a n i z a-

tions, business enterprises, and religious insti-

tutions that operate regularly within or near

crisis areas develop their own agendas that

often do not conform to those of governments,

the parties to the dispute, or outsiders. T h u s ,

what might appear to one group as an unam-

biguous opportunity for action may be seen as

the opposite by another. 

Governments and international organi-

zations are ultimately best suited to alert the

broader international community to a coming

crisis and to assess the validity of the informa-

tion available from other sources. But they sel-

dom do so; there are no mechanisms in place

for governments or the decision-making bodies

of the major regional organizations to acquire

systematically the information that interna-

tional and national NGOs, religious leaders and

institutions, the business community, or other

elements of civil society have accumulated

from years of involvement. There are signs that

this may be changing, however. In a major

report on UN reform issued in July 1997, UN

Secretary-General Kofi Annan recognized the

importance of NGOs and other elements of

civil society and acknowledged the essential

contribution they make to UN operations. 

In sum, it is difficult for major govern-

ments to claim that they did not know that vio-

lence on the scale of a Rwanda or Bosnia could

happen. Similarly, it is implausible for such

governments, especially of the larg e r, more

powerful, and wealthy states, to claim that

nothing could be done to avert such crises.

I n c r e a s i n g l y, they are being held accountable

not only for “What did they know and when

did they know it?” but also for “What could

they have done and when should they have

done it?” 

To repeat, to prevent deadly conflict,

the problem is less one of early warning than of

early action. As a first step, diplomatic engage-

ment can help overcome this problem.

Preventive Diplomacy

When crisis threatens, traditional diplomacy

continues, but more urgent efforts are also

made—through unilateral and multilateral

channels—to pressure, cajole, arbitrate, medi-

ate, or lend “good offices” to encourage dia-

logue and facilitate a nonviolent resolution of

the crisis. Diplomacy and politics need to find

ways to cope with grievous circumstances

occurring anywhere in the world, not only

because these circumstances are tragic in them-
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selves, but also because they have an increas-

ing capacity to harm others. The efforts needed

today are therefore tied, perhaps as never

before, to a complex web of economic and

social relationships that span the globe.

In deteriorating circumstances a num-

ber of steps may help manage the crisis and

prevent the emergence of violence. First, states

should resist the traditional urge to suspend

diplomatic relations as a substitute for action

and instead maintain open, high-fidelity lines

of communication with leaders and groups in

crisis. Second, governments and international

organizations must express in a clear and com-

pelling way the interests in jeopardy. This step

is particularly important should more assertive

steps to deal with the crisis become necessary

later.

Third, the crisis should immediately be

put on the agenda of the UN Security Council

or of the relevant international organization, or

both, early enough to permit preventive action.

At the same time, a means should be estab-

lished to track developments in the crisis, to

provide regular updates, and to include a mech-

anism to incorporate information from NGOs

and other nongovernmental actors to support

high-level deliberations on unfolding events.

Fourth, and notwithstanding the fore-

going imperative to broaden the multilateral

context of an unfolding crisis, governments

should be attentive to opportunities to support

quiet diplomacy and dialogue with and

between moderate leaders in the crisis. Special

envoys and representatives of key states or

regional organizations or on behalf of the UN

have time and again demonstrated their value,

particularly in the early stages of a crisis. 

Diplomatic and political strategies to

avert a looming crisis demand creative ways 

of defusing tensions and facilitating mutual

accommodation among potential belligerents.

Such strategies can include a serious discussion

of peaceful border adjustments or revisions,

new constitutional arrangements, forms of

regional or cultural autonomy, or even, in

unusual circumstances, partition. Potential solu-

tions may lie in various forms of power sharing

to help assure groups that their interests are not

at the mercy of the whim of the majority.

O fficial diplomacy can be greatly

strengthened by private sector activity. Long

used in international negotiations by leaders to

take informal soundings of adversaries’ i n t e n-

tions, so-called Track Two diplomacy is

increasingly the strategy of choice for dealing

with problems beyond the reach of off i c i a l

e fforts. Some governments have found NGOs

very useful in brokering political agreements

and supplementing governmental roles. In

recent years, many groups in the United States

and Europe, such as the Institute for Multi-

Track Diplomacy, International Alert, T h e

Carter Center’s International Negotiation Net-

work, the International Crisis Group, the Pro-

ject on Ethnic Relations, and the Conflict

Management Group, have developed models

for multitrack diplomacy and conflict resolu-

tion. These organizations have played active

roles in building relationships between con-

flicting parties and with interested govern-

ments, offering training in diplomacy and

conflict resolution, and providing good offices

to parties that are committed to the peaceful

resolution of conflict.

Economic Measures

In circumstances of incipient conflict, a num-

ber of economic measures are at the disposal of

states and international organizations in a posi-

tion to influence potential belligerents to avoid
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violence. Sanctions, of course, are one such

tool. But beyond sanctions, inducements, eco-

nomic conditionality, and the dispute resolution

mechanisms of international trade and other

economic organizations may also prove useful.

S a n c t i o n s

Sanctions can play an important role in support

of preventive diplomacy, notwithstanding the

fact that practical questions remain about gov-

ernments’ abilities to use sanctions effectively.

Sanctions serve three broad policy functions

for governments: to signal international con-

cern to the offending state (and, by example, to

others), to punish a state’s bad behavior, and to

serve as a precursor to stronger actions, includ-

ing, if necessary, the use of force.

Sanctions should be part of a broader

influence strategy that puts maximum political

and economic pressure as precisely as possible

on the offending parties—preferably ruling

parties or specific leaders rather than whole

populations. States that impose sanctions

should also take steps, in accordance with the

UN Charter, to reduce unwanted or undesirable

side effects and minimize the privation and suf-

fering of innocent civilians and the economic

losses often suffered by neighboring countries.

Sanctions regimes that are focused on

commodities exclusively must be swiftly and

comprehensively imposed to be most effective.

Graduated, piecemeal approaches are unlikely

to work. Sanctions regimes should be sup-

ported, where necessary, with the forceful mea-

sures suitable to ensure compliance and

demonstrate resolve. Diplomatic and other

political communications should be clear on

the behavior necessary for sanctions to be lifted

and, where possible, accompanied by an incen-

tive package. 

“ Ta rgeted” sanctions offer a way to

focus the penalty more directly on those most

responsible for the crisis. Such targeted sanc-

tions include freezing leaders’ personal assets

or denying them access to hard currency. For

this purpose, financial information can be

shared among cooperating nations to identify

and restrict the cash flows of leaders who

threaten to use violence. 

I n d u c e m e n t s

Inducements could have greater preventive

potential if they were better understood. Essen-

t i a l l y, the inducement process involves the

granting of a political or economic benefit in

exchange for a specified policy adjustment.

Inducement policies strive to make cooperation

and conciliation more appealing than aggres-

sion and hostility. Examples of inducements

include favorable trade terms, tariff reductions,

direct purchases, subsidies for exports or

imports, economic and military aid, favorable

taxation, access to advanced technology, mili-

tary cooperation, and the many benefits that

accrue to members in good standing in interna-

tional organizations. Policymakers often juggle

a variety of political, military, and economic

elements in a package of inducements. 

Inducements are especially influential

when used against the backdrop of sanctions—

where benefits of cooperation can be weighed

against stark punishments for pursuing vio-

lence.

C o n d i t i o n a l i t y

One particularly potent tool for effective pre-

ventive action may be conditionality, the forg-

ing of links between responsible, nonviolent

behavior and the promise of greater reward

through growing integration into the commu-

nity of market democracies. Increasingly,
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through their bilateral programs and through

pressure on the international financial institu-

tions, states are attaching good governance

conditions to the development assistance pro-

vided to emerging economies. A s s o c i a t i n g

assistance with responsible governance in this

way may give the international community a

powerful source of leverage with those who

persistently use violent means to pursue their

aims. States that attach these kinds of condi-

tions to their aid are not themselves above

s c r u t i n y, however. The potential leverage of

conditionality is diminished when donor states

demand higher standards of behavior than they

themselves are prepared to observe.

Economic Dispute Resolution

M e c h a n i s m s

Every major international trade org a n i z a t i o n

has mechanisms to help broker disputes that

may arise among members, and members com-

mit themselves to pursue their grievances

through these organizational processes and to

be bound by their findings. The dispute resolu-

tion mechanism of the World Trade Org a n i z a t i o n

( W TO) is typical: following the identification of

a grievance, a panel of experts may be assembled

to rule on the merits of the case. If found in vio-

lation, an offending party is required to bring its

policies or practices into compliance within a

reasonable period of time or face a damage judg-

ment. If corrective action is not taken, the

aggrieved party may retaliate by raising duties.

Decisions may be appealed, and uncorrected

behavior can lead to more serious measures such

as sanctions or expulsion from the organization. 

These mechanisms are designed to

work between governments, of course, and

may be less suitable for brokering internal eco-

nomic disputes, and governments do not appear

uniformly eager to invite outside engagement

on such matters. Nevertheless, some similar

mechanisms may be adaptable for use by gov-

ernments in internal affairs, and they remain in

any case important tools to help manage dis-

putes between states. Given the great signifi-

cance of economic issues in an increasingly

interdependent world, the lessons learned from

these mechanisms for nonviolent dispute reso-

lution deserve closer attention.

Forceful  Measures

At first sight, contemplation of the threat or use

of forceful measures might seem at odds with

the Commission’s focus on the prevention of

deadly conflict. But situations will continue to

arise where diplomatic responses, even supple-

mented by strong economic measures, are sim-

ply insufficient to prevent the outbreak or

recurrence of major violence. The question

arises as to when, where, and how individual

nations, and global and regional organizations,

should be willing to apply forceful measures to

curb incipient violence and stop potentially

much greater destruction of life and property.

The Commission believes that there are three

broad principles that should govern any such

decision:

• First, any threat or use of force must be gov-

erned by universally accepted principles, as

the UN Charter requires. Decisions to use

force must not be arbitrary, or operate as the

coercive and selectively used weapon of the

strong against the weak.

• Second, the threat or use of force should not

be regarded only as a last resort in desperate

circumstances. Governments must be atten-

tive to opportunities when clear demonstra-
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tions of resolve and determination can estab-

lish clear limits to unacceptable behavior.

• Third, states—particularly the major pow-

ers—must accept that the threat or use of

force, if it does become necessary, must be

part of an integrated, usually multilateral

strategy, and used in conjunction with politi-

cal and economic instruments. One way to

achieve these aims is to institutionalize the

e m e rging view that when employing force

for preventive purposes, states should only

do so with a UN Security Council resolution

specifying a clear mandate and detailing the

arrangements under which force will be

used and the units that will be involved in

the action. 

The Commission does not mean to

suggest that there are no circumstances under

which the unilateral use of force might be con-

templated. Indeed, the Charter authorizes uni-

lateral force in certain circumstances. For the

kinds of preventive action contemplated here,

however, a multilateral response should be the

norm, as envisaged in the UN Charter, and a

norm that should apply to large as well as small

states.

There are three distinct kinds of opera-

tions where the use of force and forces—that

is, military or police personnel—may have an

important role in preventing the outbreak or

recurrence of violent conflict: postconflict

peacekeeping, preventive deployments, and

“fire brigade” deployments. Only the third of

these involves personnel on the ground having

the mandate or capacity to apply forceful mea-

sures (other than in self-defense)—but the

credibility of all three as preventive strategies

depends on the perception that if peace breaks

down, forceful measures to restore it may well

be forthcoming. 

Peacekeeping and Maintaining

Civil Order

In the aftermath of cease-fires and more sub-

stantial peace settlements, traditional, lightly

armed peacekeeping missions can help monitor

and restrain tense situations. These operations

have been most effective when deployed in

very specific circumstances where the parties

to a conflict are separated along clearly demar-

cated boundaries and when they agree to a

cease-fire and the presence of the outside

forces. Such deployments could also be applied

as a valuable means of improving security for

UN humanitarian enterprises, especially

refugee camps. These missions serve several

purposes, including to signal the interest and

engagement of the international community, to

observe and monitor relations between antago-

nistic parties, and to act as a deterrent against

renewed fighting.

Experience in a number of UN mis-

sions—Bosnia, Cambodia, Haiti, Rwanda,

Somalia, Western Sahara, and elsewhere—sug-

gests the particular need to plan carefully and

execute responsibly peacekeeping deploy-

ments, as well as law-and-order operations

designed to establish and maintain legitimate

civil control. An international policing force

can monitor situations of potential unrest,

establish a presence through patrols and

precincts to help keep tensions in check, retrain

or replace problematic elements within the host

c o u n t r y ’s own police force, and restrain gang

or other organized criminal activities until local

authorities can resume complete control.

Strengthening local policing capacities through

international, regional, or ad hoc arrangements

may reduce the necessity for military interven-

tions. Technological innovations that permit

law enforcement and military forces to use
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less-than-lethal means for keeping order may

increase the effectiveness of their operations.

Policing cannot by itself ensure civil

control. Good police practices are not a substi-

tute for political systems providing alternative

outlets for grievances. Success depends on the

degree to which policing practices are sup-

ported (and regulated) by legitimate govern-

mental, judicial, and penal systems under-

written by the rule of law. 

“Thin Blue Line” Preventive

Deployments 

Until recently, peacekeeping operations—both

traditional and expanded—were only used in

the aftermath of conflict to help reconcile the

parties and to prevent the recurrence of fight-

ing. A new concept has now emerged with the

deployment in late 1992 of a small force of

troops and civilian monitors to the Former

Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, with the

objective, so far successful, of preventing the

spread of hostilities from other areas of the for-

mer Yugoslavia. The essence of the strategy is

a preventive military rather than diplomatic

response involving the positioning of troops

and related personnel on one or both sides of a

border between parties in dispute. 

The success to date of the deployment

in Macedonia may suggest that this measure

could prove a particularly effective preventive

device. One potential disadvantage, as the

experience in Cyprus illustrates, is that some-

times the international community must be pre-

pared to stay for an extended, perhaps even

indefinite, period of time.

“Fire Brigade” Deployments 

Much debate has swirled around the idea of

establishing a rapid reaction capability within

the UN or through other regional arrangements

to give the international community a means to

respond quickly to an emerging crisis. Many

political difficulties attach to such a capability,

however, and governments have in large mea-

sure proved unwilling to take the steps neces-

sary to establish such a force. 

The Commission supports the estab-

lishment of a rapid reaction force of some

5,000 to 10,000 troops, the core of which

would be contributed by members of the Secu-

rity Council. The force would also need a

robust planning staff, a standing operational

headquarters, training facilities, and compatible

equipment. The Commission offers two arg u-

ments for such a capability: First, the record of

international crises points out the need in cer-

tain cases to respond rapidly and, if necessary,

with force; and second, the operational

integrity of such a force requires that it not be

assembled in pieces or in haste. A s t a n d i n g

force may well be a necessity for effective pre-

vention. 

Currently, the UN Security Council is

ill-equipped to implement quick decisions to

establish a military presence on the ground in a

crisis. The political machinery and the logisti-

cal and financial structure necessary to make

things happen within days do not exist. Trans-

portation, communications, and supply func-

tions are contracted out through a competitive,

laborious, and time-consuming system. Crisis

military staffing is ad hoc and drawn from

standing organizations within the UN. T h i s

lack of capacity creates genuine operational

hazards. The existence of a standing rapid reac-

tion capability would help ensure that these

problems are solved.

The Security Council should immedi-

ately establish a working group to develop the

operational requirements for such a capability

and make recommendations for a Council deci-
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sion regarding the guidelines for raising and

funding such a force. The force would be under

the authority of the Security Council and its

deployment subject to a veto by any of the per-

manent members. 

In the end, of course, the use of such a

capability may mean that other efforts to fore-

stall violence have not been effective. The fore-

going discussion has illuminated measures that

can help defuse a crisis that has reached an

acute phase. But the question remains: W h a t

can be done to prevent crises from getting to

that point to begin with? In other words, what

conditions inhibit the rise of violence and how

can these conditions be established and main-

tained? 

S T R U C T U R A L

PREVENTION: Strategies  

To Address  the  Root  Causes

of  Deadly Confl ict

Structural prevention—or peace building—

comprises strategies such as putting in place

international legal systems, dispute resolution

mechanisms, and cooperative arrangements;

meeting people’s basic economic, social, cul-

tural, and humanitarian needs; and rebuilding

societies that have been shattered by war or

other major crises.

This report argues that whatever

model of self-government societies ultimately

choose, and whatever path they follow to that

end, they must meet the three core needs of

s e c u r i t y, well-being, and justice and thereby

give people a stake in nonviolent efforts to

improve their lives. Meeting these needs not

only enables people to live better lives, it also

reduces the potential for deadly conflict.

S e c u r i t y

People cannot thrive in an environment where

they believe their survival to be in jeopardy.

Indeed, many violent conflicts have been

waged by people trying to establish and main-

tain a safe living space. There are three main

sources of insecurity today: the threat posed by

nuclear and other weapons of mass destruction;

the possibility of conventional confrontation

between militaries; and sources of internal vio-

lence, such as terrorism, organized crime,

insurgency, and repressive regimes.

Nuclear Weapons

The retention of nuclear weapons by any state

stimulates other states and nonstate actors to

acquire them. Thus, the only durably safe

course is to work toward elimination of such

weapons within a reasonable time frame, and

for this purpose to be achieved, stringent con-

ditions have to be set to make this feasible with

security for all. These conditions must include

rigorous safeguards against any nuclear

weapons falling into the hands of dictatorial

and fanatical leaders. Within this context, steps

that should be taken promptly in this direction

include developing credible mechanisms and

practices: 

• To account for nuclear weapons and materials

• To monitor their whereabouts and opera-

tional condition

• To ensure the safe management and reduc-

tion of nuclear arsenals 

Since nuclear arms are the deadliest of

weapons, they create an especially critical

problem of prevention. The Commission
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believes that preventive efforts against violence

with conventional weapons or other weapons

of mass destruction would be strongly rein-

forced if fuller efforts were made to control the

nuclear danger. For example, the world would

be a safer place, and the risks of deadly conflict

would be reduced, if nuclear weapons were not

actively deployed. Much of the deterrent effect

of these weapons can be sustained without hav-

ing active forces poised for massive attack at

every moment. The dramatic transformation

required to remove all nuclear weapons from

active deployment is feasible in technical

terms, but substantial changes in political atti-

tudes and managerial practices would be neces-

sary as well. 

The Commission endorses the ultimate

objective of elimination long embodied in the

Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and recently

elaborated in separate reports issued by the

Canberra Commission on the Elimination of

Nuclear Weapons and by the U.S. National

Academy of Sciences. Precisely because of its

importance, we wish to emphasize the condi-

tions that would have to be achieved to make

elimination a responsible and realistic aspira-

tion.

In a comprehensive framework to

achieve that objective, the foremost require-

ment would be an international accounting sys-

tem that tracks the exact number of fabricated

weapons and the exact amounts of the fission-

able materials that provide their explosive

p o w e r. For technical as well as political rea-

sons, it will inevitably require a considerable

amount of time to develop an accounting sys-

tem that could support a general agreement to

eliminate active nuclear weapons deployments.

The requisite accuracy is not likely to be

achieved until such a system has been in opera-

tion over a substantial period of time. T h e

Commission strongly recommends that eff o r t s

be initiated immediately to create such a sys-

tem as a priority for the prevention of deadly

conflict.

C o n c u r r e n t l y, governments should

eliminate the practice of alert procedures (i.e.,

relying on continuously available weapons)

and set an immediate goal to remove all

weapons from active deployment—that is, to

dismantle them to the point that to use them

would require reconstruction. In addition, the

major nuclear states should reverse their com-

mitment to massive targeting and establish a

presumption of limited use. Finally, as this

process proceeds, multilateral arrangements

will need to be made to ensure stability and the

maintenance of peace and security in a world

without nuclear weapons. 

In several regions of the world today,

volatile circumstances involve neighbors, one

or more of which may possess nuclear

weapons. These circumstances give added

impetus to developing improved methods of

accounting for and safeguarding nuclear

weapons and materials. The aim must be to

move the specter of nuclear weapons far to the

background of any conventional confrontation.

For this to happen, the nuclear states must

demonstrate that they take seriously Article VI

of the NPT, which calls for signatories to make

good faith progress toward complete disarma-

ment under strict and effective international

control.

Biological and Chemical

W e a p o n s

Although there have been numerous protocols,

conventions, and agreements on the control and

elimination of biological and chemical
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weapons, progress has been slowed by a lack

of binding treaties with provisions for imple-

mentation, inspection, and enforcement.

Regarding biological weapons, it is impossible

to control completely or deny access to materi-

als and information. But it may be possible to

gain greater control through mechanisms to

monitor the possession of and the construction

of facilities for the most dangerous pathogens.

A registry could be established in which gov-

ernments and other users would register strains

under their control and detail the purposes of

experimentation. Registrants would be required

to publish the results of their experiments. This

registry would seek to reinforce the practice of

systematic transparency and create a legal and

professional expectation that those working

with these strains would be under an obligation

to reveal themselves. In addition, the profes-

sional community of researchers and scientists

must engage in expanded and extensive collab-

oration in this field and establish a close con-

nection to the public health community. 

The Commission believes that govern-

ments should seek a more effective categorical

prohibition against the development and use of

chemical weapons. The international commu-

nity needs systematic monitoring of chemical

compounds and the size of stockpiles to ensure

transparency and to guard against misuse. 

If progress on these fronts is to be

made, complex disagreements within both the

international community and individual states

must be addressed. While there remains a criti-

cal need for continued progress, the gains that

have been made in the control of nuclear

weapons have created important expectations

of transparency, accountability, and reciprocity,

and may help improve the control of biological

and chemical weapons.

Conventional Weapons 

As detailed in the report, violent conflict today

is fought with conventional weapons. T h e

Commission recognizes that all states have the

right to maintain adequate defense structures

for their security and that achieving global

agreement on the control of conventional

weapons will be difficult.  Nevertheless,

progress should be possible to control the flow

of arms around the world. The global arms

trade is dominated by the five permanent mem-

bers of the UN Security Council and Germany.

Jointly, they account for 80–90 percent of such

a c t i v i t y. To date, few efforts to control the

flows of conventional weapons have been

undertaken, and the trade in small arms and

ammunition—which account for the majority

of deaths in today’s conflicts—remains largely

unregulated. One effort in the right direction is

the international movement to institute a world-

wide ban on the production, stockpiling, distri-

bution, and use of land mines. The Commission

strongly endorses this eff o r t .

Governments must keep conventional

arms control near the top of their national and

multilateral security agendas. NATO and other

regional arrangements that offer the opportu-

nity for sustained dialogue among the profes-

sional military establishments will help, and in

the process promote important values of trans-

p a r e n c y, nonthreatening force structures and

deployments, and civilian control of the mili-

tary. 

Cooperating for Peace 

Around the globe, national military establish-

ments in many—but not all—regions are

shrinking and their role has come under pro-

found reexamination as a result of the end of

the Cold War and the sharp rise of economic

globalization. With the end of the confrontation
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between East and West, military establishments

in the former Warsaw Pact are being reconfig-

ured and the forces of NATO and many West-

ern nations are being reduced. T h e

Commission believes that the general trend

toward force reduction and realignment, the

current absence of interstate war in the world,

and the continuing development of interna-

tional regimes form a foundation from which

states can continue to reduce the conventional

military threat that they pose to one another. 

Security within States 

Intrastate violence can result from active insur-

gencies, political terrorism, or organized crime.

Four essential elements provide a framework for

maintaining a just regime for internal stability: 

• A corpus of laws that is legitimately derived

and widely promulgated and understood 

• A consistent, visible, fair, and active net-

work of police authority to enforce the laws

(especially important at the local level)

• An independent, equitable, and accessible

grievance redress system, including above

all an impartial judicial system 

• A penal system that is fair and prudent in

meting out punishment 

These basic elements are vital yet hard

to achieve, and they require constant attention

through democratic processes. 

Governments, international org a n i z a-

tions, and private sector groups operating inter-

nationally have important roles to play in

maintaining internal security. In general, out-

siders can help by:

• Promoting norms and practices to govern

interstate relations, to avoid and resolve dis-

putes, and to encourage practices of good

governance

• Reducing and eventually eliminating the

many military threats and sources of insecu-

rity between states, including those that con-

tribute to instability within states

• Not exacerbating the interstate or intrastate

disputes of others, either on purpose or inad-

v e r t e n t l y. The history of third-party interven-

tion is replete with examples of interventions

that were unwarranted, unwanted, or unhelp-

f u l .

Existing in a secure environment is

only the beginning, of course. People may feel

relatively free from fear of attack, but unless

they also have the opportunity to maintain

decent living standards, discontent and resent-

ment can generate unrest. 

W e l l - B e i n g

Too many of the world’s people still cannot

take for granted food, water, shelter, and other

necessities. The slippery slope of degrada-

tion—so vividly exemplified in Somalia in the

early 1990s—leads to growing risks of civil

war, terrorism, and humanitarian catastrophe. 

Well-being entails access to basic

necessities, including health services, educa-

tion, and an opportunity to earn a livelihood. In

the context of structural prevention, well-being

implies more than just a state’s capacity to pro-

vide essential needs. People are often able to

tolerate economic deprivation and disparities in
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the short run because governments create con-

ditions that allow them to improve their living

standards and that lessen disparities between

rich and poor.

The Commission believes that decent

living standards are a universal human right.

Development efforts to meet these standards

are a prime responsibility of governments, and

the international community has a responsibil-

ity to help through development assistance.

Assistance programs are vital to many develop-

ing states, crucial to sustaining millions of peo-

ple in crises, and necessary to help build

otherwise unaffordable infrastructure. But

long-term solutions must also be found through

a state’s own development policies, attentive to

the particular needs of its society’s economic

and social sectors.

Helping from Within:

Development Revisited

For a variety of reasons, many nations in the

global South have been late in getting access to

the remarkable opportunities now available for

economic and social development. They are

seeking ways to modernize in keeping with their

own cultural traditions and distinctive settings.

The general well-being of a society

will require government action to help ensure

widespread economic opportunity. W h e t h e r

and how to undertake such interventions in the

economy is controversial and should be

decided and implemented democratically by

societies on their own behalf. The Commission

emphasizes, however, that economic growth

without widespread sharing in the benefits of

that growth will not reduce prospects for vio-

lent conflict and could, in fact, be a contribut-

ing factor to exacerbating tensions. T h e

resentment and unrest likely to be induced by

drastically unbalanced or inequitable economic

opportunity may outweigh whatever prosperity

is generated by that opportunity. 

Fundamentally, the distribution of eco-

nomic benefits in a society is a political ques-

tion resolved through decisions regarding the

kind of economic organization a society will

construct, including the nature and level of

governmental engagement in private sector

activity. Poverty is often a structural outgrowth

of these decisions, and when poverty runs in

parallel with ethnic or cultural divisions, it

often creates a flash point. Peace is most com-

monly found where economic growth and

opportunities to share in that growth are

broadly distributed across the population. 

There is great preventive value in ini-

tiatives that focus on children and women, not

only because they are the main victims of con-

flict, but also because women in many vulnera-

ble societies are an important source of

community stability and vitality. For children,

this emphasis entails a two-pronged approach

that stresses, on the one hand, access to educa-

tion and basic health services, and on the other,

policies that prohibit the recruitment of child

soldiers and the industrial exploitation of child

l a b o r. For women, this entails national pro-

grams that encourage education for girls,

women-operated businesses, and other commu-

nity-based economic activities. Moreover, in

rebuilding violence-torn societies, women, usu-

ally the majority of the surviving population,

must be involved in all decision making and

implementation.

Making Development

S u s t a i n a b l e

In at least three clear ways, natural resources

lie at the heart of conflicts that hold the poten-

tial for mass violence through the deliberate
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manipulation of resource shortages for hostile

purposes (for example, using food or water as a

weapon); competing claims of sovereignty over

resource endowments (such as rivers or oil and

other fossil fuel deposits); and the exacerbating

role played by environmental degradation and

resource depletion in areas characterized by

political instability, rapid population growth,

chronic economic deprivation, and societal

stress.

Global population and economic

growth, along with high consumption in the

North, have led to the depletion, destruction,

and pollution of the natural environment.

Nearly every region of the world has a major

resource endowment that will require several

states to cooperate to ensure that these

resources are managed responsibly. Science

and technology can contribute immensely to

the reduction of environmental threats through

low-pollution technologies. Greater effort is

required to develop sustainable strategies for

social and economic progress; in fact, sustain-

ability is likely to become a key principle of

development and a major incentive for global

partnerships.

Helping from Outside:

Development Assistance

Promoting good governance has become the

keynote of development assistance in the

1990s, along with the building of fundamental

skills for participation in the modern global

economy. The new approach requires a state, at

a minimum, to equip itself with a professional,

accountable bureaucracy that is able to provide

an enabling environment and handle macroeco-

nomic management, sustained poverty reduc-

tion, education and training (including of

women), and protection of the environment.

The Commission believes that more strenuous

and sustained development assistance can also

reduce the risk of regional conflicts when it is

used to tie border groups in one or more states

to their shared interests in land and water

development, environmental protection, and

other mutual concerns.

The emphasis on good governance has

also encouraged a more robust and responsible

private sector development in many countries.

There is rising economic activity in the private

sector around the world.

Sustained growth requires investment

in people, and programs must prevent deep,

intergenerational poverty from becoming insti-

tutionalized. Development assistance can

include transitional budgetary support, espe-

cially for maintenance and to buffer the human

cost of conversion to market economies. Exten-

sive technical assistance, specialized training,

and broad economic education are all badly

needed. So too is the building of indigenous

institutions to sustain the vital knowledge and

skills for development.

In sum, improving well-being requires

a multifaceted approach. It means mobilizing

and developing human capacities, broadening

and diversifying the economic base, removing

barriers to equal opportunity, and opening

countries to participation in the global econ-

omy and the international community.

J u s t i c e

An understanding of and adherence to the rule

of law is crucial to a healthy system of social

o rganization, both nationally and internation-

ally, and any effort to create and maintain such

a system must itself rest on the rule of law. The

rule of law is a goal in that it forms the basis
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for the just management of relations between

and among people. It is also a means in that a

sound legal regime helps ensure the protection

of fundamental human rights, political access

through participatory governance, social

accommodation of diverse groups, and equi-

table economic opportunity. 

Justice in the International

C o m m u n i t y

S t a t e s ’ e fforts in relation to justice should

include ways to develop international law with

particular emphasis on three main areas:

human rights; humanitarian law, including the

need to provide the legal underpinning for UN

operations in the field; and nonviolent alterna-

tives for dispute resolution, including more

flexible intrastate mechanisms for mediation,

arbitration, grievance recognition, and social

reconciliation.

Justice within States

There is no more fundamental political right than

the ability to have a say in how one is governed.

Participation by the people in the choice and

replacement of their government—democracy—

assures all citizens the opportunity to better their

circumstances while managing the inevitable

clashes that arise. Democracy achieves this goal

by accommodating competing interests through

regularized, widely accessible, transparent

processes at many levels of government. Sus-

tainable democratic systems also need a func-

tioning and fair judicial system, a military that

is under civilian control, and police and civil

services that are competent, honest, and

accountable. 

E ffective participatory government

based on the rule of law reduces the need for

people to take matters into their own hands and

to resolve their differences through violence. It

is important that all groups within a society

believe that they have real opportunities to

influence the political process. The institutions

and processes to ensure widespread political

participation can vary widely. 

Engineering transitions to participa-

tory governance, or restoring legitimate gover-

nance following conditions of anarchy, may

require temporary power sharing. Many forms

of power sharing are possible, but all provide

for widespread participation in the reconstruc-

tion effort, sufficient resources to ensure broad-

based access to educational, economic, and

political opportunities, and the constructive

involvement of outsiders. 

In the aftermath of authoritarian

regimes or civil wars characterized by atroci-

ties, the legitimacy of the reconciliation mecha-

nisms is paramount. At least three ways exist to

bring perpetrators to justice and help move

societies forward: aggressive and visible use of

the existing judicial system, establishment of a

special commission for truth and reconcilia-

tion, or reliance on international tribunals. 

International tribunals serve important

a c c o u n t a b i l i t y, reconciliation, and deterrence

functions, inasmuch as they provide a credible

forum to hear grievances and a legitimate

process through which individuals, rather than

an entire nationality, are held accountable for

their transgressions. The International Wa r

Crimes Tribunal in The Hague, created in

response to the conflicts in the former

Yugoslavia and in Rwanda, reflects these aims.

Notwithstanding a number of serious problems,

the tribunals have set important precedents on

several key legal issues. The Commission

believes that the United Nations should move
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to establish an international criminal court, and

it welcomes the secretary-general’s proposal

that an international conference be held in 1998

to finalize and adopt a treaty to establish such a

court.

While the right to a say in how one is

governed is a fundamental human right and the

foundation of a political framework within

which disputes among groups or their members

can be brokered in nonviolent ways, merely

giving people a say will not, of itself, ensure

political accommodation. People must believe

that their government will stay free of corrup-

tion, maintain law and order, provide for their

basic needs, and safeguard their interests with-

out compromising their core values. 

Social Justice 

While democratic political systems strive to

treat people equitably, this does not mean that

they treat all people the same. Just as eff o r t s

are made to accommodate the special needs of

the very old, the very young, the poor, and the

disabled, it is usually necessary to acknowl-

edge explicitly the differences that may exist

among various groups within a society and

accommodate to the greatest extent possible

their particular needs. 

Among the most important needs are

the freedom to preserve important cultural

practices, including the opportunity for educa-

tion in a minority language, and freedom of

religion. One solution is to permit minorities to

operate private educational institutions.

Another is to mandate dual-language instruc-

tion. Simply put, vibrant, participatory systems

require religious and cultural freedom. 

THE RESPONSIBILITY 

OF STATES,  LEADERS,

AND CIVIL SOCIETY

Widespread deadly conflict threatens global

stability by eroding the rules and norms of

behavior that states have sought to establish.

Rampant human rights abuses are often the pre-

lude to violence. They reflect a breakdown in

the rule of law, and if they are allowed to con-

tinue unchecked, the result will be weakened

confidence in states’commitment to the protec-

tion of human rights, democratic governance,

and international treaties. Moreover, the lack of

a response—particularly by states that have an

obvious capacity to act—will encourage a cli-

mate of lawlessness in which disaffected peo-

ples or opposing factions will increasingly take

matters into their own hands. In this regard, the

Commission believes that, as a matter of funda-

mental principle, self-determination claims by

national or ethnic communities or other groups

should not be pursued by force. The interna-

tional community should advance this principle

and establish the presumption that recognition

of a new state will be denied if accomplished

by force. The effort to help avert deadly con-

flict is thus a matter not only of humanitarian

obligation, but also of enlightened self-interest.

States  and Their  Leaders

Major preventive action remains the responsi-

bility of states, and especially their leaders.

States must decide whether they do nothing,

act alone, act in cooperation with other govern-

ments, work through international org a n i z a-

tions, or work with elements of the private

s e c t o r. It should be an accepted principle that

those with the greatest capacity to act have the

greatest responsibility to do so.
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The Commission is of the strong view

that the leaders, governments, and people clos-

est to potentially violent situations bear the pri-

mary responsibility for taking preventive

action. They stand to lose most, of course, if

their efforts do not succeed. The Commission

believes that the best approach to prevention is

one that emphasizes local solutions to local

problems where possible, and new divisions of

labor—involving governments and the private

sector—based on comparative advantage and

augmented as necessary by help from outside. 

The array of those who have a useful

preventive role to play extends beyond govern-

ments and intergovernmental organizations to

include the private sector with its vast expertise

and resources. The Commission urges the com-

bining of governmental and nongovernmental

e fforts in a system of conflict prevention that

takes into account the strengths, resources, and

limitations of each component of the system.

It cannot be emphasized enough that

governments bear the greatest responsibility to

prevent deadly conflict. The following sections

discuss the capacity for preventive action of the

private and nongovernmental sectors and inter-

governmental organizations. The Commission

believes, however, that much of what these var-

ious agencies and organizations can do to help

prevent deadly conflict will  be aided or

impeded by the actions of states.

Pivotal  Inst i tut ions  of  

Civi l  Society

Many elements of civil society can work to

reduce hatred and violence and to encourage

attitudes of concern, social responsibility, and

mutual aid within and between groups. In diffi-

cult economic and political transitions, the

o rganizations of civil society are of crucial

importance in alleviating the dangers of mass

violence. Many elements in the private sector

around the world are dedicated to helping pre-

vent deadly conflict and have declared a public

commitment to the well-being of humanity in

their various activities. They have raised con-

siderable sums of money on the basis of this

commitment, bringing them many opportuni-

ties but also great responsibilities. 

N o n g o v e r n m e n t a l

Organizations 

Virtually every conflict in the world today has

some form of international response and pres-

ence—whether humanitarian, diplomatic, or

other—and much of that presence comes from

the nongovernmental community. Performing a

wide variety of humanitarian, medical, educa-

tional, and other relief and development func-

tions, NGOs are deeply engaged in the world’s

conflicts and are now frequently significant

participants in most efforts to manage and

resolve deadly conflict. 

As pillars of any thriving society,

NGOs at their  best provide a vast array 

of human services unmatched by either 

government or the market, and they are the

self-designated advocates for action on virtu-

ally all matters of public concern. The rapid

spread of information technology, market-dri-

ven economic interdependence, and easier and

less expensive ways of communicating within

and among states have allowed many NGOs—

through their worldwide operations—to

become key global transmission belts for ideas,

financial resources, and technical assistance. 

Three broad categories of NGOs offer

especially important potential contributions to

the prevention of deadly conflict: human rights

and other advocacy groups, humanitarian and

development organizations, and the small but
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growing number of Track Two groups that help

open the way to more formal internal or inter-

national peace processes. 

Human rights, Track Two, and grass-

roots development organizations all provide

early warning of rising local tension and help

open or protect the necessary political space

between groups and the government that can

allow local leaders to settle differences peace-

fully. Nongovernmental humanitarian agencies

have great flexibility and access in responding

to the needs of victims (especially the inter-

nally displaced) during complex emerg e n c i e s .

Development and prodemocracy groups have

become vital to effecting peaceful transitions

from authoritarian rule to more open societies

and, in the event of a violent conflict, in help-

ing to make peace processes irreversible during

the difficult transitions to reconstruction and

national reconciliation. The work of interna-

tional NGOs and their connection to each other

and to indigenous organizations throughout the

world reinforce a sense of common interest and

common purpose, and demonstrate the political

will to support collective measures for preven-

tive action. 

Many NGOs have deep knowledge of

regional and local issues, cultures, and relation-

ships, and an ability to function in adverse cir-

cumstances even, or perhaps especially, where

governments cannot. Moreover, nongovern-

mental relief organizations often have legiti-

macy and operational access that do not raise

concerns about sovereignty, as government

activities sometimes do.

Some NGOs have an explicit focus on

conflict prevention and resolution. They may: 

• Monitor conflicts and provide early warning

and insight into a particular conflict

• Convene the adversarial parties (providing a

neutral forum)

• Pave the way for mediation and undertake

mediation

• Carry out education and training for conflict

resolution, building an indigenous capacity

for coping with ongoing conflicts

• Help to strengthen institutions for conflict

resolution

• Foster development of the rule of law

• Help to establish a free press with responsi-

ble reporting on conflict

• Assist in planning and implementing elec-

tions

• Provide technical assistance on democratic

arrangements that reduce the likelihood of

violence in divided societies

Notwithstanding these valuable contri-

butions, the Commission believes that NGOs

must improve coordination with each other and

with intergovernmental organizations and gov-

ernments to reduce unnecessary redundancies

among and within their own operations. Specif-

i c a l l y, the leadership of the major global

humanitarian NGOs should agree to meet regu-

larly—at a minimum on an annual basis—to

share information, and promote shared norms

of engagement in crises. The Commission also

recommends that the secretary-general of the

UN follow through with his aim of strengthen-

ing NGO links to UN deliberation by establish-

ing a means whereby NGOs and other agencies
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of civil society can bring relevant matters to

the attention of appropriate organs of the

United Nations. 

Religious Leaders and

Institutions 

Five factors give religious leaders and institu-

tions from the grass roots to the transnational

level a comparative advantage for dealing with

conflict situations. They have a 

• Clear message that resonates with their fol-

lowers

• Long-standing and pervasive presence on

the ground

• Well-developed infrastructure that often

includes a sophisticated communications

network connecting local, national, and

international offices

• Legitimacy for speaking out on crisis issues

• Traditional orientation to peace and good-

will

Because of these advantages, religious

institutions have on occasion played a reconcil-

ing role by inhibiting violence, lessening ten-

sions, and contributing decisively to the

resolution of conflict. 

Religious advocacy is particularly

e ffective when it is broadly inclusive of many

faiths. A number of dialogues between religions

provide opportunities for important interfaith

exchanges on key public policy issues. T h e

Commission believes that religious leaders and

institutions should be called upon to undertake

a worldwide effort to foster respect for diver-

sity and to promote ways to avoid violence.

They should discuss as a priority matter during

any interfaith and intrafaith gathering ways to

play constructive and mutually supporting roles

to help prevent the emergence of violence.

They should also take more assertive measures

to censure coreligionists who promote violence

or give religious justification for violence. T h e y

can do so, in part, by promulgating norms for

tolerance to guide their faithful.

The Scientific Community 

The scientific community is the closest approx-

imation we now have to a truly international

c o m m u n i t y, sharing certain fundamental inter-

ests, values, standards, and a spirit of inquiry

about the nature of matter, life, behavior, and

the universe. This shared quest for understand-

ing has overcome the distorting effects of

national boundaries, inherent prejudices,

imposed ethnocentrism, and barriers to the free

exchange of information and ideas. 

One of the great challenges for scien-

tists and the wider scholarly community in the

coming decades will be to undertake a much

broader and deeper effort to understand the

nature and sources of human conflict, and

above all to develop effective ways of resolv-

ing conflicts before they turn violent. 

Through their institutions and org a n i-

zations, scientists can strengthen research in,

for example, the biology and psychology of

aggressive behavior, child development, inter-

group relations, prejudice and ethnocentrism,

the origins of wars and conditions under which

wars end, weapons development and arms con-

trol, and innovative pedagogical approaches to

mutual accommodation and conflict resolution.

Other research priorities include exploring

ways to use the Internet and other communica-

tions innovations to defuse tensions, demystify
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adversaries, and convey information to

strengthen moderate elements. The scientific

community should also establish links among

all sides of a conflict to determine whether any

aspects of a crisis are amenable to technical

solutions and to reduce the risk that these

issues could provide flash points for violence.

Educational Institutions 

Education is a force for reducing interg r o u p

conflict by enlarging our social identifications

beyond parochial ones in light of common

human characteristics and superordinate

goals—highly valued aspirations that can be

achieved only by intergroup cooperation. Piv-

otal educational institutions such as the family,

schools, community-based organizations, and

the media have the power to shape attitudes

and skills toward decent human relations—or

toward hatred and violence. These institutions

can use the findings from research on inter-

group relations and conflict resolution. T h e

process of developing school curricula to intro-

duce students to the values of diversity and to

break down stereotypes should be accelerated.

The Media 

Because many of today’s wars occur in remote

areas and have complicated histories, the inter-

national view of them has come to depend to a

large extent on reporting by international jour-

nalists. A great challenge for the media is to

report conflicts in ways that engender construc-

tive public consideration of possibilities for

avoiding violence. The media can stimulate

new ideas and approaches to problems by

involving independent experts in their presen-

tations who can also help ensure factual, accu-

rate reporting. 

The media should develop standards

of conduct in crisis coverage that include giv-

ing adequate attention to serious efforts under

way to defuse and resolve conflicts, even as

they give full international exposure to the vio-

lence itself. An international press council,

consisting largely of highly respected profes-

sional journalists, could be helpful in this

regard, especially in monitoring and enforcing

acceptable professional practices. In addition,

major networks should develop ways to expose

publics to the circumstances and issues that

could give rise to mass violence through regu-

lar public service programming that focuses on

individual hot spots. Mass media reporting on

the possibilities for conflict resolution, and on

the willingness and capacity of the interna-

tional community to help, could become a use-

ful support for nonviolent problem solving. 

Across the spectrum of activities, from

worldwide broadcasts of violence and misery

to the local hate radio that instigated killing in

Rwanda and Bosnia, the media’s interpretive

representation of violent events has a wide and

powerful impact. It is important to encourage

the constructive use of the media to promote

understanding and decent intergroup relations,

even though these issues often do not come

under the heading of “breaking news.”

The Business Community 

The business community is beginning to recog-

nize its interests and responsibilities in helping

to prevent the emergence of conditions that can

lead to deadly conflict. Businesses should

accelerate their work with local and national

authorities in an effort to develop business

practices that not only permit profitability but

also contribute to community stability. T h i s

“risk reduction” approach to market develop-

ment will help sensitize businesses to any
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potentially destabilizing violent social eff e c t s

that new ventures may have, as well as reduce

the premiums businesses may have to pay to

insure their operations against loss in volatile

areas. 

The Commission believes that govern-

ments can make far greater use of business in

conflict prevention. For example, governments

might establish business advisory councils to

draw more systematically on the knowledge of

the business community and to receive advice

on the use of sanctions and inducements. With

their understanding of countries in which they

produce or sell their products, businesses can

recognize early warning signs of danger and

work with governments to reduce the likeli-

hood of violent conflict. However, business

engagement cannot be expected to substitute

for governmental action. The strength and

influence of the business community give it the

opportunity both to act independently and to

put pressure on governments to seek an early

resolution of emerging conflict.

The People 

The people who may be the immediate victims

of violence and the citizens of countries in a

position to prevent violence have an important

role to play as well. Mass movements, particu-

larly nonviolent movements, have changed the

course of history, most notably in India, where

Mohandas Gandhi led his countrymen in non-

violent resistance to British rule. Hundreds of

millions were moved by the example of a sim-

ple man in homespun who preached tolerance

and respect for the least powerful of India’s

peoples and full political participation for all.

In South Africa, the support of the black major-

ity for international sanctions and the broadly

nonviolent movement to end apartheid helped

bring the white government to the realization

that the status quo could no longer be main-

tained. In the United States, the leadership of

Martin Luther King, Jr., inspired both whites

and blacks in a massive movement for civil

rights. The power of the people in the form of

mass mobilization in the streets was critical in

achieving the democratic revolution in the

Philippines in 1986 and in Thailand in 1992.

In 1997 the Nobel Peace Prize went to

representatives of a grassroots movement to

ban land mines. In 18 short months, this move-

ment developed from a collection of diff u s e

efforts to a worldwide movement toward con-

sensus among many of the world’s govern-

ments—strong testimony to the power of an

idea in the hands of the willing.

THE RESPONSIBILITY 

OF THE UNITED NATIONS

AND REGIONAL

A R R A N G E M E N T S

The United Nations

The UN can be an essential focal point for mar-

shaling the resources of the international com-

munity to help prevent mass violence. No

single government, however strong, and no

nongovernmental organization can do all that

needs doing—nor should they be expected to.

One of the UN’s greatest challenges is whether

and how to adapt its mechanisms for managing

interstate disputes to deal with intrastate vio-

lence. If it is to move in this direction, it must

do so in a manner that commands the trust of

member states and their voluntary cooperation.

Strengths of the UN 

As the sole global collective security organiza-

tion, the UN’s key goals include the promotion

of international peace and security, nonviolence
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except in self-defense, sustainable economic

and social development, and fundamental

human rights for all the world’s citizens. Each

of these goals is relevant to the prevention of

deadly conflict. The global reach and intergov-

ernmental character of the UN give it consider-

able influence when it can speak with one

voice. The Security Council has emerged as a

highly developed yet flexible mechanism to

help member states cope with a remarkable

variety of problems. The Office of the Secre-

tary-General has considerable prestige, conven-

ing power, and the capacity to reach into

problems early when they may be inaccessible

to governments or private organizations. Many

of the UN’s functional agencies, such as the

United Nations High Commissioner for

Refugees (UNHCR), the United Nations Chil-

d r e n ’s Fund (UNICEF), the United Nations

Development Program (UNDP), the Wo r l d

Food Program (WFP), the World Health Orga-

nization (WHO) and, for that matter, the Bret-

ton Woods financial institutions—the Wo r l d

Bank and the International Monetary Fund

(IMF)—conduct effective programs of great

complexity around the world. The UN system

is vital to any effort to help prevent the emer-

gence of mass violence. Its long-term programs

to reduce the global disparity between rich and

poor and to develop the capacity of weak gov-

ernments to function more effectively are of

fundamental importance to its role.

Its intergovernmental character gives

the UN practical advantages for certain kinds

of early preventive action—such as discreet,

high-level diplomacy—that individual govern-

ments do not always have. Here, the Office of

the Secretary-General has proven particularly

valuable on a wide array of world problems in

need of international attention. The secretary-

general has brought to the attention of the

Security Council early evidence of threats to

peace, genocide, large flows of refugees threat-

ening to destabilize neighboring countries, evi-

dence of systematic and widespread human

rights violations, attempts at the forcible over-

throw of governments, and potential or actual

damage to the environment. The secretary-gen-

eral has also helped forge consensus and secure

early responses from the Security Council by

deploying envoys or special representatives,

assembling a group of member states to con-

centrate on a particular problem (so-called

friends of the secretary-general), and speaking

out on key issues such as weapons of mass

destruction, environmental degradation, and

the plight of the world’s poor.

Limitations of the UN

The features that give the UN its potential

often come at a price. Its global reach often

demands some sacrifice of efficiency and

focus, and the UN is, of course, fully depen-

dent on its membership for political legitimacy,

operating funds, and personnel to staff its oper-

ations and carry out its mandates. While mem-

ber states seem in broad agreement that the UN

should be concerned with a wide range of

issues, there is far less agreement on what

exactly the organization should do. Many

countries, including some of the most power-

ful, use the UN as a fig leaf and a scapegoat to

blur unwanted focus, to defuse political pres-

sure, or to dilute or evade their own responsi-

bilities. States—again, even the most

powerful—often make commitments that they

fail to honor.

Despite the lack of agreement on

engagement in domestic conflicts by interna-

tional organizations, the UN has been required

to intervene in several. It shepherded the transi-
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tion from war to peace in Cambodia, helped

broker solutions to conflicts in new states such

as the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedo-

nia and Georgia, marshaled an unprecedented

humanitarian relief effort in Somalia, and

dealt with refugees from the mass slaughter in

R w a n d a .

With the increasing number of con-

flicts within states, the international commu-

nity must develop a new concept of the

relationship between national sovereignty and

international responsibility. The contradiction

between respecting national sovereignty and

the moral and ethical imperative to stop slaugh-

ter within states is real and difficult to resolve.

The UN Charter gives the Security Council a

good deal of latitude in making such decisions,

but it also lays out a number of broad princi-

ples to guide the application of these decisions.

The responsibility for determining where one

principle or the other is to prevail resides with

the Security Council and the member states on

a case-by-case basis. It is precisely the sensitiv-

ity of such a responsibility that has led to the

growing demand for reform of the Security

Council in order to make it more representative

of the membership and more legitimate in ful-

filling its responsibilities.

Strengthening the UN 

for Prevention

The Commission believes that the UN can have

a central, even indispensable, role to play in

prevention by helping governments cope with

incipient violence and organizing the help of

others. Its legitimating function and ability to

focus world attention on key problems, com-

bined with the considerable operational capac-

ity of many of its specialized agencies, make it

an important asset in any prevention regime.

Yet certain reforms are necessary to strengthen

the UN for preventive purposes.

The Commission believes that the sec-

retary-general should play a more prominent

role in preventing deadly conflict through sev-

eral steps: 

• More frequent use of Article 99 of the UN

Charter to bring potentially violent situa-

tions to the attention of the Security Council

and, thereby, to the international community

• Greater use of good offices to help defuse

developing crises

• More assertive use of the considerable con-

vening power of the Office of the Secretary-

General to assemble “friends” groups to

help coordinate the international response

In addition, the Commission believes

that:

• Member governments should be encouraged

to make annual contributions to the Fund for

Preventive Action established by the Norwe-

gian government in 1996 for the use of the

secretary-general. The secretary-general

should use the fund to expand the pool of

suitable candidates who serve as envoys and

special representatives and to provide the

resources necessary for training and support

of their missions.

• The secretary-general should convene at

least one meeting with the heads of the

major regional organizations—as was done

in August 1994—during each term of office.

These meetings can be used to discuss,

among other topics, potential violence in the

regions, possible preventive strategies, and

ways to coordinate regional and UN efforts.
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• The secretary-general should establish a pri-

vate sector advisory committee to draw more

systematically on the expertise and insights

of civil society for preventive action.

• The secretary-general should establish an

advisory committee on science and technol-

o g y, broadly composed of representatives

from across the spectrum of the sciences, to

o ffer advice and recommendations on a

wide range of problems.

• The Security Council should call on the

General Assembly to reconstitute the Col-

lective Measures Committee to evaluate

existing practices regarding the imposition

and implementation of sanctions and to

make recommendations regarding ways to

improve their deterrent value. The Security

Council should retain authority to decide

when international norms have been vio-

lated and when and how the imposition of

sanctions would be justified.

• UNICEF, UNDP, and UNHCR should inte-

grate their new emphasis on prevention with

a more activist UN High Commissioner for

Human Rights to strengthen the UN’s role in

early warning, protection of human rights,

and conflict prevention. The Office of the

Secretary-General can play a key role in this

integration.

Such measures, together with those

o ffered by Secretary-General Kofi Annan and

others in this report, would go a long way

toward establishing a preventive orientation in

the international community and laying the

groundwork to develop standard practices that

link UN actions with those of governments and

NGOs.

Reform of the Security

C o u n c i l *

There is a compelling need to enlarge and mod-

ernize the Security Council to ensure that its

membership reflects the world of today rather

than 1945. One promising proposal is that put

forward by Malaysian Permanent Representa-

tive, Tan Sri Razali Ismail, during his term as

president of the General Assembly. In the Com-

m i s s i o n ’s view, the addition of new members

should reflect not only the world’s capacities

but also the world’s needs. The use of size,

population, GDP, and level of international

engagement (measured, for example, through

such indices as participation in UN peacekeep-

ing) might serve as criteria for permanent

membership. The Commission would also pro-

pose to remove from the Charter the prohibi-

tion on election of any new nonpermanent

members for successive terms, enabling other

major powers with aspirations to continuous or

recurring membership to negotiate their reelec-

tion on a continuous or rotating basis. T h e

Commission believes that any new arrange-

ment should be subject to automatic review

after ten years. 

The UN’s Role in Long-Term

Prevention 

The long-term role of the UN in helping to pre-

vent deadly conflict resides in its central pur-

poses of promoting peace and security,
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fostering sustainable development, inspiring

widespread respect for human rights, and

developing the rule of international law. Three

major documents combine to form a working

program for the UN to fulfill these roles: A n

Agenda for Peace , published in 1992; A n

Agenda for Development, published in 1995;

and An Agenda for Democratization, published

in 1996. Each report focuses on major tasks

essential to help reduce the global epidemic of

violence, preserve global peace and stability,

prevent the spread of weapons of mass destruc-

tion, promote sustainable economic and social

development, champion human rights and fun-

damental freedoms, and alleviate massive

human suffering. Each is an important state-

ment of the broad objectives of peace, develop-

ment, and democracy, as well as a valuable

road map to achieving those objectives. In

combination, they suggest how states might use

the UN more effectively over the long term to

reduce the incidence and intensity of global

violence.

The International  Financial

I n s t i t u t i o n s

Although many people may have forgotten it,

the international financial institutions (IFIs) are

part of the UN system. To d a y, together with

regional financial institutions, the World Bank

and the IMF have a major interest and role to

play in helping to prevent or cope with mass

violence. Peace agreements need to be

strengthened with economic development, and

the Bank and the IMF have taken clear steps to

focus on reconstruction to help prevent vio-

lence from reemerging. 

The leverage of the IFIs could be used

even more widely to provide incentives for

cooperation in tense regions. Investment may

act as a restraint on the causes of violence, and

conditional assistance might be used to show

that loans and grants are available to those who

cooperate with their neighbors.

The Commission believes that govern-

ments should encourage the World Bank and

the IMF to establish better cooperation with the

UN’s political bodies so that economic induce-

ments can play a more central role in early pre-

vention and in postconflict reconstruction. 

Regional  Arrangements

The potential of regional mechanisms for con-

flict prevention deserves renewed attention in

the next decade. These organizations vary in

size, mandate, and effectiveness, but all repre-

sent ways in which states have tried to pool

their strengths and share burdens. 

Regional organizations have important

limitations. They may not be strong enough on

their own to counter the intentions or actions of

a dominant state. Even if they are strong

enough, regional organizations may not always

be the most appropriate forums through which

states should engage in or mediate an incipient

conflict because of the competing goals of their

member states or the suspicions of those in

conflict. Nonetheless, if these organizations are

inert or powerless in the face of imminent con-

flict, their function as regional forums for dia-

logue, confidence building, and economic

coordination will also be eroded. 

Regional efforts to promote coopera-

tion, dialogue, and confidence building are, in

many ways, still in the early stages. The histo-

ries of regional organizations are a process of

adapting to regional and global exigencies.

To d a y, the greatest of these exigencies is vio-

lent conflict within the borders of states. No

region is unaffected by this phenomenon. If

regional organizations are to be helpful in cop-
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ing with these changing circumstances, mem-

ber states must be prepared to commit the

resources and demonstrate the political will to

ensure that the regional efforts succeed.

The Commission believes that regional

arrangements can be greatly strengthened for

preventive purposes. They should establish

means, linked to the UN, to monitor circum-

stances of incipient violence within the regions.

They should develop a repertoire of diplomatic,

political, and economic measures for regional

use to help prevent dangerous circumstances

from coalescing and exploding into violence.

Such a repertoire would include ways to pro-

vide advance warning of conflict to org a n i z a-

tion members and to marshal the necessary

logistics, command and control, and other

functions that may be necessary to support

more assertive efforts authorized by the UN. 

TOWARD A CULTURE 

OF PREVENTION

This report emphasizes that any successful

regime of conflict prevention must be multifac-

eted and designed for the long term. 

Conflict, war, and needless human suf-

fering are as old as human history. In our time,

h o w e v e r, the advanced technology of destruc-

tion, the misuse of our new and fabulous

capacity to communicate, and the pressure of

rapid population growth have added monstrous

and unacceptable dimensions to the old horrors

of human conflict. We must make a quantum

leap in our ability and determination to prevent

the deadliest forms of conflict because they are

likely to become much more dangerous in the

next several decades. But the prevention of

deadly conflict has a practical as well as a

moral value; where peace and cooperation pre-

vail, so do security and prosperity.

The inescapable fact is that the deci-

sion to use violence is made by leaders to incite

susceptible groups. The Commission believes

that leaders and groups can be influenced to

avoid violence. Leaders can be persuaded or

coerced to use peaceful measures of conflict

resolution, and structural approaches can

reduce the susceptibility of groups to arg u-

ments for violence.

Beyond persuasion and coercion, how-

ever, we must begin to create a culture of pre-

vention. Taught in secular and religious

schools, emphasized by the media, pursued

vigorously by the UN and other international

organizations, the prevention of deadly conflict

must become a commonplace of daily life and

part of a global cultural heritage passed down

from generation to generation. Leaders must

exemplify the culture of prevention. T h e

vision, courage, and skills to prevent deadly

conflict—and the ability to communicate the

need for prevention—must be required qualifi-

cations for leaders in the twenty-first century.

There is a challenge to educate, a chal-

lenge to lead, and a challenge to communicate. 

Current research is exploring practices

within schools that can create a positive atmos-

phere of mutual respect and cooperative inter-

actions among peers, as well as between

students and teachers. The valuable potential of

educational institutions for preventing deadly

conflict is emphasized. Teaching children the

values of cooperation and toleration of cultural

d i fferences helps to overcome prejudicial

stereotypes that opportunistic leaders routinely

use for their own destructive ends. Ta p p i n g

education’s potential for toleration is an impor-

tant and long-term task. It is necessary not only

to strengthen the relevant curricula in schools

and universities, but also to use the educational

potential of popular media, religious institu-
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tions, and the UN.

Although the prevention of deadly

conflict requires many tools and strategies,

bold leadership and an active constituency for

prevention are essential for these tools and

strategies to be effective. One of the central

objectives of this Commission has been to help

leaders to become better informed about the

problems at hand and to suggest useful ways to

respond. However, we recognize that raising

l e a d e r s ’ awareness, although necessary, is not

sufficient. We have also sought to offer practi-

cal measures by which leaders can be moti-

vated, encouraged, and assisted to adopt a

preventive orientation that is supported by the

best knowledge and skills available.

Leaders must focus on generating a

broad constituency for prevention. With a pub-

lic that is aware of the value of prevention and

informed of the availability of constructive

alternatives, the political risks of sustaining

preemptive engagement in the world are

reduced. In practical terms, an enduring con-

stituency for prevention could be fostered

through measures that: identify latent popular

inclinations toward prevention; reinforce these

impulses with substantive explanations of

rationales, approaches, and successful exam-

ples; make the message clearer by developing

analogies from familiar contexts such as the

home and community; and demonstrate the

linkage between preventing deadly conflict and

vital public interests. Such efforts are more

likely to succeed if leaders can mobilize the

media, the business community, and other

influential and active groups in civil society.

Prevention entails action, action

entails costs, and costs demand trade-offs. The

costs of prevention, however, are minuscule

when compared with the costs of deadly con-

flict and of the rebuilding and psychological

healing in its aftermath. This report seeks to

demonstrate the need for a new commitment—

by governments, international org a n i z a t i o n s ,

opinion leaders, the private sector, and an

informed public—to prevent deadly conflict

and to marshal the considerable potential that

already exists for doing so. 
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P R O L O G U E

Since the fall of the Berlin Wall, over four million people have been killed in violent conflicts. In

January 1997, there were over 35 million refugees and internally displaced persons around the world.1

The violence that generated this trauma has been in some cases chronic. In others, there have been

tremendous spasms of destruction. For example, the 1990s have witnessed protracted violent con-

frontation in Bosnia and Chechnya and a massive genocide in Rwanda. The circumstances that led to

the 1994 Rwandan genocide provide an extraordinary and tragic example of the failure of the world

community to take effective preventive action in a deadly situation. With well over one-half million

people killed in three months, this has been one of the most horrifying chapters in human history.2

Hopes for a better and saner world raised by the end of the Cold War have largely evapo-

rated. Despite a massive and protracted effort toward global nuclear disarmament, no comprehensive

approach to preventing a nuclear catastrophe has been articulated by governments, much less put in

place. Although the nightmare of deliberate nuclear war has, for the time being, been dispelled, the

risk of deliberate use of nuclear weapons by terrorists remains very much with us. Because of the

degrading of stockpile controls, the danger of inadvertent use of nuclear weapons is now greater

than it was during the Cold War.

Violent conflict continues at an alarming level, albeit now nearly exclusively within states.

As a result, both policymakers and scholars have sought to go beyond the traditional ideas of con-

taining and resolving conflict. While governments are understandably reluctant to become involved,

either singly or collectively, in distant disputes that are both bloody and seemingly intractable, they

recognize that they may nevertheless become embroiled in the widespread repercussions of these

disputes. Therefore, a strong common interest has grown in recent years to find better ways to pre-

vent violent conflict, with the immediate goal of identifying relatively modest measures which, if

taken in time, could save thousands of lives.

Violent conflict can be traced to historical events, long-held grievances, economic hardship,

attitudes of pride and honor, grand formulations of national interest, and related decisions by leaders

or groups inclined to pursue their objectives by violence. Struggle, domination, and conflict have

been recurrent features of human history, but mass violence with modern weapons does not, and

thus should not, have to be a fact of life. Deadly conflict is not inevitable. The Carnegie Commission

on Preventing Deadly Conflict does not believe in the unavoidable clash of civilizations or in an

inevitably violent future. War or mass violence usually results from initial deliberate political calcu-

lations and decisions. This observation is perhaps the most significant lesson of the events in

Rwanda in 1994.

C O N F L I C T P R E V E N T I O N

IN THE  T W E N T Y- F I R S T

C E N T U RY
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THE LEGACY OF RWANDA 

At this writing, the 1994 slaughter in Rwanda

still reverberates in that country, in the region,

and in capitals around the world. For the inter-

national community, the chief legacy of

Rwanda is the knowledge that mass violence

rarely happens without warning

and that the absence of external

constraints allows genocide to

occur. Article II of the Conven-

tion on the Prevention and Pun-

ishment of Genocide (1948)

defines genocide as

Many of the following acts com-

mitted with the intent to destroy,

in whole or in part, a national,

ethnical, racial or religious group,

as such: (a) Killing members of

the group; (b) Causing serious bodily or

mental harm to members of the group; (c)

Deliberately inflicting on the group condi-

tions of life calculated to bring about its

physical destruction in whole or in part; (d)

Imposing measures intended to prevent

births within the group; [and] (e) Forcibly

transferring children of the group to another

group.

The history of politically motivated

animosity between Hutu and Tutsi in Rwanda

dating back to colonial rule was widely known.

A dramatically new situation was created when

the Tutsi-led Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF),

supported by Uganda, invaded Rwanda in

October 1990. The human rights group A f r i c a

Watch warned in 1993 that Hutu extremist

leaders had compiled lists of individuals to be

t a rgeted for retribution—individuals who the

next year were among the first victims.3 T h e

implication of the RPF invasion and intensified

warnings of a genocidal plot, received months

before the plane crash that killed President

Habyarimana of Rwanda and President

Ntaryamira of Burundi, went unheeded by

countries and international organizations in a

position to thwart the plot. When the plane

crash triggered the genocide, the reaction of the

United Nations Security Council was to dis-

tance itself from the situation. The Security

Council voted to withdraw all but 250 of the

2,500 troops of the United Nations Assistance

Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR), which had

been authorized a year earlier by the Council to

play a traditional peacekeeping role in support

of the stillborn peace process. UNAMIR’s

mandate was so narrowly drawn and the force

remaining in place so small that it could not

intervene to halt the genocide. 

It took four months for the UN to

reverse itself and decide to send 5,000 peace-

keeping troops to Rwanda with a mandate to

protect civilians at risk and to provide security

for humanitarian assistance. But member states

took no concrete steps to act on their deci-

sion—no new UNAMIR troops were forthcom-

ing—in part because troop-contributing

countries had fresh memories of the bitter

experience in Somalia. Meanwhile, perhaps

800,000 Rwandans had been slaughtered

before an invading force of Tutsi-led exiles

from neighboring Uganda routed the perpetra-

tors of the genocide and sent two million Hutus

fleeing into Zaire, Tanzania, and Burundi.

Interspersed among the refugees were armed

Hutu militia who had committed the genocide.

They took control of the refugee camps, stole

supplies intended for humanitarian relief, and

embarked on an insurgency against the new

government in Rwanda.4 UN appeals for assis-

tance to prevent further conflict went
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unheeded, and the violence

spread and escalated, partic-

ularly in eastern Zaire.

When Rwanda and other

neighboring countries sent

military forces into eastern

Zaire, they set in motion an

insurrection that eventually

toppled the government of

dictator Mobutu Sese Seko.

We now know that while

the world watched the dra-

matic march across Zaire of

the Alliance of Democratic

Forces for the Liberation of

Congo-Zaire (ADFL), thou-

sands of Hutu refugees

were being systematically

hunted down and slaugh-

tered. These events only

extended the cycle of

deadly conflict within the

region.5

Since 1994, many knowledgeable peo-

ple, including the commander of UNAMIR at

the time, have maintained that even a small

trained force, rapidly deployed at the outset,

could have largely prevented the Rwandan

genocide.6 But neither such a force nor the will

to deploy it existed at the time (see Box P. 1 ) .

The Organization of African Unity (OAU) was

incapable of such a preventive action, and no

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO )

member was prepared to take such a step as

part of a NATO intervention or on its own.

When concerned governments finally turned to

the United Nations and to the Security Council,

there was neither a credible rapid reaction force

ready to deploy nor the moral authority or will

to assemble one quickly enough. The situation

was not helped by the fact that France and the

United Kingdom were heavily involved mili-

tarily on the ground in the UN force in Bosnia;

in the case of the United States, the political

legacy of Somalia still seemed to haunt deci-

sion makers. 

International relief and reconstruction

e fforts over the three years following the

slaughter cost the international community

more than $2 billion. Yet, according to one

study, the estimated costs of a preventive inter-

vention would have been one-third of this

amount and would have very likely resulted in

many thousands fewer casualties.7

The Rwandan tragedy is the kind of

situation that is likely to recur when a great

human disaster looms in a region of little

strategic or economic concern to the major

powers who currently constitute the crucial

permanent membership of the Security Coun-
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On April 6, 1994, President Habyarimana of Rwanda and President Ntaryamira of Burundi died when their plane

was shot down while on approach to the Rwandan capital of Kigali. Within hours, sporadic violence broke out, and

on April 7, the Rwandan prime minister was killed along with ten Belgian peacekeepers. Carnage quickly spread to

the countryside, eventually claiming between 500,000 and 800,000 victims, mostly from the Tutsi minority but also

members of the Hutu opposition. More killing was compressed into three months in Rwanda in 1994 than occurred

in four years in Yugoslavia between 1991 and 1995. 

In the midst of the slaughter, and with the UN force of 2,500 UN peacekeepers emasculated by the withdrawal of

national contingents, the commander of the United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR), Major Gen-

eral Romeo Dallaire of Canada, maintained that a capable force inserted within two weeks after the death of the

presidents could have stopped much of the killing and removed the pretext for the continuation of the civil war. In

his assessment, 5,000 troops operating under a peace enforcement mission (Chapter VII of the UN Charter) with air

force, communications, and logistics support, could have: 1) prevented massive violence; 2) assisted in the return of

refugees and displaced persons; 3) protected the flow of humanitarian aid; and 4) provided a secure environment

to enable talks between Hutus and Tutsis to devise mechanisms to ease tensions between the ethnic groups. UN

Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali also called for states to assemble and deploy such a force, but his calls fell

on deaf ears.

With this history in mind, the Carnegie Commission on Preventing Deadly Conflict, the Institute for the Study of

Diplomacy at Georgetown University, and the United States Army convened an international panel of senior mili-

tary leaders to explore the Rwandan experience and assess the validity of General Dallaire’s assertion. The panel

generally agreed that early military intervention—within two weeks of the initial violence—by a force of 5,000

could have made a significant difference in the level of violence in Rwanda and that there was a window of oppor-

tunity for the employment of this force during April 7–21, 1994. The group acknowledged that such a force would

have had to be properly trained, equipped, and supported, and possess a mandate from the Security Council to

enable it to use “all means necessary” to protect vulnerable populations. In Rwanda in 1994, it is likely that 5,000

troops could have averted the slaughter of a half–million people.

Source: See Scott R. Feil, “Could 5,000 Peacekeepers Have Saved 500,000 Rwandans? Early Intervention Reconsidered,” ISD Reports III, No.
2, Institute for the Study of Diplomacy, Georgetown University, Washington, DC, April 1997. An expanded report will be released by the
Carnegie Commission on Preventing Deadly Conflict in 1997.



cil. To help prevent such mass violence, the

Commission is convinced that reform of the

Security Council to strengthen its legitimacy

and efficacy in prevention is urgent. The Com-

mission believes that Security Council mem-

bership needs to be expanded to reflect more

accurately the distribution of power in the

regions of the world of the twenty-first century

(see pages 140–143). In the Commission’s

v i e w, an expanded Security Council will be

better able to finance and sustain measures nec-

essary to prevent deadly conflict, including a

Security Council rapid reaction capability.8

The Commission also believes that as

part of that capability, a rapid reaction force is

needed, the core of which should be con-

tributed by sitting members of the Security

Council.9 The nucleus of such a force would be

composed of a well-trained, cohesive infantry

brigade with its own organic weapons, heli-

copters for in-country transportation, and com-

patible logistical and communication support.

It would need the ability to react rapidly in

potentially violent intrastate situations or in

certain types of interstate crises but would not

be a substitute for the normal range of UN

peacekeeping operations. A more detailed dis-

cussion of this issue and recommendations that

bear directly on the international community’s

ability to respond to circumstances of immi-

nent mass violence can be found on pages

65–67. 

IS PREVENTION

P O S S I B L E ?

The Commission recognizes that its commit-

ment to the possibilities and value of preven-

tive action is not universally shared. Skeptics

argue that preventing the outbreak of mass vio-

lence will often be difficult, costly, and haz-

ardous—perhaps even futile. Preventive mea-

sures must be applied in time in order to be

effective, but no one can predict in advance the

point at which a crisis will take an irreversible

turn for the worse. On the receiving end, coun-

tries closest to the conflict may not want pre-

ventive assistance at a stage when it could be

most effective. Countries involved in intrastate

disputes often oppose the intervention of other

states because they distrust their intentions or

fear the consequences of intervention. Many

countries resent intrusion into what are viewed

as domestic affairs—maintaining law and order

is still universally regarded as

essentially a domestic problem.

Countries often invoke the prin-

ciple of national sovereignty as a

barrier to early engagement, an

issue this report takes up in

greater detail in chapter 6. 

For their part, the gov-

ernments of states most capable

of offering assistance—the

wealthy industrialized coun-

tries—often perceive little or no

national interest in engaging in

some conflicts. There often may be no immedi-

ate imperative or strong interest for major

states to act, aside from a strong humanitarian

impulse. There is also a danger that frequent

response can lead to “intervention fatigue.” 

The members of the Commission do

not share the pessimism that underlies these

views. While preventive efforts are certainly

d i fficult, they are by no means impossible.

They have been effective in a number of cases

discussed throughout this report. Many preven-

tive efforts are not well-known because they

were undertaken quietly. As UN Secretary-

General U Thant said of the preventive negoti-

ations over the future of Bahrain in the late
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1960s, the perfect preventive operation “is one

which is not heard of until it is successfully

concluded, or even never heard of at all.”10 And

indeed, intervention fatigue is itself an arg u-

ment for more effective preventive action.

Such action should be taken as early as practi-

cable: the earlier the steps to avert a crisis, the

lower the costs of engaging. 

For every violent conflict under way

t o d a y, there are many more disputes between

deeply divided peoples and in deeply divided

societies that have not escalated to warfare.

This study is an attempt, in part, to understand

why. In any event, the lack of an explicit, sys-

tematic, sustained focus on the prevention of

deadly conflict means in practice that a preven-

tive approach as recommended by the Com-

mission has scarcely been tried.

TOWARD A NEW

COMMITMENT 

TO PREVENTION

Preventive action to forestall violent conflict

can be compared to the pursuit of public health.

Thirty years ago, we did not know precisely

how lung cancer or cardiovascular disease

developed or how certain behavior, such as

smoking or high-fat, high-cholesterol diets,

increased the likelihood of contracting these

diseases. With the advances in medicine and

preventive health care over the past three

decades, we have more accurate warning signs

of serious illness, and we no longer wait for

signs of such illness before taking preventive

measures. So too in the effort to prevent deadly
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conflict, we do not yet completely understand

the interrelationship of the various factors

underlying mass violence. We know enough,

h o w e v e r, about the factors involved to pre-

scribe and take early action that could be effec-

tive in preventing many disputes from reaching

the stage of deadly conflict.

This report points the way to a world-

wide coordination of efforts toward this goal.

This effort is, of course, only a beginning. By

initiating discussions throughout the world and

through a variety of publications, the Commis-

sion hopes to stimulate thinking and action on

the prevention of deadly conflict. Our aim is to

lift the task of prevention high on the world’s

agenda and to encourage the investment of

both public and private resources in this vital

e n d e a v o r. The Commission believes that all

governments and peoples have a stake in help-

ing to prevent deadly conflict, and that it is

possible—indeed essential—to develop, in the

light of experience, better and more eff e c t i v e

approaches to this problem. 

Conflict, war, and needless human suf-

fering are as old as human history. In our time,

h o w e v e r, the advanced technology of destruc-

tion, the misuse of our new and fabulous

capacity to communicate, and the pressure of

rapid population growth have added monstrous

and unacceptable dimensions to the old horrors

of human conflict. We must make a quantum

leap in our ability and determination to prevent

its deadliest forms because they are likely to

become much more dangerous in the next sev-

eral decades.

Preventing the world’s deadly conflicts

will be a highly complex undertaking requiring

a concerted effort by a wide range of parties.

Prevention will never be an easy, instinctive, or

costfree cure for the global blight of mass vio-

lence. Preventing such violence requires early

and concerted reaction to signs of trouble, and

deliberate operational steps to stop the emer-

gence and escalation of violence.

Prevention will also require

long-term policies that could

reduce the likelihood of conflict

by encouraging democratization,

economic reform, and cross-cul-

tural understanding. Prevention

entails action, action entails

costs, and costs demand trade-

o ffs. The costs of prevention,

h o w e v e r, are minuscule when

compared with the costs of

deadly conflict and the rebuild-

ing and psychological healing in its aftermath.

This report seeks to demonstrate the need for a

new commitment—by governments, interna-

tional organizations, opinion leaders, the private

s e c t o r, and an informed public—to help prevent

deadly conflict and to marshal the considerable

potential that already exists for doing so.
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C H A P T E R  1

A G A I N S T

C O M P L A C E N C Y

FROM COLD WAR TO DEADLY PEACE

One hundred years ago, as the nineteenth century drew to a close, the mood was one of remarkably

unrestrained optimism about the future. Decades of peace between the major global powers and

unprecedented economic advances led many to believe that problems could be solved without

resorting to deadly conflict. But the twentieth century proved to be the most violent and destructive

in all human history, with armed conflict taking the lives of over 100 million people and political

violence responsible for 170 million more deaths.1

A similar mood of optimism was evident as the Cold War ended. Perhaps with the shadow

of nuclear holocaust lifted and a new spirit of superpower cooperation in the UN Security Council

and elsewhere, we could look confidently forward to a new era of peaceful dispute resolution. Per-

haps a commitment to trading with each other in an open-bordered, globalized economy would

weaken the temptation to seek economic advantage through military conquest. Perhaps we now

communicate with each other so much better—through travel, the global media, and new communi-

cations technology—that we would be much more reluctant to fight each other. Perhaps there have

been so many advances over recent decades in health, education, and democratization that some cru-

cial underlying causes of conflict have been ameliorated.

These hopes already ring hollow. The world has a long way to go before we can consign

large-scale deadly conflict to history. Within a few short months of the Cold War’s end, old aggres-

sive nationalistic habits reasserted themselves with Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait. The war in the Gulf

was soon followed by bloody conflict in the Balkans and the Horn of Africa, and outright genocide

in Bosnia and Rwanda. At the time of this writing, there is conflict in over two dozen locations

around the world in which, over the years, tens of thousands have been killed and millions of per-

sons displaced (see Figure 1.1).2

For many governments and their publics, the mounting losses from war have ceased to

shock, as the rhythm of daily existence has settled into a routine of attack and counterattack. Yet

wars have become ever more brutal. In some wars today, 90 percent of those killed in conflict are

noncombatants, compared with less than 15 percent when the century began.3 In Rwanda alone,

approximately 40 percent of the population has been killed or displaced since 1994.4

Economic development has been set back by decades in some countries. In Lebanon, for

example, GDP in the early 1990s remained 50 percent lower than it was before fighting broke out in

1974.5 In 1993, 29 countries experienced conflict-related food shortages.6 Civil war is blamed for
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the abandonment of an estimated 80 percent of

Angola’s agricultural land. In Burundi, already

inadequate food production dropped 17 percent

during recent periods of conflict.7

This chapter considers the world we

face today and the phenomenon of violence

that plagues so many countries. Two major fac-

tors—the steady growth of the world’s popula-

tion and the stunning advances of modern

technology—are transforming the world. They
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Note: Conflicts on this map had at least 1,000 deaths in any one year in the 1990s. There is no authoritative count of the dead in the recent
campaign by Laurent Kabila in the Democratic Republic of Congo (Zaire). UN authorities suspect that more than 200,000 Rwandan refugees
missing in Central Africa died in the campaign.

Sources: Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, SIPRI Yearbook: Armaments, Disarmament and International Security, 1991 to
1997 editions (New York: Oxford University Press: 1991-1997); Ruth Leger Sivard, World Military and Social Expenditures 1996 (Washington,
DC: World Priorities, 1996); "Were 200,000 Slaughtered?" Foreign Report, No. 2459, August 7, 1997; Amy Shiratori, "Ogata Urges Japan To
Accept Refugees, Spare ODA Budget, " Asahi News Service, July 23, 1997.
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are changing our lives at rates and with

results—socially, politically, economically, and

environmentally—difficult to predict, and both

trends present formidable challenges to peace-

makers. At the same time, modern weaponry

has put enormous destructive power into the

hands of the leaders and groups willing to use

violence to achieve their goals. This chapter

argues that while human development has man-

aged great strides despite the many episodes of

mass violence, we cannot be complacent about

our future course.

A WORLD

T R A N S F O R M I N G

Notwithstanding mass violence on a scale that

dwarfs all previous centuries, those who sur-

vive in most countries now live longer, health-

ier lives in generally better circumstances than

did their parents. Respect for human rights has

become widely recognized as an important

responsibility of governments and civil society.

Concern for the condition of the planet has led

to unprecedented international cooperation on

many environmental issues.

While many elements of our changing

world hold great promise for improvements in

the human condition, the very process of rapid

change inevitably creates new stresses, espe-

cially when accompanied by increased social

and economic inequity. Over the past half-

dozen years, nearly a quarter of the world’s

states have undergone political transforma-

tions. People and ideas have become more

mobile within and between states. Immense

wealth has been generated by new technology,

but those left behind are increasingly conscious

of their dimming prospects ever to share in this

new wealth. Thus, many of the changes now

under way could, if not managed properly,

result in even greater risk of violent conflict.
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In Health:

Between 1960 and 1994, life expectancy in developing

countries increased by more than a third, from 46 to 62

years. In the same period, the infant mortality rate in devel-

oping countries fell by more than half, from 150 per thou-

sand live births to 64. Between 1975 and 1995, maternal

mortality rates fell by nearly one-half worldwide.

In Education:

Between 1970 and 1995, the literacy rate in developing

countries rose from 43 percent to 70 percent. Between 1975

and 1995, females advanced twice as fast as males in both

literacy and school enrollment in developing countries.

Between 1960 and 1991, the net enrollment ratio in devel-

oping countries increased from 48 percent to 77 percent at

the primary level.

In Governance:

Today, 117 countries, double the number in the 1970s, are

either democracies or in the process of democratizing. In

Latin America, 18 countries have made the transition from

military to democratic governments since 1980, and since

1990, nearly 30 multiparty presidential elections have been

held in Africa. The percentage of women in legislatures in

1995 was higher in developing than in developed countries,

12 percent compared with 9 percent.

Sources: United Nations Development Program, Human Development
Report 1997 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997); Freedom House
Survey Team, Freedom in the World (New York: Freedom House, 1996);
Committee for the 1995 World Conference for Women, “Worldwide
Facts and Statistics About the Status of Women” (New York:
Committee for the 1995 World Conference for Women, 1995); United
Nations Development Program, Human Development Report 1996
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1996).



Rapid Populat ion Growth

The UN projects that world population will

increase by more than 50 percent before the

year 2050. The population of the developed

regions is projected to decrease, while popula-

tions in developing regions will increase by

more than 80 percent (see Figure 1.2).8

In the coming decade, world economic

output will also grow dramatically, but the ben-

efits of this growth will be concentrated largely

in already wealthy states and a handful of big

e m e rging markets, thus adding to disparities

between and within nations. The 50 poorest

countries, home to one-fifth of the world’s pop-

ulation, now account for less than two percent

of global income, and their share continues to

d e c r e a s e .9 Indeed, the poor in every country

will experience the harshest effects and bur-

dens of population increase. The income gap

between wealthy and poor nations has doubled

in the last 30 years and continues to grow.1 0

And poverty seems to have a woman’s face: of

the 1.3 billion who live in poverty today, 70

percent are female.1 1 With those having less

becoming greater in number, the demands on

governments will likely become even more dif-

ficult to manage and will create circumstances

that could lead to increased conflict both within

and between states.

E n e rgy demands in the developing

countries will more than double by 2010.

According to some estimates, over the next

decade annual energy infrastructure projects

costing approximately $100 billion to $200 bil-

lion per year will be needed to support the eco-

nomic growth of these countries.12 The ability

of these nations to feed their populations will

also come under serious strain. The United

Nations Food and Agriculture Org a n i z a t i o n

( FAO) estimates that by 2010, developing

countries will have to import more than 160

million metric tons of cereals, up from 90 mil-

lion metric tons in the late 1980s.13

Most developing countries have also

witnessed an abrupt rise in urbanization and a

corresponding increase in unemployment as

people move to the cities in search of work.

Many find no jobs and more hardship in the

cities, where urban infrastructure and services

cannot support the swelling numbers. As urban

centers become more crowded, housing condi-

tions deteriorate, crime increases, and serious

health problems emerge. In addition to these

threats, women and children are particularly

vulnerable to the dangers of sexual exploitation

and are used as a cheap and plentiful (often

coerced) source of labor.14
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Source: United Nations Department for Economic and Social Information
and Policy Analysis, World Population Prospects: The 1996 Revision (New
York: United Nations Department for Economic and Social Information
and Policy Analysis, Population Division, 1996), pp. 10, 12, 14. Figures are
based on the “medium variant” population projection.
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Technical advances have also spurred

the growth and integration of a global econ-

o m y. By the mid-1990s over $1 trillion

changed hands each day, a fact

that takes on greater significance

when one considers that “a new

global work force has developed

that works in cyberspace and

that, like much of the world’s

financial markets, operates

beyond the reach of govern-

ments.”18 These advances in cer-

tain ways limit the ability of

governments and financial insti-

tutions to regulate financial

flows and global markets, which

makes them increasingly vulner-

able to rogue trading and other

illegal behavior. 

The benefits of technol-

ogy do not fall equally among or

Beyond difficulties of urbanization

and environmental stress brought on by compe-

tition for scarce resources, major problems of

social adjustment, widespread resentment of

the wealthy, and the deterioration of intergroup

relations confront governments and leaders

everywhere. Obviously, new strategies are

needed to cope with these issues.

In sum, we face a world in the next

century that will have nearly twice as many

people consuming twice the resources but fed

from considerably less arable land, with less

water for irrigation and drinking available

where people’s needs are greatest. Some

nations face the prospect of dependence on out-

side help for the subsistence of their people and

therefore, perhaps, for the very existence of

their states.1 5 Pushed by growing populations,

governments and markets will continue to seek

ways to adapt. They are both aided and frus-

trated in these efforts by the explosive pace of

technological advancement.

The Expansion 

of  Technology

One of the most striking facts of our time is the

rise of technology as a dominant influence in

the lives of most people. Technology now pre-

sents unimaginable benefits, opportunities, and

choices, but it also poses grave hazards.

Advances in information technology

have decreased the cost of processing and

transmitting data by factors of a thousand to a

million, an efficiency gain unmatched in his-

tory.16 The number of people around the world

with access to the Internet is growing at a rate

of ten percent per month.17
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Countries in which more than half the population did not

have access to safe drinking water (1990–1996)

E t h i o p i a 7 5 %

Z a m b i a 7 3 %

H a i t i 7 2 %

Papua New Guinea 7 2 %

A n g o l a 6 8 %

Sierra Leone 6 6 %

M a l a w i 6 3 %

U g a n d a 6 2 %

T a n z a n i a 6 2 %

Democratic Republic of Congo 5 8 %

Source: United Nations Development Program, Human Development
Report 1997 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), pp. 166–167.
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MODERN WEAPONRY:

Lethal  and Avai lable

Far too many weapons—conventional and

unconventional—can today fall easily into dan-

gerous hands. The worldwide accessibility of

vast numbers of lethal conventional weapons

and ammunition makes it possible for quite

small groups to marshal formidable fire power.

One person armed with an M-16 or AK-47 can

kill dozens. A militant with one shoulder-fired

ground-to-air missile can bring down a com-

mercial aircraft carrying over 400 people. Civil

society is extremely vulnerable to such threats.

A few well-armed individuals can seriously

disrupt public order. The threat of terrorists has

had a profound effect on daily life and govern-

ment policies throughout the world. In short,

the power of modern weaponry—conventional,

chemical, biological, and nuclear—is unprece-

within nations. The ability to exploit techno-

logical innovation favors those who already

operate in technologically sophisticated ways. 

For those less fortunate, global compe-

tition for market shares and capital flows has

made it more difficult for gov-

ernments to protect the jobs,

wages, and working conditions

of their citizens.19 For example,

new chemically and biologically

engineered food and other prod-

ucts aimed at satisfying con-

sumer preferences in rich

countries can cause sudden

drops in the export earnings of poor countries,

creating a dramatic economic downturn that

can fuel social and political upheaval.

Advances in technology in one area of the

world can thus unintentionally contribute to the

e m e rgence of violent con-

flict elsewhere.

The world of the

next century will be

markedly more crowded,

interdependent economi-

c a l l y, closely linked techno-

l o g i c a l l y, increasingly vul-

nerable ecologically, and

progressively more intercon-

nected culturally.20 Trends in

this direction have long been

apparent, but what has only

recently come into sharper

focus is the importance of

managing the pace of

change and its widespread

repercussions. Contributing

to this focus is the highly

destructive power and uni-

versal availability of modern

w e a p o n r y.

World GDP increased over 100 percent between 1970 and

1995. Emerging markets contributed substantially to this

increase, especially China, South Africa, India, and Mexico.

Formerly considered minor economic players, they have

demonstrated their capaci ty for  sustained economic

growth and development, becoming significant forces in

the international economy. In fact, in 1995, the top ten

emerging markets accounted for 10.2 percent of world

economic output. This share is expected to increase in the

f u t u r e .

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics
Yearbook (Washington, DC: International Monetary Fund, 1997), pp.
146-147. See also Jeffrey E. Garten, The Big Ten: The Big Emerging
Markets and How They Will Change Our Lives (New York: Basic Books,
1997), p. 27.



dented in human experience, and the ability to

produce and sell this weaponry is still larg e l y

uncontrolled. 

Conventional  Weapons

Conventional weapons are cheap and in ample

supply. In many countries, guns are more read-

ily available than basic food or medicine. A n

AK-47 costs as little as $6; ammunition is

plentiful and cheap.21 A land mine costs as little

as $3, and those already deployed probably

number over 100 million worldwide.2 2 N e a r l y

all of the large, wealthy, established states and

many emerging states sell arms, and their

aggressive marketing and easy financing have

generated huge inventories and a steady global

arms flow (see Table 1.1). 

Countries of the developing world,

where most of today’s conflicts are being

fought, spent over $150 billion in 1995 on

d e f e n s e .2 3 Even as governments in many of

these states have lost the ability to provide

basic services for their populations, they still

find ample resources to buy arms (see Ta b l e

1.2). Even as donor states offer funds and other

assistance to help ease the ravages of war,

many of these same countries, attracted to the

lucrative arms trade, continue to sell the

weapons and ammunition that fuel the ongoing

violence.

Chemical  and Biological

W e a p o n s

Chemical and biological weapons pose new

dangers to poor and rich countries alike. T h e

Iraqi government, for example, used deadly gas

against its Kurdish population in 1988, and in

1995 the Japanese sect Aum Shinrikyo used

sarin gas in a Tokyo subway, resulting in ten

killed and over 5,000 injured—some perma-

n e n t l y.2 4 Governments and disaffected groups

still seek these inexpensive weapons of mass

destruction, some of which can be produced

from ingredients normally sold for commercial

purposes.
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• Over 100 million land mines are deployed in more than

64 countries, with an estimated clearance cost of $33 bil-

lion. 

• Some estimates suggest that every two minutes someone

around the world is killed or maimed by a land mine. 

• Antipersonnel land mines claim more than 25,000 casual-

ties each year. 

• Most victims of land mines are civilian women and chil-

dren. 

• In Afghanistan, Angola, and Cambodia, there are an

estimated 28 million mines and over 22,000 casualties

a n n u a l l y .

• Land mines strewn throughout half of Africa’s countries

kill over 12,000 people annually. 

• A mine costs as little as $3 to make and up to $1,000 to

c l e a r .

• For every mine cleared by the international community,

20 new mines are deployed. 

Sources: Fact Sheet: Banning Anti-Personnel Landmines, White House
Office of the Press Secretary, May 16, 1997; United Nations Children’s
Fund, State of the World’s Children 1996 (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1996); Isebill V. Gruhn, “Banning Land Mines,” in IGCC Policy
Brief, Institute on Global Conflict and Cooperation, March, 1996; Lloyd
Axworthy, “The Ottawa Process: Towards a Global Ban on Anti-
Personnel Mines,” (Washington, DC: The Embassy of Canada, May
1997); United Nations, Assistance in Mine Clearance: Report of the
Secretary-General, Document A/49/357, United Nations, September 6,
1994; United States Department of State, Bureau of Political-Military
Affairs, Hidden Killers: The Global Landmine Crisis, Office of
International Security and Peacekeeping Operations, 1994.



The potency of these weapons is

frightening. According to one analysis, “an

ounce of type-A botulinal toxin, properly dis-

persed, could kill every man, woman, and child

in North America. . . just eight ounces of the

substance could kill every living creature on

the planet.”25 Many lethal gasses are colorless

and odorless and can lead to immediate or

s l o w, agonizing death for thousands. T h e s e

weapons can be delivered in missiles or

dropped from planes, exploded in ground ord-

nance, set in time-delay devices, released via

remote control, or put in water supplies. Large

concentrations of unsuspecting civilians, espe-

cially in urban settings, are vulnerable, as the

Aum Shinrikyo episode demonstrated.

To be sure, the 1972 Biological

Weapons Convention prohibits the develop-

ment, production, stockpiling, acquisition,

retention, and transfer of biological agents for

offensive purposes. Nevertheless, there are dif-

ficult problems of distinguishing hostile and

peaceful purposes. There are currently no stan-

dards to resolve these problems, nor is there a

suitable process in place for making progress.

Unlike standard weapons, many bio-

logical agents are produced naturally; their

existence does not depend on a design bureau

or a manufacturing organization. Moreover,

although the development of biological

weapons must overcome technical problems

and uncertainties, much relevant information

about biological agents is generated by medical

science and is easily available throughout the

world. So are the pathogens themselves. As a

result, development and production experi-

ments could be undertaken in virtually any

country in small-scale operations that would be
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1 9 9 2 1 9 9 3 1 9 9 4 1 9 9 5 1 9 9 6 1 9 9 2 – 1 9 9 6

U . S . 1 4 , 1 8 7 1 4 , 2 7 0 1 2 , 0 2 9 1 0 , 9 7 2 1 0 , 2 2 8 6 1 , 6 8 6

R u s s i a 2 , 9 1 8 3 , 7 7 3 7 6 3 3 , 5 0 5 4 , 5 1 2 1 5 , 4 7 1

G e r m a ny 1 , 5 2 7 1 , 7 2 7 2 , 4 4 8 1 , 5 4 9 1 , 4 6 4 8 , 7 1 5

U K 1 , 3 1 5 1 , 3 0 0 1 , 3 4 6 1 , 5 6 8 1 , 7 7 3 7 , 3 0 2

F r a n c e 1 , 3 0 2 1 , 3 0 8 9 7 1 7 8 5 2 , 1 0 1 6 , 4 6 7

C h i n a 8 8 3 1 , 2 3 4 7 1 8 9 4 9 5 7 3 4 , 3 5 7

N e t h e r l a n d s 3 3 3 3 9 5 5 8 1 4 3 0 4 5 0 2 , 1 8 9

I t a l y 4 3 4 4 4 7 3 3 0 3 7 7 1 5 8 1 , 7 4 6

Czech Republica 2 1 4 2 6 7 3 7 1 1 9 5 1 5 2 1 , 1 9 9

I s r a e l 1 9 2 2 7 1 2 0 7 3 5 2 1 6 8 1 , 1 9 0

T o t a l 2 3 , 3 0 5 2 4 , 9 9 2 1 9 , 7 6 4 2 0 , 6 8 2 2 1 , 5 7 9 1 1 0 , 3 2 2

Note: The countries are ranked according to 1992-1996 aggregate exports. Figures are “trend-indicator” values at constant 1990 prices. See
SIPRI Yearbook 1997 for details of methodology.

a For 1992, the data refer to the former Czechoslovakia; for 1993-1996, the data refer to the Czech Republic.

Sources: Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, SIPRI Yearbook 1997: Armaments, Disarmament and International Security 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), p. 268. See also, Richard F. Grimmett, “Conventional Arms Transfers to Developing Nations,
1989-1996,” Congressional Research Service, The Library of Congress, Washington, DC, August 17, 1997.



d i fficult to locate. These characteristics pre-

clude reliance on a system of control similar to

those developed, for example, for fissionable

materials or for major items of military hard-

ware.

The Continuing Nuclear

T h r e a t

A pervasive sense that progress has been made

in reducing the dangers posed by superpower

arsenals belies the menace posed by nuclear

proliferation. Weapons stockpiles, loose or

nonexistent controls, and the lucrative market

in trafficking nuclear materials and know-how

create a substantial potential for two kinds of

nuclear threats: deliberate use and inadvertent

use.

It is not difficult to imagine at least

three plausible circumstances in which nuclear

weapons might be used deliberately: in the

context of a dispute between states in which at

least one has nuclear capabilities, by so-called

“outlaw” states who perceive themselves unac-

ceptably threatened, or by a terrorist group.

Chapter 4 discusses ways to prevent these cir-

cumstances from materializing.

While the potential for such deliberate

use of nuclear weapons may seem obvious, far

less apparent, although no less dangerous, is

the significant potential that also exists for an

inadvertent nuclear detonation. Such an out-

come could result if the nuclear - c a p a b l e

states—particularly the United States and Rus-

sia—do not take steps to strengthen and

broaden the process by which they manage and

reduce their existing nuclear capability. Specif-

ically, Russia’s nuclear arsenal cannot be safely

sustained at current levels or deployments—

two factors that are strongly influenced by the

posture of the United States. The safe manage-

ment and redeployment of Russian weapons is

essential to avoid the prospect that instability in

the former Soviet Union could trigger an inad-

vertent nuclear interaction. T h i s

report will discuss how

improved early warnings,

a c c o u n t a b i l i t y, and physical

security regimes can help pre-

vent inadvertent nuclear use.

THE COST OF

D E A D L Y

C O N F L I C T

Against the backdrop of popula-

tion growth, technological

change, and the availability of

destructive weaponry, the poten-

tial for violent conflict looms

l a rge. What are the conse-

quences of such conflict? W h a t

are the long-term effects of los-
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Military Expenditures per Soldier

W o r l d 3 1 , 4 8 0

D e v e l o p e d 1 2 3 , 5 4 4

D e v e l o p i n g 9 , 0 9 4

Education Expenditures per Student

W o r l d 8 9 9

D e v e l o p e d 7 , 6 7 5

D e v e l o p i n g 1 4 3

Health Expenditures per Capita

W o r l d 2 3 1

D e v e l o p e d 1 , 3 7 6

D e v e l o p i n g 2 2

Source: Ruth Leger Sivard, World Military and Social Expenditures
1996 (Washington, DC: World Priorities, 1996), pp. 44-49.



ing doctors, lawyers, teachers, or other profes-

sionals and the destruction of schools and fac-

tories? How long does it take to rebuild? Who

pays? What opportunities are lost forever?

How does one begin to calculate what it means

to a country to lose a generation of its children

to war? 

While it is difficult to measure the

overall effects of a lost generation in countries

ravaged by protracted civil war, the social

effects of war can be felt in such ways as major

changes in the size and composition of the

labor force, in economic production, and in

community stability.26 In modern wars nations

lose their most precious resource—their peo-

ple—and the capacity to rehabilitate those that

survive. In Cambodia, for example, thousands

of people have lost limbs to land mines, with

the effects on women and children particularly

devastating.27 Those who survive often harbor

bitterness that fuels future violence. 

Postwar rebuilding is an extremely

s l o w, costly, and uncertain process (see Ta b l e

1.3). The cost of reconstruction in Kuwait after

the six months of Iraqi occupation that ended

with Operation Desert Storm was estimated at

$50 billion to $100 billion, the equivalent of up

to four times Kuwait’s preconflict annual

GDP.28 Iraq, under a sanctions regime imposed

in April 1991, showed that by summer 1997

there was little prospect for a quick return to

normal living. Efforts to restore adequate shel-

ter, water, and power to the innumerable ruined

cities and towns of Afghanistan, Bosnia, Cam-

bodia, Chechnya, Somalia, and Sudan will take

years. Renewed violence, growing crime, and

corrupt government are ever-present dangers,

and where capable government is absent, the

threat of widespread violence is often present. 

In addition to the price paid by those

actually in violent conflict, many peoples and

countries well beyond the boundaries of the

fighting face consequences and bear significant

costs as well. Other states, international organi-

zations, and nongovernmental org a n i z a t i o n s

(NGOs) become involved in efforts to manage

or resolve conflict and deal with the enormous

human suffering, and the demand for help has

only increased (see Figures 1.3 and 1.4). 

The United Nations High Commis-

sioner for Refugees (UNHCR) has seen its

expenditures increase along with the growing

millions of refugees and displaced persons,

from under $600 million in 1990 to an esti-

mated $1.4 billion in 1996.29 The members of

the Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development (OECD) collectively con-

tribute up to $10 billion annually in emergency
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During Mozambique’s 16-year civil war:

• 490,000 children died from war-related causes.

• 200,000 children were orphaned or abandoned by adults.

• At least 10,000 children served as soldiers during the

c o n f l i c t .

• Over 40 percent of schools were destroyed or forced to

c l o s e .

• Over 40 percent of health centers were destroyed.

• Economic losses totaled $15 billion, equal to four times

the country’s 1988 GDP.

• Industries were so damaged that postwar production

equaled only 20 to 40 percent of prewar capacity.

Sources: United Nations Children’s Fund, State of the World’s Children
1996 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996); Michael Kranna, ed.,
The True Cost of Conflict (New York: The New Press, 1994); United
States Mission to the United Nations, Global Humanitarian
Emergencies, 1996 (New York: United States Mission to the United
Nations, 1996).



humanitarian assistance. They spend nearly

$59 billion on overseas development assis-

tance, much of this to help countries ravaged

by war.3 0 A d d i t i o n a l l y, the International Com-

mittee of the Red Cross (ICRC), which assists

all victims during and after international con-

flict and internal strife, had a budget in 1996 of

nearly $540 million.31

The major global humanitarian NGOs

have thousands of people operating around the

world in countries beset by war. CARE Inter-

national, for example, had operations in 24

countries in 1995 that were in conflict;

Médecins Sans Frontières had more than 2,500

people in the field in 1995.32 Religious, relief,

and development organizations alone operated

programs that cost more than $800 million in

1995.33 In short, once war has broken out, the

costs of the violence soar. 

A HISTORIC

OPPORTUNITY: T o w a r d

P r e v e n t i o n

The end of the Cold War was a turning point in

history that brought a largely peaceful end to

the rivalry between the nuclear powers, which

could have destroyed human society. Current

agreement between these powers on many

issues has improved prospects for a more uni-

fied international response to crises. This abil-

ity to agree, combined with a growing

(although still inadequate) consensus about the

importance of human rights and democratic
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EU 18.5%

United States 30.2%

Other 0.8%

Japan 4.6%

Canada 2.5%

Australia 2.0%

Europe 41.5%

Note: The term “complex emergencies” does not encompass natural
disasters. Total for the European Union does not include aid
accorded by member states (amounting to approximately US$922
million) independent of their EU allotment. Total for Europe includes
aid accorded by European states not members of the EU and by
member states independent of their EU allotment.

Source: United Nations Department of Humanitarian Affairs, “Total
Humanitarian Assistance in 1996 (Global) as of 1 January 1997,”
Donor Humanitarian Assistance Database, located at
http://www.reliefweb.int (updated Jan. 1, 1997).

C r o a t i a $265 million

C a m b o d i a $237 million

A n g o l a $197 million

L e b a n o n $175 million

B o s n i a $150 million

R w a n d a $120 million

E r i t r e a $25 million

Sources: World Bank, World Bank Annual Report,
1996 (Washington, DC: World Bank, 1996);
Country Overviews for Bosnia, Cambodia, Croatia,
and Lebanon, http://www.worldbank.org; and
conversations with World Bank economists for
Angola, Cambodia, Eritrea, and Rwanda.



governance, provides the opportunity for a new

international effort to curb violent conflict.

This opportunity must be seized by responsible

leaders worldwide through economic, political,

and social policies designed to develop an

awareness of the value of prevention, a grasp

of what preventive strategies work best under

various conditions, and a cooperative orienta-

tion to draw on all of the available resources—

government and nongovernment alike. Such

cooperation is essential if we are to solve the

global problems of violence, environmental

degradation, public health, and poverty. 

While many dangers cloud our future

and prompt this warning against complacency,

it is reasonable to approach the coming decades

with qualified hope. Economic and social

changes on the horizon could lead to greater

understanding among cultures and raise the liv-

ing standards of most of the world’s population

in an equitable way.

To make this hope a reality, all of the

relevant players in the international community

must put far more effort into preventive strate-

gies. National leaders, global and regional

o rganizations, and the key institutions of civil

society—nongovernmental organizations, edu-

cational and scientific institutions, religious

institutions, the media, and the business com-

munity—all have crucial roles to play. The task

that the Carnegie Commission on Preventing

Deadly Conflict has set itself in this report is to

identify those roles and suggest how they

might best be carried out.
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Share of Refugee and Asylum-Seeking
Populations by Country of Asylum, 1996

Source: U.S. Committee for Refugees, World Refugee Survey 1997
(Washington, DC: Immigration and Refugees Services of America,
1997), pp. 4-5.



C H A P T E R  2

WHEN  PR EVE NTIO N 

FA I L S

How and Why Deadly  Confl ict  Occurs

UNDERSTANDING VIOLENT CONFLICT

In the post–Cold War era, most violent conflict can be characterized as internal wars fought with

conventional weapons, with far greater casualties among civilians than soldiers. None is sponta-

neous: someone is leading the groups that are willing to fight. This harsh reality may help us under-

stand a simple truth: war remains primarily an instrument of politics in the hands of willful leaders. 

Yet in many parts of the world, diverse peoples coexist in peace. Cultural distinctions, reli-

gious differences, or ethnic diversity may sharpen disagreements, but these factors do not alone

determine why these differences become violent. Serbs, Croats, and Bosnians coexisted in relative

calm since World War II, and in some respects even for centuries, before the violence erupted in the

former Yugoslavia in 1991. Chechens had declared independence from Russia three

years before the shelling of Grozny began in 1994.

While disputes between groups are common, the escalation of these disputes

into lethal violence cannot be explained merely by reference to sectarian, ethnic, or

cultural background. Indeed, in the Commission’s view, mass violence is never

“inevitable.” Warfare does not simply or naturally emerge out of contentious human

interaction. Violent conflict is not simply a tragic flaw in the cultural inheritance and

history of certain groups. 

Violent conflict results from choice—the choice of leaders and people—and

is facilitated through the institutions that bind them. To say that violent clashes will

inevitably occur and can only be managed, a view implicit in much of the contempo-

rary literature on mediation and conflict resolution, will not do.1 The factors that lead

to the choice to pursue violence are numerous and complex, and this chapter seeks to

illuminate how they emerge. What are the political, economic, and social circum-

stances that lie behind decisions for violent action? Why do leaders and groups

choose deadly conflict? Can anything be done to make them choose differently? 

Many of the factors that can lead to violent conflict—between and within

states—are in fact sufficiently well understood to be useful in prevention. The causes

of war in general and specifically of war in the pre–Cold War period have been well

studied. What do these studies suggest about the causes of conflict?
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especially where large groups of one country’s

population have close cultural and ethnic ties

with another country. In many cases the transi-

tion process is painful and protracted and has

created a volatile political climate, sometimes

because of the absence of established political

institutions that have the confidence of the pub-

lic and the flexibility to absorb the shock of

radical changes. Many economies are in disar-

ray, and social cohesion is severely strained. 

The absence of major interstate con-

flict is all the more remarkable given the exis-

tence of the many familiar motives that have

fueled interstate conflict in the past. Disputes

over territory and boundaries, profitable natural

resources such as oil or necessities such as

water, kindred populations across borders, and

the complicating factor of national honor, still

chafe relations between neighbors. Yet states

now appear to work hard to prevent these con-

tinual sources of friction from turning violent.

M o r e o v e r, as the Cold War recedes, war

between or among the most powerful countries

appears, for the time being at least, to be

unlikely. However, and ironically, as interstate

wars wane, violent intrastate conflict has

exploded.

Confl ict  within States

The internal conflicts of the post–Cold Wa r

period have involved both states in transition

(about a dozen) and established states, many

with long histories of internal discord (some 25

in all). 

A significant source of conflict is to be

found in the competition to fill power vacu-

ums, especially during times of transition

within states and often as a result of the end of

the Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet

U n i o n .3 During the Cold Wa r, many regimes
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Confl ict  between States

Violent conflict has often resulted from the tra-

ditional preoccupation of states to defend,

maintain, or extend interests and power.2 A

number of dangerous situations today can be

understood in these terms. The newly indepen-

dent states of the former Soviet Union harbor

thinly veiled concerns that Russia’s active

interest in disputes that lie beyond its present

borders may lead to intervention. In the Middle

East, much of the maneuvering

among the various governments

reflects calculated efforts to

maximize power and minimize

vulnerability. In East and South-

east Asia, some states are wary

of their territorial disputes with

a resurgent China, fearing that

they could become unmanageable. In South

Asia, the long festering dispute over Jammu

and Kashmir has bedeviled relations between

India and Pakistan, impairing the economic and

social development of almost one-fifth of

humanity. Greece and Turkey have come dan-

gerously close to war several times over the

past decades, and border disputes between

Ecuador and Peru and Nigeria and Cameroon

have led to repeated though relatively minor

violence. 

Yet, remarkably, no significant inter-

state wars rage in 1997. Since the end of the

Cold Wa r, most states have managed—often

with help from outside—to stay back from the

brink. 

The fact that there are fewer instances

of interstate war in the post–Cold War period is

remarkable in view of the number and size of

states around the world in the throes of pro-

found political, social, and economic transition,



around the world maintained power through

repressive measures made possible by substan-

tial help from major powers on opposite sides

of the East–West divide. Powerful states helped

maintain these repressive regimes, in part to

ensure that the other side in the Cold War did

not gain control, and in part to avoid the risk

that local conflicts might escalate into a direct

confrontation between the superpowers. In

Angola, Central America, and the Horn of

Africa, for example, the superpowers in effect

fought by proxy through local factions. T h e

end of the Cold War eliminated this practice.

Unable to maintain a hold on power without

massive help from outside, many regimes have

found themselves challenged by internal

groups, and those challenges have often led to

violence. 

Since the fall of the Berlin Wall, more

than 50 states have undergone political trans-

f o r m a t i o n .4 Such states may be prone to vio-

lence because of the inherent dangers that exist

where habits of democratic governance have

not yet fully taken hold and where deeply con-

tentious issues of minority status

and entitlement remain

u n s o l v e d .5 Political alienation

can be extremely destructive in

such cases. 

Other explanations for

conflict can be derived from

economic factors, such as

resource depletion, rising unem-

ployment, or failed fiscal and

monetary policies, particularly

when discriminatory economic systems create

economic disparities along cultural, ethnic, or

religious lines.6 The efforts of some countries

to modernize—to become competitive in the

global economic system and to meet the needs

of growing populations—are often accompa-

nied by cultural clashes started by people want-

ing to maintain traditional ways of life. Few

doubt that economic conditions contribute to

the emergence of mass violence, although

experts disagree about exactly how the stresses

of economic transformation contribute to vio-

lent outbreaks. 

Outsiders may exacerbate internal con-

flicts. Neighbors often become involved

because of fear of spillover effects (e.g., out-

flow of refugees or soldiers regrouping), pres-

sure from domestic constituencies, perceived

economic interests, or threats to their citizens

abroad. Insurgents sometimes are able to entice
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foreign intervention by appeals to religious and

ethnic solidarity, or by using local resources to

pay for foreign mercenaries. Intervention can

range from supplying weapons and support to

direct participation with organized military

forces. Turkey has accused Syria of providing

financial support and a safe haven for Kurdis-

tan Wo r k e r s ’ Party (PKK) terrorists. Russia is

thought by some surrounding countries to have

a hand in violence around its periphery.7 Croa-

tia allowed Iranian arms to go through to the

Bosnian government forces—apparently with

at least tacit U.S. support—despite the UN

arms embargo. Indeed, outside actors play a

catalytic role in internal conflict, even if they

stand by and do nothing.

At the moment there is no specific

international legal provision against internal

violence (apart from the Genocide Convention

and more general prohibitions contained in

international human rights instruments), nor is

there any widely accepted principle that it

should be prohibited. Yet, the Commission

believes that, as a matter of fundamental prin-

ciple, self-determination claims by national or

ethnic communities or other groups should not

be pursued by force.

In other contexts we do recognize that

situations can arise where groups within states

m a y, as a last resort, take violent action to
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resist massive and systematic oppression, in the

event that all other efforts, including resort to

international human rights machinery, have

failed. This is violence in defense of human

security—as was the case, for example, in

South Africa. This case also illustrates an

actively helpful role for the international com-

munity in diminishing oppression and paving

the way toward nonviolent resolution of under-

lying problems. The international community

should advance this fundamental principle and

establish the presumption that recognition of a

new state will be denied if accomplished by

force.

In summary, the Commission’s strong

view is that the words “ethnic,” “religious,”

“tribal,” or “factional”—important as they may

be in intergroup conflict—do not, in most

cases, adequately explain why people use mas-

sive violence to achieve their goals. T h e s e

descriptions do not, of themselves, reveal why

people would kill each other over their differ-

ences. To label a conflict simply as an ethnic

war can lead to misguided policy choices by

fostering a wrong impression that ethnic, cul-

tural, or religious differences inevitably result

in violent conflict and that differences therefore

must be suppressed. Time and again in this

century, attempts at suppression have too often

led to bloodshed, and in case after case, the

accommodation of diversity within appropriate

constitutional forms has helped prevent blood-

shed.

In the Commission’s view, mass vio-

lence almost invariably results from the delib-

erately violent response of determined leaders

and their groups to a wide range of social, eco-

nomic, and political conditions that provide the

environment for violent conflict, but usually do

not independently spawn violence. The inter-

play of these predisposing conditions and vio-

lence-prone leadership offers opportunities for

prevention. 

LEADERS AND GROUPS

Within diverse political, economic, and social

environments, many factors heighten the likeli-

hood of violence—political and economic lega-

cies of colonialism or  of  the Cold Wa r,

problematic regional relationships, religious or

ethnic differences sustained by systematic cul-

tural discrimination, political or

economic repression, illegiti-

mate government institutions, or

corrupt or collapsed regimes.

Rapid population growth or

drastic economic changes gener-

ate extreme social and economic

frictions, and a shortage of vital

resources can also exacerbate

feelings of deprivation, alien-

ation, hatred, or fear. Other fac-

tors can worsen the situation,

including sudden changes of

regime, disturbances in neighboring areas, and,

as discussed, the ready availability of weapons

and ammunition.8 A dramatic event, such as the

plane crash that killed the presidents of

Rwanda and Burundi and precipitated the 1994

genocide in Rwanda, can trigger or be used as

the pretext for an outbreak of violence. Dema-

gogues and criminal elements can easily

exploit such conditions. Indeed, it may be pos-

sible to predict violent conflict from some of

these factors. For example, the UN High Com-

missioner for Refugees (UNHCR) foresees a

high risk for refugee disasters when minority

populations are present in economically

depressed areas that border kin states.9
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e ffects of the fighting on bordering areas or

states, may influence a leader’s decisions

regarding whether or when to initiate violence.

Certainly, domestic circumstances and relation-

ships with followers, as well as with rival lead-

ers, help to explain why violence is chosen,

especially when alternative methods of settling

a dispute exist. In many cases, particularly in a

crisis, leaders may maintain only a tenuous

authority and therefore respond to the group

demands for action. 

These demands and, more broadly, a

g r o u p ’s susceptibility to violence, typically

develop from a combination of factors. Such

factors include conflicting claims and objec-

tives, hatred or fear of others, the conviction

that there is no alternative to violence, a sense

that the group could prevail in a military con-

test, and an assessment that fighting will pro-

vide better prospects for the future.11 Yet even

when such factors exist, and despite the dire

predictions of observers who believe warfare is

inevitable, violence does not always arise.

Why?  

AVOIDING 

THE WORST CASE

To understand how violence can be avoided

even in the context of grave, profound conflict,

it is useful to look at transitions where mass

violence could have been expected to break

out, but did not. The transitions of South Africa

and the Soviet Union offer two prominent

e x a m p l e s .1 2 The striking transformation of

these countries in relative peace points out the

importance of three factors that might help

forestall mass violence: leadership, social

c o h e s i o n (magnified in a robust civil society

that offers a vibrant atmosphere for citizen

interaction, or in accepted patterns of civil

behavior able to absorb the shocks of rapid
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The political interaction between soci-

eties and their leaders helps to explain why,

under some circumstances, violence breaks out

between groups—both within and across state

boundaries—and why with other groups in

very similar circumstances it does not. Mass

violence results when leaders see it as the only

way to achieve their political objectives, and

they are able to mobilize groups to carry out

their strategy. Without determined leaders,

groups may riot but they do not start system-

atic, sustained campaigns of violence to

achieve their goals; and without mobilized

groups, leaders are unable to organize a fight. 

This is not to say that deliberate

choices by leaders are the only cause of vio-

lence. Miscalculation and unforeseen events

also contribute to the outbreak of violent con-

flict. Nonetheless, the state of mind of leaders

is almost always an important factor. T h e i r

judgments are usually strongly influenced by

two calculations: whether they think that vio-

lence will achieve their aims, and whether they

think they must use violence to survive. A cen-

tral question concerns how leaders’ interests in

pursuing certain objectives—for example,

group emancipation, regime change, or self-

aggrandizement—develop into pursuing vio-

lence to achieve those objectives. 

Obviously, not all leaders who turn to

violence are evil. Leaders and their followers,

seeing their goals to be in direct conflict with

those of their opponents, may discern no effec-

tive alternatives to violence and believe they

can win.1 0 And where there are no mediating

structures of governance or help from outside

that both sides trust, advocates of violence will

usually prevail. Sometimes external factors,

such as the threat of outside intervention or the



change), and concerted international engage -

ment. Later sections of this report will examine

these factors in greater detail.

South Africa

South Africa’s transition began toward the end

of the 1980s and the latter days of P.W. Botha’s

presidency—a regime marked by some of the

most severe repression of the apartheid era.1 3

As Communism entered its final phase in

Europe and political transformation of the

countries of the Warsaw Pact began, the South

African government began a secret dialogue

with representatives of the African National

Congress (ANC). Even among members of the

inner circle of the ruling National Party (NP),

few realized that a dialogue had begun between

Botha himself and Nelson Mandela. 

Mandela met with Botha in the sum-

mer of 1989, shortly before the latter’s resigna-

tion. The dialogue continued with Botha’s

s u c c e s s o r, F. W. de Klerk, and on February 2,

1990, de Klerk announced that Mandela would

be released from jail after 27 years. He also

lifted the ban on the ANC and other opposition

p a r t i e s .1 4 This unexpected move marked the

beginning of formal negotiations to move

South Africa away from apartheid and toward

democracy. 
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The negotiating process was painstak-

ing, beset with obstacles, and accompanied by

periodic outbreaks of political violence. Each

stalemate was met by public threats to break

o ff the talks. At crucial moments, help pro-

vided by the UN and certain private sector

agencies was able to assist in

restoring the negotiating

p r o c e s s .1 5 In November 1993,

an interim constitution was

adopted, and in 1994, the first

open elections in South African

history were held. Local elec-

tions and the adoption and ratifi-

cation of a final constitution in

1996 consolidated the new

democracy. 

Leadership, civil soci-

e t y, and international engage-

ment account for much of the

success—that is, the relative

peace—of the transition. Indeed,

enlightened leadership on both

sides may prove to be the most

important factor. For his part, de

Klerk did not have full support

within his own party. Significant

segments of the Afrikaner and

English-speaking populations

were (and indeed remain)

opposed to the process of

accommodation with black

South Africans. Some elements

of the black population contemplated intensify-

ing the armed struggle to defeat fully the old

regime. Yet under the extraordinary leadership

of Mandela and others, they did not. Mandela’s

willingness to forgive his captors for his 27-

year imprisonment established a tone of

national reconciliation. 

M o r e o v e r, within the black commu-

n i t y, an active civil society—trade unions,

w o m e n ’s groups, professional org a n i z a t i o n s ,

human rights groups, and community-based

education programs—provided an opportunity

for the development of black leadership, strong

social structures, and alternative means of

political participation. Many people active in

these groups would later assume leadership

roles in the ANC-led government. The respect

that these leaders gained through years of com-

munity activism has helped carry South Africa

through its transition.

F i n a l l y, black and white South

Africans alike acknowledge and credit the

importance of concerted international action in

pushing the country toward change and in help-

ing that change come about. The controversial

economic sanctions imposed by the interna-

tional community against South Africa in 1979,

though incapable of bringing about immediate

change, had a cumulative impact on the South

African economy and on its leaders. By the end

of the 1980s, particularly as financial sanctions

impeding the flow of capital to South A f r i c a

took greater effect, it was increasingly obvious

that sufficient economic growth was impossi-

ble without reintegration into the world econ-

omy. With the collapse of the Soviet Union and

subsequent marginalization of South A f r i c a ’s

position as a self-styled regional bulwark

against Communism, it also became evident

that reintegration into the global economy

would take place only after the integration of

South Africa’s own society. International sanc-

tions became an important bargaining chip in

the negotiation process—a chip the A N C

would not finally trade in until late in 1993
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when Mandela called for the lifting of all sanc-

tions. 

While the international community

attempted to weaken the apartheid state, it also

worked to build the economic, political, and

social resources of the black community. Gov-

ernments and private organizations contributed

millions of dollars to the development of a civil

society whose leaders and organizations have

contributed so much to the success of South

Africa’s transition. 

F i n a l l y, symbolic gestures reinforced

the international community’s commitment to

the creation of a democratic South Africa and

encouraged South A f r i c a ’s leaders to stay on

the peaceful path to change. The award of the

1993 Nobel Peace Prize to de Klerk and Man-

dela, for instance, did more than just recognize

the remarkable progress that had been made. In

focusing the attention of the international com-

munity on South Africa, it strengthened the two

leaders in their efforts to conclude final power-

sharing agreements.16

The Soviet  Union

Although there were clear signs of decay

within the Soviet Union by the early 1980s,

few would have predicted that within a decade,

Eastern Europe would be free and the Soviet

Union itself would dissolve into 15 separate

states in a largely nonviolent process. A n

examination of this historic and relatively

peaceful transition reveals that, here too, lead-

ership, social cohesion, and international

engagement all played significant roles.

From the time Mikhail Gorbachev
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embarked on a course of reform in 1985, to the

crisis of the attempted coup in August 1991

and beyond, leadership from the Kremlin and

the capitals of the newly independent states

was essential to the process of peaceful transi-

tion.17 Gorbachev recognized that the economy

and society of the Soviet Union, weakened by

the decades-long emphasis on military compe-

tition with the West and the nature of the totali-

tarian system, were unsustainable. He set the

forces of change in motion and soon learned

that he could not control those forces. Wi d e l y

criticized for his efforts in the years since he

left office, Gorbachev nevertheless manifested

a strong commitment to effecting a peaceful

change and to bringing into practice the values

of democracy. His commitment to nonviolence

set the tone for the peaceful dissolution of the

Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact. Faced with

the prospect of propping up faltering East

European Communist regimes by force, Gor-

bachev broke ranks with his predecessors and

elected not to send in troops to preserve the old

order. 

Gorbachev’s turn away from the habit

of automatic crackdown may also have influ-

enced events in the remarkably bloodless

reversal of the attempted coup of 1991.

Although Gorbachev became unpopular in
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Russia for presiding over the collapse of the

Soviet economy and political system, there was

no widespread popular support for a return to

the old ways. The coup leaders underestimated

the power of the unleashed forces of political

liberalization. The resounding cry of opposition

to the illegal seizure of power from supporters

of democratic reform led by Boris Yeltsin—one

of Gorbachev’s most bitter political rivals—

was instrumental in consolidating popular

resistance to a return to government-by-force.

Other internal factors in the Soviet

Union contributed to the peaceful outcome of

these dramatic events. While the institutions

and habits of civil society had been repressed

during 70 years of totalitarian rule, the seeds of

civil society found fertile ground among the

highly literate population and the highly devel-

oped (although state-dominated) social institu-

tions of the Soviet Union. Labor unions took

on a new life and emerging grassroots political

and religious organizations became increas-

ingly active and helped provide a measure of

o rganizational stability in the last days of the

Soviet Union. As did the newly free press; the

independent radio broadcasts from Ye l t s i n ’s

stronghold at the Russian White House during

the coup gave ordinary citizens a different ver-

sion of events from those that they received

from the official television station.

The international community played a

vital role in helping to moderate the Soviet

transition. Its broad support gave Gorbachev

room to maneuver with respect to the hard-line

elements in the Kremlin who might otherwise

have been moved to respond more forcefully to

hold the country together. An enabling interna-

tional environment made it possible for reform-

ers inside to argue that Russian security was

not being threatened by the unfolding events,

leaving little room for extremist voices to gain
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popular support during the height of political

upheaval.18

These cases illustrate an important

point about international engagement. It may

be clear in certain cases to those closest to a

conflict that international engagement can help

avoid mass violence. It is not always clear,

however, what outsiders should do or how they

can be persuaded to act wisely and in a timely

manner.

WHAT CAN BE DONE?

WHAT ARE THE TASKS?

WHAT WORKS?

Just as in the practice of good medicine, pre-

venting the outbreak, spread, and recurrence of

the disease of deadly conflict

requires timely interventions

with the right mix of political,

economic, military, and social

instruments. Subsequent chap-

ters of the report will seek to

spell out how all these instru-

ments might work.

The circumstances that give rise to

violent conflict can usually be foreseen. Early

indicators include widespread human rights

abuses, increasingly brutal political oppression,

inflammatory use of the media, the accumula-

tion of arms, and sometimes, a rash of org a-

nized killings. Such developments, especially

when combined with chronic deprivation and

increasing scarcity of basic necessities, can cre-

ate an extremely volatile situation. Successful

prevention of mass violence will therefore

depend on retarding and reversing the develop-

ment of such circumstances. 

When efforts to forestall conflict do

not succeed, it is essential at least to prevent



the conflict from spreading. Such ef f o r t s

include political and diplomatic measures to

help manage and resolve the conflict as well as

humanitarian operations to relieve victims’ suf-

fering. When a cessation of hostilities is

achieved, the task of securing peace despite

distrust and hatred usually proves to be long,

frustrating, and expensive, but it is

essential in order to break the cycle

of violence.

A further important ele-

ment in this equation, particularly

in the context of avoiding conflict

between states, is the development

of effective international regimes

for arms control and disarmament,

for rule making and dispute resolu-

tion, and for dialogue and coopera-

tion more generally. All of these

can be important in preventing dis-

agreements or disputes from esca-

lating into armed conflict.

The preventive needs iden-

tified above involve avoiding the

outbreak, escalation, or recurrence

of mass violence. It is difficult in

practice, however, to develop effec-

tive policies merely of avoidance.

It may therefore be more useful to

think of prevention not simply as

the avoidance of undesirable out-

comes but also as the creation of

preferred circumstances. T h i s

approach was one of the basic

strategies of the Marshall Plan and

other economic and political initia-

tives in Europe after World War II:

to build capable and self-reliant

partners within Europe, to

strengthen relations between

Europe and North America, and to reduce ten-

sions between former adversaries and integrate

them into a more cohesive political and eco-

nomic community. A similar effort was under-

taken with respect to Japan. The countries

devastated by war needed to become flourish-

ing societies for their own future peace and

benefit, and in so doing, they would become
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more able to withstand the pressures of totali-

tarianism, both internally and externally.

To move policies of prevention toward

greater pragmatic effect, therefore, the broad

objectives identified above might be stated

more fully as:

• Promote effective international regimes—

for arms control and disarmament, for eco-

nomic cooperation, for rule making and

dispute resolution, and for dialogue and

cooperative problem solving.

• Promote stable and viable countries—thriv-

ing states with political systems character-

ized by representative government, the rule

of law, open economies with social safety

nets, and robust civil societies. 

• Create barriers to the spread of conflict

within and between societies—by means

such as the suffocation of violence through

various forms of sanctions (including the

denial of weaponry and ammunition, or

restricting access to the hard currency

resources necessary to fund continued fight-

ing), the preventive deployment of military

resources when necessary, and the provision

of humanitarian assistance to innocent vic-

tims.

• Create a safe and secure environment in the

aftermath of conflict by providing the neces-

sary security for government

to function, establishing

mechanisms for reconcilia-

tion, enabling essential eco-

nomic, social, and

humanitarian needs to be met,

establishing an effective and

legitimate political and judi-

cial system, and regenerating

economic activity.

Strategies for preven-

tion fall into two broad cate-

gories: operational prevention

(measures applicable in the face

of immediate crisis) and struc-

tural prevention (measures to

ensure that crises do not arise in the first place

or, if they do, that they do not recur). The fol-

lowing chapters develop these strategies and

o ffer a view as to how governments, interna-

tional organizations, and the various institu-

tions of civil society might best help implement

them.
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C H A P T E R  3

O P E R AT I O N A L

P R E V E N T I O N

Strategies  in  the  Face  of  Cris is

LOOKING AT THE WHOLE PROBLEM

Realistic prospects often exist to prevent or curtail violence. In Rwanda, for example, there were at

least two opportunities for the international community to exert influence to prevent the disaster.

The first came during the months preceding the genocide. As the Arusha Accords were being negoti-

ated, decision makers in the major capitals were warned repeatedly in public and private forums that

the Hutu extremists were preparing to unleash a campaign of massive violence against the Tu t s i

minority. But countries in the region and the wider international community took no action to fore-

stall such preparations. The second opportunity came when the violence began to flare in Kigali. Yet

again, the international community failed to respond to calls from the UN secretary-general for the

deployment of a military force to stop the bloodshed.1

In contrast, violence has been averted in several countries because opportunities were

seized by the international community. The UN Security Council took the remarkable step in 1992

of deploying the first-ever preventive peacekeeping force in Macedonia to stem spreading violence

in the Balkans.2 In Guatemala in 1993, the Organization of American States (OAS) quickly sup-

ported institutions of civil society to resist successfully the disruption of constitutional government

by President Jorge Serrano.3 The same year, the OAU intervened to protect a fragile democratic

process in the Republic of Congo.4 Regrettably, by 1997 the round of violence that began with the

Rwandan genocide had spread across central Africa, and a resurgent local conflict in Congo over-

whelmed the diplomatic efforts of the OAU and the UN. The fighting in Congo illustrates the recur-

ring nature of the prevention challenge, especially in a region where bullets can still trump ballots

and overthrow a fragile democracy. 

This chapter discusses operational prevention, that is, strategies and tactics undertaken

when violence appears imminent. The responsibility for taking these measures falls both to those

closest to an unfolding crisis and also to those more removed. Since the parties in a crisis often can-

not find nonviolent solutions on their own, the help of outsiders is, in many instances, necessary. It

is of vital importance, however, that the economic, military, or diplomatic action and policies of out-

siders avoid exacerbating dangerous situations. Even well-intentioned efforts, if not carefully

planned, can have adverse effects. 



This chapter lays out a framework for

such involvement and discusses the various

measures that can be used to avoid imminent

violence:

• Early warning and response

• Preventive diplomacy

• Economic measures, such as sanctions and

incentives

• The use of force

Although this chapter is primarily

focused on and will draw on many examples

from intrastate disputes, all these measures can

be used whether a crisis occurs within a state or

between states. In both cases, successful opera-

tional prevention involves shared efforts, with

the actions and responsibilities

of national leaders linked to

help as and where needed from

other governments, international

o rganizations, and the national

and international nongovern-

mental sector. 

A FRAMEWORK

F O R

E N G A G E M E N T

Operational prevention relies on

early engagement deliberately

designed to help create condi-

tions in which responsible lead-

ers can resolve the problems

giving rise to a crisis. It involves

four key elements that, while

not a guarantee of success, cer-

tainly increase its prospects: 1) a lead player—

an international organization, country, or even

prominent individual around which or whom

preventive efforts can mobilize; 2) a coherent

political-military approach to the engagement

designed to arrest the violence, address the

humanitarian needs of the situation, and inte-

grate all political and military aspects of the

problem; 3) adequate resources to support the

preventive engagement; and, particularly

applicable to intrastate conflict, 4) a plan for

the restoration of host country authority.5

These elements provide a framework

for applying various preventive political, eco-

nomic, social, and military measures. T h e s e

steps may not be sufficient, in themselves, to

head off violence indefinitely, but they can help

open up the political space and time necessary

to pursue other means to resolve the dispute.6

The following discussion explores this frame-

work and many of the measures the Commis-

sion believes can be used to prevent the

emergence of mass violence.

The Need for  Leadership 

Governments, international organizations, and

even nongovernmental agencies or prominent

individuals can provide the necessary leader-

ship around which preventive efforts can mobi-

lize. Effective leadership derives from a special

relationship or capacity that makes an org a n i-

zation, a government, or an agency the logical

focal point for rallying the help of the interna-

tional community. To cite but two examples,

U.S. leadership in the Gulf Wa r, supported

strongly by UN Security Council resolutions,

was critical in maintaining unity within a

diverse coalition of nations,7 and in the early

1990s, the UN led an ambitious international

peace initiative in Cambodia.8 In most cases,

the active support of the members of the UN

Security Council—especially the permanent

members—is important to success. 

For a number of crisis responses, the

absence of international leadership has given
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them a random quality that inevitably reduces

their individual and collective effectiveness. A

major evaluation of emergency assistance to

Rwanda, for example, concluded that “the

Rwanda crisis has been characterized by the

lack of a coordinated political strategy within

the international community for ‘managing’ the

c r i s i s . ”9 Thus, even when much is done to

attend to the short-term humanitarian needs

generated by conflict, frequently a good deal of

“wheel-spinning” occurs; little headway is

made in reducing basic tensions or containing

the spread of violence. With a leader to help

shape a constructive effort and maintain politi-

cal support, these problems can be avoided.

A Comprehensive

Pol i t ical–Mil i tary Response 

Preventive responses must seek not only to

reduce the potential for violence, but also to

create the basic conditions to encourage mod-

eration and make responsible political control

possible. In the acute phase of a crisis ,

assertive efforts may be necessary to deny bel-

ligerents weapons and ammunition, and these

military steps may very well need to be com-

plemented by economic steps to deny access to

the hard currency necessary to procure

weapons and pay combatants (steps that them-

selves demand that outsiders refrain from pro-

viding weapons, funds, and other resources to

factions in conflict). In addition, humanitarian

assistance will usually be needed to help non-

combatant victims of the crisis, and such assis-

tance must be carried on in close coordination

with the other political, military, and economic

programs under way. This is easier said than

done, however, as belligerents now frequently

try to deny the provision of food and other

humanitarian assistance to gain an advantage in

the conflict.10

An integrated response should bring

together the efforts of governments, interna-

tional organizations, NGOs, and private relief

agencies. It should also coordinate the eff o r t s

of outside parties with those of the responsible

leadership on the ground. 

Well before civil strife or other sources

of crisis yield high levels of violence, they will

generate refugees and displaced persons who

need emergency humanitarian assistance. A

number of states, international agencies, and

private sector groups routinely provide for

these needs. A serious question surrounds how

to provide that assistance in ways that do not

exacerbate or prolong the crisis or lead to per-

manent displacement of large numbers of peo-

ple. To meet this challenge, humanitarian

assistance groups, often led by

the UN High Commissioner for

Refugees (UNHCR), have

begun to expand the boundaries

of their operations, both in time

and in scope.11

UNHCR and other

relief agencies have become

more vocal and active in identi-

fying and addressing dangerous

circumstances before they gener-

ate large numbers of refugees

and displaced persons.12 In May

1996, for example, in an eff o r t

to reduce the potential for mas-

sive population movements, UNHCR cospon-

sored a conference with the Organization for

Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)

and the International Organization for Migra-

tion (IOM) to address the problem of refugees,

displaced persons, other forms of involuntary

displacement, and returnees in the Common-

wealth of Independent States (CIS). The con-

ference sought to devise an integrated strategy
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that would enable the countries of the CIS to

prevent further population displacement, and a

major conclusion of this gathering was that the

e ffects of massive population

migration reverberate well

beyond the locales where the

crises occur. Entire regions are

a ffected, and often the entire

international community is

called upon to help deal with

these situations.13

In part because of the

changing nature of post–Cold

War crises, UNHCR has broad-

ened its approach to relief, mov-

ing well beyond its traditional

mandate to provide essential

food, medicines, shelter, and

refugee protection. It now also

emphasizes the importance of

rebuilding and strengthening a

sense of community through

strategies that give priority to

more permanent shelter, educa-

tion, and women’s initiatives.1 4

S i m i l a r l y, CARE USA h a s

launched new programs on girls’ e d u c a t i o n ,

family planning, and microenterprise.1 5 M e a-

sures such as these can be valuable comple-

ments to governmental efforts to find a

political solution to a crisis, but they cannot

substitute for such efforts. 

Resources 

As a crisis escalates, and even as efforts begin

to help defuse its effects, political rhetoric to

mobilize preventive efforts often outpaces the

flow of resources, which consists of cash and

contributions “in kind” by governments, the

International Committee of the Red Cross, and

global NGOs such as CARE and Oxfam.16 Sig-

nificant resources also come from many

smaller humanitarian organizations such as

Médecins Sans Frontières, and other private

sector agencies. While these nongovernmental

and private sector organizations may not play

leading roles in either mobilizing the overall

international response to a crisis or in develop-

ing the overall plan of engagement, their ser-

vices and resources are vital to the larger effort

and should be systematically integrated into the

overall approach. This report takes up the role

of these important actors in chapter 5.

Transit ion to  Host  Nation

Control 

The international response to a potentially

explosive intrastate situation must, from its out -

set, plan for the full restoration of authority and

responsibility to the leaders of the country in

crisis. The participation of community and

national leaders in all aspects of the interna-

tional response helps allay fears regarding the

motives of outside parties, and a plan to restore

local authority also reassures outsiders that

their job will come to an end. While many gov-

ernments may be willing to help in a crisis, few

if any are willing to stay indefinitely. Compet-

ing domestic demands and other international

concerns drastically restrict even a willing gov-

ernment’s ability to engage in a costly interna-

tional effort over the long term. In fact, it is

becoming clear that many of the permanent

members on the UN Security Council are sim-

ply reluctant to become involved at all in situa-

tions that appear intractable and by any

measure costly.1 7 Even traditionally active

countries have limits. Canada’s decision in

1993 to withdraw from UNFICYP—the UN

peacekeeping mission in Cyprus—ended its

commitment of nearly 30 years. 
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The Commission believes

that the primary responsibility to

avoid the reemergence of violence

once peace has been achieved

belongs to the people and their

legitimate leaders; they must

resume complete responsibility for

their own affairs at the earliest

o p p o r t u n i t y. In rebuilding vio-

lence-torn societies, women, usu-

ally the majority of the surviving

population, must be involved in all

decision making and implementa-

tion.

These elements form a

framework for operational preven-

tion, and within this framework a

number of specific measures can

be applied. The first critical task in

prevention is to determine where

and when the most disastrous con-

flicts and confrontations are likely

to occur. The capacity to anticipate

and analyze possible conflicts is a

prerequisite both for any prudent

decision to act and for eff e c t i v e

action itself. 

EARLY WARNING

AND EARLY

R E S P O N S E

To repeat, the circumstances that

give rise to violent conflict can

usually be foreseen.18 This was

certainly true of violence in Bosnia in 1992 and

in Rwanda in 1994. Ample warning of the dete-

riorating circumstances was available in both

cases—in the open media and through govern-

ment intelligence information channels. It is not

plausible for governments to claim that there

was a lack of timely warning of crises on such

a scale as these. This argument is simply

unconvincing in an age when major govern-

ments operate extensive, sophisticated early

warning and intelligence networks worldwide.

These governments, as well as the major

regional players, often do know about incipient
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catastrophes, and in most cases they have a

sense of what should, and could, be done to

reduce the chance of catastrophe.

What Kind of  Warning 

Is  Most  Useful? 

Because dangerous circumstances rarely

degenerate without warning into violence, what

is needed is not simply more information, but

rather the right kind of information and a reli-

able interpretation of its meaning. Every major

government maintains an active watch over the

w o r l d ’s “hotspots,” and many have developed

capabilities to track and predict developing

trends (see Box 3.1). 

Yet even practical early warning will

not ensure successful p reventive action unless

there is a fundamental change of attitude by

governments and international organizations. A

systematic and practical early warning system

should be combined with consistently updated

contingency plans for preventive action. T h i s

would be a radical advance on the present sys-

tem where, when a trigger event sets off an

explosion of violence, it is usually too difficult,

too costly, and too late for a rapid and effective

response.
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The following indicators have been cited as particularly relevant to the identification of states that may be in dan-

ger of collapse:

• Demographic pressures: high infant mortality, rapid changes in population, including massive refugee move-

ments, high population density, youth bulge, insufficient food or access to safe water, ethnic groups sharing

land, territory (i.e., groups’ attachment to land), environment (i.e., the relationship between ethnic groups and

their physical settings)

• A lack of democratic practices: criminalization or delegitimization of the state, or human rights violations

• Regimes of short duration

• Ethnic composition of the ruling elite differing from the population at large

• Deterioration or elimination of public services

• Sharp and severe economic distress: uneven economic development along ethnic lines and a lack of trade 

o p e n n e s s

• A legacy of vengeance-seeking group grievance

• Massive, chronic, or sustained human flight

The Commission recognizes that such lists do present problems—nearly every country might have at least one of

the above characteristics. Yet a critical mass of these symptoms could very well serve as a credible warning signal of

developing problems.

Sources: Daniel C. Esty, Jack A. Goldstone, Ted Robert Gurr, Pamela T. Surko, and Alan N. Unger, Working Papers: State Failure Task Force
Report, November 30, 1995; Pauline H. Baker and John A. Ausink, “State Collapse and Ethnic Violence: Toward a Predictive Model,”
Parameters 26, No. 1 (Spring 1996), pp. 19-36. 



Thus, in addition to the relatively easy

identification of major hotspots and checklists

of problem conditions, policymakers also need

specific knowledge of the major elements of

destabilization and the way in which they are

likely to coalesce to precipitate an outbreak of

violence. For effective preventive action, how-

e v e r, an additional step is necessary. Policy-

makers need to identify the issues, factors, and

conditions that will encourage and sustain local

solutions, an effort that may very well involve

providing support for “responsible” or “moder-

ate” leaders. But two cautions are in order.

First, if outsiders back these moderate leaders

with too heavy a hand, the solutions arrived at

will be seen as illegitimate and not sufficiently

“local.” Second, “moderate” in these circum-

stances is often relative and ephemeral.

To d a y ’s moderate leader could prove to be

increasingly extreme as time passes and cir-

cumstances change.

Two conclusions can be drawn from

these observations. First, during the early

stages of a crisis, policymakers should not only

be attentive to how circumstances could

worsen, but also be alert for opportunities to

make constructive use of local issues and

processes that could help avoid violence. Sec-

ond, they should exercise great care as to

whom they support and how that support is

offered. 

Big events are often triggered by small

incidents, but seldom by small causes. By 1994

it was well known that Rwanda was one of the

poorest countries in Africa and that its econ-

omy was heavily dependent on coffee. W h e n

the International Coffee Agreement collapsed

in 1987 and the price of coffee fell to half its

1980 value, knowledgeable people knew that it

would have a particularly damaging effect on

what was an already ethnically charged situa-

tion. This situation was dramatically polarized

by the October 1990 RPF invasion. By the

same token, while it was not possible to predict

precisely that a plane crash involving the death

of the presidents of Rwanda and Burundi

would precipitate the slaughter of nearly one

million people, there were many earlier indica-

tions of the likelihood of genocide in Rwanda.

Yet in 1994, no effective plan for preventive

action was in place for decisive

Security Council action. 

Many policymakers

point to the impossibility of reli-

ably predicting the “trigger” as

an important reason for the fail-

ure to act. Yet the claim to need

advance knowledge of precise

“triggers” is undermined by

actions that states sometimes

take without a trigger. In 

1992, the Bush administration

mounted a much needed human-

itarian operation in Somalia, not

in response to any particular

event on the ground, but rather

in response to an awareness that

1,000 people per day were dying and the

increasing public sense within the United

States that something needed to be done to deal

with the growing number of crises around the

world.19 

Who Can Best  Provide

Useful  Early Warning? 

Governments, international org a n i z a t i o n s ,

NGOs, business enterprises, religious leaders,

scientific groups, the media, and even the pub-

lic at large all have, in their different ways, a

capacity for early warning. Governments, of

course, have already developed procedures and
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systems to keep themselves abreast of the

essential information necessary to operate in

dangerous circumstances. But many of these

other groups and agencies also have a capacity

to warn. 

NGOs, for example, are often the first

to be aware of and to act in crisis areas, and

they have a wealth of information regarding the

conditions and grievances that give rise to vio-

lence. (Indeed, the disruption of normal NGO

operations is itself an early warning signal that

conditions are deteriorating dangerously, a sig-

nal that governments often miss.) In Cambodia,

for instance, while outside links with leaders

were largely nonexistent throughout the 1980s,

NGOs maintained a presence in much of the

country and provided a rich source of informa-

tion from which the international community

was able to draw.

There are, of course, problems

involved when humanitarian and other non-

governmental and private sector groups take on

an increased information and early warning

role. The information these groups provide is

not always accurate or balanced. Many con-

flicts today occur in relatively remote regions

where accurate information about the compet-

ing sides and their partisans is hard to come by,

which makes it difficult to form a valid picture
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of the overall situation. Moreover, humanitar-

ian groups, business enterprises, and religious

institutions that operate regularly within or

near crisis areas develop their own agendas that

often do not conform to those of governments,

the parties to the dispute, or outsiders. T h u s ,

what might appear to one group as an unam-

biguous opportunity for action may be seen as

the opposite by another. In addition, humanitar-

ian and other groups are understandably reluc-

tant to provide information that can be used to

undermine one or another of the parties and

generate allegations of spying and heightened

dangers for their field staff.20 Episodes of kid-

napped or murdered aid workers send a chilling

message that they are no longer immune from

the very violence they seek to end. 

Governments and international organi-

zations are ultimately best suited to alert the

broader international community to a coming

crisis and to assess the validity of the informa-

tion available from other sources. But they sel-

dom do so; there are no mechanisms in place

for governments or the decision-making bodies

of the major regional organizations to acquire

systematically the information that interna-

tional and national NGOs, religious leaders and

institutions, the business community, or other

elements of civil society have accumulated

from years of involvement. Moreover, few

habits and practices have been developed to

encourage such an exchange. There are signs

that this may be changing, however. In a major

report on UN reform issued in July 1997, UN

Secretary-General Kofi Annan recognized the

importance of NGOs and other elements of

civil society and acknowledged the essential

contribution they make to UN operations.21

Who Should Be Warned? 

While the answer to this question may seem

obvious, it poses a legitimate challenge to pro-

ponents of early preventive action. Logically,

early warning should be given first to those

who can take constructive action. This gener-

ally means governments and groups likely to

be immediately involved in the

crisis, governments and leaders

nearest to the scene of conflict,

the United Nations (particularly

the UN Security Council), and

regional organizations. Reli-

gious organizations may also be

warned, particularly of situa-

tions in which local religious

leaders and institutions could

play positive roles or in which

they are playing a particularly

unhelpful role of exacerbating

tensions.

In addition, those who

can induce governments, organi-

zations, and agencies to act (e.g.,

media organizations, business

communities, NGOs, concerned

publics) should be kept informed. The role of an

informed public may be especially important

because public expectations can be a signifi-

cant factor in motivating governments to act.

Attentive, expert, and activist communities in

many countries often know about problems

before they become desperate and can encour-

age governments to take positive and timely

action. 

Before even a rudimentary strategy for

preventive action can be developed, however,

the weak links in the warning-response chain

must be strengthened. Four problems in partic-

ular are noteworthy. First, the difficulty is not

in identifying potential trouble spots, but rather
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in understanding situations well enough to map

their trends and forecast which ones are likely

to explode and when. Second is the related

problem of unjustified or pre-

mature warning which gives rise

to a “cry wolf” reaction among

policymakers. The fear that

actions taken may prove to have

been premature or unnecessary

m a y,  in many instances,  be

stronger than the fear that inac-

tion may allow a crisis situation

to explode. Third, those in a

position to take early action

often find themselves over-

whelmed by other pressures and

crises. Attention to what are

considered relatively distant,

merely potential problems is

considered a luxury they cannot

a fford. Finally, while decision

makers may take a crisis very

s e r i o u s l y, a reluctance to act in

the face of warning may arise

because they are deterred by the

prospects of a slippery slope of

increasing involvement in the

crisis. These problems make the

task of formulating a response

to a crisis difficult. But they do

not relieve governments of the

need to respond to the increas-

ing expectations their citizens

have that something will be

done to deal with the unfolding

events. 

In sum, it is difficult for major govern-

ments to claim that they did not know that vio-

lence on the scale of a Rwanda or Bosnia could

happen. Similarly, it is implausible for such

governments, especially in the larg e r, more

powerful and wealthy states, to claim that noth-

ing could be done to avert such crises. Increas-

ingly, they are being held accountable not only

for “What did they know and when did they

know it?” but also for “What could they have

done and when should they have done it?” To

prevent deadly conflict, the problem is less one

of early warning than of early action. As a first

step, diplomatic engagement can help over-

come this problem.

PREVENTIVE DIPLOMACY

Simply knowing about a developing crisis is

not enough. As a minimum step to arrest poten-

tial violence and to address humanitarian

needs—but without precipitating unwanted and

indefinite involvements in remote crises—gov-

ernments should explore the possibilities of

expanded frontline preventive diplomacy by

using ambassadors, senior foreign office off i-

cials, and personal envoys of the UN secretary-

g e n e r a l .2 2 When crisis threatens, traditional

diplomacy continues, but more urgent eff o r t s

are also made—through bilateral, multilateral,

and unofficial channels—to pressure, cajole,

arbitrate, mediate, or lend “good offices” to

encourage dialogue and facilitate a nonviolent

resolution of the crisis. 

Of special importance is the need to

strengthen the secretary-general’s capacity for

preventive diplomacy. It was with this in mind

that Norway in 1996 initiated a Fund for Pre-

ventive Action to increase the capacity of the

secretary-general to act quickly and effectively

when early action is required.2 3 This report

makes a number of recommendations regarding

ways to strengthen the Office of the Secretary-

General in chapter 6.

Preventive diplomacy must overcome

several obstacles. One of the greatest challenges
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is suspicion of the motives of those who would

practice it. Another is the charge that much of

this is really little more than traditional diplo-

macy—statecraft and foreign policy that have

long been composed largely of diplomatic and

political efforts to forestall undesirable events.

A key difference today, however, is that diplo-

mats and politicians need to find ways to cope

with crises anywhere in the world and within

states as well as between them, not only

because these crises are tragic in themselves,

but also because they are increasingly costly for

neighboring countries and many countries

beyond. 

Therefore, diplomacy today is tied,

perhaps as never before, to a complex web of

economic and social relationships that span the

globe. The diplomat’s job is at once easier and

h a r d e r. It is easier because states and peoples

relate to each other in multiple dimensions at all

levels of society, and the welter of contacts may

enhance mutual understanding and help establish

wider bases for cooperation. The job is harder, in

part, because nonstate actors are increasingly

important in international relations and often

operate beyond diplomats’ reach. One result is

that it is now effectively impossible to isolate a

state from the international system, and this

fact makes it easier for targeted states to deflect

pressure. Nevertheless, in deteriorating circum-

stances, a number of diplomatic steps may help

manage the crisis successfully and prevent the

emergence of violence.

First, states should resist the traditional

u rge to suspend diplomatic relations as a substi-

tute for action and instead maintain open, high-

fidelity lines of communication with leaders

and groups in crisis. It may be counterproduc-

tive to deny governments an important means

of managing a problem precisely at a time when

reliable firsthand information is essential.

Second, governments and international

organizations must express in a clear and com-

pelling way the interests in jeopardy. This step

is essential to help mobilize support for preven-

tive action, and it is especially important

should it prove necessary later—as is often the

case—to use more assertive measures to draw

clear lines against unacceptable behavior. 

Decision makers often run into domes-

tic difficulties when they contemplate more

assertive measures to deal with a crisis, in large

measure because they have not laid the ground-

work at home to prepare their parliaments or

legislatures and publics for such steps. It is

essential to articulate clearly, early, and repeat-

edly the national interests involved in engaging

constructively to prevent a worsening of the

crisis. This preparation can include providing

information about the developing crisis; offer-

ing regular explanations of how national inter-

ests are served through preventive engagement;

initiating and supporting public dialogue on the

broad options available for dealing with the cri-

sis; and developing a decisive strategy to man-

age the situation.

Third, the crisis should be put on the

agenda of the UN Security Council or of the

relevant international organization, or both,

early enough to permit preventive action. A t

the same time, a means should be established

to track developments in the crisis to provide

regular updates. In addition, as mentioned ear-

l i e r, a mechanism should be established to

incorporate information from NGOs and other

nongovernmental actors to augment Security

Council deliberations on unfolding events.2 4

Exposing brewing crises in these ways helps to

illustrate the broader context—and perhaps

higher stakes—of the crises. It also demon-

strates to concerned publics that serious efforts

are under way to resolve the problems.25
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Fourth, whatever the case for broaden-

ing the multilateral context of an unfolding cri-

sis, governments should be attentive to

opportunities to support quiet diplomacy and

dialogue with and between

moderate leaders in the crisis.

Special envoys and representa-

tives of key states or regional

o rganizations, or on behalf of

the UN, have time and again

demonstrated their value, partic-

ularly in the early stages of a

crisis. In reviewing the role of

“quiet diplomacy” by mediators,

one scholar identified the fol-

lowing elements of successful

negotiation: 1) sensing when

conflicting parties are open to

outside engagement; 2) main-

taining the confidentiality of

negotiations; 3) judiciously

using incentives to carry negoti-

ations through stalemates; 4)

creating a deadline for agree-

ments; 5) tackling easier issues

first—with the momentum cre-

ated by early agreements easing

more difficult negotiations; 6) understanding

the honor and symbolism that parties may

ascribe to certain issues; and 7) maintaining the

trust of all parties through open, honest dia-

logue.26

In the fluid circumstances of the

post–Cold War era, diplomatic and political

strategies to avert a looming crisis demand cre-

ative ways of defusing tensions and facilitating

mutual accommodation among potential bel-

ligerents. These strategies can include a serious

discussion of peaceful border adjustments or

revisions, new constitutional arrangements,

forms of regional or cultural autonomy, or

even, in unusual circumstances, partition.

Potential solutions may lie in various forms of

power sharing—discussed further in the next

chapter—to help assure groups that their inter-

ests are not at the mercy of a simple majority,

however assembled.27

In Europe, the OSCE has developed

“missions of long duration” that have been

deployed to some 12 countries. The details of

the mandates vary, but these missions empha-

size the protection of fundamental human

rights through international presence, first-hand

information gathering, situation monitoring,

and technical advice and assistance to host

countries. These missions are usually made up

of civilian and military members and have a

minimum mandate of six months, although

most have lasted much longer. Missions of

long duration provide a virtual permanent pres-

ence on the ground and as a result are able to

provide the Permanent Council, the Chairman-

in-Office, the High Commissioner on National

Minorities, and other OSCE bodies with first-

hand accounts of unfolding events. They are

frequently led by senior diplomats with exten-

sive regional expertise and practical experience

in intercultural communication, negotiation,

mediation, and confidence-building mea-

sures.28

O fficial diplomacy can be greatly

strengthened by private sector activity. So-

called Track Two diplomacy, long an informal

staple in international negotiations and used by

leaders who wanted to take informal soundings

of adversaries’ intentions, is increasingly the

diplomacy of choice for problems beyond the

reach of official efforts. 

Indeed, some governments have found

NGOs very useful in brokering political agree-

ments and supplementing governmental roles.
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In the Middle East peace process, for example,

a Norwegian research institute with its roots in

the trade union movement was critical in

breaking the ice and laying the groundwork for

the Oslo Agreements in 1993. In Guatemala,

Norwegian church organizations were instru-

mental in facilitating the dialogue between the

parties to the conflict. In Tajikistan, a joint U.S.-

Russian task force of private citizens with deep

experience in conflict mediation and resolution,

sponsored by the Kettering Foundation of Day-

ton, Ohio, had by mid-1997 brought the Ta j i k

factions together nearly 20 times to establish a

foundation for formal negotiations. Other

groups in the United States and Europe that are

engaged in unofficial preventive diplomacy

include the Institute for Multi-Track Diplo-

m a c y, International Alert, The Carter Center’s

International Negotiation Network, the Interna-

tional Crisis Group, the Project on Ethnic Rela-

tions (see Box 3.2), and the Conflict

Management Group. These organizations have

played active roles in building relationships

between conflicting parties and with interested
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governments, training in diplomacy and conflict

resolution, and providing good offices to parties

that are committed to the peaceful resolution of

c o n f l i c t .2 9

Those well-practiced in the art of non-

governmental diplomacy (including Tr a c k

Two, multitrack, and citizen diplomacy) uni-

formly point up the value of

building trust through long-term

commitments to dialogue and

i n t e rgroup relations and active

training programs that make

aggressive use of facilitated dia-

logues, high technology access

to ideas and people via the

Internet, and cross-cultural or

i n t e rgroup exchanges. In addi-

tion to the substantive progress

that these efforts make in bridg-

ing the differences that often

divide hostile neighbors, they

generate impressive lists of

“alumni” who carry their expe-

riences back to their communi-

ties and influence them in later

years when many of them

assume positions of leader-

ship.30

In sum, a wide array of

political and diplomatic steps

are possible, early, to help

defuse an unfolding crisis.

Sometimes, however, stronger measures are

called for to send a sharper message to leaders

that the path they have chosen to pursue their

aims is an unacceptable one.

ECONOMIC MEASURES

In circumstances of incipient conflict, a num-

ber of economic measures are at the disposal of

states and international organizations. Beyond

sanctions, other tools such as inducements,

conditionality, and the dispute resolution mech-

anisms of international trade organizations may

help influence potential belligerents to avoid a

violent course. 

Sanctions 

Sanctions can play an important role in support

of preventive diplomacy, notwithstanding the

fact that practical questions remain about gov-

e r n m e n t s ’ abilities to use them eff e c t i v e l y. Gov-

ernments use sanctions to serve three broad

policy functions: to signal international concern

to the offending state (and, by example, to oth-

ers), to punish a state’s behavior, and to serve

as an important precursor to stronger actions,

including, if necessary, the use of force. Sanc-

tions are often used as a first step and as a

means to signal the targeted state that more

drastic action could be forthcoming if correc-

tive steps are not taken.

In fact, sanctions regimes have been in

virtually constant use in recent years, suggest-

ing that governments view this measure as an

e ffective means of influence. The fact that

many states seem to place great store by them

sharply contrasts with the general view that

sanctions are cumbersome, costly, slow to pro-

duce results, a cynical gesture (to deflect pres-

sure for stronger measures), or completely

i n e ffective, and that sanctions also tend to

penalize innocents as much as or more than

culpable leaders. These difficulties are real. If

sanctions are to prove more useful in prevent-

ing mass violence, their deterrent value must

be strengthened.31

States can improve their ability to use

sanctions by developing national infrastructure

and procedures to ensure that sanctions take

e ffect quickly and by facilitating improved
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international coordination. Few countries have

the necessary laws and administrative arrange-

ments in place to impose sanctions in a timely

and effective manner. Many valuable lessons in

this regard were learned during the establish-

ment of the elaborate network of sanctions

assistance monitoring teams (SAMs) surround-

ing the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia begin-

ning in 1993. These procedures should be

standardized and made available to other states,
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The Project on Ethnic Relations (PER), founded in 1991, works to encourage the peaceful resolution of ethnic con-

flicts in the new democracies of Central and Eastern Europe and the Russian Federation. It provides the opportu-

nity for dialogue among government officials and ethnic leaders in emerging democracies, while increasing the

visibility of individuals and institutions of moderate views through international recognition, validation, and sup-

port. PER assists in the development of national and local institutions for dealing with ethnic conflicts and trains a

new generation of specialists to carry out practical and analytical work in the management of international con-

flicts. With the help of PER, national groups from different countries organize regionally and gain access to infor-

mation and assistance from other nations. PER also consults with international and European intergovernmental

organizations on strategies for dealing with ethnic tensions.

PER is involved in brokering ethnic disputes in Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania, Slovakia, the former Yugoslavia, and

other countries. An example is its contribution to reducing the high potential for interethnic conflict in Romania

and Slovakia. PER played a key role in bringing the Hungarian minorities in both countries and Romanians and Slo-

vaks to the conference table. Moderates on both sides were able to develop partnerships, begin to devise peaceful

solutions and compromises, and create an atmosphere of mutual respect. While the issues are not yet fully

resolved, conditions now exist for a genuine reconciliation. In Romania, the ethnic Hungarian party became a

coalition partner in a new Romanian government in 1997 and relations have improved between Hungary and

Romania. In Slovakia, PER brought the ruling coalition, the opposition parties, and the ethnic Hungarian leader-

ship to the table and helped negotiate a first-time agreement to work on their differences. While the situation is

still at an early stage and operating in difficult circumstances, PER has helped the key actors to continue to com-

m u n i c a t e .

There is nothing inevitable about interethnic conflict, according to PER, but the potential for conflict exists any-

where that ethnic groups interact, especially if leaders mobilize that potential. PER has found a number of meth-

ods to reduce those chances: 1) create credible, neutral forums for dialogue early and maintain momentum; 2)

work within political realities; 3) redefine the self-interests of parties; 4) act with the backing of powerful nations;

5) work regionally and avoid concentrating on one country or minority issue; 6) maintain communication with

opinion leaders such as the mass media; 7) avoid the role of the minority rights advocate; and 8) encourage

authentic, indigenous solutions from within existing political processes.

Source: Allen H. Kassof, remarks to Carnegie Corporation of New York Board of Trustees, January 9, 1997.



and economic pressure as precisely as possible

on the offending parties—preferably regimes

or specific leaders, rather than whole popula-

tions. Sanctions regimes, if they are focused on

commodities exclusively, must be swiftly and

comprehensively imposed to be most eff e c t i v e .

Graduated, piecemeal approaches are unlikely

to work.3 4 Sanctions regimes should be sup-

ported, where necessary, with the forceful mea-

sures suitable to ensure compliance and

demonstrate resolve. Diplomatic and other

political communications should be clear on

the behavior necessary for sanctions to be

lifted and, where possible, accompanied by an

incentive package to comply. Public informa-

tion outlets at home and abroad should convey

these same messages. 

Such a comprehensive view of sanc-

tions means identifying in each case the mea-

sures and approaches most likely to affect the

leaders and decision makers who are being tar-

geted. Greater international cooperation will be

required to achieve these aims and minimize

loopholes. Sustained and skillful efforts are

needed to produce the diplomatic consensus

required to ensure both the legitimacy and

effectiveness of sanctions.

Sanctions are sometimes imposed for

lack of better alternatives and without much

expectation of effectiveness. Indeed, sanctions

often seem to exact a price from the targ e t

state—usually at the expense of the most vul-

nerable sectors of the population—without

e ffecting a change in the target government’s

b e h a v i o r. The Commission believes that sanc-

tions would be more effective if outside gov-

ernments communicated more explicitly to the

target state’s leaders the future consequences of

their actions. To do this, detailed knowledge of
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with small amounts of UN technical assistance,

so that sanctions regimes can be rapidly

deployed as part of a broader strategy to help

prevent and resolve future conflicts.32

The application of economic sanctions

requires detailed planning, implementation,

monitoring, and enforcement. As sanctions

regimes become increasingly

complex technically, juridically,

and administratively, few gov-

ernments have developed corre-

sponding legal and

administrative infrastructures to

guarantee the effectiveness of

the process by which sanctions

are imposed and monitored.

Sanctions regimes require the

involvement of agencies

throughout government—

including those responsible for

foreign affairs, economic poli-

cies, legal issues, and military

strategy.

A step toward building

national capacities for sanctions

would be to survey national

structures and develop a database of operating

practices and procedures. Various models of

national sanctions legislation and structures

could be identified, so that when a new regime

is mandated by the Security Council, it can be

implemented quickly. Standard guidelines for

creating and maintaining national monitoring

and enforcement measures might also be

devised. As with the case of SAMs in the for-

mer Yugoslavia, the UN and concerned govern-

ments have demonstrated that they can

cooperate to develop the necessary local infra-

structure to implement effective sanctions.33

Sanctions should be part of a broader

influence strategy that puts maximum political



a potential target state and its economy is nec-

essary. 

International corporations often have

an extremely good understanding of what eco-

nomic levers can influence governments. A s

foreign direct investment and international

trade have expanded in recent years, the inter-

national business community has become

increasingly knowledgeable about the condi-

tions that could lead to international pressure to

use sanctions, the likely impact of sanctions,

and ways to make them more ef f e c t i v e .3 5

U n f o r t u n a t e l y, consultation between policy-

makers and international business leaders has

been limited. While, in part, this can be attrib-

uted to a divergence of interests over the use of

economic sanctions, much of it can also be

ascribed to weak channels of communication.

Recent steps to improve cooperation include

discussion of a possible UN international busi-

ness advisory group on sanctions and several

private sector initiatives aimed at minimizing

economic disruption caused by sanctions.36

States that impose sanctions should

also take steps in accordance with Article 50 of

the UN Charter to reduce unwanted or undesir-

able effects and minimize the privation and

s u ffering of innocent civilians and the eco-

nomic losses often suffered by neighboring

c o u n t r i e s .3 7 One way, as noted above, is to

impose commodities sanctions regimes swiftly

and comprehensively in order to achieve maxi-

mum effect and thereby help reduce the time

such regimes must be in place. 

The UN is indispensable to mandating

and implementing sanctions, but the Commis-

sion also recognizes the potential preventive

value of informal measures undertaken by

neighboring states or other regional arrange-

ments. Such informal moves can often be

implemented quickly, sending a clear signal

that unacceptable behavior has generated this

response. 

But even sharper measures are possi-

ble. “Targeted” sanctions offer a way to focus

the penalty more directly on those most respon-

sible for the crisis. Such “targeted” sanctions

include freezing leaders’ personal assets, or

denying them access to hard currency. In this

regard, financial information can be shared

among cooperating nations to identify and

restrict the cash flows of leaders who threaten

to use violence. While these leaders may still

be able to hide assets, they would have great

d i fficulty using them without being detected.

Restricting their access to hard currency can

limit their ability to keep arms and ammunition

flowing and can also jeopardize their hold on

power.38

The Commission recog-

nizes that targeted sanctions are

extremely intrusive and set a stark

precedent for dealing with ruthless

b e h a v i o r. Such sanctions therefore

must be subjected to strict scrutiny

and fully vetted by international

deliberative bodies to establish a

legal justification and basis for

their imposition before they are

u s e d .

Although the Commis-

sion sees much promise in the

use of economic sanctions as a

tool for preventing violence, it

recognizes that sanctions man-

dated by the UN since 1990

have lasted longer, and been less

e ffective and more costly than

their proponents had originally

hoped. Obviously, much needs to be done to

improve them. To begin, sanctions must be
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considered in the context of a broader influence

strategy. Such a strategy would take account of

the target state’s vulnerabilities and the role of

neighboring states and regional arrangements.

It would require developing a legal justification

and a framework for imposing sanctions and

monitoring their implementation. It would also

require specifying the steps by

the target state that would avoid

sanctions or cause them to be

lifted.

Inducements 

Although there has been much

research on the use of economic

sanctions in international rela-

tions, there has been far less

work on the role of political or

economic inducements—the use

of “carrots” instead of or in addi-

tion to “sticks”—to influence

other leaders and states.3 9 Yet in

practice, inducements are very

often an integral part of diplo-

m a c y. They could have greater

preventive potential if they were

better understood.40

E s s e n t i a l l y, the induce-

ment process involves the grant-

ing of a political or economic

benefit in exchange for a speci-

fied policy adjustment. Induce-

ment policies strive to make

cooperation and conciliation

more appealing than aggression

and hostility. Examples of

inducements include: favorable

trade terms, tariff reductions,

direct purchases, subsidies for

exports or imports, economic and

military aid, favorable taxation,

granting access to advanced technology, mili-

tary cooperation, and the many benefits that

accrue to members in good standing in interna-

tional organizations. Often policymakers juggle

a variety of political, military, and economic

elements as part of an overall package of

inducements. 
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Mozambican/Norwegian demining team working to clear land.



A study sponsored by the Commission

concludes that inducements are most eff e c t i v e

when used early and that they are especially

influential when used against the backdrop of

sanctions—where benefits of cooperation can

be weighed against stark punishments for pur-

suing a course of violent action.41 The propor-

tion of these positive and negative approaches

to be applied in a particular situation depends

on the nature of the problem and the objectives

being served. While inducement strategies are

preferable for laying a groundwork for peace

and cooperation and preventing the initial out-

break of violence, coercive measures may be

more appropriate and effective when unaccept-

able behavior is clearly indicated. Here too,

h o w e v e r, careful consideration of the political

and economic needs of the target state can

assist the international community in devising

a balance between positive and negative

approaches (see Box 3.3).

While inducements are not appropriate

in every sett ing and may be considered

appeasement if employed in the face of overt

military aggression, they can have significant

advantages over punitive approaches. Concilia-

tory gestures frequently lead to cooperative

responses, while threats often initiate spirals of

hostility and defiance.4 2 If such lessons are

applied to preventive action and new ways are

created to use inducements judiciously, chances

can be improved that a violent outbreak might

be averted.

Condit ionality 

One particularly potent inducement for eff e c-

tive preventive action may be “conditionality,”

or the forging of links between responsible,

nonviolent behavior and the promise of greater

reward through growing integration into the
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community of market democracies. Increas-

i n g l y, through bilateral programs and through

pressure on the international financial institu-

tions, states are attaching good governance

conditions to the development

assistance provided to emerging

economies. In several countries,

for example, Malawi and Kenya,

bilateral and international finan-

cial aid was suspended for a

time in an effort to promote

d e m o c r a t i z a t i o n .4 3 A s s o c i a t i n g

assistance with responsible gov-

ernance in this way may give the

international community a pow-

erful source of leverage with those who persis-

tently use violent means to pursue their aims,

provided that such policies are applied with

consistency in similar situations.

States that attach conditions to their

aid are not themselves above scrutiny, however.

The potential leverage of conditionality is

diminished when donor states demand higher

standards of behavior than they themselves are

prepared to observe. No longer can established,

wealthy states simply dictate behavior to the

less powerful. Consistent standards must be

devised that apply to all states equitably. Per-

haps nowhere is this kind of reciprocal

accountability in greater evidence than on

questions related to the proliferation of nuclear

weapons and their eventual elimination. So-

called threshold states are unwilling to sign up

to rules and regimes for managing the problem

of nuclear proliferation until they are satisfied

that future arrangements will apply with equal

force and effect to the existing nuclear states.

Economic Dispute Resolut ion

Mechanisms 

Every major international trade org a n i z a t i o n
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The North Korean capability for nuclear weapons construction was first confirmed by U.S. intelligence sources in

1988. Uneasy about the construction of two nuclear facilities and a plutonium reprocessing capability, the Bush

administration made efforts to secure North Korean cooperation on the issue of nonproliferation. 

North Korea was a signatory of the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) as well as treaties such as the Agreement on

Reconciliation, Nonaggression, Exchanges, and Cooperation (1991)—also known as the Basic Agreement—and the

Joint Declaration on the Denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula (1991). Yet the 1992 discovery of North Korean

“cheating” by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) led to a breakdown in relations and North Korea’s

March 1993 announcement of plans to withdraw from the NPT.

Despite initial difficulties, bilateral discussions between the United States and North Korea postponed North

Korean withdrawal from the NPT and eventually led to the Geneva Agreed Framework of 1994. According to the

framework, North Korea agreed to freeze its nuclear program, rejoin the ranks of the NPT nations, and dismantle

specified reactors. In exchange, the United States was to organize an international consortium that offered North

Korea two light-water reactors and an annual supply of oil.

The framework was achieved with the combined use of inducements and sanctions. The U.S. and North Korea met

in high-level talks, a move that was seen to legitimize the North Korean government as a party in the negotia-

tions. In exchange for North Korean cooperation, the U.S. offered to limit its military training operations with

South Korea, provide negative security assurances, lift trade restrictions, and provide proliferation-resistant light-

water reactor technology and other energy sources. An IAEA cutoff of economic assistance (eventually imposed on

June 10, 1993), a U.S. drive for UN-sponsored sanctions, continued isolation of the North Korean economy through

trade restrictions, and the unspoken threat of potential military action were held out as “sticks” to punish North

Korean resistance or reluctance.

While many in the international community had doubts about the willingness of North Korea to abide by the

agreement, implementation of the framework has generally proceeded smoothly. Argument continues in nuclear

circles as to whether the framework gives too much to North Korea while not demanding enough in return. Yet a

blend of promised benefits and threatened sanctions successfully halted North Korean attempts to build a nuclear

weapons program and eased tensions on the Korean peninsula.

Source: Scott Snyder, “North Korea’s Nuclear Program: The Role of Incentives in Preventing Deadly Conflict,” in The Price of Peace:
Incentives and International Conflict Prevention, ed. David Cortright (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 1997).



has mechanisms to help broker disputes that

may arise among members, and members com-

mit themselves to pursue their grievances

through these organizational processes and to

be bound by their findings. The dispute resolu-

tion mechanism of the World Trade Organiza-

tion (WTO) is typical: following the

identification of a grievance, a panel of experts

may be assembled to rule on the merits. If

found in violation, an offending party is

required to bring its policies or practices into

compliance within a reasonable period of time

or face a damage judgment. If corrective action

is not taken, the aggrieved party may retaliate

by raising duties. Decisions may be appealed,

and uncorrected behavior can lead to more seri-

ous measures, such as sanctions or expulsion

from the organization.44

Other organizations, arrangements,

and agreements, such as the European Union

(EU), the North American Free Trade A g r e e-

ment (NAFTA), the Mercado Común del Sur

(MERCOSUR), and the Bank for International

Settlements, all have dispute resolution mecha-

nisms that may be activated to reduce points of

friction among members. Because these mech-

anisms are designed to work between govern-

ments, however, they are less suitable for

brokering internal economic disputes, and gov-

ernments do not appear uniformly eager to

invite outside engagement on such matters.

Nevertheless, some similar mechanisms may

be adaptable for use by governments in their

internal affairs, and they remain in any case

important tools to help manage disputes

between states. Given the great significance of

economic issues in an increasingly interdepen-

dent world, the lessons learned from these

mechanisms for nonviolent dispute resolution

deserve closer attention (see Box 3.4).

Notwithstanding the utility of the fore-

going diplomatic and economic measures to

help prevent the outbreak of mass violence,

some circumstances may demand more

assertive steps to limit the possibility for vio-

lence.

FORCEFUL MEASURES

Basic  Principles

The threat or use of forceful measures might

seem at odds with the Commission’s focus on

prevention of deadly conflict. But situations

will arise where diplomatic responses, even

when supplemented by strong

economic measures, are insuff i-

cient to prevent the outbreak or

recurrence of major violence.

The question is when, where,

and how should individual

nations and global and regional

o rganizations be willing to apply

forceful measures to curb incipi-

ent violence and prevent poten-

tially much larger destruction of

life and property. The Commis-

sion believes that there are three

broad principles that should govern any such

d e c i s i o n .

First, any threat or use of force must

be governed by universally accepted princi -

ples, as the UN Charter requires. Decisions to

use force must not be arbitrary or operate as the

coercive and selectively used weapon of the

strong against the weak.

Chapter VII of the UN Charter enables

the Security Council to authorize any measures,

including armed force—by individual states or

o rganized groups of states—which it deems

necessary to “maintain or restore international
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peace and security.” The classic use of this

peace enforcement process is in response to

cross-border aggression, as in the case of the

Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. With the post–Cold

War shift in preoccupation from i n t e r n a t i o n a l

conflicts to those within state boundaries, there

has been a greater willingness to apply the con-

cept of “threat to international security” more

liberally, and to see a number of internal con-

flicts as having this character.

Some have gone further, arguing that

the UN’s basic responsibility is to protect

human security when it has been imperiled on

a vast scale, and that this—together with the

obligation of member states through the UN

Charter and other instruments to protect basic

human rights—may be a sufficient foundation

in certain cases for forceful measures.45 While

it cannot be said that this approach has had

much overt acceptance, it has been an impor-

tant tacit rationale for enforcement operations

in support of humanitarian objectives (as in

Somalia in 1993), and it has given some

encouragement to those inclined to take a

broad view of what constitutes an “interna-

tional” security problem.

Chapter VI of the Charter, relating to

the settlement of disputes by negotiation, medi-

ation, “or other peaceful means,” has been the

banner under which a number of military and

police deployments have in fact occurred in the
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There is a rich history of international regimes created to manage conflicts at sea. The importance of sea lanes

and waterways and the international nature of the world’s oceans have made maritime law one of the oldest

forms of international law. Two types of potential maritime conflicts are disputes over: 1) stationary assets that

give access to resources or control the flow of resources; and 2) migratory maritime resources such as fish.

Examples of the former group include the Spratly Islands and the Strait of Hormuz. The Spratlys sit astride key

South China Sea shipping lanes and oil and mineral reserves. Brunei, China, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Vietnam

each claim all or part of the archipelago. The bulk of oil from the Persian Gulf is carried by tankers that pass

through the Strait of Hormuz. Japan receives two-thirds of its imported oil from the Gulf and Asia and Latin Amer-

ica each receive three-quarters of their imported oil from that region. At its narrowest the strait is only 20 3/4 n a u t i-

cal miles wide. Geology and claims to coastal waters extending to 12 nautical miles squeeze international shipping

l a n e s .

Examples of the latter type of conflict include disputes over migratory fish stocks. NATO members Canada and

Spain have had an ongoing confrontation over fishing rights since May 1994, when Canada placed a fishing ban on

waters off its east coast in addition to its exclusive territorial waters that extend for 200 miles. The conflict flared

up with the March 1995 machine-gunning and seizure of a Spanish vessel illegally fishing in Canada’s North

Atlantic waters. The dispute between the United States and Canada over salmon has erupted periodically and has

prompted clashes such as the April-May 1997 Canadian seizure of U.S. fishing boats and the blockade of a passen-

ger ferry sailing between Alaska and Washington state by Canadian fishermen.

continued on page 61



past. These deployments have been more for

the now-traditional peacekeeping functions of

monitoring, supervising, and verifying cease-

fires and related agreements (as, for example,

in Cyprus since 1964) than for applying force

to prevent additional outbreaks of violence. It

has always been accepted that a mission man-

dated under Chapter VI could apply force in

self-defense, perhaps now extended to include

“in defense of the mission,” but that is as far as

the authority reaches. 

There is a conceptual “gray zone”

between Chapters VI and VII of the UN Char-

ter in which the UN has increasingly found

itself operating—the so-called “Chapter VI and

a half” situation, in which the Security Council

has been unwilling to give a full Chapter V I I

enforcement mandate (or to make available the

resources to enable it to be carried out eff e c-

tively), but at the same time has given military

and police peacekeeping personnel tasks that

require threats of force or, in extreme situa-

tions, the use of force. 

Multidimensional UN peacekeeping

operations—that involve not only monitoring

and supervising, but also active support of

humanitarian objectives and maintenance of

law and order—are not new (having begun in

the Congo in the early 1960s), but they have

become more common since the end of the

Cold Wa r. The record of such ambiguously

mandated operations has been mixed: success-
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National governments have developed sophisticated maritime dispute resolution mechanisms. The

United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea entered into force on November 16, 1994, and

established the global regime covering the seas; 177 countries are party to the agreement. The

International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea is the convention’s main body for the peaceful resolu-

tion of disputes. Four interstate disputes await settlement under the United Nations Convention:

Cameroon/Nigeria, Guinea-Bissau/Senegal, Qatar/Bahrain, and Yemen/Eritrea. In each of these

cases, states disagree over the location of a border or sovereignty over offshore islands. The UN has

also created mechanisms for controlling disputes over mobile resources. The United Nations Agree-

ment for the Implementation of the Provisions of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the

Sea of December 10, 1982, relating to the Conservation and Management of Straddling Fish Stocks

and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks was open for signature from December 4, 1995, to December 4,

1996. The agreement will enter into force 30 days after the deposit of the thirtieth ratification.

Sources: British Petroleum 1992 figures cited in Keith McLachlan, “Hydrocarbons and Iranian Policies toward the
Gulf States: Confrontation and co-operation in island and continental shelf affairs,” in Territorial Foundations of
the Gulf States, ed. Richard Schofield (London: UCL Press, 1994), pp. 223-236; R.K. Ramazani, International Straits
of the World: The Persian Gulf and the Strait of Hormuz (Alphen aan den Rijn, Netherlands: Sijthoff and
Noordhoff, 1979), p. 2; Mark Hume, “U.S. Advantage in Salmon Wars,” The Montreal Gazette , May 29, 1997, p.
A15; United Nations Division for Ocean Affairs and the Law of the Sea, Oceans and Law of the Sea,
http://www.un.org/Depts/los/; United Nations Conference on Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish
Stocks, “Agreement for the Implementation of the Provisions of the United Nations Convention on the Law of
the Sea of 10 December 1982 Relating to the Conservation and Management of Straddling Fish Stocks and
Highly Migratory Fish Stocks,” September 8, 1995, A/CONF.164/37 (1995); Nick Cumming-Bruce, “Malaysia Buys
into Military Build-Up,” The Guardian (London), October 23, 1996, p. 14; Vipal Monga, “Daley Expresses Doubts
on a Quick Resolution of Pacific Salmon Dispute,” Journal of Commerce, August 7, 1997, p. 3A.



ful enough in Cambodia and Mozambique

(mainly because the enforcement role was not

fully tested), but unable to prevent massacres

from 1994 to 1997 in Rwanda and Zaire, as

well as in 1995 in Srebrenica, Bosnia.

The message from all this is clear

enough. If the UN contemplates missions in

situations where the threat or use of force may

be required to avert major violence, it must

determine from the outset its source of author-

ity in the Charter, specifically mandate the mis-

sion accordingly, and provide the resources

needed to do the job eff e c t i v e l y. It cannot be

left for later discussion or to the commander in

the field to decide whether there is some

acceptable principle, in international law and

practice, on which to rely when applying force:

that responsibility has to be borne by the Secu-

rity Council.

Second, the threat or use of forc e

should not be regarded only as a last resort in

desperate circumstances. Governments must

be attentive to opportunities when demonstra-

tions of resolve can establish clear limits to

unacceptable behavior. Familiar examples of

such uses of force include the deployment of

military forces to areas of potential conflict and

the mobilization of forces to heightened states

of readiness.46

Many thoughtful observers view the

use of force only as a last resort. They believe

that using forceful measures where necessary

to back up diplomatic and economic steps

comes dangerously close to starting down the

slippery slope of entanglement, or that such

steps amount to unacceptable intervention. But

the Commission believes that there are accept-

able ways to take firm measures early enough

to prevent or limit violent conflict. To be sure,

taking such steps as deploying warships or con-

ducting fly-overs in a show of force requires a

careful consideration of next steps if the mea-

sures do not have the intended effect. W h i l e

this is also true of other means of influence, it

is an especially important factor to consider

when contemplating threats or use of force.

Therefore, the use of such measures must be

carefully integrated with other policy instru-

ments, calibrated to the interests engaged, and

supported by consistent political and diplo-

matic signals to underscore the seriousness of

purpose. The aim is to use threats or actual use

of force judiciously to set clear and convincing

limits on unacceptable behavior.

T h i rd, states—particularly the major

powers—must accept that the threat or use of

force, if it does become necessary, must be part

of an integrated, ideally multilateral strategy,

and used in conjunction with political and eco -

nomic instru m e n t s .4 7 The use of force must

also be guided by prudence and responsibility.

One way to achieve these aims is to institution-

alize the emerging view that when employing

force for preventive purposes, states should

only do so with a UN Security Council resolu-

tion specifying a clear mandate that details the

arrangements under which force will be used

and the institutions that will be involved in the

action. Consultation with other multilateral

institutions or regional organizations is essen-

tial to establish the legitimacy of such a force.

The effectiveness of the deployed force will

depend, in part, on the perception of its legiti-

macy and integrity in discharging its man-

date—a perception that itself will require

greater confidence in the organization and, in

p a r t i c u l a r, the representativeness of the Secu-

rity Council (which is  in much need of

reform—an issue taken up in greater detail in

chapter 6). 
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The Commission does not mean to

suggest that there are no circumstances under

which the unilateral use of force might be con-

templated. Indeed, the Charter authorizes uni-

lateral force in certain circumstances. For the

kinds of preventive action contemplated here,

however, a multilateral response should be the

norm, as envisaged in the UN Charter, and a

norm that should apply to large as well as small

states.

There are three distinct kinds of opera-

tions where the use of force and forces—that

is, military or police personnel—may have an

important role in preventing the outbreak or

recurrence of violent conflict: postconflict

peacekeeping, preventive deployments, and

“fire brigade” deployments. Only the third of

these involves personnel on the ground having

the mandate or capacity to apply forceful mea-

sures (other than in self-defense)—but the

credibility of all three as preventive strategies

depends on the perception that if peace breaks

down, forceful measures to restore it may well

be forthcoming.

Peacekeeping and

Maintaining Civi l  Order 

In the aftermath of cease-fires and more sub-

stantial peace settlements, traditional lightly

armed peacekeeping missions can help monitor

and restrain tense situations. The UN has

deployed many missions of this type, including

its very first peacekeeping operation, the

United Nations Truce Supervision Org a n i z a t i o n

set up in Palestine in 1948, and troops deployed

under UN auspices in Cyprus in 1963. T h e i r

primary role has been to monitor, supervise,

and verify cease-fires and settlement terms.

Though mentioned nowhere in the UN

C h a r t e r, peacekeeping missions have become

an integral aspect of the org a n i z a t i o n ’s effort to

maintain peace and security. These operations

have been most effective when deployed in

very specific circumstances where the parties to

a conflict are separated along clearly demar-

cated boundaries and when they agree to a

cease-fire and the presence of the outside

forces. These missions serve several purposes,

including to signal the interest

and engagement of the interna-

tional community, to observe

and monitor relations between

antagonistic parties, and to act as

a deterrent against renewed

f i g h t i n g .

More recent UN peace-

keeping operations have been

multifunctional in character,

with tasks extending beyond

basic monitoring and supervi-

sion to involvement in maintain-

ing law and order, infrastructure

rebuilding, and assisting to

reestablish effective governance.

Examples of successful

“expanded” peacekeeping mis-

sions include those deployed in

Namibia and Cambodia. In

Namibia the United Nations

Transition Assistance Group (UNTAG), in

addition to its core peacekeeping mission,

negotiated the repeal of discriminatory laws,

the granting of amnesty for exiles, and the

release of prisoners and detainees, in addition

to registering voters for elections and supervis-

ing those elections. Likewise, the United

Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia

( U N TAC) administered elections, a land-mine

clearing program, and the rehabilitation of the

civil administration.48

Experience in a number of UN mis-
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I n December 1992, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia became the site of the first—and to date, only—

preventive deployment of United Nations peacekeeping units. Newly independent, Macedonia was susceptible to

conflict due to hostile neighboring states, including Greece and Serbia, ethnic tensions between Macedonians and

Albanians and other minorities, and upheaval in nearby Kosovo. Subsequent economic difficulties due to a Greek

embargo and UN sanctions on Serbia enhanced the potential for conflict. 

Following the request of David Owen and Cyrus Vance, the European Union and UN mediators for the former

Yugoslavia, and in response to the initial request of Macedonian president Kiro Gligorov, the UN Security Council

authorized the formation of the UN Preventive Deployment Force (UNPREDEP), originally as part of the UN Protec-

tion Force (UNPROFOR). Shortly after the passage of Security Council Resolution 795, the first UN personnel were

deployed in Macedonia. The first contingent was made up of Canadian troops, who arrived in early January 1993.

They were replaced in February by a Nordic battalion composed of soldiers from Denmark, Finland, Norway, and

Sweden. The United States sent additional troops in 1993 for a total UNPREDEP military contingent of 1,050. UN

military observers (UNMOs) and UN civilian police (UNCIVPOL), almost 50 in all, were drawn from various countries,

as were additional civilian affairs personnel and administrative staff. 

UNPREDEP functions mainly as an early warning system deployed along Macedonia’s borders with Albania and the

Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro). Military responsibilities consist of monitoring and report-

ing developments that could undermine the region’s stability and threaten peace. Troops patrol border crossings,

customs stations, and villages and are stationed at operation posts along the border. They are not authorized to

engage in combat but serve a deterrent function. The civilian component of the operation tracks political, eco-

nomic, and social conditions within the country. UN civilian police monitor the work of local police forces in main-

taining order and protecting human rights. Civil affairs officers have advised government officials, monitored

presidential and parliamentary elections, performed fact-finding missions, helped defuse tensions among parties,

and aided with the targeting of humanitarian assistance. 

While tensions in the region remain high and deployment is still necessary, the Macedonian experience provides

important lessons for preventive peacekeeping operations. Factors that contributed to the success of the mission

include the timing of the implementation, the relatively low intensity of tensions along the line of deployment, a

clear objective and mandate, considerable interest of the international community, cooperation with regional and

nongovernmental organizations, and the strong support of the Macedonian government, most opposition political

parties, and leaders of indigenous ethnic communities.

Source: Alice Ackermann and Antonio Pala, “From Peacekeeping to Preventive Deployment: A Study of the United Nations in the Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia,” European Security 5, No. 1 (Spring 1996), pp. 83-97.



sions—Bosnia, Cambodia, Haiti, Rwanda,

Somalia, Western Sahara, and elsewhere—

reflects the particular need to plan carefully

and execute responsibly law-and-order opera-

tions to establish and maintain legitimate civil

control. An international policing force can

monitor situations of potential unrest, provide

security for humanitarian operations, establish

a presence through patrols and precincts to help

keep tensions in check, retrain or replace prob-

lematic elements within the host country’s own

police force, and restrain gang or other org a-

nized criminal activities until local authorities

can resume complete control.4 9 S t r e n g t h e n i n g

local policing capacities through international,

regional, or ad hoc arrangements may reduce

the necessity for military interventions. Te c h-

nological innovations that permit law enforce-

ment and military forces to use less-than-lethal

means for keeping order may increase the

effectiveness of their operations.50

Policing cannot by itself ensure civil

control. Good police practices are not a substi-

tute for political systems providing alternative

outlets for grievances. Success depends on the

degree to which policing practices are sup-

ported (and regulated) by legitimate govern-

mental, judicial, and penal systems

underwritten by the rule of law. 

“Thin Blue Line” Preventive

D e p l o y m e n t s

Until recently, peacekeeping operations—both

traditional and expanded—were only used in

the aftermath of conflict to help reconcile the

parties and to prevent the recurrence of fight-

ing. A new concept has now emerged with the

deployment in late 1992 of a small force of

troops and civilian monitors to the Former

Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia with the

objective, so far successful, of preventing the

spread of hostilities from other areas of the for-

mer Yugoslavia (see Box 3.5). The essence of

the strategy is a preventive military rather than

diplomatic response involving

the positioning of troops and

related personnel on one or both

sides of a border between parties

in dispute to prevent escalation

into armed conflict. While this

is only a “thin blue line” of

forces, as with classic peace-

keeping, the deterrent lies in the

fact that the Security Council

has expressed its interest in the

situation, all the relevant parties

are under close international

scrutiny, and there is at least an implication of

willingness to take action if there is any resort

to violence. 5 1 The success to date of the

deployment in Macedonia may suggest that

this measure could prove a particularly eff e c-

tive preventive device. One potential disadvan-

tage, as the experience in Cyprus illustrates, is

that sometimes the international community

must be prepared to stay for an extended, per-

haps even indefinite, period of time.

“Fire Brigade”

D e p l o y m e n t s

Much debate has swirled around

the idea of establishing a rapid

reaction capability within the

UN or through other regional

arrangements to give the interna-

tional community a means to

respond quickly to an emerg i n g

crisis. Many political difficulties

attach to such a capability, however, and gov-

ernments have in large measure proved unwill-
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international crises
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ing to take the steps necessary to establish such

a force.52

As discussed in the prologue to this

report, the Commission supports the e s t a b l i s h-

ment of a rapid reaction force, the core of

which would be made up of 5,000 to 10,000

troops from members of the

Security Council. The force

would also need a robust plan-

ning staff, a standing opera-

tional headquarters, training

facilities, and compatible equip-

ment.

The Commission offers

two arguments for such a capa-

bility: first, the record of inter-

national crises points out the

need in certain cases to respond

rapidly and with force; and sec-

ond, the operational integrity of

such a force requires that it not

be assembled in pieces or in

haste. A standing force may well

be a necessity for effective pre-

vention. 

C u r r e n t l y, the UN

Security Council is ill-equipped

to implement quick decisions to

establish a military presence on

the ground in a crisis. The polit-

ical machinery and the logistical

and financial structure necessary to make

things happen within days does not exist.

Transportation, communications, and supply

functions are contracted out through a competi-

tive, laborious, and time-consuming system.

Crisis military staffing is ad hoc and drawn

from standing organizations within the UN.

While the UN has a military staff of about 145

officers, it is neither permitted to field a force

without Security Council authorization, nor is

it capable of doing so. 

This lack of capacity creates genuine

operational hazards. Because of the uncertain-

ties in war and other conflict situations, mili-

tary commanders desire as much clarity as

possible in defining their operations. This clar-

ity includes confirming the legitimacy of the

chain of command and mobilizing adequate

resources and troop strength to carry out the

mission. In complex international operations,

the military mission can easily be jeopardized

by unclear mandates or a confused chain of

command. Obviously, all uncertainty cannot be

eliminated, but considerable improvements can

certainly be achieved in multinational opera-

tions. The chain of command must be clear,

unified, and legitimate. The existence of a

standing rapid reaction capability would help

ensure that these requirements are fulfilled. 

In an enlarged Security Council, mem-

ber states should be prepared to accept as the

price of being on the Council the obligation to

contribute to the deployment of a well-trained

and well-equipped rapid reaction force for

short-term missions. Of course, smaller coun-

tries would not be expected to make the same

contribution as larger countries, and any coun-

try on the Security Council would be able to

choose, for national reasons, not to deploy their

forces in any particular mission. Countries not

on the Security Council who wish to contribute

to the rapid reaction force would be welcome

to do so. The interest shown in the concept of

such a force by Canada, Denmark, Norway, the

Netherlands, and other countries is a sign that

the political will exists. 
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It seems clear that because of its

unparalleled capabilities in certain areas, the

United States should be called upon to bear a

l a rge, perhaps primary, responsibility for the

logistical, communications, and intelligence

support, including heavy lift aircraft able to fly

the force within days anywhere in the world for

UN missions. This would mean that the United

States would not always be expected to con-

tribute ground troops, although at times that

too may be necessary. 

The Security Council should immedi-

ately establish a working group to develop the

operational requirements for such a capability

and make recommendations for Council deci-

sion regarding the guidelines for raising and

funding such a force. The force would be under

the authority of the Security Council and its

deployment subject to a veto by any of the per-

manent members.53

In the end, of course, the use of such a

capability may mean that other efforts to fore-

stall violence have not been effective. The fore-

going discussion has illuminated measures that

can help defuse a crisis that has reached an

acute phase. But the question remains: W h a t

can be done to prevent crises from getting to

that point to begin with? In other words, what

conditions inhibit the rise of violence and how

can these conditions be established and main-

tained? We take up these questions in our dis-

cussion of structural prevention in chapter 4.
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C H A P T E R  4

S T R U C T U R A L

P R E V E N T I O N

Strategies To A d d ress  the Root 

Causes of  Deadly Confl ict

Structural prevention—or peace building—comprises strategies to address the root causes of

deadly conflict, so as to ensure that crises do not arise in the first place, or that, if they do, they do

not recur. Those strategies include putting in place international legal systems, dispute resolution

mechanisms, and cooperative arrangements; meeting people’s basic economic, social, cultural, and

humanitarian needs; and rebuilding societies that have been shattered by war or other major crises. 

It will be seen that peace-building strategies are of two broad types: the development, by

governments acting cooperatively, of international regimes to manage the interactions of states, and

the development by individual states (with the help of outsiders as necessary) of mechanisms to

ensure bedrock security, well-being, and justice for their citizens. Too often in the past, these activi-

ties have been given less attention than they deserve, partly because their conflict prevention signifi-

cance has been less than fully appreciated. 

This chapter discusses both the international and national dimensions of structural preven-

tion. It argues that, while there are no vaccines to immunize societies against violence, a number of

measures promote conditions that can inhibit its outbreak. By and large, these measures must be

generated and sustained in the first instance within states, through a vibrant social contract between

societies and their governments. This positive interaction allows citizens to thrive in a stable envi-

ronment based on equity and justice in their political and economic lives, and it is characteristic of

successful states. The central argument of this chapter is that such states are less likely to succumb

to widespread internal violence and less likely, as well, to fight other states.

There are many international laws, norms, agreements, and arrangements—bilateral,

regional, and global in scope—designed to minimize threats to security directly.1 Numerous arms

control treaties exist, as do legal regimes like the Convention on the Law of the Sea, and dispute res-

olution mechanisms like the International Court of Justice and that in the World Trade Organization.

These various regimes help reduce security risks by codifying the broad rules by which states can

live harmoniously together and by putting in place processes by which they can resolve disputes

peacefully as they arise. They also provide institutional frameworks through which states can engage

in dialogue and cooperate more generally on matters affecting their national interests. As noted ear-

lier, in 1997 no open hostilities existed between states; the peace that prevails is in part due to the

effectiveness of these regimes.2



This report argues that whatever

model of self-governance societies ultimately

choose, and whatever path they follow to that

end, they must meet the three core needs of

s e c u r i t y, well-being, and justice and thereby

give people a stake in nonviolent efforts to

improve their lives. Meeting these needs not

only enables people to live better lives, it also

reduces the potential for deadly conflict. 

S E C U R I T Y

People cannot thrive in an environment where

they believe their survival to be in jeopardy.

Indeed, many violent conflicts have been waged

by people trying to establish and maintain their

own security. 

There are three main sources of inse-

curity today: the threat posed by nuclear and

other weapons of mass destruction; the possi-

bility of conventional confrontation between

militaries; and internal violence, such as terror-

ism, organized crime, insurg e n c y, and repres-

sive regimes.

Nuclear Weapons

As Presidents Ronald Reagan

and Mikhail Gorbachev made

c l e a r, any use of nuclear

weapons would be catastrophic.

M o r e o v e r, the proposition that

nuclear weapons can be retained

in perpetuity and never be

used—accidentally or by

design—defies credibility. A s

already pointed out with respect

to nuclear proliferation, the retention of nuclear

weapons by any state stimulates other states

and nonstate actors to acquire them. Given

these facts, the only durably safe course is to

work toward elimination of weapons within a

reasonable time frame, and for this good pur-

pose to be achieved, stringent conditions have

to be set to make this feasible with security for

all. These conditions must include rigorous

safeguards against any nuclear weapons falling

into the hands of dictatorial and fanatical lead-

ers. Steps that should be taken promptly in this

direction include developing credible mecha-

nisms and practices: 1) to account for nuclear

weapons and materials; 2) to monitor their

whereabouts and operational condition; and 3)

to ensure the safe management and reduction

of nuclear arsenals. 

As the Canberra Commission on the

Elimination of Nuclear Weapons pointed out in

1996, “The opportunity now exists, perhaps

without precedent or recurrence, to make a new

and clear choice to enable the world to conduct

its affairs without nuclear weapons” (see Box

4 . 1 ) .3 The work of the Canberra Commission

represents a major step forward and deserves

serious consideration by governments working

to reduce the nuclear threat.

The Committee on International Secu-

rity and Arms Control of the U.S. National

Academy of Sciences has called for extensive

improvements in the protection of nuclear

weapons and fissile materials. It underscored

the call for aggressive efforts to promote trans-

parency—that is, open practices—with respect

to the production, storage, and dismantling of

nuclear warheads, and for efforts to ban nuclear

weapons completely from specific regions and

environments. In addition, the committee

placed a premium on developing diplomatic

strategies to clarify and to allay the legitimate

security concerns of undeclared nuclear states
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in order to freeze, reduce, and eventually elimi-

nate undeclared programs (see Box 4.2).4

The Commission takes note of these

calls, especially at this time when real progress

in arms control has all but come to a complete

halt, a development that raises deeply troubling

issues regarding the possibility of an inadver-

tent nuclear attack during a crisis. As chapter 1

observed, while the threat of deliberate use of

nuclear weapons by one of the major nuclear

states has greatly diminished, the threat of
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The Canberra Commission advocates that the five nuclear weapons states commit themselves to the elimination of

nuclear weapons within a reasonable time frame. To date, the states’ existing collective and unilateral commit-

ments in this direction have neither led to sufficient concrete steps nor been free of ambiguity with respect to the

goal of elimination. Such a commitment, made at high political levels, would change instantly the underlying

nuclear weapons paradigm, the thrust of defense planning, and the timing—or indeed the necessity—for modern-

ization and testing programs. 

The seriousness of this commitment could be confirmed, the physical safety of the world improved, and the process

of elimination significantly advanced if the following immediate steps were taken by nuclear weapons states:

• Taking all nuclear forces off alert

• Removing warheads from delivery vehicles

• Ending deployment of nonstrategic nuclear weapons

• Initiating negotiation to further reduce U.S. and Russian nuclear arsenals

• Agreeing to reciprocal no-first-use undertakings and to nonuse in relation to nonnuclear weapons states

The Canberra Commission proposes that these immediate steps by nuclear weapons states should be supported by

all states through:

• Comprehensive disclosure of fissile material stocks

• Universal adherence to the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT)

• Negotiation of a fissile materials cut-off convention

The Canberra Commission also maps the series of steps necessary to prevent horizontal proliferation, to develop

effective verification arrangements for a nonnuclear world, and to lay the foundations for the final achievement

of a "zero nuclear weapons" world.

Source: Canberra Commission on the Elimination of Nuclear Weapons, Report of the Canberra Commission on the Elimination of Nuclear
Weapons (Canberra Commission on the Elimination of Nuclear Weapons, August 1996). The members of the Canberra Commission,
established by the Australian government in 1995 to propose practical steps toward a nuclear free world, were Celso Amorim, Lee Butler,
Richard Butler (Convenor), Michael Carver, Jacques-Yves Cousteau, Jayantha Dhanapala, Rolf Ekeus, Nabil Elaraby, Ryukichi Imai, Ronald
McCoy, Robert McNamara, Robert O’Neill, Qian Jiadong, Michel Rocard, Joseph Rotblat, Roald Sagdeev, and Maj Britt Theorin.
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The disintegration of the Soviet Union in 1991 left an estimated 30,000 nuclear weapons, 2,500 nuclear delivery

systems, and 40,000 metric tons of chemical weapons scattered throughout Russia, Belarus, Kazakstan, and

Ukraine.  In addition, Russia possessed at least 40,000 metric tons of chemical weapons and a robust biological

weapons capability.  The potential for political, social, and economic unrest in the former Soviet Union (FSU)

raised concern that these weapons of mass destruction, materials, and expertise might fall into the wrong hands.  

To combat this threat the U.S. Congress in 1991 passed the Soviet Nuclear Threat Reduction Act (commonly known

as the Nunn-Lugar program, after the bill’s chief sponsors).  Since this time, the Nunn-Lugar program has autho-

rized $1.5 billion for the Cooperative Threat Reduction Program (CTR) administered by the U.S. Department of

Defense.  CTR provides funding and assistance to FSU states for the dismantlement and destruction of weapons of

mass destruction; transportation, storage, and safeguarding of weapons; strengthening the security of fissile

materials; and enhancement of safeguards against proliferation.

While CTR has not been involved in the actual dismantlement of nuclear warheads in Russia, it has directly sup-

ported the dismantling of silos, submarines, missiles, and bombers. Rather than stipulate a specific level of

weapons reductions, the Nunn-Lugar program supports Russia’s efforts to comply with the Strategic Arms Reduc-

tion Treaty (START). To date, the United States has provided support for the following:

• Removal of over 1,200 strategic warheads from deployed systems

• Elimination of 230 submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs)

• Elimination of 445 intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) silos

• Elimination of approximately 35 strategic bombers

• Elimination of 1,500 missiles

The Nunn-Lugar program was instrumental in the decision of Belarus, Kazakstan, and Ukraine to return all nuclear

warheads to Russia and become nonnuclear states.

Sources: Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, “U.S. Nunn-Lugar Safety, Security, Dismantlement Program,” Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency Fact Sheet, May 20, 1996; Craig Cerniello, “U.S. Security Assistance to the Former Soviet Union,” Arms Control
Today (September 1996), pp. 25-26; Dunbar Lockwood, “The Nunn-Lugar Program: No Time to Pull the Plug,” Arms Control Today (June
1995), pp. 8-13; William J. Perry, Report of the Secretary of Defense to the President and the Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government
Printing Office: 1996), pp. 63-70; U.S. Department of Defense, Cooperative Threat Reduction (Washington, DC, April 1995); U.S.
Government Accounting Office, Weapons of Mass Destruction, Status of the Cooperative Threat Reduction Program, Report to
Congressional Requestors (September 1996).



inadvertent use has actually risen—largely due

to the serious gaps that exist in control of 

the Russian nuclear arsenal and associated

weapons-grade materials. But Russia cannot

reasonably be expected to reduce the number

of its warheads as long as the United States

maintains its current levels. Major reductions

would be beneficial for both countries and for

their worldwide influence in reducing the

nuclear danger.

An equitable outcome with respect to

the ultimate force levels of these two nuclear

powers, therefore, must be a priority. Unless it

is, the arms reduction process on which the

continuing viability of the Non-Proliferation

Treaty (NPT) depends will remain in jeopardy. 

Perhaps of greater urgency, the current

operational conditions of much of the Russian

inventory cannot be safely sustained. Starkly

put, Moscow simply has little capacity to main-

tain 1,000 warheads, much less the several

thousands now permitted under existing

START I and START II agreements. This situa-

tion must be addressed.

Since nuclear arms are the deadliest of

weapons, they create an especially critical prob-

lem of prevention. The Commission believes

that preventive efforts against violence with

conventional or other weapons of mass destruc-

tion would be strongly reinforced if fuller

e fforts were made to control the nuclear danger.

The world would be a safer place, and

the risks of deadly conflict would be reduced,

if nuclear weapons were not actively deployed.

Much of the deterrent effect of these weapons

can be sustained without having active forces

poised for massive attack at every moment.

The countries that maintain these active forces

are the ones most threatened by the active

forces of other countries, but the entire world is

exposed to the consequences of an operational

accident or an inadvertent attack. As long as

any active deployments are maintained, more-

over, the incentive and opportunity for prolifer-

ation will remain. The dramatic transformation

required to remove all nuclear weapons from

active deployment is feasible in technical

terms, but substantial changes in political atti-

tudes and managerial practices would be neces-

sary as well. The Commission endorses the

ultimate objective of elimination long embod-

ied in the Non-Proliferation Treaty and recently

elaborated in the reports by the Canberra Com-

mission and the National A c a d-

emy of Sciences. Precisely

because of the importance of

that objective, we wish to

emphasize the conditions that

would have to be achieved to

make elimination a responsible

and realistic aspiration.

In a comprehensive

framework to achieve that

objective, the foremost require-

ment would be an international

accounting system that tracks

the exact number of fabricated

weapons and the exact amounts

of the fissionable materials that provide their

explosive power. This accounting is now done

individually by the five countries that maintain

acknowledged nuclear weapons deployments

and presumably by the three countries that are

generally believed to have unacknowledged

weapons inventories or capability. These coun-

tries do not provide enough details to each

other or the international community as a

whole to the extent that would be required to
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determine how many nuclear weapons and how

much fissionable material actually exists,

where it is, and what the arrangements for its

physical security are. Unless these basic fea-

tures are known and monitored with reasonable

confidence by an agreed mechanism, it will not

be possible to reach agreement on removing

nuclear weapons from active deployment.

For technical as well as political rea-

sons, it will inevitably require a considerable

amount of time to develop an accounting sys-

tem that could support a general agreement to

eliminate active nuclear weapons deployments.

The requisite accuracy is not likely to be

achieved until such a system has been in opera-

tion over a substantial period of time. T h e

Commission strongly recommends that eff o r t s

be initiated immediately to create such a sys-

tem as a priority for the prevention of deadly

conflict.

C o n c u r r e n t l y, governments should

eliminate the practice of alert procedures (e.g.,

relying on continuously available weapons)

and set an immediate goal to remove all

weapons from active deployment—that is, to

dismantle them to the point that to use them

would require reconstruction. In addition, the

major nuclear states should reverse their com-

mitment to massive targeting and establish a

presumption of limited use. Finally, as this

process proceeds, multilateral arrangements

will need to be made to ensure stability and the

maintenance of peace and security in a world

without nuclear weapons.5

Regional  Contingencies

Managing the volatile relationship between the

United States and the Soviet Union during the

Cold War rested on high-quality deterrence and

avoiding the conditions that could lead to a

massive accident. It was important that the two

superpowers were not immediate neighbors in

any meaningful sense and—with the important

exception of the Cuban Missile Crisis in

1962—never posed any direct threat to each

other. The geographic distance between Wash-

ington and Moscow was an important compo-

nent of the deterrent relationship. It helped

account for the fact that circumstances never

arose to produce the simultaneous mobilization

of forces against each other that could have led

to a nuclear attack.

In several regions of the world today,

however, volatile circumstances involve neigh-

bors, one or more of which may possess

nuclear weapons. These circumstances give

added impetus to developing improved meth-

ods of accounting and safeguarding nuclear

weapons and materials. The aim must be to

remove the specter of nuclear weapons far to

the background of any conventional confronta-

tion. For this to happen, the nuclear states must

demonstrate that they take seriously Article VI

of the NPT (which calls for signatories to make

good faith progress toward complete disarma-

ment under strict and effective international

control). Movement along the lines discussed

above can help send that message throughout

the world.

Biological  and Chemical

W e a p o n s

Although there have been numerous protocols,

conventions, and agreements on the control and

elimination of biological and chemical

weapons, progress has been slowed by a lack

of binding treaties with provisions for imple-

mentation, inspection, and enforcement.6 T h e

1972 Biological Weapons Convention, for

instance, includes no verification measures,
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and the 1993 Chemical Weapons Convention

has yet to be ratified by a number of the major

producers, including Russia. 

As chapter 1 argued, it is impossible to

control completely or deny access to materials

and information regarding biological weapons.

But it may be possible to gain greater control

through mechanisms to monitor the possession

and the construction of facilities for the most

dangerous pathogens. A registry could be

established in which governments and other

users would register strains under their control

and detail the purposes of experimentation.

Registrants would be required to publish the

results of their experiments. This registry

would seek to reinforce the practice of system-

atic transparency and create a legal and profes-

sional expectation that those working with

these strains would be under an obligation to

reveal themselves. In addition, the professional

community of researchers and scientists must

engage in expanded and extensive collabora-

tion in this field and establish close connection

to the public health community. Here too, the

United States and Russia should set an example

for others.

The Commission believes that govern-

ments should seek a more effective categorical

prohibition against the development and use of

chemical weapons. The international commu-

nity needs systematic monitoring of chemical

compounds and the size of stockpiles to ensure

transparency and to guard against misuse.7

If progress on these fronts is to be

made, complex disagreements within both the

international community and individual states

must be addressed. Notwithstanding its short-

comings, the experience gained on the nuclear

front has created important expectations of

t r a n s p a r e n c y, accountability, and reciprocity,

and may help improve the control of biological

and chemical weapons (see Box 4.3).8

Conventional  Weapons

As noted in earlier chapters, violent conflict

today is fought with conventional weapons.

The Commission recognizes that all states have

the right to maintain adequate defense struc-

tures for their security and that achieving

global agreement on the control of weapons

will be difficult. Nevertheless, progress should

be possible to control the flow of arms around

the world. The global arms trade in advanced

weapons is dominated by the

five permanent members of the

UN Security Council and Ger-

m a n y. Jointly, they account for

80–90 percent of such activity.9

The Middle East remains the

l a rgest regional market for

weapons, with Saudi Arabia the

l a rgest single purchaser. East

Asia, with even wealthier states

modernizing their defense

forces, is also a huge weapons

market. To date, few efforts to

control the flows of conventional weapons

have been undertaken (see Box 4.4). 

The trade in small arms and ammuni-

tion—which account for the majority of deaths

in today’s conflicts—remains largely unregu-

lated, a condition that is also exploited by pri-

vate arms dealers and transnational criminal

elements, including narcotics cartels.1 0 T h e

first step toward regulation has been document-

ing arms transfers, notably the UN Register of

Conventional Arms and the Wa s s e n a a r

Arrangement. 
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The Chemical and Biological Arms Control Institute has identified several measures to decrease the threat of these

weapons of mass destruction:

• Better coordination of policy tools, for example, intelligence, export controls, diplomacy, and military force.

The international community must formulate a coherent strategy to control chemical and biological weapons,

appreciating technological constraints and promoting adequate response capabilities.

• More efforts to understand the terrorist threat by studying groups that might try to acquire weapons

• Isolation of rogue states that do not sign the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) or the Biological Weapons

Convention (BWC) to convince them that the international community will prevent them from obtaining chemi-

cal and biological weapons, or deny them any benefits from the use of such weapons

• Resolution of differences between developed and developing countries over the sharing of technology and

export controls, as they relate to the control of chemical and biological weapons

Chemical and biological weapons pose different problems from nuclear arms, and controlling them demands dif-

ferent measures.  For chemical weapons:

• Effective implementation of the CWC is a high priority.  After an initial grace period, compliance must be rigor-

ously verified to ensure the credibility of the CWC.  Success of the CWC will help other arms control efforts.

• All countries must sign the CWC. Russia, in particular, may need help with financial problems posed by the con-

v e n t i o n .

• Defense against chemical weapons must be strengthened because they probably will not be eliminated in the

next ten years. Timely and accurate detection and identification, protective equipment, medical research, and

training should be improved.

For biological weapons:

• The BWC protocol  negot iat ions  must be  completed.  Thi s will  require a  real i st ic formulation of a

declaration/inspection process that may not allow the same access provided by the CWC because of the differ-

ences in the science involved and the way the treaties are written, but which can, nevertheless, bolster confi-

dence in compliance.

• The concerns of the United States and the United Kingdom over Russian compliance with the BWC must be alle-

v i a t e d .

• Policymakers must be better informed about biological weapons. Such an education process should include

additional research, outreach, and training.

Source: Michael L. Moodie, “Chemical and Biological Weapons: The Unfinished Agenda,” Chemical and Biological Arms Control Institute,
May 27, 1997.



The UN Register of Conventional

Arms, established in 1991, provides for the

voluntary disclosure of national arms transfers

of major conventional weapons systems.

Although a valuable source of information on

arms transfers, the register’s effectiveness suf-

fers as a result of shortcomings, most notably

the failure of many countries to submit infor-

mation on transfers: some states failed to

respond after the first two years, while others

filed “nil returns,” indicating no such arms

exchanged.11 In short, the quality and quantity

of information in the register is not adequate to

provide true transparency for conventional

armaments. 

The Wassenaar Arrangement for

Export Controls for Conventional Arms and

Dual-Use Goods and Technologies was created

in 1995 as a follow-on to the NATO - b a s e d

Coordinating Committee on Multilateral

Export Controls (COCOM). Named after the

suburb of The Hague where the agreement was

signed, the arrangement includes 33 participat-

ing countries and seeks to avoid destabilizing

transfers of weapons and sensitive technologies

through the coordination of national export

control policies. To date, it has focused nearly

exclusively on major weapons systems and not

on small arms, but one option under discussion

is to restrict all conventional arms transfers into

certain areas at risk for renewed violent con-

flict or under UN sanctions. 

Again, the results have been less than

promising. The group concluded its December

1996 plenary session without reaching its goal

of enhancing new export control guidelines.

H o w e v e r, participation in the exchange of con-

ventional arms and dual-use technology trans-

fer information between members has greatly

improved since the first exchange in September

1 9 9 6 .1 2 Nevertheless, without ongoing consul-

tations or veto powers for its members, it is

unclear whether the Wassenaar A r r a n g e m e n t

can effectively serve as a forum for resolving

disputes over transfers of conventional

weapons and dual-use technology (see Box

4.5). 

The Conventional Armed Forces in

Europe Treaty (CFE) is the only international

agreement to impose limits on conventional

arms. In force in 1992, the CFE limits five

types of conventional weapons: tanks, armored

combat vehicles, artillery, attack helicopters,

and combat aircraft. A side agreement known

as CFE-1A places limits on manpower in

Europe. The treaty provides for a multilayered

verification system consisting of on-site

inspections and national and multinational

technical means. More than 50,000 pieces of

military equipment have been destroyed or

converted to other uses under the treaty. T h e
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The UN Register of Conventional Arms was created as a

means to ensure transparency in armaments with the goals

of serving as a confidence-building mechanism and promot-

ing stability and restraint among member states. Under the

register, states submit data relating to arms levels, trans-

fers, imports, and exports. States are also encouraged to

submit information relating to their arms import and

export policies as well as legislation and administrative pro-

cedures. The categories of weapons included in the register

are limited to battle tanks, armored combat vehicles,

artillery systems, combat aircraft, attack helicopters, war-

ships, and missiles and missile launchers. 

Source: United Nations, “General and Complete Disarmament, Part L:
Transparency in Armaments,” A/RES/46/36L, December 6, 1991, in
General Assembly Official Records: 46th Session, Supplement No. 49
(A/46/49), pp. 73-76. 



states party to the treaty engaged in CFE Treaty

Review Conferences to adapt the treaty to the

changing security situation of Europe.13

Within countries, some efforts to rein

in small arms through exchange or buy-back

programs have met with a measure of success.

Nations such as El Salvador, inundated with

weapons acquired during civil war, have initi-

ated gun buy-back programs.1 4 In Mozam-

bique, a small church-based buy-back program

provides farms tools, sewing machines, and

other essential household items in return for

guns and armaments.1 5 These models may be

adaptable to other regions by governments

committed to controlling conventional

weapons.

As previously mentioned, the momen-

tum behind steps to reduce and restructure con-

ventional military establishments will likely

continue for many states. Governments must

keep conventional arms control near the top of

their national and multilateral security agendas

to preserve the gains that have been made.

N ATO and other regional arrangements that

o ffer the opportunity for sustained dialogue

among the professional military establishments

will help, and in the process promote important

values of transparency, nonthreatening force

structures and deployments, and civilian con-

trol of the military. 
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In an effort to restrict the global transfer of arms, particularly to authoritarian regimes, Oscar Arias Sánchez, Nobel

Peace laureate and former president of Costa Rica, invited fellow peace laureates to develop an “International Code

of Conduct on Arms Transfers.” Under the International Code of Conduct, unveiled in May 1997, to be eligible for

arms transfers, a government would be obligated to meet a number of internationally recognized standards: being

chosen in free and fair elections; protecting citizens’ human rights; permitting the expression of political views; hav-

ing civilian control over its armed forces and transparency in military spending; and not being engaged in civil war,

international conflict, or sponsoring international terrorism. In addition, all nations would be required to partici-

pate in the United Nations Register of Conventional Arms and to respect international arms embargoes and military

sanctions. The code covers all arms transfers, including conventional weapons, munitions, subcomponents and deliv-

ery systems; military and security training; and sensitive military and dual-use technologies.

To date, the International Code of Conduct has been endorsed by more than a dozen Nobel Prize laureates. Similar

codes of conduct on arms transfers have also been proposed in the United Nations, the Organization for Security

and Cooperation in Europe, the European Union, the United States, and South Africa. Proponents of the initiative

believe that strict adherence to the International Code of Conduct will reduce levels of conflict while promoting

democracy and human rights.

Sources: Oscar Arias Sánchez, the Dalai Lama, Donald Gann, Gururaj Mutalik, Jose Ramos Horta, Susan Waltz, Elie Wiesel, and Betty
Williams, ”The Commission of Nobel Peace Laureates’ International Code of Conduct on Arms Transfers: A Joint Statement for Peace and
Human Rights,” New York, May 29, 1997; speech by Oscar Arias Sánchez at the public presentation of the Commission of Nobel Peace
Laureates’ ”International Code of Conduct on Arms Transfers,” New York, May 29, 1997; Oscar Arias Sánchez, “A Precondition for Peace
and Prosperity in the 21st Century: A Code of Conduct on Arms Transfers,” speech to the State of the World Plenary Session, San
Francisco, October 3, 1996; British American Security Information Council (BASIC) and Arias Foundation for Peace and Human Progress,
“The International Code of Conduct on Arms Transfers: Fact Sheet,” May 1997.



Cooperating for Peace 

Around the globe, national military establish-

ments in many—but not all—regions are

shrinking and their role has come under pro-

found reexamination as a result of the end of

the Cold War and the sharp rise of economic

globalization. With the end of the confrontation

between East and West, military establishments

in the former Warsaw Pact are being reconfig-

ured and the forces of NATO and many West-

ern nations are being reduced. Moreover, rapid

and widespread global economic competition

has put pressure on governments to redirect

resources away from military expenditures

toward social programs and other initiatives to

accelerate economic growth, and this appears

to be the likely course for many states for the

foreseeable future.

The Commission recognizes, of

course, that this phenomenon is not universal.
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M any groups have proposed regimes to control light weapons. One such group, Saferworld, a London-based

nongovernmental organization, has proposed an initiative for the European Union (EU) to help constrain the pro-

liferation of light weapons. They propose a presumption of denial of weapons transfers to areas in conflict or ten-

sion or with serious human rights abuses, and to any destinations posing a significant risk that weapons will be

diverted. Saferworld’s recommendations for action by EU states include: establishing systems for registering and

tagging all weapons and ammunition; making arms exports conditional on the supplier state having the right to

check information on end-use after delivery and to be consulted if the recipient is considering re-export or change

of use; introducing a compulsory registration system for arms traders; and reviewing member states’ regulations to

ensure their right to impose and revise arms embargoes.

In addition, the proposal asserts that the EU and its member states should endorse and, where appropriate, adopt

the ‘Security First’ approach to providing assistance to conflict-prone countries or regions, whereby assistance to

promote security, demobilization, and disarmament is integrated from the beginning with economic and social

development programs. In exchange for such assistance, the EU could reasonably expect its recipient country part-

ners to commit themselves to some agreed measures, such as participating in regional transparency or confidence-

building measures or implementing controls on arms flows to the best of their ability. 

While Saferworld focused recommendations on the EU, the proposal advocates that the policies be implemented

by all arms exporters. Moreover, Saferworld also argued that the UN Register of Conventional Arms could usefully

be extended to cover some of the ‘heavier’ light weapons, such as light mortars or machine guns. Beyond this, the

proposal argues that new transparency arrangements should be developed at either a global or regional level,

including information exchanges on relevant national legislation and regulations. 

Sources: Owen Greene, Tackling Light Weapons Proliferation: Issues and Priorities for the EU (London: Saferworld, 1997). Natalie J.
Goldring, “Bridging the Gap: Light and Major Conventional Weapons in Recent Conflicts,” British American Security Information Council
(BASIC), Washington, DC, 1997; paper prepared for the annual meeting of the International Studies Association, Toronto, Ontario, March
1997.



A noteworthy exception to this trend is East

Asia, where many nations have increased their

military expenditures.1 6 Some states continue

to support disproportionately large military

establishments at huge cost. In North Korea

and the former Yugoslavia (Serbia and Mon-

tenegro), for example, military spending

accounts for more than 20 percent of the gross

domestic product.17 The Commission believes,

h o w e v e r, that the general trend toward force

reduction and realignment, the current absence

of interstate war in the world, and the continu-

ing development of international regimes form

a foundation from which states can continue to

reduce the conventional military threat that

they pose to one another. 

One important regional initiative to

help improve the security climate is NATO ’s

Partnership for Peace (PFP). This program, for-

malized by the North Atlantic Council in Janu-
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ary 1994, allows non-NATO states, particularly

the former Communist nations of Eastern

Europe, to enter into bilateral agreements with

the North Atlantic Alliance, provided that they

agree to the principles of the North A t l a n t i c

Treaty. PFP invited these states to participate in

political and military bodies of NATO to widen

and deepen European security and cooperation.

Twenty-seven states participated in PFP i n

1997. This ambitious program has helped

underscore the importance and viability of

three essential factors to reduce conventional

military threats: transparency—that is, mutual

awareness of defense expenditures and force

c o m p o s i t i o n — n o n o ffensive force structures

and deployments, and civilian control of the

military as an essential feature of democratic

governance. The goals of the Partnership for

Peace are also reinforced through bilateral pro-

grams of major NATO members.18

Beyond NATO, other regional organi-

zations have an active agenda to reduce threats

and build confidence. In Asia, the A S E A N

Regional Forum was created for just such a

purpose and now brings together some 20

nations for regular consultations.19 The Organi-

zation for Security and Cooperation in Europe

(OSCE) has in the past two decades proved to

be a valuable forum for confidence building in

Europe. 

F i n a l l y, many states pursue a number

of specialized military-to-military initiatives,

tailored to their specific circumstances, to help

reduce external threats. The South African gov-

ernment, for example, has undertaken military

cooperation programs with other nations of the

Southern African Development Community,

many of whom were involved in military con-

frontations with South Africa during the

apartheid era. Israel and Egypt have maintained

a peaceful border (albeit with significant out-

side help) for over 20 years.  Brazil  and

Argentina have created the Argentinean-Brazil-

ian Agency for Accounting and Control of

Nuclear Materials (ABACC) and established a

Common System of Accounting and Control of

Nuclear Materials (SCCC). These steps have

proven an invaluable means of developing trust

and cooperation between Brazil and Argentina

and have spawned a number of agreements,

safeguards, protocols, and subsidiary organiza-

tions.20

But while the general international

environment is moving to greater stability

between states—indeed many countries exist

today in regions or subregions with absolutely

no fear of outside military exploitation—in

many countries a major risk still arises from

internal threats.

Security  within States  

Intrastate violence can result from active insur-

gencies, political terrorism, or organized crime.

Four essential elements provide a framework

for maintaining a just regime for internal stabil-

ity: a corpus of laws that is legitimately derived

and widely promulgated and understood; a

consistent, visible, fair, and active network of

police authority to enforce the laws (especially

important at the local level); an independent,

equitable, and accessible grievance redress sys-

tem, including above all an impartial judicial

system; and a penal system that is fair and pru-

dent in meting out punishment.2 1 These basic

elements are vitally significant yet hard to

achieve, and they require constant attention
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through democratic processes. 

Of course, not all states are democra-

tic; some are centralized and repressive while

others have weak or corrupt central govern-

ments. In such cases, this framework will not

be used until major reform is undertaken. It is

often the case that precisely because chances

for such reforms are so remote that internal

violence erupts and can last for years. Later in

this chapter we discuss transitions from author-

itarian to democratic government.

Important factors contributing to inter-

nal security can be derived from peace agree-

ments that ended civil wars in Guatemala,

El Salvador, Lebanon, Mozambique, and

Nicaragua. These agreements have several

common elements: a focus on devising 

and implementing long-term change; the pro-

motion and establishment of mechanisms for

national consensus building (e.g., constituent

assemblies); provisions for the maintenance of

a close and ongoing relationship between the

former warring parties, including the establish-

ment and maintenance of acceptable power-

sharing arrangements; and an emphasis on

cooperating on long-term arrangements for

economic opportunity and justice.22

Other governments, international orga-

nizations, and private agencies operating inter-

nationally have important roles to play in

maintaining internal security. The UN con-

tributed greatly to building peace in several of

the countries mentioned above. In general, out-

siders can help by

• Promoting norms and practices to govern

interstate relations, to avoid and resolve dis-

putes, and to encourage practices of good

governance

• Reducing and eventually eliminating the

many military threats and sources of insecu-

rity between states, including those that con-

tribute to instability within states

• Not exacerbating the interstate or intrastate

disputes of others, either on purpose or inad-

v e r t e n t l y. The history of third-party inter-

vention is replete with examples of

interventions that were unwarranted,

unwanted, or unhelpful.

Existing in a secure environment is

only the beginning, of course. People may feel

relatively free from fear of attack, but unless

they also believe themselves able to maintain a

healthy existence and have genuine opportuni-

ties to pursue a livelihood, discontent and

resentment can generate unrest. 

W E L L - B E I N G

What is the relationship between economic

well-being and peace? If the relationship is

clearly positive, what strategies to promote

economic prosperity work best under what

conditions? We have learned important lessons

from successes and failures in Africa, Asia, and

Latin America during the past half-century. 

Too many of the world’s people still

cannot take for granted food, water, shelter, and

other necessities. Why are there still widely

prevalent threats to survival when modern sci-

ence and technology have made such powerful

contributions to human well-being? What can

we do to diminish the kind of vulnerability that

leads to desperation? The slippery slope of

degradation—so vividly exemplified in Soma-

lia in the early 1990s—leads to growing risks

of civil war, terrorism, and humanitarian cata-
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strophe. 

Basic well-being entails access to ade-

quate shelter, food, health services, education,

and an opportunity to earn a livelihood. In the

context of structural prevention, well-being

implies more than just a state’s capacity to pro-

vide essential needs. People are often able to

tolerate economic deprivation and disparities in

the short run because governments create con-

ditions that allow people to improve their liv-

ing standards and that lessen disparities

between rich and poor. To this extent, well-

being overlaps with political and social justice,

discussed below.

The Commiss ion  b e l i e v es t h a t

decent living standards are a universal human

right. Development efforts to meet these stan-

dards are a prime responsibility of govern-

ments, and the international community has a

responsibility to help governments through

development assistance. Assistance programs

are vital to many developing states, crucial to

sustaining millions of people in crises, and nec-

essary to help build otherwise unaff o r d a b l e

infrastructure. But long-term solutions must

also be found through states’ own developmen-

tal policies, attentive to the particular needs of

a society’s economic and social sectors. In

addition, the careful management of existing

natural resources is becoming increasingly vital

to the welfare of all societies.
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Helping from Within:

Development Revis i ted

For a variety of reasons, many nations in the

global South have been late in

getting access to the remarkable

opportunities now available for

economic and social develop-

ment. They are seeking ways to

modernize in keeping with their

own cultural traditions and dis-

tinctive settings. How can they

adapt useful tools from the

world’s experience for their own

development? 

The general well-being

of a society will require govern-

ment action to help ensure wide-

spread economic opportunity.

Whether and how to undertake

such strategies is controversial

and should be decided and

implemented democratically by

societies on their own behalf.

The Commission emphasizes,

however, that economic growth,

by itself, will not reduce

prospects for violent conflict

and could, in fact, be a con-

tributing factor to internal con-

flicts. The resentment and unrest

likely to be induced by drasti-

cally unbalanced or inequitable

growth may outweigh whatever prosperity that

growth generates. In contrast, equitable access

to economic growth and, importantly, eco-

nomic opportunity inhibits deadly conflict.2 3

Unfortunately, the current international

economic environment is not particularly sym-

pathetic to this view, emphasizing instead

short-term bottom-line performance as a mea-

sure of economic competitiveness and vitality.

Clearly, in many states economic growth must

sharply increase to meet the needs of burgeon-

ing populations. But if this complex equation is

to be managed with as little potential for

deadly violence as possible, governments must

reorient their thinking away from an overem-

phasis on short-term performance. Otherwise,

there will be an avoidable excess of human suf-

fering—with associated resentment and hence

the seedbed for hatred and violence, even ter-

rorist movements.

Fundamentally, the distribution of eco-

nomic benefits in a society is a function of

political decisions regarding the kind of eco-

nomic system a society will construct, includ-

ing the nature and level of governmental

engagement in private sector activity. Poverty

is often a structural outgrowth of these deci-

sions, and when poverty runs in parallel with

ethnic or cultural lines, it often creates a flash-

point. Peace is most commonly found where

economic growth and opportunities to share in

that growth are broadly distributed across the

population. 

There is great preventive value in ini-

tiatives that focus on children and women, not

only because they are the main victims of con-

flict, but also because women in many vulnera-

ble societies are an important source of

community stability and vitality. For children,

this emphasis entails a two-pronged approach

that stresses, on the one hand, broad opportuni-

ties for education and basic health services, and

on the other, policies that prohibit the recruit-

ment of child soldiers and the industrial

exploitation of child labor. For women, this

entails national programs that encourage edu-

cation for girls, women-operated businesses,

and other community-based activities.
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A growing body of evidence shows

that the education of women and girls is a

remarkably promising route for developing

countries. The need to improve the educational

attainment and status of women is an objective

of intrinsic value, but it has the added practical

value of far-reaching significance in widening

w o m e n ’s skills and choices as well as in

improving their health and nutrition. It is an

investment in future economic growth and

well-being even when women do not partici-

pate in wage employment. Most girls in devel-

oping countries become mothers, and their

influence on their children is crucial. Health

studies show that the more educated the moth-

ers, the less likely that their children will die,

regardless of differences in family income.

Education helps delay marriage for women,

partly by increasing

their chances for

employment, and edu-

cated women are more

likely to know about

and use contracep-

t i v e s .2 4

Almost all

countries committed

themselves to the goal

of eradicating severe

poverty at the Wo r l d

Summit for Social

Development in

1 9 9 5 .2 5 D a u n t i n g

though this aim is, the

opportunities of the

global economy and

the lessons learned in

development make this

a reasonable goal in the

next few decades. The UN Development Pro-

g r a m ’s Human Development Report 1997 f o r m u-

lates six priorities for action:

• Everywhere the starting point is to empower

women and men—and to ensure their partic-

ipation in decisions that affect their lives and

enable them to build their strengths and

assets.

• Gender equality is essential for empowering

women—and for eradicating poverty.

• Sustained poverty reduction requires “pro-

poor” growth in all countries—and faster

growth in the 100 or so developing and

transition countries where growth has been

f a i l i n g .
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• Globalization offers great opportunities—

but only if it is managed more carefully with

more concern for global equity.

• In all these areas, the state must provide an

enabling environment for broad-based polit-

ical support and alliances for “pro-poor”

policies and markets.

• Special international support is needed for

special situations—to reduce the poorest

countries’ debt faster, to increase their share

of aid, and to open agricultural markets for

their exports.26

A complementary approach to eco-

nomic development is made in the Wo r l d

B a n k ’s World Development Report 1996. I t

derives lessons of experience from economies

in transition from central planning to market-

based operation—as they build

essential institutions to support

e fficient markets with adequate

social safety nets. 

What can these coun-

tries learn from each other?

What does the experience of

transition to date suggest for the

many other countries grappling

with similar issues of economic

reform? What are the implications for external

assistance—and for the reform priorities in the

countries themselves? The World Bank’s report

observes:

• Consistent policies, combining liberalization

of markets, trade and new business entry

with reasonable price stability, can achieve a

great deal—even in countries lacking clear

property rights and strong market institu-

tions.

• D i fferences between countries are very

important, both in setting the feasible range

of policy choices and in determining the

response to reforms.

• An efficient response to market processes

requires clearly defined property rights—

and this will eventually require widespread

private ownership.

• Major changes in social policies must com-

plement the move to the market—to focus

on relieving poverty, to cope with increased

m o b i l i t y, and to counter the adverse inter-

generational effects of reform.

• Institutions that support markets arise both

by design and from demand.

• Sustaining the human capital base for eco-

nomic growth requires considerable reengi-

neering of education and health delivery

systems. International integration can help

lock in successful reforms.

These judgments reinforce the Com-

m i s s i o n ’s belief that diligent programs that

help cultivate the human resources of a coun-

t r y, in ways that ensure widespread access to

economic opportunity, will help create condi-

tions that inhibit widespread violence.

Making Development

S u s t a i n a b l e

Global population and economic growth, along

with high consumption in the North, have led

to the depletion, destruction, and pollution of

the natural environment. Science and technol-

ogy can contribute immensely to the reduction

of environmental threats through low-pollution
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technologies. Greater effort is required to

develop sustainable strategies for social and

economic progress; in fact, sustainability is

likely to become a key principle of develop-

ment and a major incentive for global partner-

ships.

In at least three clear ways, the use and

misuse of natural resources lie at the heart of

conflicts that hold the potential for mass vio-

lence: 1) the deliberate manipulation of

resource shortages for hostile purposes (for

example, using food or water as a weapon);

2) competing claims of sovereignty over

resource endowments (such as rivers or oil and

other fossil fuel deposits); and 3) the exacerbat-

ing role played by environmental degradation

and resource depletion in areas characterized

by political instability, rapid population

growth, chronic economic deprivation, and

societal stress.

Serious issues of international equity

will be posed by the desire of the North to pre-

serve global climate stability and biodiversity

and that of the South to secure a greater share

of global resources and economic growth.

Environmental problems plaguing the industri-

alized countries also pose equity issues, with

domestic minority ethnic groups and the poor

usually bearing the brunt of pollution. In the

aftermath of environmental deterioration,

national security systems are likely to be chal-

lenged by massive immigration to more favor-

ably situated states.

If security analysts can be thoroughly

informed about environmental problems, and if

environmental analysts can come to understand

the tools and experiences of the security com-

m u n i t y, there could be advances in ways to

approach international environmental agree-

ments. An example may help to clarify the

nature of the problem. A critical environmental

challenge of the day is limiting the emissions

of carbon dioxide from the burning of fossil

fuel. The lion’s share of such emissions comes

from the developed countries. But increasing

numbers of people in the developing world are

demanding improved standards of living, and

that will lead to dramatically higher levels of

combustion of fossil fuels. China’s economic

growth rate, for example, currently exceeds ten

percent per year, and unless new

e n e rgy technologies are intro-

duced, this growth will rapidly

raise the average level of carbon

dioxide emissions from develop-

ing countries. Because We s t e r n

standards of living have been

built on inefficient uses of fossil

fuels,  i t  is  l ikely that many

developing countries will repeat

that pattern as they industrialize. This will

complicate North–South negotiations to attain

environmentally sustainable development.

Experience from past international

environmental and security negotiations may

be found to guide the achievement of arrange-

ments to control carbon dioxide emissions. The

Montreal Protocols of 1987 limiting production

of ozone-depleting chlorofluorocarbon com-

pounds involved primarily the industrialized

world. But when they were extended in the

London agreements two years later, substantial

interest on the part of the developing countries

produced significant technical aid commit-

ments from the industrialized countries.

Economists Sudhir Anand and

Amartya Sen point out that the human develop-

ment perspective translates readily into a criti-

cal recognition of the need for active

international efforts to preserve the quality of

the environment in which we live. They write:
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“We have to see how the human developments

we have achieved in the past, and what we are

trying to achieve right now, can be sustained in

the future—and further extended—rather than

be threatened by pollution, exhaustion of nat-

ural resources and other deteriorations of local

and global environments. But this safeguarding

of future prospects has to be done without sac-

rificing current efforts towards rapid human

development and the speedy elimination of

widespread deprivation of basic human capa-

bilities. This is partly a matter of cooperation

across the frontiers, but the basis of that collab-

oration must take full note of the inequalities

that exist now and the urgency of rapid human

development in the more deprived parts of the

world.”27

Helping from Outside:

Development Assistance

Promoting good governance has become the

keynote of development assistance in the

1990s, along with the building of fundamental

skills and local capacity for participation in the

modern global economy. Compared with the

overarching economic priorities of previous

decades—reconstruction in the 1950s, develop-

ment planning in the 1960s, meeting basic

human needs in the 1970s, or structural adjust-

ment in the 1980s—current policies of the

major donors are more directly supportive of

structural prevention. The new approach

requires a state, at a minimum, to equip itself

with a professional, accountable bureaucracy
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that is able to provide an enabling environment

and handle macroeconomic management, sus-

tained poverty reduction, education and train-

ing (including of women), and protection of the

environment.

The Commission believes that more

strenuous and sustained development assis-

tance can also reduce the risk of regional con-

flicts when it is used to tie border groups in one

or more states to their shared interests in land

and water development, environmental

improvement, and other mutual concerns.

Nearly every region of the world has a major

resource endowment that will require multiple

states to cooperate to ensure that these

resources are managed responsibly. In North

America, the Rio Grande Valley and the Great

Lakes region are prominent examples. In Rus-

sia and Central Asia, disputes over the Caspian

Sea and the Fergana Valley have already

proven this point. In the Middle East, no state

is immune to a deep and abiding concern

regarding the distribution of fresh water.

The emphasis on good governance has

also encouraged a more robust and responsible

private sector development in many countries.

There is rising economic activity in the private

sector around the world. Over the next ten

years, the World Bank projects that developing

economies will grow at over twice the rate of

industrialized economies.28

Sustained growth requires investment

in people, and careful programs must be

crafted if deep, intergenerational poverty is not

to become institutionalized. Foreign assistance

to poor countries can include transitional bud-

getary support, especially for maintenance and

to buffer the human cost of conversion to mar-

ket economies. Extensive technical assistance,

specialized training, and broad economic edu-

cation are all badly needed. So too is the build-

ing of indigenous institutions to sustain the

vital knowledge and skills for development.

In sum, improving well-being requires

a multifaceted approach. It means mobilizing

and developing human capacities; broadening

and diversifying the economic base; removing

barriers to equal opportunity; and opening

countries to participation in the global econ-

omy and the international community.

J U S T I C E

When citizens are treated fairly and off e r e d

equal access to opportunities under the law,

this, in turn, creates the political space neces-
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sary for people to fulfill their aspirations with-

out the need to deprive others of the same

opportunity. Based on the principles outlined in

the UN Charter, governments should work to

promulgate norms of behavior within and

between states that strengthen and widen not

only security and well-being, but also justice. 

An understanding of and adherence to

the rule of law is crucial to a healthy system of

social organization, both nationally and inter-

n a t i o n a l l y, and any effort to create and main-

tain such a system must itself rest on the rule of

l a w. The rule of law is both a goal—it forms

the basis for the just management of relations

between and among people—and a means. A

sound legal regime helps ensure the protection

of fundamental human rights, political access

through participatory governance, social

accommodation of diverse groups, and equi-

table economic opportunity. 

Just ice  in  the International

C o m m u n i t y

States should develop ways to promote interna-

tional law with particular emphasis in three

main areas: human rights; humanitarian law,

including the need to provide the legal under-

pinning for UN operations in the field; and

nonviolent alternatives for dispute resolution,

including more flexible intrastate mechanisms

for mediation, arbitration, grievance recogni-

tion, and social reconciliation.

Human Rights 

Norms that call for the protection of fundamen-

tal human rights are contained in the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights.29 The Universal

Declaration bans all forms of discrimination,

s l a v e r y, torture and other cruel, inhuman, or

degrading treatment or punishment and guaran-

tees every human’s right to life, liberty, nation-

a l i t y, freedom of movement, religion, asylum,

marriage, assembly, and many other fundamen-

tal rights and liberties. One hundred thirty

states have become signatories to the Universal

Declaration since its adoption by the General

Assembly on December 10, 1948. The Univer-

sal Declaration is joined by the International

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural

Rights and the International Covenant on Civil

and Political Rights with its two Optional Pro-

tocols to form the International Bill of Rights,

the cornerstone of the United Nations “world-

wide human rights movement” established in

the Charter.30

Many regional organizations include

the International Bill of Rights in their charters

and proceedings; some even add additional

human rights provisions. For example, the

Helsinki Accords (the founding document of

the Conference on Security and Cooperation in

Europe [CSCE]) provide, as in the Universal

Declaration, for freedom of thought, con-

science, religion, and belief.3 1 These human

rights provisions were later expanded by the

Charter of Paris, which undertook to protect

the ethnic, cultural, linguistic, and religious

identity of national minorities.32

States have only begun to use these

criteria to shape their bilateral relations.3 3

Despite the unprecedented range and volume

of formal endorsements that states have given

human rights since the founding of the United

Nations, they have been reluctant to hold each

other accountable for living up to these princi-

ples. Ensuring the protection of human rights

requires active engagement by responsible gov-

ernments. The guidelines, political will, and

international capacity for such engagement are

developing very slowly, however, in the
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absence of a clear consensus among states that

e fforts on behalf of human rights are in their

national interest. 

Yet, the original decision to enshrine a

commitment to uphold human rights in the UN

Charter reflected more than a humanitarian or

idealist impulse of member governments. T h e

founders of the UN were primarily interested in

preventing another world war, and many had

concluded that the terrible human rights abuses

by the Nazis were the early warning signs of a

potential aggressor. Had the international com-

munity acted to stop Hitler and his followers,

World War II might have been prevented. On

this much they agreed, but they could not agree

on how to prevent wars. With the onset of the

Cold Wa r, prevention reverted to more tradi-

tional strategies of deterrence and balance of

power. But in the 1990s, states face new prob-

lems of collective security that give human

rights greater political salience. 

As the UN’s High Commissioner for

Refugees so often reminds governments:

“ To d a y ’s human rights abuses are tomorrow’s

refugee movements.”3 4 Human rights, in this

sense, are gaining significance not only as a

moral imperative, but also as a tool of analysis

and policy formation—with their violation an

early warning of worse problems to come. Sit-

uations in which governments do not respect

the rights of their own citizens could be a

warning that refugee flows and other troubles

might spiral into costly humanitarian emergen-

cies. Human rights are thus becoming, prop-

e r l y, a rationale for preventive diplomacy and

collective security.
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Humanitarian Law 

Several regional initiatives have been

attempted in recent years to strengthen the

value of human rights practices and other mea-

sures as essential factors for stability. T h e

European Court of Human Rights and the

I n t e r-American Court of Human Rights work

within their respective regions to respond to

intrastate and interstate oppression. The Euro-

pean Court, an organ of the

Council of Europe, was

founded by the European

Convention on Human

Rights (1953) and has

proven in recent years to be

one of the most successful

instruments of international

l a w. The Inter- A m e r i c a n

Court, founded by the Orga-

nization of American States

in 1979, has also become a

powerful voice in human

rights law, both regionally

through its decisions and

globally through its issuance

of advisory opinions. T h e

Court is mandated to pro-

mote respect for and to

defend human rights—

together with the Inter- A m e r-

ican Commission, which

determines the admissibility

of petitions to the Court,

engages in fact-finding

missions, and attempts to

arrange friendly settle-

ments.35

One building block

for promulgating humanitar-

ian norms especially important to internal con-

flict is Article Three in each of the four Geneva

Conventions. Common to all these conven-

tions, it applies to all armed conflict of a “non-

international” character occurring in the

territory of a signatory state. It calls for the

humane treatment of noncombatants and others

who do not take up arms, and prohibits vio-

lence of any type against these persons—

including humiliating or degrading treatment,
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the taking of hostages, and all forms of extraju-

dicial punishment. Moreover, it requires that

protections be accorded medical personnel and

medical transport for the wounded and sick,

and that arrangements for the dead be respect-

ful.

But for societies wracked by years of

conflict, overcoming years or even generations

of violence, discrimination, and deprivation

will not come easily. People must work to put

the past behind them without creating a new

basis for future violence. To do so, they often

need the help of mediation or arbitration mech-

anisms.

Nonviolent Dispute Resolution 

A wide array of approaches to mediation and

arbitration exists to help broker disputes in

nonviolent ways. Arbitration, the more limited

of the two mechanisms, seems to work best

under conditions of defined legal relationships

such as international trade agreements. Arbitra-

tion clauses are often laid out in treaties and

charters where members or signatories agree,

in advance, to arbitrate disputes before a con-

flict escalates. This form of conflict resolution

is limited by the fact that it takes place in a

confrontational and defined framework within

a judicial or quasi-judicial environment. T h e

presence of appointed representatives and a

decisive third-party role minimizes direct com-

munication between the parties in conflict.3 6

The Court of Conciliation and A r b i t r a t i o n ,

established by the Organization for Security

and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) in 1994,

o ffered dispute resolution between consenting

states in Europe and the former Soviet Union.

Its rulings are legally binding on signatories to

the Convention on Conciliation and A r b i t r a-

tion, and its conciliation procedures make it an

attractive alternative for the settlement of dis-

putes.37

Mediation, on the other hand, enjoys a

higher rate of success in international applica-

tion. It requires no advance commitment,

allows conflicting parties to communicate

directly, and has as its goal sim-

ply to settle the conflict to the

satisfaction of all parties. Media-

tion has been used extensively

as a tool for dealing with both

interstate and internal conflicts.

The civil wars in El Salvador

and Mozambique and the dis-

pute between Greece and the

Former Yugoslav Republic of

Macedonia were resolved

through mediation.38

Less promising for the

management and prevention of violent conflict

is the International Court of Justice (ICJ). Its

weak record on issues of conflict and peace is

well documented. Over its life, it has decided

about 100 cases, and only a handful have

related to serious security issues. Controversies

leading to deadly conflict are not often disputes

about legal rights and obligations; they are

political disputes involving perceived national

interests, and countries have proven consis-

tently unwilling to expose themselves to exter-

nal adjudication. Many of the states that accept

the Court’s jurisdiction have reservations that

exclude disputes involving national security

and similar cases. The Court’s relevance to

intrastate conflict is severely limited by the fact

that only states may be parties to cases brought

before it. By their nature, the ICJ’s legal pro-
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ceedings intensify the confrontational and

adversarial aspects of disputes, at least in the

short run. Over the years, interesting sugges-

tions have been made to strengthen the Court,

e.g., in the appointment and functioning of

judges and in greater use of advisory opinions.

It remains to be seen whether the Court could

become more effective in preventing deadly

conflict.

Notwithstanding the limitations of the

Court, the Commission believes that it has a

role in helping to clarify contentious issues and

legitimate norms of behavior among states.

Governments should take steps to strengthen

the Court for these purposes. 

Just ice  within States

There is perhaps no more fundamental political

right than the ability to have a

say in how one is governed.

Healthy political systems reflect

a shared contract between the

people and their government

that, at its most basic, ensures

the ability to survive free from

fear or want. Beyond basic sur-

vival, however, participation by

the people in the choice and

replacement of their govern-

ment—democracy—assures all

citizens the opportunity to better

their circumstances while man-

aging the inevitable clashes that arise. Democ-

racy achieves this goal by accommodating

competing interests through regularized,

widely accessible, transparent processes at

many levels of government. Sustainable demo-

cratic systems also need a functioning and fair

judicial system, a military that is under civilian

control, and a police and civil service that are

competent, honest, and accountable.39

E ffective participatory government

based on the rule of law reduces the need for

people to take matters into their own hands and

resolve their differences through violence. It is

important that all groups within a society

believe that they have real opportunities to

influence the political process.4 0 The institu-

tions and processes to ensure widespread polit-

ical participation can vary widely. 

A s t a t e ’s internal political system

influences its dealings with other states. It is

now commonplace to note that democratic

states tend not to fight one another. Despite

some constraints and qualifications, this basic

thesis stands up remarkably well to scrutiny.41

Democratic states do not agree on everything,

but their habits of negotiation and tolerance of

domestic dissent tend to resolve conflicts well

short of military action. In their dealings with

each other, these states sometimes create new

institutions and processes to meet new

demands, such as the dispute resolution mecha-

nisms in global economic organizations (some

of which were discussed in chapter 3). 

Transition to Democracy

Where the practice of democracy is lacking,

how can it be created peacefully? This question

is crucial for the many countries on several

continents that are moving toward participatory

government. Across Africa, arduous transitions

are now under way in what UN Secretary-

General Kofi Annan describes as a “Third

Wave” of lasting peace based on democracy,

human rights, and sustainable development.

During five tumultuous decades, Africans first
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struggled with decolonization and apartheid,

followed by a second wave of civil wars, the

tyranny of military rule, and economic stagna-

tion. But by the late 1990s difficult and diverse

democratic transitions were under way in

Benin, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi,

Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Ta n z a-

nia, Uganda, and elsewhere.

Engineering transitions to participa-

tory governance, or restoring legitimate gover-

nance following conditions of anarchy, may

require temporary power sharing. Many forms

of power sharing are possible, but all provide

for widespread participation in the reconstruc-

tion effort, sufficient resources to ensure broad-

based access to educational, economic, and

political opportunities, and the constructive

involvement of outsiders (see Box 4.6). 4 2

Strong civil society has been important to the

transition process in Eastern Europe. The tran-

sition to democracy in states with long or

severe repression of civil society (e.g., Albania,

Belarus, and Bulgaria) has been much more

d i fficult than the transition in states where

social cohesion and institutions of civil society

have been stronger (e.g., the Czech Republic,

Hungary, and Poland). In some extreme cases,

Albania in 1997, for example, the transition to

democracy may require temporary interna-

tional intervention to reestablish law and order.

In transitions from military rule—in

A rgentina (1983), Chile (1989), Haiti (1995),

and Turkey (1983)—the key to avoiding wide-

spread bloodshed was a combination of a polit-

ically weakened core of military rulers and

strong internal and external pressures. A m i l i-

tary regime may be unable to deal simultane-

ously with dramatic political, institutional, and

economic change (as was the case in Chile), or

growing popular support for democracy com-

bined with military overextension or failure (as

was the case in Argentina).43 Other characteris-

tics of transformation from military to civilian

rule include growing uneasiness within the mil-

itary about its own legitimacy in power, a fail-

ure to win over the public, the widespread

disrepute of single-party regimes, and

increased pressures from international financial

institutions and the business community for

greater openness. Also important are a willing-

ness to expand political participation and con-

stant public pressure supported by other

governments, international organizations, and

NGOs.44

In the aftermath of authoritarian

regimes or civil wars characterized by atroci-

ties, the legitimacy of the reconciliation mecha-

nisms is paramount. At least three ways exist to

bring perpetrators to justice and help move

societies forward: aggressive and visible use of

the existing judicial system; establishment of a

special commission for truth and reconcilia-

tion; or reliance on international tribunals. For

example, Germany, after unification, remanded

those accused of criminal behavior to the exist-

ing systems of justice. In A rgentina, Chile, El

Salvador, and South Africa, truth and reconcili-

ation commissions have proven essential for

airing grievances and bringing criminals to jus-

tice (see Box 4.7).4 5 Rwanda and the former

Yugoslavia have relied on the establishment of

an international tribunal.

International tribunals serve important

a c c o u n t a b i l i t y, reconciliation, and deterrence

functions, inasmuch as they provide a credible

forum to hear grievances and a legitimate

process through which individuals rather than

an entire nationality are held accountable for

their transgressions. Notwithstanding a number
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of serious problems, the tribunals do, according

to one scholar, challenge any notion leaders

may have that they can precipitate mass vio-

lence or genocide with impunity, and they have

set important precedents on such key legal

issues as competence and jurisdiction.4 6 T h e

Commission believes that the United Nations

should move to establish an international crim-

inal court, and it welcomes the secretary-gen-

eral’s proposal that an international conference

be held in 1998 to finalize and adopt a treaty to

establish such a court.47

Many institutions of civil society have

a key role to play in reconciliation, including

religious institutions, the media, community

o rganizations, and educational institutions.

Though lacking the binding force of law, their

e fforts can be decisive. The following chapter

discusses the role of these institutions in

greater detail.

Proliferation of organized political

parties demonstrates one way in which political

participation can be expanded. A number of

other elements are at least of equal importance

to the democratizing process: a free and inde-

pendent media through which citizens can

communicate with each other and their govern-
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R ecognizing the need to support recent democratic transitions around the world, 14 governments founded the

Stockholm-based International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (International IDEA) in 1995 to

“work for the promotion and advancement of sustainable democracy worldwide and within this context improve

and consolidate electoral processes.” 

International IDEA provides a central meeting place and information source for those working to promote democ-

racy throughout the world. Its work program is divided into four parts: information gathering, dissemination, and

promotion of democracy; developing rules and guidelines to implement electoral systems that reflect internation-

ally acceptable standards; developing national and regional capacities for democracy; and conducting research on,

and developing methods of addressing, deficiencies in electoral systems. Projects include forums around the world

that bring together political authorities and representatives from civil society and international organizations, a

study of political parties and their funding, and an evaluation of electoral dispute resolution mechanisms. 

International IDEA membership is open to governments, international organizations, and international NGOs.

Members include Australia, Barbados, Belgium, Botswana, Chile, Costa Rica, Denmark, Finland, India, Namibia,

Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, and Sweden. NGO members now include the Inter-American

Institute of Human Rights, the International Federation of Journalists, the International Press Institute, and Parlia-

mentarians for Global Action. A cooperative agreement has also been reached with the United Nations Develop-

ment Program, the International Commission of Jurists, and the International Parliamentary Union.  

Sources: “Agreement Establishing the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance,“ Founding Conference, February 27-
28, 1995; Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Free and Fair Elections and Beyond (Stockholm, 1994);The Newsletter of the International IDEA, No.
1, March 1995; No. 2, October 1995; No. 7, April 1997. 
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Chile’s 1989 presidential election brought an end to the 16-year rule of General Augusto Pinochet Ugarte, under

whose authority widespread human rights abuses occurred. In May 1990, the newly elected president, Patricio  Ayl-

win Azocar, established the National Commission for Truth and Reconciliation to investigate the most egregious of

these violations—those that had resulted in the death or disappearance of individuals. 

The president believed that “for the sake of the nation’s moral conscience the truth had to be brought to light, for

only on such a foundation...would it be possible to satisfy the most basic requirements of justice and create the

necessary conditions for achieving true national reconciliation.” The commission was charged with four tasks:   1)

to establish the truth about the events of the past 16 years; 2) to gather evidence that would help to identify the

victims and what had become of them; 3) to recommend measures of reparation; and 4) to recommend legal and

administrative measures to prevent further serious human rights violations from being committed. 

The eight-person commission benefited from, among other factors: participation by individuals from across the

political spectrum; the support of nongovernmental organizations, who played an active role in providing informa-

tion at the onset of the investigation; Chile’s strong legal tradition which meant that detailed records of prosecu-

tions could be gathered; and adequate staffing and funds to ensure that each case was thoroughly investigated.

Of the 3,400 cases brought to the commission, 2,920 were deemed within its mandate. The commission released its

findings in February 1991. Nearly 2,000 pages in length, more than half of the report is devoted to a history of the

repression of the Pinochet years, and the remaining pages include a chronological listing of individual human

rights violations, proposals for reparations, and recommendations for the prevention of further human rights

abuses. 

Although the commission did not hold public hearings or assign responsibility for abuses, its work proved to be

extremely effective in establishing an official record of the human rights abuses that were committed by the

Pinochet regime, and many of the report’s recommendations were implemented. As a follow-up to the commis-

sion’s report, the government established a National Corporation for Reparation and Reconciliation to search for

the remains of the “disappeared,” resolve outstanding cases, and oversee reparations to victims, such as medical

and education benefits and a pension for the survivors of the people who disappeared or were executed. The cor-

poration concluded its work in December 1996.

Sources: Priscilla B. Hayner, “Fifteen Truth Commissions—1974 to 1994: A Comparative Study,” in Transitional Justice: How Emerging
Democracies Reckon With Former Regimes , vol. 1, ed. Neil J. Kritz (Washington, DC: U.S. Institute of Peace Press, 1995), pp. 235-237; Neil
J. Kritz, ed., Transitional Justice: How Emerging Democracies Reckon with Former Regimes, vol. 3 (Washington, DC: U.S. Institute of Peace
Press, 1995), pp. 101-104.



ment; equitable access to economic opportuni-

ties—including civil service and other state

employment—fair and balanced taxation sys-

tems; an independent judiciary; constitutional

or statutory national institutions to promote and

protect human rights (see Box 4.8); equitable

representation in high-level government posi-

tions; and uniform rules for conscription to

military service to preserve the legitimacy of

the official military arm of the state.48

In short, the right to a say in how one

is governed is a fundamental human right and

the foundation of a political framework within

which disputes among groups or their members

can be brokered in nonviolent ways. But

merely giving people a say will not, of itself,

ensure political accommodation. People must

believe that their government will stay free of

corruption, maintain law and order, provide for

their basic needs, and safeguard their interests

without compromising their core values. 

Social Justice 

While democratic political systems strive to

treat people equally, this does not mean that

they treat all people the same. Just as eff o r t s

are made to accommodate the special needs of

the very old, the very young, the poor, and the

disabled, it is usually necessary to acknowl-

edge explicitly the differences that may exist

among various groups within a society and

accommodate to the greatest extent possible

the particular needs these groups may have.

Among the most important needs are the free-

dom to preserve important cultural practices,

including the opportunity for education in a

different language, and freedom of religion. 

These issues are politically explosive,

even in such open societies as Canada and the

United States. The “English only” debate in the

United States, for example, reveals the extent

to which some people perceive that providing

entitlements for one group—in this case most

n o t a b l y, Spanish-speaking A m e r i c a n s — w o u l d

erode their own. In Canada, the Quebec sepa-

ratist movement was put into a wider context,

in part, by the prospect that the province itself

might be subject to further division from native

Indians and Inuit seeking their own cultural

autonomy.49

One solution is to permit cultural and

linguistic groups to operate private educational

institutions. Another is to mandate dual-lan-

guage instruction. In South Africa, for exam-

ple,  in an effort  to ensure cultural self-

determination of groups in the country, the new

constitution recognizes 11 official languages,

and students have the right to an education in

the language of their choice. In India, where

English is widely used, the constitution lists 18

official languages, all of which are indigenous

to the country. Belgium has adopted many laws

and practices to accommodate its linguistic

communities—broad authority over cultural,

educational, and linguistic matters has been

granted to “communities” representing the

Flemish, French, and German-speaking popu-

lations of the country.50 Switzerland has suc-

cessfully maintained national unity while

protecting four distinct cultures and three lin-

guistic groups within its boundaries. Canada

enacted a policy of bilingualism and multicul-

turalism in 1971. In the United Kingdom, the

Welsh Language Act of 1993 granted We l s h

equal status with English in Wales.51

On the other hand, use of a single lan-

guage can have a unifying effect in certain cir-
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The World Conference on Human Rights, held in Vienna in 1993, emphasized the important role that national

institutions could play in the promotion and protection of human rights.  While recognizing the right of each state

to choose the framework that most suits its needs at the national level, the World Conference encouraged, in par-

ticular, the establishment and strengthening of national institutions based on the “Paris Principles” which had

been elaborated at the first international meeting of national institutions in October 1991.

According to those principles, a national institution should have as broad a mandate as possible clearly set forth in

a constitutional or legislative text specifying the institution’s composition and sphere of competence.  The respon-

sibilities of such institutions should, inter alia, be:

• To submit recommendations, proposals, and reports on any matter relating to human rights (including legisla-

tive and administrative provisions and any situation of violation of human rights) to the government, parlia-

ment, and any other competent body

• To promote conformity of national laws and practices with international human rights standards

• To encourage ratification and implementation of international standards

• To contribute to the reporting procedure required under international instruments

• To assist in formulating and executing human rights teaching and research programs and to increase public

awareness of human rights through information and education

• To cooperate with the United Nations, regional institutions, and national institutions of the countries

The principles also recognized that a number of national institutions have been given jurisdiction to receive and

act on individual complaints of human rights violations.  They stipulate that the functions of national institutions

in this respect may include:

• Seeking an amicable settlement of the matter through conciliation, binding decision, or other means

• Informing the complainant of his or her rights and of available means of redress, and promoting access to such

r e d r e s s

• Hearing complaints or referring them to a competent authority

• Making recommendations to the competent authorities, including proposals for amending laws and regulations

that obstruct the free exercise of human rights

The principles also include detailed guidelines on the composition of national institutions and the appointment of

members; on guarantees of independence and pluralism; and on methods of operation, including the need to coop-

erate with other bodies responsible for protecting human rights, such as ombudsmen and nongovernmental organi-

zations active in this field. The principles were endorsed by the United Nations Commission on Human Rights and by

the General Assembly and annexed to resolutions adopted by these bodies in 1992 and 1993, respectively.

Source: Center for Human Rights, National Human Rights Institutions:  A Handbook on the Establishment and Strengthening of National
Institutions for the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights, Professional Training Series No. 4 (Geneva:  United Nations, 1995).



cumstances. In Tanzania, for example, notwith-

standing many other problems the country

faces, the dozens of ethnic groups now all

speak Swahili—giving all of Ta n z a n i a ’s peo-

ples a sense of national cohesion.

Scholars and policymakers alike are

still trying to understand post-Communist rule

in the former Soviet Union and Eastern

Europe. Of particular importance, in addition

to the role of leaders and social cohesion, has

been the accommodation of minority groups

(see Box 4.9), especially those with ethnic kin

states bordering their host countries, such as

ethnic Albanians, Armenians, Hungarians, Rus-

sians, and Serbs in Europe. One scholar, after a
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A recent study has identified more than 200 ethnic and religious minority and oppressed majority groups through-

out the world that are politically active—that is, engaged in an effort to secure or improve their legal or political

rights. In many multiethnic societies, the procedures of majoritarian democracy have proven effective for managing

group relations and maintaining social cohesion. However, in societies with deep ethnic divisions and little experi-

ence with democratic government and the rule of law, strict majoritarian democracy can be self-defeating. W h e r e

ethnic identities are strong and national identity is weak, populations may vote largely along ethnic lines. Domina-

tion by one ethnic group can lead to a tyranny of the majority, which often gives rise to hatred and sometimes

open conflict. A preferable solution may be the adoption of mutually agreed upon power-sharing arrangements

that encourage broad-based governing coalitions.

Forms of power sharing include:  granting territorial autonomy; adopting proportional representation of groups in

administrative appointments; implementing a policy of consensual decision making by the executive; establishing a

proportional electoral system; developing a nonethnic federal structure; and encouraging cross-ethnic coalitions.

At its root, however, power sharing involves broad-based access to power structures of all kinds in a society as a

means to ensure equitable distribution of resources and opportunities.

Development of effective power-sharing arrangements is an extremely complex task; a delicate balance must be

struck in satisfying the security needs of rival groups.  Efforts to date have met both with notable success (e.g.,

Switzerland) and notable failure (e.g., Lebanon during the years of the civil war).  A Commission-sponsored study

identified several conditions under which power-sharing arrangements are most likely to be successful:  1) when

they are embraced by a core group of moderate political leaders who are genuinely representative of the groups

that they purport to lead; 2) when the practices are flexible and allow for equitable distribution of resources; 3)

when the arrangements are developed locally and are region specific; and 4) when parties can gradually eliminate

the extraordinary measures that some power-sharing arrangements entail and allow a more integrative and liberal

form of democracy to emerge.

Sources:  Timothy D. Sisk, Power Sharing and International Mediation in Ethnic Conflicts (Washington, DC: United States Institute of
Peace Press and Carnegie Commission on Preventing Deadly Conflict, 1996); Ted Robert Gurr, Minorities at Risk: A Geopolitical View of
Ethnopolitical Conflicts (Washington, DC: United States Institute of Peace Press, 1993), p. ix.



comprehensive examination of disadvantaged

minority groups throughout the world, con-

cludes: “The most important spillover effects in

communal conflict occur among groups that

straddle interstate boundaries” (see Box

4 . 1 0 ) .5 2 Circumstances of minorities abroad

demand open channels of dialogue between

capitals, channels that can also help keep ten-

sion between these states at a low level.

The ability of groups to engage in cul-

tural or religious practices that differ from the

majority of the population must also be pre-

served. Many states have created an environ-
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S ome states have inherited from the Soviet period a dangerous nationality situation in which ethnic groups span

state borders.  An ethnic minority that feels oppressed in one state may look to kin or co-religionists in another

state for support.  Conversely, the inhabitants of one state may see the existence of kin in another state as justifi-

cation for involvement in the affairs of that state.  The conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh highlights the potential of

these connections to spawn mass violence and to involve outside parties.

Nagorno-Karabakh is largely peopled by Armenians, who are a minority within the surrounding Azerbaijan.  In the

late 1980s, believing independence to be unattainable, Karabakh Armenians began to call for union with the

Soviet Republic of Armenia.  Azeri nationalism grew, along with resentment against  the pro-Armenian demonstra-

tions led by Karabakh Armenians.  Azeri riots directed at Armenian communities sparked retaliatory violence.  Rus-

sia was unable to control the downward spiral in the 1990s.

The disintegration of the Soviet Union thrust the conflict between the Armenians and the Azeris onto the interna-

tional stage and into a political vortex.  Armenia supported the Karabakh Armenians but felt under pressure from

Azerbaijan and Turkey.  Turkey supported Azerbaijan, which in turn felt pressure from Russia. Russia believed

Turkey sought to expand its sphere of influence at Russia’s expense.  The inability of the Armenians and Azeris to

resolve their differences peacefully, combined with leaders seeing a chance to gain power and expand influence

amid the break up of the Soviet Union, underpinned intense violence. The ability of a minority group to call on kin

in another state, and the receptivity of that kin, amplified the voice of the Karabakh Armenians and helped mobi-

lize kin populations around the world.

This situation illustrates a larger dilemma left in the wake of the Soviet breakup.  The states emerging out of the

Soviet Union have, in nearly every case, inherited dangerous nationality problems.  These problems combine with

the presence of valuable natural resources in many former republics and the complications associated with their

extraction and economic exploitation.

Sources: John J. Maresca, “The International Community and the Conflict over Nagorno-Karabakh” in Opportunities Missed,
Opportunities Seized: Preventive Diplomacy in the Post-Cold War World, ed. Bruce Jentleson (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield,
forthcoming); Daniel Byman and Stephen Van Evera, “Contemporary Deadly Conflict: Causes and Future Prospects,”  paper prepared 
for the Carnegie Commission on Preventing Deadly Conflict, Washington, DC, 1997.



ment in which people can demonstrate and

benefit from mutual respect for different cul-

tural and religious traditions. In Cyprus, to cite

a small but instructive example, where Greek

and Turkish Cypriot leaders remain unable to

resolve their own differences, the small popula-

tion of Maronite Christians is able to travel

across the Green Line in Nicosia and practice

its faith. 

Simply put, vibrant, participatory sys-

tems require religious and cultural freedom. As

Hans Küng noted: “The survival of humanity is

at stake. . . . There will be no

peace among the nations with-

out peace among the reli-

gions.”53

It is worth repeating the

fundamental point of this chap-

ter: security, well-being, and

justice not only make people

better off, they inhibit the ten-

dency to resort to violence. But

how are these conditions

achieved? What are the roles of governments,

international organizations, and civil society in

improving security, well-being, and justice, and

what are their roles in helping to prevent

deadly conflict? The following chapter exam-

ines these questions.
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C H A P T E R  5

PRE VENTI NG DEA DLY

C O N F L I C T

The Responsibi l i ty  of  States ,  

Leaders ,  and Civi l  Society

Widespread deadly conflict threatens global stability by eroding the rules and norms of behavior

that states have sought to establish. Rampant human rights abuses are often the prelude to violence.

They reflect a breakdown in the rule of law, and if they are allowed to continue unchecked, the result

will be weakened confidence in states’ commitment to the protection of human rights, democratic

governance, and international treaties. Moreover, the lack of a response—particularly

by states that have an obvious capacity to act—will encourage a climate of lawless-

ness in which disaffected peoples or opposing factions will increasingly take matters

into their own hands. The effort to help avert deadly conflict is thus not only a matter

of humanitarian obligation, but also of enlightened self-interest.

STATES AND THEIR LEADERS

Major preventive action remains the responsibility of states, and especially their lead-

ers. States must decide whether they do nothing, act alone, act in cooperation with

other governments, work through international organizations, or work with elements

of the private sector. It should be an accepted principle that those with the greatest

capacity to act have the greatest responsibility to act.

The Commission is of the strong view that the leaders, governments, and

people closest to potentially violent situations bear the primary responsibility for tak-

ing preventive action. They stand to lose most, of course, if their efforts do not suc-

ceed. The Commission believes that the best approach to prevention is one that

emphasizes local solutions to local problems where possible, and new divisions of

labor—involving governments and the private sector—based on comparative advan-

tage and augmented as necessary by help from outside. The array of those who have a

useful preventive role to play should extend beyond governments and intergovernmental organiza-

tions to include the private sector with its vast expertise and resources. The Commission urges com-

bining governmental and nongovernmental efforts.

Governments ignore violent conflict, wherever it occurs, at great risk. The bills for postcon-

flict reconstruction and economic renewal inevitably come due, and there are only a limited number

of states willing and able to pay them, mainly the industrialized democracies. The Commission

believes that these states should engage more constructively and comprehensively to help prevent

deadly conflict, guided by international standards and their common respect for human rights, the

dignity of the individual, and the protection of minorities. They could, for example, act within the
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UN system—together with other like-minded

states—to establish and reinforce norms of

fairness and nonviolent conflict resolution. A s

the previous chapter argued, democratic prac-

tice is linked to the prevention of deadly con-

flict.

The Commission recognizes that

sometimes the industrialized democracies pro-

mote policies abroad that contradict their

democratic values at home and thereby con-

tribute to deadly conflict. Moreover, some

democracies have been reluctant to meet their

responsibilities in the United Nations and else-

where, weakening a potentially powerful force

for the international community in preventing

mass violence.

At a minimum, these states must do

what they can to ensure that their own develop-

ment and economic expansion do not engender

volatile circumstances elsewhere. Further, they

should develop mechanisms to anticipate vio-

lent conflict and to formulate coordinated

responses. For example, the agenda of any G-8

meeting should include a discussion of devel-

oping conflicts and ways members can help
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Third-party mediation is a well-established practice to help resolve conflicts throughout the world. States of many

types, both large and small, neighbors and those more remote, have helped to broker a conflict’s end. While many

efforts have ended in failure, others have made invaluable and unexpected contributions to the prevention and

resolution of seemingly intractable conflicts. Côte d’Ivoire’s role in mediating Sierra Leone’s civil war provides a

recent example of both the potential and the pitfalls of outside involvement in intrastate conflicts.

In the 1980s and early 1990s, the international community largely ignored Sierra Leone’s long slide into chaos due

to corruption and mismanagement by a succession of governments. Sierra Leone’s brutal five-year civil war, begun

in 1991, left upwards of 50,000 people dead and nearly half of its population displaced. The absence of any signifi-

cant outside pressure allowed the disintegration to accelerate as little progress, or even contact, between leaders

of the government and its opposition, the Revolutionary United Front (RUF), was evident throughout the course of

the violence. Some observers argued that even limited pressure on the government for greater accountability and

some sound rudimentary military discipline could have checked the rebellion.

Finally, and at the request of the Sierra Leonean government, Côte d’Ivoire stepped into the breach in February

1996. After a series of preliminary contacts, Côte d’Ivoire Foreign Minister Amara Essy arranged a clandestine

meeting with RUF leader, Foday Sankoh. Essy persuaded the RUF to enter negotiations with the government by

convincing Sankoh that by refusing he would be isolated from outside assistance, and that by joining the negotia-

tions he could gain international legitimacy, recognition as a political force in the country, access to economic

assistance for the areas under his control, and a political solution to the struggle.

On March 15, 1996, a democratically elected government under President Ahmad Tejan Kabbah replaced the mili-

tary junta that had controlled the country. In the ensuing months a series of talks was held, presided over by Essy



resolve them before they become violent.

Leaders should make prevention a high priority

on the agenda of e v e ry head of state/govern-

ment summit meeting and on the agenda of all

foreign and defense ministerials. They should

use all of their relevant meetings to discuss cir-

cumstances of incipient violence and to formu-

late strategies to link bilateral, regional, and

UN efforts to prevent actual outbreaks. T h e i r

summit communiques should highlight leaders’

awareness of and plans for dealing with the

developing crises.

Sometimes those involved in conflict

ask for outside help early, but all too often they

wait until long after it has become clear that

they cannot possibly sort out their problems or

deal with the consequences on their own. A s

violence escalates, rational and moderate

behavior becomes increasingly difficult. T h e

parties become more and more reluctant to

resort to nonviolent dispute resolution mecha-

nisms. In such situations, those more remote

from the conflict may help to convey a realistic

picture of the advantages of peaceful solutions

and the disadvantages of violence, and thus per-

suade the combatants at last to turn away from

violence (see Box 5.1). This kind of help can
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and Côte d’Ivoire President Henri Konan Bédié. These talks led first to the declaration of a cease-fire and finally,

on November 30, 1996, to a 28-point peace agreement between Sierra Leone’s government and the RUF. In addi-

tion to the dedicated work of officials from Côte d’Ivoire, some measure of the mediation’s success has been

attributed to pressure applied by outsiders in support of the peace process. International donors withheld offers

of relief funds while the fighting went on, and they pressured the government to reduce the role of mercenaries.

The 15 members of the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) supported a peaceful settlement by

denying outside military assistance to either side, and Nigeria and Guinea deployed troops to Sierra Leone to help

maintain the peace. 

Unfortunately, despite the efforts of Sierra Leone’s neighbors, peace has not been sustained. On May 25, 1997,

President Kabbah was overthrown by a military coup. Coup leaders, calling themselves the Armed Forces Revolu-

tionary Council (AFRC), claim that Kabbah’s government did not deliver on the promises of the 1996 agreement

and was instead promoting tribalism. In response to the coup, the Economic Community of West African States

Monitoring Group deployed troops to Sierra Leone, and as of this writing, efforts to restore democracy continue.

As in 1996, the active support of African and other states for a peaceful settlement will be essential to progress in

restoring democracy in that strife-torn nation. 

Sources: Howard W. French, “A Muscular Nigeria Proves a Flawed Peacekeeper,” New York Times, June 26, 1997, p. A12; “Rebels Told To
Give Up In West Africa,” New York Times, June 5, 1997, p. A12; Howard W. French, “Sierra Leone a Triumph of Peacemaking by
Africans,” New York Times, December 2, 1996, p. A8; “Sierra Leone Web,” Sierra Leone Web - Sierra Leone Archives. http://www.sierra-
leone.org., updated September 23, 1997; “Sierra Leone Signs Pact to End 5-year Civil War,” Baltimore Sun, December 1, 1996, p. 36A;
“Sierra Leone: Peace, perhaps,” The Economist (December 7, 1996), pp. 41-42.



come from other states, intergovernmental org a-

nizations, and the nongovernmental or private

sectors. Governments should refine this capac-

ity to identify and track circumstances of poten-

tial violence—to develop reliable links between

the private sector, where warning is often most

apparent, and senior government decision mak-

ers with the authority to act in the face of such

warning, and, in turn, to international org a n i z a-

tions for coordinated action.

I n c r e a s i n g l y, many states—often not

the major powers but smaller states that are

also practiced in the art  of what can be

achieved through coalition building and selec-

tively focused efforts—have begun to respond

to the rising tide of worldwide violence. Cer-

tain countries—the Nordics, for example—

have a distinguished record of deep

commitment and action in helping moderate

the effects of violence around the world. Nor-

way has organized an innovative governmen-

tal–private sector approach to international

crisis that can be mobilized in short order to

great effect (see Box 5.2). This so-called Nor-

wegian Model involves close cooperation

between all relevant government departments

and NGOs, and a well-informed and supportive

public that can yield hundreds of volunteers on

short notice to participate in international

humanitarian and peace initiatives. 1 T h e

Swedish Foreign Ministry instructs its missions

to relay information on human rights practices,

which can be used to assess the r isk of

c o n f l i c t .2 This information would be used not

only to strengthen the ability of Swedish insti-

tutions to respond more rapidly and effectively

to emerging conflicts, but also to aid in early

warning and response efforts at the interna-

tional level. 

Canada, the Netherlands, and Ireland

also have long traditions of humanitarian

engagement. Canadian and Dutch studies have

explored ways to make a rapid reaction capa-

bility available for the United Nations, and the

results of these efforts have helped advance the

debate over this issue beyond theoretical argu-

ment to practical organization (see pages 65–67

for further discussion). 3 Ireland has sent

humanitarian aid workers throughout A f r i c a ,

including to some of the most difficult and dan-

gerous areas, such as Somalia, Ethiopia, and

the Democratic Republic of Congo (Zaire). 

In the United States, the Department

of State established the Secretary’s Preventive

Action Initiative in 1994 as an internal mecha-

nism to improve political and diplomatic antic-

ipation of violence, and the Department of

State’s National Foreign Affairs Training Cen-

ter has added conflict prevention training to its

curriculum. The Department of Defense has for

several years pursued a program of “preventive

defense,” tying military and nonmilitary pro-

grams together in an effort to coordinate and

broaden American efforts to prevent deadly

c o n f l i c t .4 In Great Britain, the Foreign and

Commonwealth Office has taken steps to create

a capacity to anticipate and respond to incipient

violence. Australia played a conspicuous role

in the Cambodian peace process, in advancing

the Chemical Weapons Convention and the

Comprehensive Test Ban Tr e a t y, and—promi-

nently through the Canberra Commission—in

making the case for the ultimate elimination of

nuclear weapons. 

In addition to these examples, a
number of governments are engaged in a
major cooperative effort, as this report is
written, to institute a worldwide ban on the
production, stockpiling, distribution, and use
of land mines. The Commission strongly
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endorses this effort.5

As states and leaders become more

attentive to prevention, new policies should

build on such steps and combine more eff e c-

tively governmental and nongovernmental

efforts. The goal is a system of conflict preven-

tion that takes into account the strengths,

resources, and limitations of each component

of the system.

PIVOTAL INSTITUTIONS

OF CIVIL SOCIETY

The record of unprecedented slaughter in the

twentieth century suggests that the traditional

system, if it can be called a system, in which

governments and intergovernmental org a n i z a-
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The so-called Norwegian Model provides an example of government–NGO cooperation to overcome the gap

between warning and response in complex emergencies. The framework for Norwegian efforts is provided by the

Norwegian Emergency Preparedness System (NOREPS) and the Norwegian Resource Bank for Democracy and

Human Rights (NORDEM), which provide flexible standby arrangements and foster close cooperation between gov-

ernment, voluntary, private sector, and academic entities. This system has been used effectively in a number of

recent crises. 

NOREPS provides assistance by:

• Making rapidly available, carefully selected relief items and lifesaving equipment which have been preposi-

tioned in disaster-prone areas

• Organizing a standby force of more than 400 professionals who are trained and prepared for deployment in the

field within 72 hours

• Assembling “service packages” which combine the most suitable emergency equipment with professionals in

areas such as water and sanitation, primary health care clinics, field hospitals, and demining

Since 1991, goods and services from the NOREPS system have been utilized in various parts of the world to an

increasing extent by UN agencies and other international relief organizations. NORDEM is a resource bank of

experts prepared to help the UN and others on short notice in areas such as human rights, electoral assistance, and

other forms of democracy support. In recent years, the NOREPS and NORDEM systems have resulted in the deploy-

ment of hundreds of relief workers, human rights advisors, peace mediators, and observers to dozens of countries

around the world.

There are many other consultation arrangements between the Norwegian government and Norwegian NGOs,

including “Disaster Committees” composed of NGOs involved in relief and representatives from the ministries of

Defense and Foreign Affairs.

Sources: Ian Smillie and Ian Filewod, “Norway,” in Non-Governmental Organisations and Governments: Stakeholders for Development,
eds. Ian Smillie and Henry Helmich (Paris: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 1994), pp. 222-223; John Stremlau,
People in Peril: Human Rights, Humanitarian Relief, and Preventing Deadly Conflict, Carnegie Commission on Preventing Deadly Conflict,
Washington, DC, forthcoming.



tions take an exclusive role in efforts to cope

with problems of conflict, mass violence, war,

and peace, has not worked well. It is, therefore,

necessary to look to relatively new groups to

augment efforts in this vital task. 

It bears repeating that governments—

especially those closest to a conflict—have the

greatest responsibility for preventive action.

The following sections discuss the capacity for

preventive action that resides in the private and

nongovernmental sectors, and the following

chapter discusses the preventive capacities of

intergovernmental organizations. The Commis-

sion believes that much of what these various

agencies and organizations can do to help pre-

vent deadly conflict will be aided or impeded

by the actions of states. 

How can the contributions of various

elements of the private sector—NGOs, reli-

gious leaders and organizations, the educa-

tional and scientific communities, business,

and the media—contribute to the prevention of

conflict? How can these various groups be

strengthened in societies where violence threat-

ens? This latter question becomes especially

important in circumstances where repressive

regimes stifle civil society and undermine the
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Though opposition groups had been active for many decades in South Africa, the 1976 Soweto uprising and its

aftermath marked the beginning of a period of explosive growth in civic organizations within the black and other

nonwhite communities and among some white groups. From urban townships to rural hamlets, student associa-

tions, labor unions, church groups, women’s groups, and liberation movements arose. Many of these organizations

provided much needed social services, such as health clinics, housing assistance, and education services. Others

worked to bring domestic and international pressure to bear on the ruling National Party for changes to the politi-

cal system. The development of coalitions of like-minded organizations, such as the Congress of South African

Trade Unions and the United Democratic Front, brought unity, national influence, and international attention to

the struggle. As Archbishop Desmond Tutu has noted, international support for these organizations during their

nascent stages was crucial to their success.  

As the branches of civil society grew in number and sophistication, so did the ranks of their leadership. A number

of these leaders played prominent roles in the negotiated transition to democracy, and many now occupy high-

ranking positions in government and the private sector.

The South African government alone does not have the resources to overcome the poverty and social inequality

that are the legacy of apartheid. If peace and democracy are to be lasting, it is of the utmost importance that

South Africa’s civil society remain a strong component of everyday life.

Sources: Marina Ottaway, South Africa (Washington, DC: The Brookings Institution, 1993); Desmond Tutu, “Building a Democracy in
South Africa,” Washington Post, August 19, 1996, p. A15; Mamphela Ramphele and Francis Wilson, Uprooting Poverty: The South African
Challenge, report for the Second Carnegie Inquiry into Poverty and Development in Southern Africa (New York: W.W. Norton and
Company, 1989); John Stremlau with Helen Zille, A House No Longer Divided: Progress and Prospects for Democratic Peace in South
Africa, Carnegie Commission on Preventing Deadly Conflict, Washington, DC, July 1997.



development of local capacities for problem

solving. It is important to identify elements of

civil society that can be used to reduce hatred

and violence and to encourage attitudes of con-

cern, social responsibility, and mutual aid

within and between groups. Labor unions, for

example, have in many circumstances helped

facilitate citizen participation in peaceful

democratic change.6 Indeed, in South A f r i c a

the broader role of civil society represents an

example of how this can work on a nationwide

scale (see Box 5.3). 

Many elements in the private sector

around the world are dedicated to helping pre-

vent deadly conflict and have declared a public

commitment to the well-being of humanity in

their various activities. They have raised con-

siderable sums of money on the basis of this

commitment, bringing them many opportuni-

ties but also great responsibilities. 

N o n g o v e r n m e n t a l

Organizations 

Virtually every conflict in the world today has

had some form of international response and

presence—whether humanitarian, diplomatic,

or other—and much of that presence comes

from the nongovernmental community. Per-

forming a wide variety of humanitarian, med-

ical, educational, and other relief and

development functions, nongovernmental orga-

nizations are deeply engaged in the world’s

conflicts, and are now frequently significant

participants in most efforts to manage and

resolve deadly conflict. Indeed, NGO workers

are often exposed to the same dangers and

hardships as any uniformed soldier. 

Nongovernmental organizations, an

institutional expression of civil society, are

important to the political health of virtually all

countries, and their current and potential con-

tributions to the prevention of deadly conflict,

especially mass violence within states, is

rapidly becoming one of the hallmarks of the

post–Cold War era.7

As pillars of any thriving society,

NGOs at their best provide a

vast array of human services

unmatched by either government

or the market, and are the self-

designated advocates for action

on virtually all matters of public

c o n c e r n .8 The rapid spread of

information technology, market-

driven economic interdepen-

dence, and easier and less

expensive ways of communicat-

ing within and among states

have allowed many NGOs—

through their worldwide operations—to

become key global transmission belts for ideas,

financial resources, and technical assistance. In

difficult economic and political transitions, the

o rganizations of civil society are of crucial

importance in alleviating the dangers of mass

violence.

NGOs vary in size and mandate. They

range from large global organizations, such as

Oxfam, that operate in scores of countries with

budgets in the hundreds of millions of dollars,

to much smaller NGOs, such as the Nairobi

Peace Initiative in Kenya, that focus only on

one country or on one type of problem (see

Box 5.4).

An expanding array of NGOs work at

the frontiers of building the political founda-

tions and international arrangements for the

long-term prevention of conflict. They work on

problems of the environment, arms control,

world health, and a host of other global issues.

Three broad categories of NGOs offer espe-
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The United Nations

Various UN specialized agencies were founded in the post–World War II period to assist with problems arising from

interstate conflicts and underdevelopment, with particular emphasis on refugees, food, children, and health. In

recent years, the increasing number of internal conflicts, compounded by natural disasters and weak state struc-

tures, has resulted in complex humanitarian emergencies. Hence, rapid, coordinated action in emergency situations

has become an increasingly important challenge for UN agencies, not initially established to deal with them. The

UN agencies with primary responsibilities for humanitarian emergencies are the:

Nongovernmental Organizations (NGOs)

The delivery of emergency relief is dominated by about 15 to 20 major international NGOs or federations of

national NGOs, which have budgets of at least $75-100 million and work in eight to ten countries around the

world. Major NGOs responding to multiple complex emergencies include:

The International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement

The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent

Societies, together with 170 national Red Cross and Red Crescent societies,* form the International Red Cross and

Red Crescent Movement. ICRC is the oldest international humanitarian organization and the largest outside the UN

system—with operations in more than 50 countries as of 1995. The ICRC has been given unique missions under inter-

national humanitarian law—such as monitoring the treatment of POWs and detainees and promoting reunification

of family members separated by conflict—that set it apart from other international organizations and NGOs.

*The national Red Cross/Red Crescent societies around the world provide assistance to victims of natural disasters and armed conflicts in
their own countries. The societies serve as auxiliary humanitarian arms to governments in peacetime and provide backup military medical
services in times of conflict.

Sources: International Committee of the Red Cross, The Fundamental Principles of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement,
http://www.icrc.org/; International Federation of the Red Cross, About the International Federation , http://www.ifrc.org/

• UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)

• World Food Program (WFP)

• UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF)

• World Health Organization (WHO)

• UN Relief Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in

the Near East (UNRWA)

• Department of Humanitarian Affairs (DHA)

• Action Internationale Contre le Faim (AICF)

• Adventist Development Relief Agency (ADRA)

• Caritas Internationalis (CI) (Catholic Organizations

for Charitable and Social Action)

• Catholic Relief Services (CRS)

• Cooperative for Assistance and Relief Everywhere

( C A R E )

• E q u i l i b r e

• International Rescue Committee (IRC)

• Irish Concern

• Lutheran World Federation (LWF)

• Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) 

• Médecins du Monde (MDM)

• Mercy Corps International (MCI)

• Oxford Committee for Famine Relief (Oxfam)

• Save the Children Federation

• S o l i d a r i t é s

• World Vision



cially important potential contributions to the

prevention of deadly conflict: human rights and

other advocacy groups; humanitarian and

development organizations; and the small but

growing number of “Track Two” groups that

help open the way to more formal internal or

international peace processes. 

Human rights, Track Two, and grass-

roots development organizations all provide

early warning of rising local tension and help

open or protect the necessary political space

between groups and the government that can

allow local leaders to settle differences peace-

fully. Nongovernmental humanitarian agencies

have great flexibility and access in responding

to the needs of victims (especially the inter-

nally displaced) during complex emerg e n c i e s .

Development and prodemocracy groups have

become vital to effecting peaceful transitions

from authoritarian rule to more open societies

and, in circumstances of violent conflict, in

helping to make peace processes irreversible

during the difficult transitions to reconstruction

and national reconciliation. The work of inter-

national NGOs and their connection to each

other and to indigenous organizations through-

out the world reinforce a sense of common

interest and common purpose, as well as the

political will to support collective measures for

preventive action. 

Many NGOs have deep knowledge of

regional and local issues, cultures, and relation-

ships, and an ability to function in adverse cir-

cumstances even, or perhaps especially, where

governments cannot. Moreover, nongovern-

mental relief organizations often have legiti-

macy and operational access that do not raise

concerns about sovereignty, as government

activities sometimes do.

Some NGOs have an explicit focus on

conflict prevention and resolution. They may:

monitor conflicts and provide early warning

and insight into a particular conflict; convene

the adversarial parties (providing a neutral

forum); pave the way for mediation and under-

take mediation; carry out education and train-

ing for conflict resolution, building an

indigenous capacity for coping with ongoing

conflicts; help to strengthen institutions for

conflict resolution; foster development of the

rule of law; help to establish a free press with

responsible reporting on conflict; assist in plan-

ning and implementing elections; and provide

technical assistance on democratic arrange-

ments that reduce the likelihood of violence in

divided societies. 

With conflicts raging in every part of

the globe, the NGO community has become

overstretched by incessant demands for

engagement and resources.9 To meet these

demands, NGOs must improve coordination

with other NGOs and with interg o v e r n m e n t a l

o rganizations and governments to reduce

unnecessary redundancies among and within

their own operations. Indeed, some of the

global NGOs have begun to sharpen their focus

on specific aspects of humanitarian relief. For

example, Oxfam UK and Ireland focuses on

water and sanitation, CARE on logistical oper-

ations, and Catholic Relief Services on food

distribution.10

The leadership of the major global

humanitarian NGOs should agree to meet regu-

larly—at a minimum on an annual basis—to

share information, reduce unnecessary redun-

dancies, and promote shared norms of engage-

ment in crises. This collaboration should lead

directly to the wider nongovernmental commit-

ment to network with indigenous NGOs in

regions of potential crisis, human rights

groups, humanitarian organizations, develop-

ment organizations, and those involved in
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Track Two efforts to help prevent and resolve

conflict. 

Because they have had to work more

closely with intergovernmental org a n i z a t i o n s

and with governments—particularly with the

military—in dangerous, uncertain circum-

stances,  NGOs have had to

broaden their dialogue with

these partners to reduce the

potential for dysfunctional rela-

tionships that can further com-

plicate already extremely

complex and difficult opera-

tions. One way in which the

process of information sharing

can be improved is through the

establishment of conflict forums

(e.g., the Great Lakes Policy

Forum in the United States) to

exchange information in a

timely fashion and craft creative

approaches to nonviolent prob-

lem solving. The Commission

also recommends that the secre-

tary-general of the UN follow

through with his aim of

strengthening NGO links to UN

deliberation by establishing a means whereby

NGOs and other agencies of civil society

would bring relevant matters to the attention of

competent organs of the United Nations. Other

ideas to strengthen the UN for prevention are

presented in chapter 6. 

Unlike governments, NGOs cannot

compel belligerents to respect human rights or

cease violent attacks. Whatever their niche,

NGOs must function with cultural and political

sensitivity or risk accusations of paternalism,

or worse, political partiality or corruption. To

avoid any sense that they might become tools

or pawns in the hands of conflicting factions,

NGOs have been working to establish their

own code of ethics.11

The Commission strongly endorses the

important role of NGOs in helping to prevent

deadly conflict. NGOs have the flexibility,

expertise, and commitment to respond rapidly

to early signs of trouble. They witness and give

voice to the unfolding drama, and they provide

essential services and aid. Not least, they

inform and educate the public both at the

national level and worldwide on the horrors of

deadly conflict and thus help mobilize opinion

and action. 

Religious Leaders 

and Inst i tut ions 

Five factors give religious leaders and institu-

tions from the grass roots to the transnational

level a comparative advantage for dealing with

conflict situations: 1) a clear message that res-

onates with their followers; 2) a long-standing

and pervasive presence on the ground; 3) a

well-developed infrastructure that often

includes a sophisticated communications net-

work connecting local, national, and interna-

tional offices; 4) a legitimacy for speaking out

on crisis issues; and 5) a traditional orientation

to peace and goodwill. Because of these advan-

tages, religious institutions have on occasion

played a reconciling role by inhibiting violence,

lessening tensions, and contributing decisively

to the resolution of conflict (see Box 5.5). 

A number of religious groups are

deeply committed to building bridges between

factions in conflict. Since 1965, the Corrymeela

C o m m u n i t y, one of a number of groups

engaged in religious reconciliation in Northern

Ireland, has attempted to provide forums for

interaction in the communities to dispel igno-
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rance, prejudice, and fear and to promote

mutual respect, trust, and cooperation. In the

former Yugoslavia, a permanent Inter- R e l i g i o u s

Council has been created by the leaders of four

religious communities—Muslim, Jewish, Serb

Orthodox, and Roman Catholic—to promote

religious cooperation in Bosnia and Herzegov-

ina by identifying and expressing their common

concerns independent of politics.12 
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Corruption, human rights violations, and the assassination in 1983 of Benigno Aquino, former Philippine senator

and opponent of President Ferdinand Marcos, unified opposition among powerful groups in Philippine society and

led to the overthrow of Marcos in 1986. Among those who supported the revolution, the Roman Catholic Church

was instrumental in encouraging dissent while promoting nonviolence. 

By the time of the revolution, the Church was in a position to build upon its elevated moral and political status.

Division existed between progressives working for social justice and conservatives who preferred concentrating on

individual salvation and spirituality. But under the leadership of Cardinal Jaime Sin, both sides forged a working

consensus on matters relating to peace and justice, and these were broadly accepted as worthy spiritual and politi-

cal goals. The Church consolidated religious opposition to the regime after the imposition of martial law in Sep-

tember 1972 and then, increasingly through the 1980s, by providing support, resources, and leadership to the

political parties in opposition to Marcos. It frequently issued pastoral letters focusing on sociopolitical matters and

making concrete demands while resisting calls by extremists for violent responses to government repression. 

Many Church members were active in the National Citizens’ Movement for Free Elections (NAMFREL), and the

Church itself pledged its support. Radio Veritas, a station owned by the Bishops Conference and run by the Arch-

diocese of Manila, became the voice of the opposition, and during the revolution it kept people informed, mobi-

lized them into action, and gave them directions, telling them where to go and what to do. Church-run

newspapers and magazines challenged the government’s press accounts. After the “snap election” of February 7,

1986, the Church denounced the unfair nature of the election and declared that the regime had lost its mandate

and its moral basis to govern.

The Church’s opposition to the Marcos regime marked a significant departure from its traditional pattern of politi-

cal participation. In the early years of the Marcos regime, the church abstained from political criticism. However,

the events of 1972 helped opposition elements in the Church to coalesce and gradually become a moderate move-

ment of dissent. Through criticism of those in power and by offering alternative goals and nonviolent means by

which to reach them, the Church precluded extremist elements on both sides from escalating the issues at hand

into outright violence. No other actor, given the Church’s position as the only significant institution with moral

legitimacy in Philippine society, could likely have played a comparable role.

Source: Henry Wooster, “Faith at the Ramparts: The Philippine Catholic Church and the 1986 Revolution,” in Religion, The Missing
Dimension of Statecraft, eds. Douglas Johnston and Cynthia Sampson (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), pp. 153-166.



Religious advocacy is particularly

effective when it is broadly inclusive of many

faiths. A number of dialogues between reli-

gions already exist—the World Council of

Churches as well as forums for Jewish/Christ-

ian dialogue, Christian/Muslim dialogue, and

others—to provide opportunities for important

interfaith exchanges on key public policy

issues. 

When a religious community is per-

ceived as neutral and apolitical, it may qualify

as an honest broker and neutral mediator. The

good offices of religious groups, active in most

settings through impressive works of charity

and social relief, often lend legitimacy to nego-

tiations. This role was officially recognized in

the Ottoman Empire’s millet system, for exam-

ple, where the religious leaders of Judaism and

several Christian churches were entrusted with

arbitrating conflicts among their coreligionists. 

The Community of Sant’Egidio played

an essential role in brokering the settlement of

the Mozambique civil war.1 3 It also brokered

an agreement on education in Serbia’s Kosovo

province between Belgrade and the local ethnic

Albanian leadership. For more than a year,

Sant’Egidio hosted secret peace talks in Rome

for the warring factions in Burundi that led to

the formal intergovernmental negotiations,

known as the Arusha process, chaired by for-

mer Tanzanian President Julius Nyerere. T h e

All Africa Conference of Churches has also

become diplomatically active, notably in the

1997 conflict in the Democratic Republic of

Congo, by advocating peaceful political

change, and respect for the rule of law and

human rights throughout Central Africa.14
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Religious groups are simultaneously

local, national, and international entities. They

are on the ground, but also part of an extensive

and constantly growing transnational network.

Drawing on this distinctive advantage, some

churches in the former Soviet Bloc kept

national pride and religious consciousness alive

during the Communist period by maintaining

important links to the West through their eccle-

siastical and ecumenical contacts. Churches in

East Germany, for example, were probably cru-

cial in averting mass violence in the transition

away from dictatorial rule (see Box 5.6).  Simi-

lar functions have been served during the past

decade in South Africa (highlighted by the

remarkable leadership of Desmond Tutu) and,

as noted, the Philippines. 
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Using a combination of protest and mediation, Protestant churches in the former German Democratic Republic

(GDR) played a critical role in the peaceful revolution of the autumn of 1989 and during the subsequent period of

transition to democracy in early 1990. 

The East German revolution can be divided into two distinct phases: 1) development and protection of the protest

movement; and 2) creation of a new order after the collapse of the old system. Religious institutions acted in both

phases, sometimes facilitating protest and at other times facilitating conciliation. They became the providers of

space for expression; empowerment for action; and models for strategic commitment to nonviolence. The values of

these churches—reconciliation, dialogue, participation, and community—contrasted with those of a Marxist state

that demanded conformity and collusion. The churches helped formulate the issues that fostered revolution: emi-

gration, ecology, economy, and human rights. The churches’ commitment to nonviolence had a direct impact on

the peaceful nature of the protests.

During the revolution, or die Wende (“the turnaround”), of 1989, churches called for political change and

demanded economic reforms, free press, free travel, and multiparty elections. They negotiated with the govern-

ment over both political policies and the liberation of prisoners, and mediated disputes between the state and

opposition groups, encouraging nonviolent resistance. From December 1989 to March 1990, they moderated

roundtables throughout the GDR. These forums functioned as interim governments and were largely responsible

for the peaceful transition to free elections on March 18, 1990. Religious leaders were critical in establishing a

working accord between government representatives and those of the opposition. 

At the conclusion of the revolution, there was immense popular support for religious institutions. Nineteen pastors

and numerous lay persons were elected to the new parliament. A number of church leaders were appointed to

high positions within the state, including prime minister, foreign minister, minister for defense and disarmament,

and minister for developmental aid. 

Source: David Steele, “East Germany’s Churches Give Sanctuary and Succor to the Purveyors of Change,” in Religion, The Missing
Dimension of Statecraft, eds. Douglas Johnston and Cynthia Sampson (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), pp. 119-152.



There is a need for increased interfaith

dialogue, so that religious leaders can discover

their common ground. The Commission

believes that religious leaders and institutions

should be called upon to undertake a world-

wide effort to foster respect for diversity and to

promote ways to avoid violence.15 They should

discuss as a priority matter, during any inter-

faith and intrafaith gathering, ways to play con-

structive and mutually supporting roles to help

prevent the emergence of violence. T h e y

should also take more assertive measures to

censure coreligionists who promote violence or

give religious justification for violence. T h e y

can do so, in part, through worldwide promulga-

tion of norms for tolerance to guide their faithful

(see Box 5.7 for one prominent example). 

The Scienti f ic  Community 

One of the great challenges for scientists and

the wider scholarly community in the coming

decades will be to undertake a much broader

and deeper effort to understand the nature and

sources of human conflict, and above all to

develop effective ways of resolving conflicts

before they turn violent. 

The scientific community is the closest

approximation we now have to a truly interna-

tional community, sharing certain fundamental

interests, values, standards, and a spirit of

inquiry about the nature of matter, life, behav-
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No new global order without a new global ethic

• We all have a responsibility for a better global order.

• Our involvement for the sake of human rights, freedom, justice, peace, and the preservation of earth is

absolutely necessary.

• Our different religious and cultural traditions must not prevent our common involvement in opposing all forms

of inhumanity and working for greater humaneness.

• The principles expressed in this global ethic can be affirmed by all persons with ethical convictions, whether

religiously grounded or not.

A fundamental demand: Every human being must be treated humanely

There is a principle which is found and has persisted in many religious and ethical traditions of humankind for

thousands of years: What you do not wish done to yourself, do not do to others! Or in positive terms: What you

wish done to yourself, do to others! This should be the irrevocable, unconditional norm for all areas of life, for

families and communities, for races, nations, and religions.

Four irrevocable directives

• Commitment to a culture of nonviolence and respect for life

• Commitment to a culture of solidarity and a just economic order

• Commitment to a culture of tolerance and a life of truthfulness

• Commitment to a culture of equal rights and partnership between men and women

Source: Hans Küng, “The Principles of a Global Ethic” in Yes to a Global Ethic , ed. Hans Küng (New York: Continuum, 1996), pp. 12-26.



i o r, and the universe. This shared quest for

understanding has overcome the distorting

e ffects of national boundaries, inherent preju-

dices, imposed ethnocentrism, and barriers to

the free exchange of information and ideas. 

Drawn together more than ever by

recent advances in telecommunications, these

attributes of the scientific community have

been put to work in recent decades in efforts to

prevent war and especially to reduce the

nuclear danger. The community draws on a sci-

entific base of accurate information, sound

principles, and well-documented techniques. It

acts flexibly, exploring novel or neglected

paths toward conflict resolution, and it builds

relationships among well-informed people who

can make a difference in attitudes and in prob-

lem solving and who are taken seriously by

governments.

The scientific community first and

foremost provides understanding, insight, and

stimulating ways of analyzing important prob-

lems. It can and must do so with regard to

deadly conflict. Through their institutions and

o rganizations, scientists can strengthen

research in a variety of areas, for example, the

biology and psychology of aggressive behav-

i o r, child development, intergroup relations,

prejudice and ethnocentrism, the origins of

wars and conditions under which they end,

weapons development and arms control, and

innovative pedagogical approaches to mutual

accommodation and conflict resolution. Other

research priorities include exploring ways to

use the Internet and other communications

innovations to defuse tensions, demystify

adversaries, and convey information to

strengthen moderate elements. The scientific

community should also establish links among

all sides of a conflict to determine whether any

aspects of a crisis are amenable to technical

solutions and to reduce the risk that these

issues could provide flash points for violence. 

During the decades of the Cold Wa r,

the scientific community sought ways to

reduce the number of nuclear weapons and

especially their capacity for a first strike. It also

worked to decrease the chance of accidental or

inadvertent nuclear war, to safeguard against

unauthorized launch and serious miscalcula-

tion, and to improve the relations between the

superpowers, partly through cooperative efforts

in key fields bearing on the health and safety of

h u m a n i t y. One of the reasons that scientists

were able to exercise influence in Cold Wa r

affairs certainly stemmed from their role in cre-

ating the technology of the nuclear age. For

their part, scientists believed they had a heavy

responsibility to think about the implications of

the devastating weapons they had created. 

A prominent example of international

scientific cooperation during the Cold War was

the Pugwash Conferences on Science and

World Affairs, awarded the Nobel Peace Prize

in 1995. In the mid-1950s, Albert Einstein and

Bertrand Russell issued a manifesto calling on

the world’s scientists to devise ways to avert

the disaster threatened by the products of their

science (their first meeting took place in Pug-

wash, Nova Scotia, in 1957). At that meeting,

the participants found in scientific objectivity

and in their common humanity the possible

basis for solutions to the nuclear problem that

could transcend national differences. After the

initial meeting, a continuing series of informal

discussions among the world’s scientists

yielded many recommendations to world gov-

ernments.16

The Cold War experience makes clear

that there is an important role for the scientific

and scholarly community in international con-

flict prevention. It has much to contribute, and

governments and nongovernmental org a n i z a-
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tions, in turn, have much to learn.

Educational  Inst i tut ions 

All research-based knowledge of human con-

flict, the diversity of our species, and the paths

to mutual accommodation are appropriate for

education. Education is a force for reducing

i n t e rgroup conflict by enlarg i n g

our social identifications beyond

parochial ones in light of com-

mon human characteristics and

superordinate goals—highly

valued aspirations that can be

achieved only by interg r o u p

cooperation. We must seek a

basis for fundamental human

identification across a diversity

of cultures in the face of mani-

fest differences. We are a single,

interdependent, meaningfully

attached, worldwide species

sharing a fragile planet. T h e

give and take fostered within

groups can be extended far

beyond childhood, toward rela-

tions between adults and into

l a rger units of org a n i z a t i o n ,

including international relations.

There is an extensive body of research

on intergroup contact that bears on this ques-

tion. For example, experiments have demon-

strated that the extent of contact between

groups that are negatively oriented toward one

another is not the most important factor in

achieving a more constructive orientation.

What matters is whether the contact occurs

under favorable conditions. If there is an aura

of mutual suspicion, if the parties are highly

competitive, if they are not supported by rele-

vant authorities, or if contact occurs on the

basis of very unequal status, then it is not likely

to be helpful, whatever the amount of expo-

sure. Contact under unfavorable conditions can

stir up old tensions and reinforce stereotypes.

On the other hand, if there is friendly

contact in the context of equal status, espe-

cially if such contact is supported by relevant

authorities, if the contact is embedded in coop-

erative activity and fostered by a mutual aid

ethic, then there is likely to be a strong positive

outcome. Under these conditions, the more

contact the better. Such contact is then associ-

ated with improved attitudes between previ-

ously suspicious or hostile groups, as well as

with constructive changes in patterns of inter-

action between them.17

Pivotal educational institutions such as

the family, schools, community-based org a n i-

zations, and the media have the power to shape

attitudes and skills toward decent human rela-

tions—or toward hatred and violence. Such

o rganizations can utilize the findings from

research on intergroup relations and conflict

resolution.18 Much of what schools can accom-

plish is similar to what parents can do—

employ positive discipline practices, teach the

capacity for responsible decision making, fos-

ter cooperative learning procedures, and guide

children in prosocial behavior outside the

schools as well as in them. They can convey

the fascination of other cultures, making under-

standing and respect a core attribute of their

outlook on the world—including the capacity

to interact effectively in the emerging global

economy, a potentially powerful motivation in

the world of the next century. They can use this

knowledge to foster sympathetic interest across

cultures, recognition of shared and valued

goals, as well as a mutual aid ethic.1 9 T h e

process of developing school curricula to intro-

duce students to the values of diversity and to
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break down stereotypes should be accelerated.

The Media 

With so many post–Cold War conflicts insti-

gated by harshly nationalist and sectarian lead-

ers, the media’s role in disseminating erroneous

information or inflammatory propaganda has

become an issue of great significance. Because

these wars often occur in remote areas and

have complicated histories, the international

view of them will depend to a large extent on

how international journalists present and

explain the conflict. On the other hand, some

of the deadliest conflicts, as in Sierra Leone,

receive little mention in the global media.

A number of examples in the 1990s

suggest that the impact of media reporting may

generate political action. In Somalia, vivid

images of a dead American soldier being

dragged through the streets of Mogadishu were

broadcast around the world and played a role in

the precipitous American withdrawal from that

c o u n t r y. In Bosnia, while many episodes of

violence occurred over four years, those that

were widely covered by the media, such as the

marketplace bombing in Sarajevo in 1994,

directly influenced responses from the United

States, the European Union, and the UN.20

If the linkage is as tight as these exam-

ples suggest, it raises the question of how the

media should recast their own sense of respon-

sibility when covering conflicts or crises.

Whether or not the media can rightly be con-

strued as independent entities, their influence

as a whole is enormous, particularly in real

time. Across the spectrum of activities, from

worldwide broadcasts of violence and misery

to the local hate radio that instigated killing in

Rwanda and Bosnia, the media’s interpretive

representation of violent events has a wide and

powerful impact. It is important to encourage

the constructive use of the media to promote

understanding, nonviolent problem solving,

and decent intergroup relations, even though

these issues often do not come under the head-

ing of “breaking news.”

A great challenge for the media is to

report conflicts in ways that engender construc-

tive public consideration of possibilities for

avoiding violence. The media can stimulate

new ideas and approaches to problems by

involving independent experts in their presen-

tations who can also help ensure factual, accu-

rate reporting. The media should develop

standards of conduct in crisis coverage that

include giving adequate attention to serious

e fforts under way to defuse and resolve con-

flicts, even as they give full international expo-

sure to the violence itself. An international

press council, consisting largely of highly

respected professional journalists, could be

helpful in this regard, especially in monitoring

and enforcing acceptable professional prac-

tices. The council could bring professional peer

pressure on editors in conflict areas who might

otherwise disseminate hate messages—espe-

cially if the council had a rapid reaction capa-

b i l i t y. There might be professional sanctions

for promoting hate messages, such as cutting

o ff access to international news programming

and services. In addition, major networks

should develop ways to expose publics to the

circumstances and issues that could give rise to

mass violence through regular public service

programming that focuses on individual “hot

spots.” Such a service could be coproduced

with international media collaborators and also

made available to schools and other educa-

tional outlets. Models of professional standards

for media in reporting on serious conflicts have

recently been created and should be widely dis-

seminated.21

Television and radio have an unful-
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filled potential for reducing tensions between

countries or other disputants, and they can be

used to demystify the adversary and improve

understanding. For example, the Voice of

America (VOA), part of the United States

Information Service, launched a Conflict Reso-

lution Project in 1995. The project develops

and produces special programs to introduce its

worldwide audience to the principles and prac-

tices of conflict resolution. For this series, jour-

nalists move beyond hard

news toward production of

stories that explore local

e fforts to resolve problems,

social relations, and individ-

ual and group efforts for

peace. A core series of 24

documentary programs in

several languages is adapted

to the needs of specific audi-

ences. It has included a lec-

ture series on media and

conflict prevention, a work-

book for journalists report-

ing in emerging democracies,

and broadcasting on conflict

resolution. Activities have

included journalist training in

Angola and a daily radio

show broadcast in the Kin-

yarwanda/Kirundi language

aimed at Rwanda and

B u r u n d i .2 2

A Cold War exam-

ple was provided by

U.S.–Soviet “space bridge”

programs—live, unedited

discussion between citizens

of the two countries made

possible by communications

satellites and simultaneous

translation. Starting in 1983,

U.S.–Soviet space bridges brought together

American and Soviet citizens in an effort to

overcome stereotypes, and they provided an

opening to Gorbachev’s policy of g l a s n o s t.

Each space bridge program reached about 200

million people.  Later, Internews’s “Capital to

Capital” program—broadcast simultaneously

on U.S., Soviet, and East European televi-

sion—linked members of Congress and the
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Supreme Soviet for uncensored debate on arms

control,  human rights,  and the future of

Europe. 

Independent, pluralistic media can pro-

mote democracy by clarifying issues and help-

ing the public to understand candidates.

International election monitors should therefore

observe media practices, such as candidate

access, as well as the voting process itself. Mass

media reporting on the possibilities for conflict

resolution, and on the willingness and capacity

of the international community to help, could

become a useful support for nonviolent problem

solving. Conflict areas need independent televi-

sion and radio news channels broadcasting

throughout the region. Radio can reach virtually

everyone, everywhere. Independent radio was

particularly effective during the UN operation

in Cambodia. Radio UNTAC, as the UN’s net-

work was known, broadcast a variety of news

and civic education programs to all regions of

the country. The broadcasts were a vital tool for

educating Cambodians about the UN’s activi-

ties—particularly the electoral process estab-

lished and administered by UNTAC—and for

countering anti-UN propaganda.23 

The Business  Community 

International business has been criticized for

insensitivity in matters of human rights, democ-

r a c y, and conflict resolution. Yet the business

community is beginning to recognize its inter-

ests and responsibilities in helping to prevent

conditions that can lead to deadly conflict.

Many businesses are in fact truly global in

c h a r a c t e r, and violence or dangerously unstable

circumstances will inevitably affect their inter-

ests (see Figure 5.1). Businesses should accel-

erate their work with local and national

authorities in an effort to develop business

practices that not only permit profitability but

also contribute to community stability.  T h i s

“risk reduction” approach to market develop-

ment will help sensitize businesses to any

potentially destabilizing violent social eff e c t s

that new ventures may have, as well as reduce

the premiums businesses may have to pay to

insure their operations against loss in volatile

areas. 
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To explain the theory and practice of democracy to Rus-

sian listeners, BBC created the Democracy at First Hand

series through its Marshall Plan of the Mind (MPM) Trust.

The MPM Trust was launched by the BBC World Service in

1992 to convey to Russians information about business, pol-

itics, and market economics. 

Broadcast from November 1994 through May 1995, the 23-

part series explained that democracies share fundamental

traits—yet each is unique because of its political history and

stage of development. Topics in the series included the

building blocks of democracy, the structures of govern-

ment, and policies and performance. To encourage regional

political initiatives, four special programs in the series

arranged for  Russian li steners  to question local and

national political figures.

Produced from a Russian perspective, the series promoted

understanding of democracy through features on Germany,

Italy, Russia, Spain, the United Kingdom, and the United

States, and interviews with politicians, political scientists,

and citizens. Participants in the series included United

States Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor, former

Spanish Communist Party leader Santiago Caril lo, and

politicians from the three main British parties. 

Source: BBC International Press Office, “BBC Brings ‘Democracy’ to
Russians,” November 30, 1994.
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Angola
British Petroleum
Exxon
IBM
Itochu
Mitsubishi
Mobil
Royal Dutch/Shell

Group
Sumitomo
Toyota

Guatemala
Ford
Hitachi
Itochu
Mitsubishi
Royal Dutch/Shell

Group
Toyota

El Salvador
Exxon
Ford
IBM
Itochu
Mitsubishi
Royal Dutch/Shell

Group
Sumitomo
Toyota

Colombia
British Petroleum
Exxon
GM
IBM
Itochu 
Mitsui
Royal Dutch/Shell

Group
Siemens AG
Sumitomo
Toyota

Azerbaijan
British Petroleum
Exxon
Ford
Mobil
Sumitomo

Liberia
IBM
Toyota

Indonesia
British Petroleum
General Motors
Hitachi
Itochu
Mitsubishi
Mobil
Nippon Tele-

graph and
Telephone

Siemens AG
Toyota
Wal-Mart

Philippines
British Petroleum
Ford
Itochu
Mitsubishi
Royal Dutch/Shell

Group
Siemens AG
Sumitomo
Toyota

India
British Petroleum
Daimler-Benz AG
Exxon
General Motors
Hitachi
IBM
Itochu
Mitsubishi
Royal Dutch/Shell

Group
Siemens AG
Sumitomo
Toyota

Croatia
Daimler-Benz AG
Ford
IBM
Royal Dutch/Shell

Group
Siemens AG

Cambodia
Itochu

Tajikistan
IBM

Iraq
Sumitomo

Yemen
Exxon
Ford
Itochu
Mitsubishi
Royal Dutch/Shell

Group
Sumitomo
Toyota

Uganda
Ford
IBM
Royal Dutch/Shell

Group
Toyota

Turkey
British Petroleum
Ford
General Motors
IBM
Itochu
Mitsubishi
Mitsui
Mobil 
Royal Dutch/Shell

Group
Siemens AG
Sumitomo
Toyota

Sudan
Ford
IBM
Royal Dutch/Shell

Group
Toyota

Sri Lanka
Ford
IBM
Itochu
Mitsubishi
Royal Dutch/Shell

Group
Sumitomo

South Africa
British Petroleum
Chrysler
Daimler-Benz AG
General Motors
Hitachi
IBM
Itochu
Mitsubishi
Royal Dutch/Shell

Group
Siemens AG
Sumitomo
Toyota

Sierra Leone
IBM
Mobil
Royal Dutch/Shell

Group
Toyota

Russia
AT&T
British Petroleum
Daimler-Benz AG
Exxon
Ford
General Motors
Hitachi
IBM
Itochu
Mitsubishi
Mobil
Royal Dutch/Shell

Group
Siemens AG
Sumitomo

Republic of
Congo

Exxon
Toyota

Peru
Exxon
Ford
Hitachi
IBM
Itochu
Mitsubishi
Mitsui
Mobil
Royal Dutch/Shell

Group
Siemens AG
Sumitomo
Toyota

Pakistan
Ford
IBM
Itochu
Mitsubishi
Royal Dutch/Shell

Group
Siemens AG
Sumitomo
Toyota

Nigeria
General Motors
Mobil
Toyota

Moldova
IBM

Chad
Exxon
Royal Dutch/

Shell Group

Burundi
Toyota

Rwanda
British

Petro-
leum

IBM
Toyota

Dem. Rep. of
Congo

Exxon
Ford
IBM
Itochu
Mitsubishi
Toyota

Gulf Region
British Petroleum
Chrysler
Daimler-Benz AG
Ford
Itochu
Mitsubishi
Mobil
Siemens AG
Toyota

Algeria
British Petroleum
Ford
Itochu
Mitsubishi
Mobil
Royal Dutch/

Shell Group
Sumitomo
Toyota

Yugoslavia
Siemens AG

Source: Information compiled from corporate Internet sites, direct correspondence, and 1996 annual reports for the following companies:
General Motors (Manufacturing and Assembly, excluding Delphi Automotive systems), Ford, Mitsui & Co., Mitsubishi Corporation, Itochu
Corporation, Royal Dutch/Shell Group, Exxon, Sumitomo Corporation, Toyota, Wal-Mart, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone, IBM, Hitachi,
AT&T Corporation, Mobil, Daimler-Benz AG, British Petroleum, Siemens AG, and the Chrysler Corporation. These companies were selected
because they are among the 25 most profitable companies in the world, according to Fortune magazine’s “Global 500.”

Lebanon
Ford
IBM
Itochu
Sumitomo



Multinational corporations are under

increasing pressure from consumers and share-

holders to work toward economic, political,

and social justice, and they have responded by

developing codes of conduct for their business

operations. These codes share several elements:

1) respect for human dignity and rights; 2)

respect for the environment; 3) respect for

stakeholders—customers, employees, share-

holders, suppliers, and competitors; 4) respect

for the communities in which businesses oper-

ate; and 5) maximizing value for the company.

Among the corporations that have developed

such codes are Levi Strauss & Company,

Campbell Soup Company, and The Gap, Inc.

Additionally, many companies now make cor-

porate responsibility information available

through their annual reports. The Body Shop,

Ben & Jerry’s, ARCO, and Ford Motor Com-

pany produce independent annual social and

environmental progress reports. 

The Commission believes that govern-

ments can make far greater use of business in

conflict prevention. For example, governments

might establish business advisory councils to

draw more systematically on the knowledge of

the business community and to receive their

advice on the use of sanctions and induce-

ments. With their understanding of countries in

which they produce or sell their products, busi-

nesses can recognize early warning signs of

danger and work with governments to reduce

the likelihood of violent conflict. However,

business engagement cannot be expected to

substitute for governmental action. 

The strength and influence of the busi-

ness community give it the opportunity both to

act independently and to put pressure on gov-

ernments to seek an early resolution of emerg-

ing conflict (see Box 5.8). For this purpose it

would be useful to reserve time at any major

business gathering to discuss deadly conflict

around the world and its consequences for

international business.

The business community could also

play a significant role in conflict prevention

through industry’s support of laboratory

research in many parts of the world. The scien-

tists and engineers who work in

corporate laboratories have

experience in cooperating with

their peers across international

boundaries, even in crisis situa-

tions. Their culture, like that of

the scientific community in gen-

eral, is one that relies heavily on

international cooperation. 

The People 

Finally, what of ordinary people

who may be the immediate vic-

tims of violence or citizens of

countries that could prevent vio-

lence? Their choices are few and

not easy to exercise. Those in

conflict can, at considerable per-

sonal risk, refuse to support

leaders bent on a violent course;

those more removed can

demand that their governments undertake pre-

ventive action and hold them accountable when

they refuse. Their only real strength is in their

numbers: in trade unions, community groups,

and other organizations that make up civil soci-

e t y. The Solidarity movement in Poland is an

example of this kind of citizen power (see Box

5.9). Wo m e n ’s movements are another poten-

tially powerful force. Since the first Interna-

tional Women’s Conference in Mexico City in

1995, women have been mobilizing interna-

tionally and pursuing their many shared inter-
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ests throughout the world.24

Mass movements, particularly nonvio-

lent movements, have changed the course of

history, most notably in India where Mohandas

Gandhi led his countrymen in nonviolent resis-

tance to British rule. Hundreds of millions

were moved by the example of a simple man in

homespun who preached tolerance and respect

for the least powerful of India’s peoples and

full political participation for all. In South

Africa, the support of the black majority for

international sanctions and the broadly nonvio-

lent movement to end apartheid helped bring

the white government to the realization that the

status quo could no longer be maintained. In

the United States, the leadership of Martin

Luther King, Jr., inspired whites and blacks in

a massive movement for civil rights. T h e
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The Sullivan Principles, a series of guidelines developed by U.S. corporations in 1977 in response to growing oppo-

sition to the apartheid system, remain the primary example within the business community of voluntary implemen-

tation of a code of ethics for operating within a country.

Named after the Reverend Leon H. Sullivan, then a board member of General Motors Corporation, the principles

obliged participating corporations to support the desegregation of all work facilities; provide equal pay for

employees doing equal work; initiate and develop training programs to prepare blacks and other nonwhites for

supervisory, administrative, and technical jobs; increase the number of blacks and other nonwhites in supervisory

positions; and improve the quality of employees’ housing, transportation, schooling, and health facilities. In subse-

quent years, the principles were modified and strengthened a number of times. To promote compliance, compa-

nies were required to subject their spending and programmatic activities to outside monitoring. A yearly “Report

on the Signatory Companies to the Statement of Principles for South Africa,” made available to the public, evalu-

ated corporate progress in implementing the principles. By 1985, more than 180 corporations, together represent-

ing 75 percent of U.S. investment in South Africa, had agreed to support the Sullivan Principles. In the 17 years

they were in effect, $350 million was spent on activities prescribed by the principles.  

The principles were not without their critics. Those who favored complete divestment from South Africa argued

that the policy of incremental change supported by the principles was too accommodating. As originally con-

ceived, the principles did not address the broader issues of civil and political rights for nonwhites; not until late in

1983 were the principles amplified to require companies to actively oppose apartheid. Because of the business

community’s initial reluctance to speak out against the apartheid regime, many opposition groups were skeptical

of their intentions. Critics also highlighted weaknesses in the design of the principles, which they believed were

dollar-focused rather than goal-oriented and discounted local participation in program development. Most would

agree, however, that the Sullivan Principles served as a powerful symbol of the international community’s opposi-

tion to apartheid and provided much-needed support for black South Africans. 

Sources: S. Prakesh Sethi, “Working with International Codes of Conduct: Experience of U.S. Companies Operating in South Africa under
the Sullivan Principles,” Business & The Contemporary World 1 (1996), pp. 129-150; Oliver F. Williams, “The Apartheid Struggle: Learning
from the Interaction between Church Groups and Business,” Business & The Contemporary World 1 (1996), pp. 151-167.



power of the people in the form of mass mobi-

lization in the streets was critical in achieving

the democratic revolution in the Philippines in

1986 and in Thailand in 1992.

Is it possible to harness the energy of

the masses to help avert the outbreak of vio-

lence? Is it possible to turn people’s energ i e s

away from violence and toward more construc-

tive resolution of conflict? Would this require

more leaders like Gandhi or Mandela or King?

Would it require a new commitment by parents

and schools to educate our children in conflict

prevention? Following a discussion of the role

that international organizations can play, this

report concludes with a chapter on the possibil-
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Polish resistance to the Communist system intermittently manifested itself in nonviolent actions and, particularly

after 1970, through labor strikes. Following the repression of a series of strikes in 1976, the Worker’s Defense Com-

mittee (KOR), originally formed to assist victims of the government crackdown, became the focal point of ongoing

resistance. A strong emphasis was placed on the use of nonviolent actions, including the development of informa-

tion networks, publishing activities, and self-education efforts.

A new round of strikes launched in the summer of 1980 combined calls for improved working conditions with

demands for political freedoms. As the strikes spread, the government acquiesced in four major agreements: 1)

wage increases; 2) a five-day work week; 3) legal limitations on censorship; and the 4) legalization of trade unions.

Following these agreements, the trade union Solidarity was created. Under pressure from the Soviet Union, how-

ever, the Polish government quickly reversed course and blocked implementation of the agreements. In December

1981, the government declared martial law, established curfews, arrested and interned thousands of opposition

leaders, and suppressed strikes with force.

With many of its leaders jailed or under close scrutiny, Solidarity was driven underground and forced to reorga-

nize. At the local level, “underground societies” flourished. Journalists refused to write for Communist papers,

intellectuals boycotted government-sponsored events, and many educators refused to follow official curricula. This

pattern of resistance continued throughout the decade. As a result of Gorbachev’s reform movement in the Soviet

Union, recognition that Poland’s poor economic performance could not be reversed without the support of Soli-

darity, and the threat of renewed strikes in 1988, the government opened roundtable discussions with the organi-

zation in early 1989. These talks provided the framework for a democratic transition that culminated in

parliamentary elections in June 1989, which were won decisively by Solidarity candidates.

The decision to pursue nonviolent resistance in Poland was both a practical response to the overwhelming strength

of government forces and a means of further delegitimating the Communist regime. Yet from this decision, Soli-

darity gained legitimacy and support from the international community for its nonviolent tactics. It is a vivid exam-

ple of the role that labor unions can play in promoting democracy and preventing deadly conflict.

Sources: Peter Ackerman and Christopher Kruegler, Strategic Nonviolent Conflict (Westport, CT: Praeger Publishers, 1994), pp. 283-316;
Adam Roberts, Civil Resistance in the East European and Soviet Revolutions, The Albert Einstein Institution, Monograph Series Number 4
(Cambridge, MA: The Albert Einstein Institution, 1991).





C H A P T E R  6

PRE VENTI NG DEA DLY

C O N F L I C T

The Responsibi l i ty  of  the  United 

Nations  and Regional  A r r a n g e m e n t s

THE UNITED NATIONS

The UN is a unique, comprehensive forum for collective security and world dialogue. Serving not as

a world government but as a clearinghouse for a worldwide network of human services on behalf of

all people—the affluent as well as the desperately poor—the UN today is on the threshold of a new

period in its history: no longer a hostage to Cold War bickering, it has moved to establish a fresh

sense of its role and purpose.

The UN has already made considerable progress toward fulfillment of some of the aspira-

tions of member states—greater security between states, decolonization, economic and social devel-

opment, protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms, and, in general, cooperation among

nations on common approaches to global problems. The UN has served to legitimize the engage-

ment of member states in coping with crises, and, on occasion, has undertaken challenging responsi-

bilities that member states cannot or will not shoulder individually.

The UN has, at times, however, appeared to be little more than a discordant

association of sovereign states. Both in practical endeavors and in efforts to reform

the organization, the UN has frequently come up against governments’ concern to

protect national sovereignty and a deep, if unexpressed, reluctance to countenance

any development in the direction of supranationalism. 

These two images of the UN—a successful, practical (indeed, necessary)

organization or a group of quarreling states—again point up one of the fundamental

conclusions of this report. The main responsibility for addressing global problems,

including deadly conflict, rests on governments. Acting individually and collectively,

they have the power to work toward solutions or to hinder the process. The UN, of

course, is only as effective as its member states allow it to be.

The UN can be an an essential focal point for marshaling the resources of the

international community to help prevent mass violence. No single government, how-

ever strong, and no nongovernmental organization can do all that needs doing—nor

should they be expected to. To be sure, the involvement of the UN in conflict man-

agement in the post–Cold War period has brought it much criticism, both just and

unjust.1 In Rwanda, for example, as was discussed in the prologue to this report, the Security Coun-

cil withdrew forces at perhaps the worst possible moment. But some of the failings of the UN

reflect, among other things, the very real concerns of member states regarding unwanted intrusion

into national sovereignty. These concerns have sometimes inhibited efforts to anticipate and respond
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to incipient violence, especially within states.

In particular, these concerns have played a role

in thwarting attempts so far to set up a standing

rapid reaction force. One of the UN’s greatest

challenges is whether and how to adapt its

mechanisms for managing interstate disputes to

deal with intrastate violence. If it is to move in

this direction, it must do so in a manner that

commands the trust of the membership and

their voluntary cooperation.

Strengths  of  the  UN 

As the sole global collective security organiza-

tion, the UN’s key goals include the promotion

of international peace and security, sustainable

economic and social development, and univer-

sal human rights. Each of these goals is rele-

vant to the prevention of deadly conflict. 

The global reach and intergovernmen-

tal character of the UN give it considerable

influence, especially when it can speak with

one voice. The Security Council has emerg e d

as a highly developed yet flexible mechanism

to help member states cope with a remarkable

variety of problems. The Office of the Secre-

tary-General has considerable prestige, conven-

ing power, and the capacity to reach into

problems early when they may be inaccessible

to governments or private organizations. Many

of the UN’s functional agencies, such as the

United Nations High Commissioner for

Refugees (UNHCR), the United Nations Chil-

d r e n ’s Fund (UNICEF), the United Nations

Development Program (UNDP), the Wo r l d

Food Program (WFP), the World Health Orga-

nization (WHO) and, for that matter, the Bret-

ton Woods financial institutions—the

International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development (more commonly known as the

World Bank) and the International Monetary

Fund (IMF)—conduct effective programs of

great complexity around the world. 

The UN system is vital to any effort to

help prevent the emergence of mass violence.

Its long-term programs to reduce the global

disparity between rich and poor and to develop

the capacity of weak governments to function

more effectively are of fundamental impor-

tance to its role.

Member states have often used the

Security Council, and sometimes the General

A s s e m b l y, to address rapidly unfolding crises.

In the Middle East, Africa, Cyprus, South Asia,

Cambodia, Central America, and elsewhere,

the UN has developed a number of innovative

practices—observer missions, peacekeeping,

massive humanitarian actions, special represen-

tatives of the secretary-general, election organi-

zation and monitoring, and human rights

support—to address a wide range of potentially

deadly disputes. Partly as a result of these

efforts, the UN has had important successes in

averting crises, preventing the further deterio-

ration of crises, and ending hostilities.2

The UN gives a voice to all member

states, large and small, and provides a forum

for their voices to be heard on a wide range of

concerns. In addition, many critical issues—

such as apartheid and Palestinian rights—have

been kept alive and debated at the UN in the

search for a solution. 

Providing an open forum gives the UN

an early awareness of incipient troubles, a pos-

sibility for warning that those troubles may be

taking a turn for the worse, a means—through

dialogue and information sharing—to clarify

dangerous situations, and ways, through the

Security Council, the General A s s e m b l y, the

O ffice of the Secretary-General, and the vari-
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ous UN agencies, to develop ef f e c t i v e

responses. The UN has also proved valuable as

an organization through which states could deal

with many kinds of problems that transcend

national and regional boundaries and that lay

beyond the capacity of any single member to

handle alone. In this way, the UN has

addressed such global concerns as disarmament

and arms control, the environment, population,

health, illegal drugs, the plight of children, the

inequality of women, and human rights. Global

agreement in many of these fields has emerged

from UN initiatives, and the UN remains heav-

ily engaged in the ongoing work (see Box

6.1).3

In 1996, for example, UNICEF

launched its “Anti-War Agenda” to lessen the

s u ffering of children as a result of mass vio-

lence. The agenda’s top priority is prevention

with special emphasis on the protection of girls

and women, rehabilitation of child soldiers, a

ban on recruitment of children under 18 years

of age, a ban on land mines, aggressive prose-

cution of war crimes, establishment of “zones

of peace” to create humanitarian outposts in

conflict, and a requirement that a “child impact

statement” be drafted before sanctions are

imposed. The agenda also stresses the need to

prevent and treat the psychological trauma that

children suffer as a result of war and the impor-

tance of education to promote tolerance and

peaceful means of dispute resolution.4

The Office of the UN High Commis-

sioner for Refugees was created in 1951 pri-

marily to protect individuals forcibly displaced

by World War II and the creation of the Iron

Curtain. For its first 40 years, UNHCR oper-

ated essentially in countries of asylum, but by

the mid-1980s it was increasingly being asked

to assist internally displaced persons (IDPs),

those in refugee-like situations who had not

crossed an international frontier. These human-

itarian crises, which averaged five per year

until 1989, suddenly jumped to 20 in 1990 and

to 26 in 1994. By the end of 1996, there were

an estimated 20 million IDPs worldwide and

about 16 million refugees, and UNHCR’s bud-

get over the past 20 years has increased twen-

tyfold.5

UNHCR is under constant pressure by

governments to do more. As its responsibilities

have expanded, its traditional mission of pro-

tection has come under strain from the

demands of providing relief and repatriation, as

was painfully evident in the so-called safe

havens in Bosnia and the terrorized Rwandan

refugee camps of Eastern Zaire. High Commis-

sioner Sadako Ogata has called on govern-

ments to strengthen the UN’s capacity to

protect and care for refugees and IDPs, includ-

ing, where necessary, providing multilateral

security forces to protect UN-mandated

humanitarian operations—steps the Commis-

sion endorses.

Its intergovernmental character gives

the UN real value and practical advantages for

certain kinds of early preventive action—such

as discreet, high-level diplomacy—that indi-

vidual governments do not always have. Here,

the Office of the Secretary-General has proven

particularly valuable on a wide array of world

problems in need of international attention. The

secretary-general has brought to the attention

of the Security Council early evidence of

threats to peace, genocide, large flows of

refugees threatening to destabilize neighboring

countries, evidence of systematic and wide-

spread human rights violations, attempts at the

forcible overthrow of governments, and poten-
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Twenty-five international instruments, adopted by the United Nations, protect and promote human rights around

the world:

• Slavery Convention of 1926 (1926)

• Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (1948)

• Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of the Exploitation or the Prostitution of Others (1949)

• Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (1951)

• Convention on the Political Rights of Women (1952)

• 1953 Protocol Amending the Slavery Convention of 1926 (1953)

• Slavery Convention of 1926 as amended (1953)

• Convention Relating to the Status of Stateless Persons (1954)

• Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to

Slavery (1956)

• Convention on the Nationality of Married Women (1957)

• Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness (1961)

• Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriages (1962)

• International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (1965)

• International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966)

• International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966)

• Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966)

• Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees (1967)

• Convention on the Non-Applicability of Statutory Limitations to War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity  (1968)

• International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid (1973)

• Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (1979)

• Convention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (1984)

• International Convention against Apartheid in Sports (1985)

• Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989)

• Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (aims at the abolition of

the death penalty) (1989)

• Convention on the Rights of Migrant Workers and the Members of their Families (1990)

Source: United Nations, Human Rights: International Instruments , Chart of Ratifications as of 30 June 1996, ST/HR/4/Rev.14 (New York,
1996).



tial or actual damage to the environment. T h e

secretary-general has also helped forge consen-

sus and secure an early response from the

Security Council by deploying envoys or spe-

cial representatives, assembling a group of

“friends” to concentrate on a particular prob-

lem, and by speaking out on key issues such as

weapons of mass destruction, environmental

degradation, and the plight of the world’s poor

(see Box 6.2).6 

Limitat ions  of  the UN

The features that give the UN its potential

often come at a price. Its global reach often

demands some sacrifice of efficiency and

focus, and the UN is, of course, fully depen-

dent on its membership for political legitimacy,

operating funds, and personnel to staff its oper-

ations and carry out its mandates (see Box 6.3).

M o r e o v e r, it is ironic that many states, while

quick to turn to the UN to seek consensus for

action in a crisis, are slow to provide resources

for the action they demand and the missions

they develop. 

For its part, the Security Council can

have a powerful voice in legitimizing or con-

demning state action. Yet, some aggressive

states remain defiant, a situation that results

from an erosion of the authority of the Security

Council, and sometimes the consequences of

ill-conceived, underfunded, underequipped, or

poorly executed operations. This erosion of

authority points to the need to reform the Secu-

rity Council by making it more representative

of the member states of the UN and worthy of

their trust. 

While member states seem in broad

agreement that the UN should be concerned

with a wide range of issues, there is far less

agreement on what exactly the org a n i z a t i o n

should do. Many countries, including some of

the most powerful, use the UN as a fig leaf and

a scapegoat, to blur unwanted

focus, to defuse political pres-

sure, or to dilute or escape their

own responsibilities. States—

again, even the most powerful—

make commitments in the

abstract, yet fail to honor them

in practice. The 1993 resolution

by the Security Council to pro-

tect several cities in Bosnia as

“safe-areas” is a case in point.

Against the advice of many

experts and the warning of the

secretary-general, the Security

Council resolved to protect

Gorazde, Sarajevo, Srebrenica,

and several other cities and

towns, and it authorized

UNPROFOR under Chapter VII

of the UN Charter to use “all

measures necessary” to keep cit-

izens secure. But it refused to provide the

forces or the resources to carry out this mis-

sion, and the results were disastrous.7 A s s i g n-

ing difficult missions but failing to provide

adequate resources or authority for their imple-

mentation must not continue if the UN is to

remain useful as an instrument of preventive

action.8

Despite the lack of agreement on

engagement in domestic conflicts by interna-

tional organizations, the UN has been required

to intervene in several. It shepherded the transi-

tion from war to peace in Cambodia, helped

broker solutions to conflicts in new states such

as Bosnia and Georgia, marshaled an unprece-

dented humanitarian relief effort in Somalia,
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G roups of “friends” of the UN secretary-general are composed of a small number of states of the United Nations,

often three to six members, which consult and advise the secretary-general on specific issues usually related to a

crisis. Originally conceived to aid the secretary-general in applying UN resources to help manage crises, their

formation and coordination is ad hoc and informal. They have been used with varying success in such places as

El Salvador (1989), Haiti (1993), Western Sahara (1993), and Guatemala (1994). They are an important tool to help

ensure that international attention stays focused on a dispute and that belligerents know that the international

community remains engaged.

Groups of friends of the secretary-general can apply pressure on the parties to a conflict to avoid violence, provide

an interested but impartial element to the peace process, and help develop and implement peaceful resolutions to

conflict. They prepare and provide support for Security Council and General Assembly resolutions. As the best

informed and most engaged members on the issue, these groups of friends are instrumental in maintaining support

for UN peacekeeping operations in the field. Through continued mediation and consultation, friends groups also

permit the secretary-general to monitor the peace process in conflict areas even after the official UN withdrawal.

A number of conditions help facilitate the formation of friends groups: governments from both the region of con-

flict and outside, who are impartial and have the capacity to apply pressure or offer resources, must be willing to

participate; members of the group must have the political will necessary to adopt an issue and the ability to main-

tain involvement; and consensus with one another and with the secretary-general is key.

For example, the group of friends formed to address the mounting crisis in Haiti in 1993—Canada, France, the

United States, and Venezuela—quickly developed a strategy to restore democratic rule. Thanks to a broad consen-

sus on the nature and goals of the policy, the friends group was successful in convincing the Security Council and

the international community of the utility of sanctions and of ways to pursue more constructive engagement.

Groups of friends of the secretary-general are most successful when they maintain consensus, open communica-

tion, and a positive relationship with the secretary-general, other UN agencies, engaged governments, and major

private sector enterprises. At a time when the Security Council is occupied with numerous global issues, a group of

friends can gather information and prepare and implement a strategy to help resolve conflict and prevent the ini-

tiation of violence.

Source: Jean Krasno, “The Group of Friends of the Secretary-General: A Useful Diplomatic Tool,” paper prepared for the Carnegie
Commission on Preventing Deadly Conflict, December 1996.



and dealt with refugees from the mass slaugh-

ter in Rwanda.

With the increasing number of con-

flicts within states, the international commu-

nity must develop a new concept of the

relationship between national sovereignty and

international responsibility. As former Secre-

tary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali has

observed:

Respect for [states’] fundamental sover-

eignty and integrity [is] crucial to any

common international progress. The

time of absolute and exclusive sover-

eignty, however, has passed; its theory

was never matched by reality. It is the

task of leaders of states today to under-

stand this and to find a balance between

the needs of good internal governance

and the requirements of an ever more

interdependent world.9

Echoing this theme, the Commission

on Global Governance has noted:

Where people are subjected to massive

suffering and distress...there is a need to

weigh a state’s right to autonomy against

its people’s right to security. Recent his-

tory shows that extreme circumstances

can arise within countries when the

security of people is so extensively

imperilled that external collective action

under international law becomes justi-
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A s of February 28, 1997, member states collectively owed the UN more than $3 billion. This failure to meet finan-

cial obligations has hampered the organization’s ability to take on all but the most pressing tasks. As a result, the

UN’s role in conflict prevention (through both long-term economic and social development programs, as well as

short-term operational missions) is severely limited. A few comparisons help put the UN’s budget in perspective:

• Americans spend approximately $5.6 billion a year at movie theaters—more than four times the UN’s $1.3 bil-

lion budget for core functions. 

• Americans spend approximately $5.3 billion a year on spectator sports; the UN and its specialized agencies

spend $4.6 billion on economic and social development.

• The entire UN system (including related programs such as UNICEF and specialized agencies such as the WHO and

IMF) employs 53,333 people—less than Disney World, Disneyland, and Euro Disney and only one-third the num-

ber of McDonald’s employees.

• The UN’s core budget—that is, for the Secretariat operations in New York, Geneva, Nairobi, Vienna, and the

five regional commissions involving some 14,000 people—is $1.3 billion a year, about $1 billion less than the

annual budget of Tokyo’s fire department.

Sources: United Nations, “Setting the Record Straight: Some Facts About the United Nations,” March 1997 Update, DPI/1753/Rev.12;
United Nations, Questions & Answers About the United Nations - Chapter Six/Who Works at the UN and What They Do There,
http://www.un.org/geninfo/ir/, updated June 1997; U.S. Department of State, Bureau of International Organizations, International
Organizations: Personnel Statistics (as of December 31, 1996), unpublished report; Robert Farnighetti, ed., The World Almanac and Book
of Facts 1997 (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1997); Gareth Evans, “The UN at Fifty: Looking Back and Looking Forward,” Statement to the
Fiftieth General Assembly of the United Nations, New York, October 2, 1995.



fied.10

The Commission on Global Gover-

nance has proposed a specific UN Charter

amendment to authorize such action. However,

as we already noted, there has been some tacit

willingness in recent years to rely on liberal

interpretations of the Charter language of

“threats to international security,” reinforced by

the concept of “human security” and placing

particular emphasis on human rights responsi-

bilities. Nonetheless, questions of sovereignty

and the role of outsiders remain extremely sen-

sitive and controversial in many

countries. The existing language

of Article 2 (7) of the UN Char-

ter written 50 years ago, states

an important principle:

Nothing contained in the pre-

sent Charter shall authorize the

United Nations to intervene in

matters which are essentially

within the domestic jurisdiction

of any state or shall require the

Members to submit such matters

to settlement under the present

Charter; but this principle shall

not prejudice the application of

enforcement measures under

Chapter VII.

This provision was one

of the features of the Charter that made it pos-

sible for a wide range of governments to

endorse it in 1945. While states at that time

recognized the role that the most powerful

among them might play to help prevent a third

World War (hence the inclusion of Chapter VII

provisions for “all means necessary”), they also

recognized that weaker states needed a safe-

guard against encroachments by the strong.

Now with the current waning of interstate con-

flict and the massive increase of intrastate vio-

lence, the demand for action has forced states

to reinterpret, in practice at least, the meaning

of this provision.

The contradiction between respecting

national sovereignty and the moral and ethical

imperative to stop slaughter within states is real

and difficult to resolve. The UN Charter gives

the Security Council a good deal of latitude in

making such decisions, but it also lays out a

number of broad principles to guide the appli-

cation of these decisions. The responsibility for

determining where one principle or the other is

to prevail resides with the Security Council and

the member states on a case-by-case basis.

Again, it is precisely the sensitivity of such a

responsibility that has led to the growing

demand for reform of the Security Council in

order to make it more representative of the

membership and more legitimate in the dis-

charge of its responsibilities. 

Strengthening the UN 

for Prevention

The Commission believes that the UN can have

a central, even indispensable, role to play in

prevention to help governments cope with

incipient violence and to organize the help of

others. Its legitimating function and ability to

focus world attention on key problems, com-

bined with the considerable operational capacity

of many of its operating agencies, make it an

important asset in any prevention regime. Ye t

certain reforms are necessary to strengthen the

UN for preventive purposes. In a major state-

ment on reform, Secretary-General Kofi A n n a n

acknowledged this key responsibility of the UN

and the need for a comprehensive approach to
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adapting the organization to meet this responsi-

b i l i t y.

The prevalence of intra-state warfare and

multi-faceted crises in the present period

has added new urgency to the need for a

better understanding of their root causes.

It is recognized that greater emphasis

should be placed on timely and adequate

preventive action. The United Nations of

the twenty-first century must become

increasingly a focus of preventive mea-

sures.11

He outlines a number of measures to

strengthen the UN to assume this role, includ-

ing, for example:

• Increased and improved contact between the

Security Council and governments, regional

organizations, NGOs, and academic institu-

tions to improve its capacity to detect poten-

tial threats to international peace and

security;

• Steps to enhance the UN’s rapid reaction

capability;

• Measures to integrate humanitarian assis-

tance with other preventive measures such

as early warning and human rights monitor-

ing to ensure the constructive complemen-

tarity of these activities and to help ease the

transition from crisis to long-term programs;

• A strengthened Office of the High Commis-

sioner for Human Rights (UNHCHR) to

enhance its early warning function and role
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The international community can have a human face: the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, Sadako

Ogata, meets a refugee baby.



in peacemaking, peace building, and human-

itarian operations; and

• The establishment of a department for Dis-

armament and Arms Regulation to develop

strategies and policies to prevent the prolif-

eration of all types of weapons and to con-

trol the flow of conventional weapons to

areas of conflict.12

More is necessary, however. The Com-

mission believes that the secretary-general

should play a more prominent role in prevent-

ing deadly conflict through several steps: more

frequent use of Article 99 to bring potentially

violent situations to the attention of the Secu-

rity Council and, thereby, to the international

community; greater use of good offices to help

defuse developing crises; and more assertive

use of the considerable convening power of the

O ffice of the Secretary-General to assemble

“friends” groups to help coordinate the interna-

tional response. 

In addition, the Commission believes

that:

• Member governments should be encouraged

to make annual contributions to the Fund for

Preventive Action established by the Norwe-

gian government in 1996 for the use of the

secretary-general for preventive purposes.

The secretary-general should use the fund to

expand the pool of suitable candidates who

serve as envoys and special representatives

and to provide the resources necessary to

train and support their missions.
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• The secretary-general should convene at

least one meeting with the heads of the

major regional organizations—as was done

in August 1994—during each term of office.

These meetings can be used to discuss,

among other topics, potential violence in the

regions, possible preventive strategies, and

ways to coordinate regional and UN efforts.

• The secretary-general should establish a pri-

vate sector advisory committee to draw

more systematically on the expertise and

insights of civil society for preventive

action.

• The secretary-general should establish an

advisory committee on science and technol-

o g y, broadly composed of representatives

from across the spectrum of sciences, to

o ffer advice and recommendations on a

wide range of problems.

• The Security Council should call on the

General Assembly to reconstitute the Col-

lective Measures Committee to evaluate

existing practices regarding the imposition

and implementation of sanctions and to

make recommendations regarding ways to

improve their deterrent value. The Security

Council should retain authority to decide

when international norms have been vio-

lated and when and how the imposition of

sanctions would be justified.

• UNICEF, UNDP, and UNHCR should inte-

grate their new emphasis on prevention with

a more activist UN High Commissioner for

Human Rights to strengthen the UN’s role in

early warning, protection of human rights,

and conflict prevention. The Office of the
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The UN Charter grants the secretary-general limited pow-

ers to pursue preventive diplomacy by dispatching personal

envoys to assist in early warning, fact-finding, and third-

party mediation when requested by the parties to a dis-

pute.  The secretary-general  a ls o recr uit s  s pecia l

representatives to oversee Security Council-mandated oper-

ations of peacekeeping and peace enforcement.

Demand for these missions has risen sharply since 1990, as

the UN has been tasked to help resolve several long-stand-

ing regional conflicts and to deal with new threats of mass

violence and a proliferation of complex emergencies. By the

mid-1990s more than 20 representatives and envoys were

deployed in trouble spots around the world, four times the

number typically engaged a decade ago. 

An assessment prepared by the Commission advocates a

more activist approach to expand the pool of well-qualified

persons to serve as special representatives and to increase

the modest funding to support these operations under the

aegis of the secretary-general. The Commission urges gov-

ernments to provide sufficient resources under the UN’s

regular budget to strengthen the Secretariat’s ability to

undertake preventive diplomacy.

The Government of Norway has initiated a Fund for Preven-

tive Action for voluntary contributions to meet this objec-

tive in the short term. The Commission also endorses efforts

by various governments and nongovernmental agencies to

assist in training, recruitment, and evaluation to improve

the staffing and operations of UN personal envoys and spe-

cial representatives.

Source: Cyrus R. Vance and David A. Hamburg, Pathfinders for Peace: A
Report to the UN Secretary-General on the Role of Special
Representatives and Personal Envoys, Carnegie Commission on
Preventing Deadly Conflict, Washington, DC, September 1997.
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Paper by the Chairman of the Open-Ended Working Group on the Question of Equitable Representation on and

Increase in the Membership of the Security Council and Other Matters Related to the Security Council

The General Assembly,...

R e c o g n i z i n g the primary responsibility of the Security Council for the maintenance of international peace and

security under the Charter of the United Nations,...

1 . D e c i d e s :

a ) to increase the membership of the Security Council from fifteen to twenty-four by adding five permanent

members and four non-permanent members;

b ) that the five new permanent members of the Security Council shall be elected according to the following

p a t t e r n :

( I ) One from the developing States of Africa;

( i i ) One from the developing States of Asia;

( i i i ) One from the developing States of Latin America and the Caribbean;

( i v ) Two from the industrialized States;

c ) that the four new non-permanent members of the Security Council shall be elected according to the follow-

ing pattern:

( I ) One from African States;

( i i ) One from Asian States;

( i i i ) One from Eastern European States;

( i v ) One from Latin American and Caribbean States; 

2 . I n v i t e s interested States to inform the members of the General Assembly that they are prepared to assume the

function and responsibilities of permanent members of the Security Council;

3 . D e c i d e s to proceed by a vote of two-thirds of the members of the General Assembly by 28 February 1998, to the

designation of the States that will be elected to exercise the functions and responsibilities of the permanent

members of the Security Council, according to the pattern described in paragraph 1b, it being understood that

if the number of States having obtained the required majority falls short of the number of seats allocated for

permanent membership, new rounds of balloting will be conducted for the remaining category(ies), until five

States obtain the required majority to occupy the five seats;

4 . R e c o g n i z i n g that an overwhelming number of Member States consider the use of veto in the Security Council

anachronistic and undemocratic, and have called for its elimination, d e c i d e s :

a ) to discourage use of the veto, by urging the original permanent members of the Security Council to limit the

exercise of their veto power to actions taken under Chapter VII of the Charter;

b ) that the new permanent members of the Security Council shall have no provision of the veto power;

5 . D e c i d e s that for peacekeeping assessments, all new and original permanent members of the Security Council shall

pay the same percentage rate of premium surcharge over and above their regular budget rate of assessment. 

Source: “Paper by the Chairman of the Open-Ended Working Group on the Question of Equitable Representation On and Increase In the
Membership of the Security Council and Other Matters Related to the Security Council,” submitted to the UN General Assembly by the
Malaysian ambassador to the United Nations, Tan Sri Razali Ismail, as President of the UN General Assembly, New York, March 20, 1997.
A similar proposal has been advanced by the Commission on Global Governance. See Our Global Neighborhood (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1995).



Secretary-General can play a key role in this

integration.

Such measures, together with those

o ffered by the secretary-general and others

contained in this report, would go a long way

toward establishing a prevention orientation in

the international community and laying the

groundwork to develop standard practices that

link UN actions with those of governments

and NGOs.

Reform of  the  Security
C o u n c i l
There is a compelling need to enlarge and mod-

ernize the Security Council to ensure that its

membership reflects the world of today rather

than 1945.* There is almost universal agree-

ment to that effect among the UN member

states, but agreement about how precisely this

objective might be accomplished has so far

proved elusive for several reasons: the Security

Council must not be unworkably large; there is

no readily achievable consensus as to which

major countries in Africa, Asia, and Latin

America should have permanent membership

status; and the existing five permanent mem-

bers are not likely to abandon or dilute their

present veto power. One promising proposal is

that put forward by Malaysian Permanent Rep-
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UN peacekeepers amid the destruction of Mostar.

* As noted in the prologue, Commission member Sahabzada
Yaqub-Khan dissents from the Commission’s view on Secu-
rity Council reform. In his opinion, the additional permanent
members would multiply, not diminish, the anomalies inher-
ent in the structure of the Security Council. While the concept
of regional rotation for additional permanent seats offers
prospects of a compromise, it would be essential to have
agreed global and regional criteria for rotation. In the absence
of an international consensus on expansion in the permanent
category, the expansion should be confined to nonpermanent
members only.



resentative, Tan Sri Razali Ismail, during his

term as president of the General Assembly (see

Box 6.4). The Commission proposes to remove

the prohibition on election of any new nonper-

manent members for successive terms from the

C h a r t e r, enabling other major powers with

aspirations to continuous or recurring member-

ship to negotiate their reelection on a continu-

ous or rotating basis. 

On July 17, 1997, the Clinton adminis-

tration joined the debate on Security Council

reform by announcing a proposal to add five

new permanent members—Germany and Japan

plus three developing coun-

tries—to be selected by an

unspecified process. As in the

Razali proposal, none of the

new members would be allowed

a veto. The United States would,

h o w e v e r, limit the size of the

Council to no more than 20 or

21 seats, at least three less than

the total recommended by

Ambassador Razali.

In the Commission’s

view, the addition of new mem-

bers should reflect not only the

w o r l d ’s capacities but also the

w o r l d ’s needs. The Commission believes that

any arrangement should be subject to auto-

matic review after ten years. The use of size,

population, GDP, and level of international

engagement (measured, for example, through

such indices as participation in UN peacekeep-

ing) might serve as criteria for permanent

membership (see Table 6.1). The language of

Article 23 of the UN Charter is worth recalling

also, in its statement of appropriate criteria for

any member of the Security Council, requiring

that due regard be paid “for the

contribution...to the maintenance of interna-

tional peace and security and to the other pur-

poses of the organization and also to equitable

geographical distribution.” 

The Commission is under no illusion

that any model will satisfy every member state.

Despite the difficulties, it is crucial for agree-

ment on reform to be reached quickly. Every

year that the Security Council continues with

its present structure, the UN suffers because the

increasingly apparent lack of representative-

ness of the council membership diminishes its

credibility and weakens its capacity for conflict

prevention.

The UN’s  Role  in  Long-Term

Prevention 

The long-term role of the UN in helping to pre-

vent deadly conflict resides in its central pur-

poses of promoting peace and security,

fostering sustainable development, inspiring

widespread respect for human rights, and

developing the regime of international law.

Three major documents combine to form a

working program for the UN to fulfill these

roles: An Agenda for Peace, published in 1992;

An Agenda for Development, published in

1995; and An Agenda for Democratization,

published in 1996. Each report focuses on

major tasks essential to help reduce the global

epidemic of violence, preserve global peace

and stability, prevent the spread of weapons of

mass destruction, promote sustainable eco-

nomic and social development, champion

human rights and fundamental freedoms, and

alleviate massive human suffering. Each is an

important statement of the broad objectives of

peace, development, and democracy, as well as

a valuable road map to achieving those objec-
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Sources:  The Europa World Year Book 1997, 2 vols. (London: Europa Publications Limited, 1997); The World Bank; The World Resources Institute, World Resources 1996-97
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), pp. 166-67; The World Bank, World Development Report 1997: The State of a Changing World (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1997), pp. 236-37;  New Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, United Nations Handbook 1996 (Wellington: Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, 1996), pp. 338-
340; James H. Michel, Development Co-operation (Paris: Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 1997), pp. A21- A22; United Nations Secretariat,
“Status of Contributions as at 31 December 1996,” Document ST/ADM/SER.B/505, 8 January 1997; United Nations Secretariat, Department of Peacekeeping Operations.
a. Please refer to Appendix 3 for a listing of personnel contributors by mission.
b. In some cases, payment exceeds assessment as a result of countries paying arrears.
c. 1994 was the peak year for the assignment of personnel to UN peacekeeping.  A man-month is defined as the assignment of an individual to peacekeeping duty for

one month.
d. “R” indicates that a country is a net ODA recipient.
e. The World Resources Institute, World Resources 1996-97 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), pp. 166-67.  Reliable current GDP data is not available for Iraq

and Libya.  Data for Libya is from 1989, and for Iraq from 1990. 
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tives. In combination, they suggest how states

might use the UN more effectively over the

long term to reduce the incidence and intensity

of global violence.

An Agenda for Peace and the Supple -

ment to An Agenda for Peace (published in

1993) emphasize the need to identify at the ear-

liest possible moment the circumstances that

could produce serious conflict and to try

through diplomacy to remove the sources of

danger.13 While putting a high priority on such

early attention to and engagement in potential

crises, the basic report also discusses the neces-

sity of dealing at later stages with peacemak-

ing, peacekeeping, or peace building for the

long run. It also stresses the need to address the

deepest causes of conflict: economic despair,

social injustice, and political oppression. A n

Agenda for Peace and the Supplement point the

way for states to apply their considerable expe-

rience in managing interstate conflict to the

pressing demands of the increasing numbers of

wars within states.

An Agenda for Development r e c o g-

nizes that accelerated economic growth and

widespread economic opportunity help gener-

ate positive social and technological transfor-

mations.14 Economic growth should be pursued

to provide employment, educational opportuni-
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A Bosnian child and a UN armored personnel carrier.



ties, and improved living standards for ever

wider segments of the population. Tr a d i t i o n a l

approaches to development that have given lit-

tle regard to the political systems of developing

countries have fallen into disfavor, and experts

now generally agree that political progress

toward representative government and eco-

nomic progress toward market mechanisms

with provisions for a social safety net are inex-

tricably linked. It is also best to consider emer-

gency relief and development jointly. A n

Agenda for Development helps channel the

now-considerable interest that exists in rethink-

ing and strengthening the UN’s role in facilitat-

ing sustainable development. 

An Agenda for Democratization makes

clear that the UN can, when called upon, play a

useful role in helping states establish and solid-

ify a hold on democracy.1 5 The right of the

governed to a say in how they are governed has

gained greater currency around the world as

states have shed totalitarian pasts and as exist-

ing democracies cope with the burg e o n i n g —

and perhaps previously disregarded—needs of

all citizens. Many models of democracy exist

as do many paths to that end. UN action to pro-

mote democratic practices rests on the princi-

ples outlined in three core documents; the UN

C h a r t e r, the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights, and the Declaration on the Granting of

Independence to Colonial Countries and Peo-

ples. Today, the UN, together with its member

states, offers a wide range of assistance to help

build the political culture necessary to sustain

democratic practices.

THE INTERNATIONAL

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Although many people may have forgotten it,

the international financial institutions (IFIs)

created at Bretton Woods—led by the Wo r l d

Bank and the International Monetary Fund

(IMF)—are part of the UN system. These insti-

tutions remained aloof from the UN and its

other agencies during the Cold War, but today,

together with regional financial institutions, the

Bank and the IMF have a major interest and

role to play in helping to prevent or cope with

mass violence. Peace agreements need to be

strengthened with economic development, and

the Bank and the IMF have begun to focus on

reconstruction to help prevent violence from

reemerging. 

The leverage of the IFIs could be used

even more widely to provide incentives for

cooperation in tense regions. Investment may

act as a restraint on the causes of violence, and

conditional assistance might be used to show

that loans and grants are available to those who

cooperate with their neighbors. In fact, the IFIs

have experimented as far back as the 1950s

with programs to demonstrate that economic

growth could be achieved only through inter-

group or regional cooperation. Moreover, with

large investments in many conflict-prone coun-

tries, the Bank and the IMF have become con-

cerned with both the need for good governance

and the dangers of instability and violence. In

1997, for example, the World Bank signaled a

major shift in its willingness to address issues

of governance by devoting its annual flagship

publication, World Development Report, to the

theme “The State in a Changing World.” But

before these organizations can be more truly

e ffective, they must also become more sensi-
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tive to local conditions, acquire and develop

the necessary staff for dealing with critical

social and political issues, and be more respon-

sible for the advice they give (see Box 6.5).16

The Commission believes that govern-

ments should encourage the World Bank and

the IMF to establish better cooperation with the

UN’s political bodies so that economic induce-

ments can play a more central role in early pre-

vention and in postconflict reconstruction.17

R E G I O N A L

A R R A N G E M E N T S

Every major regional arrangement, or organiza-

tion, draws its legitimacy, in part, from the
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Helping to prevent the recurrence of major international conflict by reducing economic instability was the princi-

pal motivation for establishing the World Bank and other international financial institutions of the UN system

immediately following World War II. Their role has been to provide badly needed financial capital and technical

assistance to help countries stabilize and restructure their economies in ways that promote rapid and sustainable

economic growth. In so doing, the World Bank has contributed substantially to an unprecedented expansion of

global economic activity and the transformation of centrally planned economies and their rapid integration into

world markets. It has fostered degrees of cooperation—especially among former adversaries in Europe and in

Asia—that make war almost unthinkable among the world’s major powers.

Following the end of the Cold War, the needs and opportunities for the Bank to play a major role in the recon-

struction of war-torn states have changed dramatically. These challenges are more diffuse, longer term, and more

uncertain than those facing the Bank in Europe 40 years ago. 

The clearest example of the new commitment to postconflict reconstruction is in the former Yugoslavia, where the

World Bank is leading a $5.1 billion program funded by several multilateral and bilateral donors. The Bank intends

to revitalize enterprise development and rehabilitate the social sectors in order to pave the way for economic

recovery; strengthen and rebuild key institutions; and assist the transition to a market-based economy. Similar pro-

grams are currently under way in other war-torn societies, including Cambodia, Eritrea, Lebanon, Mozambique,

and Rwanda. In addition, the Bank has funded mine clearing—a prerequisite in many countries for rebuilding

roads and infrastructure—refugee resettlement, and agricultural development.

As one Bank official suggests, “Development institutions cannot resolve conflicts, but the transition to peace can

be supported by a series of well-timed technical interventions that remove some of the core impediments of post-

conflict reconstruction and build a firmer base for sustainable development.”

Sources: Paul Blustein, “A Loan Amid the Ruins,” Washington Post, February 13, 1996, p. D1; James D. Wolfensohn, “Address to the
Board of Governors of the World Bank Group,” Washington, DC, October 1995; The World Bank, “Bosnia and Herzegovina: Priority
Reconstruction Projects Update,” September 1996; World Bank, “World Bank News,” February 15, 1996. See also Robert J. Muscat,
“Conflict and Reconstruction: Roles for the World Bank,” Draft Manuscript, Washington, D.C., 1995.



principles of the UN Charter.18 Regional orga-

nizations are linked to the UN, not least

because most UN member states are also mem-

bers of regional organizations. Chapter VIII of

the UN Charter urges regional solutions to

regional problems, and nearly all of the major

regional organizations cite the Charter in their

own framing documents. These org a n i z a t i o n s

vary in size, mandate, and effectiveness, but all

represent ways in which states have tried to

pool their strengths and share burdens.19

Regional organizations have important

limitations. They may not be strong enough on

their own to counter the intentions or actions of

a dominant state. Even if they are strong

enough, regional organizations may not always

be the most appropriate forum through which

states should engage in or mediate an incipient

conflict because of the competing goals of their

member states or the suspicions of those in

conflict. Nonetheless, if these organizations are

inert or powerless in the face of imminent con-

flict, their functions as regional forums for dia-

logue, confidence building, and economic

coordination will also be eroded. The potential

of regional mechanisms for conflict prevention

deserves renewed attention in the next decade.

Regional organizations, in all their

d i v e r s i t y, can be divided into three groups: 1)

security organizations of varying degrees of

f o r m a l i t y, such as the North Atlantic Tr e a t y

O rganization, the Organization of A m e r i c a n

States, the Organization of African Unity, the

Western European Union, and the A s s o c i a t i o n

of Southeast Asian Nations Regional Forum; 2)

economic organizations, again, of varying

degrees of formality, such as the European

Union, the Asia–Pacific Economic Cooperation

group, the North American Free Trade A g r e e-

ment, the Mercado Común del Sur (MERCO-

SUR), and the Gulf Cooperation Council; and

3) general dialogue groups or political/cultural

associations, such as the Commonwealth, La

Francophonie, the Nonaligned Movement, the

O rganization of the Islamic Conference, and

the Association of Southeast Asian Nations

(Appendix 2 lists selected regional org a n i z a-

tions with brief discussions of their conflict

prevention activities).

Security  Organizat ions 

Regional security organizations have some dis-

tinct advantages.2 0 They are well situated to

maintain a careful watch on circumstances and

respond early and discreetly when trouble

threatens. The Organization for Security and

Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), for example,

has evolved increasingly active prevention

mechanisms over the past several years (see

Box 6.6). In Europe the Office of the High

Commissioner on National Minorities has

played an important role in resolving conflicts,

often involving minority rights, before they

turn violent. 

Economic Organizations 

The connections that underpin the global econ-

omy make regional economic org a n i z a t i o n s

potentially important vehicles for harnessing

s t a t e s ’ prevention efforts. A number of examples

in which the EU has become active have already

been discussed. In addition, the April 1996 near-

coup in Paraguay demonstrated that through cre-

ative preventive diplomacy, neighboring states

can avert a downward spiral into violent con-

flict. When General Lino Oviedo tried to force

President Juan Carlos Wasmosy to step down,

A rgentina and Brazil stepped in, threatening to

expel Paraguay from MERCOSUR. Their domi-

nant economic status in the region and influ-

ence on Paraguayan business gave Buenos
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Originally designed as a process by which participating states could work to normalize relations between East

and West, the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE, now the Organization for Security and

Cooperation in Europe, or OSCE) was established by the Helsinki Final Act in 1975. Twenty years after its founding,

the OSCE has emerged with permanent institutions and regular meetings—including summits—to advance the

common agenda of member states. With 54 members, the OSCE has adopted a number of innovations specifically

designed to help anticipate and manage incipient conflict. Among these innovations are:

• The Permanent Council: An important forum for early identification and discussion of developing disputes and

grievances, the council meets weekly and is composed of permanent representatives of participating states.

• The Chairman-in-Office: With the chairmanship rotating among the member states, the chairman-in-office

works with the Permanent Council to develop and implement strategies to support dialogue and consultation.

The chairman-in-office has a number of mechanisms available for this purpose: personal envoys and representa-

tives, ad hoc steering committees to assist in fact-finding and mediation, and the ability to offer good offices in

n e g o t i a t i o n s .

• The High Commissioner on National Minorities: A powerful asset for preventive diplomacy, this office conducts

fact-finding missions, issues early warning notices to the Permanent Council, and implements early action to

help prevent the escalation of conflicts. The High Commissioner carries out his duties through extensive on-site

visits, consultations, direct mediation and negotiation, or, when necessary, proximity talks. Already active in

over one dozen disputes, the High Commissioner’s operations are characterized by discreet diplomacy and culti-

vation of trust and confidence of the parties.

• Long-Term Missions: Designed to aid the chairman-in-office and the Permanent Council in fact-finding, these

missions consist of small, flexible teams of regional experts who typically spend more than six months gathering

information on incipient or ongoing disputes. They have evolved a special utility in support of the efforts of the

High Commissioner on National Minorities and have proven valuable aids to the decision-making process within

the OSCE. 

• The Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR): Established in 1990 to assist participating

OSCE states in building democratic institutions and implementing human rights agreements, ODIHR focuses on

supporting elections in accordance with OSCE standards and building civil society and democratic social struc-

tures. As of this writing, ODIHR has observed elections in 16 countries.

Sources: Diana Chigas, with Elizabeth McClintock and Christophe Kamp, “Preventive Diplomacy and the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe: Creating Incentives for Dialogue and Cooperation,” in Preventing Conflict in the Post-Communist World, eds.
Abram Chayes and Antonia Handler Chayes (Washington, DC: The Brookings Institution, 1996), pp. 25-98; Connie Peck, Sustainable Peace:
The Role of the UN and Regional Organizations in Preventing Conflict (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 1997); Office for Democratic
Institutions and Human Rights, Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, OSCE ODIHR Annual Report for 1996 (Warsaw:
OSCE, 1996); Organzation for Security and Cooperation in Europe, OSCE Provisions Related to the Office for Democratic Institutions and
Human Rights (ODIHR) (Warsaw: OSCE, 1995).



Aires and Brasilia considerable leverage that

they translated into immediate and eff e c t i v e

preventive action.21

Dialogue and Cooperation

Groups 

There are, of course, other regional and subre-

gional organizations and partnerships through

which states pursue common interests—in

addition to the OSCE, the Organization of the

Islamic Conference (OIC), the Gulf Coopera-

tion Council, the Black Sea Economic Cooper-

ation zone, and the Southern African Develop-

ment Community (SADC) are examples of the

increasing tendency of states to pursue com-

mon interests regionally in ways that comple-

ment their bilateral strategies. 

Such efforts to promote cooperation,

dialogue, and confidence building are, in many

cases, still in the early stages. The histories of

these organizations reflect a continual process

of adapting to regional and global exigencies.

To d a y, the greatest of these exigencies is vio-

lent conflict within the borders of states. No

region is unaffected by this phenomenon. If

regional organizations are to be helpful in cop-

ing with these changing circumstances, mem-

ber states must be prepared to commit the

resources and demonstrate the political will

necessary to ensure that the regional eff o r t s

succeed.

The Commission believes that regional

arrangements can be greatly strengthened for

preventive purposes. They should establish

means, linked to the UN, to monitor circum-

stances of incipient violence within the regions.

They should develop a repertoire of diplomatic,

political, and economic measures for regional

use to help prevent dangerous circumstances

from coalescing and exploding into violence.

Such a repertoire would include developing

ways to provide advance warning to organiza-

tion members and marshaling regional support,

including the necessary logistics, command

and control, and other support functions for

more assertive efforts authorized by the UN. 
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C H A P T E R  7

TO WARD A C U LTU RE 

O F P R E V E N T I O N

This report emphasizes that any successful regime of conflict prevention must be multifaceted

and designed for the long term. To deal with imminent violence, we need better warning and more

ways of responding with preventive diplomacy, sanctions, inducements, or the use of force. To deal

with the root causes of violence, we need structural approaches that ensure security, well-being, and

justice for the almost six billion people on the planet. Civil society in its broadest sense—including

nongovernmental organizations, religious leaders and institutions, the educational and scientific

communities, the media, and the business community—must play an important role in the regime.

The United Nations and regional organizations are essential for marshaling the resources of the

international community.

The urgency of the task should be clear. This report describes the many forces that are push-

ing groups into conflict: for example, irresponsible leaders, historic intergroup tensions, population

growth, increasing crowding in cities, economic deterioration, environmental degradation, repres-

sive or discriminating policies, corrupt or incompetent governance, and technological development

that increases the gap between rich and poor. In the vast majority of cases, however, these forces

need not lead inevitably to violence.

The inescapable fact is that the decision to use violence is made by leaders to incite suscep-

tible groups. The Commission believes that leaders and groups can be influenced to avoid violence.

Leaders can be persuaded or coerced to use peaceful measures of conflict resolution, and structural

approaches can reduce the susceptibility of groups to arguments for violence.

Beyond persuasion and coercion, however, we must begin to create a culture of prevention.

Taught in secular and religious schools, emphasized by the media, pursued vigorously by the UN

and other international organizations, the prevention of deadly conflict must become a commonplace

of daily life and part of a global cultural heritage passed down from generation to generation. Lead-

ers must exemplify the culture of prevention. The vision, courage, and skills to prevent deadly con-

flict—and the ability to communicate the need for prevention—must be required qualifications for

leaders in the twenty-first century. 

In our world of unprecedented levels of destructive weaponry and increased geographic and

social proximity, competition between groups has become extremely dangerous. In the century to

come, human survival may well depend on our ability to learn a new form of adaptation, one in

which intergroup competition is largely replaced by mutual understanding and human cooperation.

Curiously, a vital part of human experience—learning to live together—has been badly neglected

throughout the world.
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It is not too late for us to develop a

radically new outlook on human relations. Per-

haps it is something akin to learning that the

Earth is not flat. Through concerted educa-

tional efforts, such a shift in perspective

throughout the world might at long last make it

possible for human groups to learn to live

together in peace and mutual benefit.

THE CHALLENGE 

TO EDUCATE

There is a very long evolutionary connection

between human groups and their survival.1 T h i s

basic fact has implications for conflict resolu-

tion and intergroup accommodation. During the

past few decades, valuable insights have

e m e rged from both field studies and experimen-

tal research on intergroup behavior. Among the

most striking is the finding that the propensity

to distinguish between in-groups and out-

groups and to make harsh, invidious distinc-

tions between “us” and “them” is a pervasive

human attribute. Although these easily learned

responses may have had

adaptive functions beneficial

to human survival, they have

also been a major source of

conflict and human suffering. 

Is it possible for

groups to achieve internal

cohesion and self-respect and

sustain legitimate and eff e c-

tive political communities

without promoting hatred and

violence in the process? T h e

immense human capacity for

adaptation should make it

possible for us to learn to

minimize harsh and hateful

distinctions. A great deal of

laboratory and field research tells us that we

can indeed learn new habits of mind, in spite of

our evolutionary legacy. 

There are countless examples of

human tolerance and cooperation. What are the

conditions under which group relations can go

one way or another? If we could answer such

questions better, perhaps we could learn to tilt

the balance toward cultures of peace. 

We might begin by strengthening

research on child development, to better under-

stand the causes of prejudice and the dynamics

of intergroup relations. This sort of inquiry can

help achieve a deeper understanding of human

behavior that bears upon the ultimate problems

of war and peace. 

Current research is exploring practices

within schools that can create a positive atmos-

phere of mutual respect and cooperative inter-

actions among peers, as well as between

students and teachers. In chapter 5, the valu-

able potential of educational institutions for
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preventing deadly conflict is emphasized.

Teaching children the values of cooperation

and toleration of cultural differences helps to

overcome prejudicial stereotypes that oppor-

tunistic leaders routinely use for their own

destructive ends. Tapping education’s potential

for toleration is an important and long-term

task. It is necessary not only to strengthen the

relevant curricula in schools and universities,

but also to use the educational potential of pop-

ular media.

The Mass Media

A strong emphasis must be placed on freedom

of the press—or the media in the broadest

sense—with fair access for all parties, particu-

larly for minority groups, and full freedom of

political and cultural expression. This freedom

also includes the opportunity to investigate gov-

ernmental activities and to criticize all parties,

even though the harshness of such criticism is

often unpleasant and sometimes quite unfair.

How can the international community

foster a mass media that is devoted to combat-

ing intergroup prejudice and ethnocentrism, as

well as communicating the values and skills of

conflict resolution? We are by now all too

familiar with political entrepreneurs who use

the media to exploit intergroup tensions—

actions which often make their own constituen-

cies as vulnerable as the groups that they

t a rget. Can these publics be reached by inde-

pendent media? Radio is a relatively low-cost

and widely accessible medium. As discussed in

chapter 5, the international community should

support radio and other independent media that

combat divisive mythmaking by providing

accurate information about current events,

i n t e rgroup relations, and actual instances of

conflict prevention.

Religious Inst i tut ions

Despite the fact that a belief in peace and

brotherhood is professed by a wide variety of

faiths, religious leaders frequently support and

even incite intergroup violence. Today, we note

with deep concern a growing fringe in many

religions that is characterized by self-glorifica-

tion on the one hand, and a bigoted, often

fanatical, deprecation of “outsider” groups on

the other. While clearly dangerous, such

extremist orientations are seldom dominant.

Indeed, both historically and today, the core

creed of most religions tends to support social

tolerance, respect for others, concern for the

vulnerable, and the peaceful resolution of dis-

putes. Moreover, as noted earlier, religious

leaders throughout the world enjoy extensive

popular confidence and influence in educa-

tional institutions.

Religious education has tended to

focus narrowly on indoctrination in the history

and theology of the faith. Ty p i c a l l y, however,

there also has been an ethical content that

could serve as the basis for expanded efforts to

address the moral and practical necessity for

groups to learn to live together amicably. T h e

international community should challenge reli-

gious leaders and institutions to examine these

issues in their own way—in their schools, from

their pulpits, and in their organizations.

The United Nations

Education for the peaceful management of con-

flict must not be confined by national bound-

aries. Here, the international community can

play a decisive role in broadening public edu-

cation on a whole range of problems associated

with intergroup violence. 
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The UN is already the world’s pre-

miere institution for conflict resolution and is

likely to become even more active in the

decades ahead. Various UN organizations can

provide invaluable leadership in educating pol-

icymakers and the general public about resolv-

ing conflicts without violence. It would be

ambitious and unprece-

dented, but not entirely fan-

ciful, for the UN to sponsor,

for example, leadership sem-

inars in cooperation with

major universities or

research institutes to which

would be invited new heads

of state, new foreign minis-

ters, new defense ministers,

and parliamentarians of

varying groups and parties.

On an on-going basis, such

seminars could educate lead-

ers about how the UN and

other international org a n i z a-

tions can help them establish

more effective and inclusive

institutions for addressing

disputes. Given the contem-

porary climate, it is singu-

larly important that such

seminars deal with the prob-

lems of nationalism, ethno-

centrism, and violence, and

that they do so in a way that

takes account of all available

knowledge about conflict

prevention. 

Through these semi-

nars, as well as through its

publications program and the

wider media, the UN can

make more accessible the

w o r l d ’s accumulated experience with conflict

and conflict prevention. In particular, the UN

could serve as a storehouse of information

about specific conflicts; the responsible han-

dling of weapons of mass destruction; the likely

consequences of unregulated weapons buildups;
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the skills, knowledge base, and prestige prop-

erly associated with successful conflict resolu-

tion; effective strategies for economic

development, including innovative uses of sci-

ence and technology for development; and

lessons from cooperative behavior in the world

c o m m u n i t y, including the peaceful management

of disputes at the international level.

The UN system can make these

resources and skills accessible to the world by

creating a comprehensive information program

in which important knowledge is provided to

key policymakers on a regular basis. In the

same vein, the UN can build an information

network among community groups, non-

governmental organizations, academic institu-

tions, and the corporate sector. In this way,

accurate and credible information can be pro-

vided on both intergroup and interstate con-

flicts as well as on ways of managing them

constructively.

One illustration of the potential for

educational innovation is an initiative launched

by UNESCO in May 1996 to promote toler-

ance, cooperation, and conflict prevention and

resolution in schools.2 The “Culture of Peace”

has developed a conceptual framework that

participating educational institutions in coun-

tries around the world will use to design their

own education strategies. In addition to educa-

tional materials, curricula guides, and teacher

training, the project emphasizes the importance

of the values, attitudes, and behaviors of a cul-

ture of peace by ensuring that they are built

into the social relations of the learning process

itself. Pilot activities are focused on peaceful

conflict resolution in schools serving commu-

nities where children live in violence-prone

conditions. This effort could serve as a model

for more widespread international initiatives.

There is an urgent need for local, national, and

international ingenuity in this field. 

The international community can

expand the range of favorable contacts between

people of different groups and countries. A

greater comprehension of other, often unfamil-

iar, cultures is essential to the reduction of neg-

ative preconceptions. To this end, educational,

cultural, and scientific exchanges can have last-

ing value and should be encouraged. Likewise,

the international community should seek to

develop joint projects that allow more sus-

tained cooperation across political and cultural

borders. If only on a small scale, such endeav-

ors offer the practical experience of working

together in the pursuit of a superordinate, com-

monly beneficial goal. There are a number of

ways to overcome antagonistic attitudes

between groups and, preferably, to prevent

them from arising in the first place. Thus far,

however, societies have been remarkably inat-

tentive to these possibilities.

Those who have a deep sense of

belonging to groups that cut across ethnic,

national, or sectarian lines may serve as

bridges between different groups and help to

move them toward a wider, more inclusive

social identity. Building such bridges will

require many people interacting across tradi-

tional barriers on a basis of mutual respect.

Developing a personal identification with peo-

ple beyond one’s primary group has never been

easy. Yet, broader identities are possible, and in

the next century it will be necessary to encour-

age them on a larger scale than ever before. 

THE CHALLENGE 

TO LEAD

Time and again, the Commission has returned

to the indispensability of leadership. Wi t h o u t
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e ffective and responsible leadership, it would

not be possible to implement the strategies and

use the practical tools for preventing deadly

conflict.

Mikhail Gorbachev, former president

of the Soviet Union, reflected on his years of

intense interaction with political leaders all

over the world.3 One of his more noteworthy

observations was the pervasive tendency

among leaders to view “brute force” as their

ultimate source of validation. Gorbachev high-

lights the continuation of a long-standing—and

historically deadly—inclination of leaders to

reduce the art of leadership to being tough,

aggressive, and even violent. Indeed, for all too

many leaders, projecting an image of physical

strength is still the essence of leadership.

Although Gorbachev controlled a vast nuclear

arsenal, as well as immense power in conven-

tional, chemical, and biological weapons, he

was wise enough not to interpret his own

authority in terms of “brute force.” Gradually,

Gorbachev, as had then-U.S. President Ronald

Reagan, took a great step forward by replacing

the old security concept of nuclear superiority

with an explicit endorsement of the principle

that nuclear war can never be won and must

never be fought. 

It will take unprecedented leadership

skills to move the world toward the elimination

of nuclear weapons. We still must confront the

fact that a misjudgment or miscalculation

brought about by the interplay of personal and

mechanical foibles could lead to a nuclear dis-

aster. As long as these weapons exist, so does

this threat. 

Although the prevention of deadly

conflict requires many tools and strategies,
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bold leadership and an active constituency for

prevention are essential for these tools and

strategies to be effective. One of the central

objectives of this Commission has been to help

leaders to become better informed about the

problems at hand and to suggest useful ways to

respond to them. However, we recognize that

raising leaders’ awareness, although necessary,

is not sufficient. We have also sought to offer

practical measures by which leaders can be

motivated, encouraged, and assisted to adopt a

preventive orientation that is supported by the

best knowledge and skills available.

We believe that lessons learned in

other contexts can be usefully applied to the

prevention of deadly conflict. In the sphere of

public health, the application of the concept of

prevention is familiar. We believe this view of

the prevention process offers a useful practical

analogy. In much the same way that sustained

medical research and conscientious public

health practices have eliminated many deadly

epidemics, we believe that the security and

well-being of millions of people could be

improved where knowledge, skill, and dedica-

tion are placed in the service of preventing

deadly conflict.

We urge leaders to develop an explicit

focus on prevention, not only elected officials,

but also leaders in business, media, religion,

and other influential communities. By virtue of

both their power and public prominence, these

leaders bear a serious responsibility for utiliz-

ing their public influence for constructive pur-

poses. In both word and deed, they can shape

an agenda for cooperation, caring, and decent

human relations.

What kind of leadership are we talking

about? While leadership for preventing deadly

conflict is the specific focus of this report, we

also have in mind a broader notion of leader-

ship that encompasses effective, democratic

governance, humanitarian values, and justice.

Lessons of  World War II

In this century, we have witnessed abundant

examples of leadership that was brutal and

e ffective, as well as leadership that was decent

but ineffective. The events lead-

ing to the carnage of World Wa r

II serve well to illustrate both of

these variants of maladaptive

l e a d e r s h i p .

In the early 1930s, there

were unmistakable signs that

there would be a reign of terror

if the National Socialists came

to power in Germany. A d o l f

Hitler did not hide his brutality.

He elaborated his foreign policy

views in speeches and made his

view on war especially clear in

Mein Kampf in 1924. T h e r e

were moments during Hitler’s

rise to power and in the years

following when the international

community could have taken

preventive action. The atrocities of Hitler’s

storm troopers in his first months in off i c e

should have been a powerful warning: a regime

that massively violates domestic law and egre-

giously violates human rights will create a sim-

ilarly lawless foreign policy. 

W h y, then, in light of all these warn-

ings, did leaders and publics around the world

miscalculate, tolerate, and fatally fail to react to

the danger posed by Hitler’s rise to power in

1933? Why did the representatives of the lead-

ing democracies not make the connection

between Hitler’s brutal domestic and foreign
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policies? Why were they unwilling to confront

the formidable danger posed by Hitler, despite

his explicit threats and overt actions?

In part, the democracies did not react

quickly to the early aggressive acts of totalitar-

ian states because of their preoccupation with

the Depression and the severe domestic hard-

ships it created. The massive loss of life in

World War I made leaders, especially of the

established democracies, particularly anxious

to avoid another war at almost any cost. Lead-

ers readily invented excuses for acts of interna-

tional lawlessness as well as for their own

aversion to taking action to stop them. T h e y

deluded themselves with the idea that Hitler

simply desired a revision of the Ve r s a i l l e s

Treaty and the restoration of Germany’s 1914

boundaries. Once these terms were met, they

hoped that Hitler would become a law-abiding

citizen or that he would be a short-lived politi-

cal phenomenon. Some thought he was capable

of fomenting ill-will but not of ruling and that

he would be replaced by more moderate power

groups once the economic and political crisis in

Germany was overcome. Citizens in democra-

cies did not want to be burdened with addi-

tional problems, and they largely supported

their leaders’passivity or appeasement.

Overall, world leaders blinded them-

selves to the acts of aggression, thereby actu-

ally enhancing the probability of another world

war. There is a powerful lesson in the ubiqui-

tous human capacity for wishful thinking in the

face of danger. Tragically, such thinking led the

world to neglect numerous opportunities to

prevent the horrific catastrophes of genocide

and war that followed.

The grim lessons of prewar diplomacy

alert us to the profoundly important and some-

times negative role played by the responses of

leaders to early warning. Fanatical, ruthless,

and otherwise highly dangerous leaders must

be checked before they become so powerful

that stopping them requires massive armed

intervention. With strong responses to Hitler’s

aggression, World War II and the Holocaust

could have been prevented.

The Vis ion of  Nelson

M a n d e l a

Yet there are many leaders who are capable of

learning, of acting creatively and effectively in

the face of new dangers and new opportunities,

and of accommodating the legitimate concerns

of rival groups.4 There is perhaps no better

example of this kind of courageous and vision-

ary leader than Nelson Mandela.

During his many years as a political

p r i s o n e r, Mandela experienced firsthand what

it meant to have legitimate aspirations con-

stantly frustrated by arbitrary power. He had

ample reason for anger and a tempting motive

for retaliation. Indeed, he could have pursued

his political aims through violent means.

Instead, reflection led him to a different con-

clusion: while violent struggle might indeed

destroy his adversaries, in the process it might

also destroy his own people—physically as

well as morally. As we noted in chapter 2,

Mandela thus came to embrace reconciliation,

negotiated solutions to political diff e r e n c e s ,

and the joint creation of mutually beneficial

arrangements. From a different starting point,

F. W. de Klerk underwent a transformation of

his own. To g e t h e r, the two men were able to

generate a process of peaceful regime change

in South Africa that avoided massive violence,

despite the social and political tensions that

apartheid had created.

The same kind of leadership was
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responsible for the peaceful

conclusion of the Cold Wa r.

The evolution of relations

between Reagan and Gor-

bachev was similar to that of

Mandela and de Klerk. During

the course of their compli-

cated—and often uneasy—

negotiations, they too moved to

embrace mutually supportive

positions. Both of these exam-

ples are highly suggestive of

the decisive role that bold and

enlightened leadership can play

in avoiding catastrophe and

building better relations, both

between and within states.

Especially at a time

when many countries are

struggling with the new and

uncertain challenges of democ-

ratization, the international

community must champion the

norm of responsible leadership

and support opportunities for

leaders to engage in negotiated,

equitable solutions to inter-

group disputes. Leaders who

demonstrate good-will and

who engage in these practices

should be recognized and

rewarded. By the same token,

conditions should be fostered

that would allow electorates to

hold their leaders accountable when and where

they depart from democratic norms of peaceful

conflict resolution. The international commu-

nity must expand efforts to educate publics

everywhere that preventing deadly conflict is

both necessary and possible. To miss the

opportunity for preventive action is a failure of

leadership.

Both the complexity and risk of taking

action in many dangerous situations today

highlight the need to s h a re burd e n s and p o o l

strengths. The task can be made more feasible

by strengthening institutional arrangements to
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improve decision-making processes. 

Toward Wiser 

Decis ion Making

In the search for sound and meaningful poli-

cies, certain trade-offs are inevitable. There are

two competing constraints in particular that

impinge on leadership choices and that very

often create insoluble policy dilemmas. To be

e ffective, leaders must be sensitive to these

constraints and use careful judgment. The first

constraint is the need to create and sustain a

modicum of policy consensus, both within the

various branches of government and among the

public at large. A second constraint stems from

the finite nature of policymaking resources,

both tangible financial and personnel resources

and more intangible resources such as time and

clear mandate. The careful, systematic search

for a comprehensive policy should not preclude

a timely decision; an unduly protracted search

could reduce the likelihood of a successful out-

come. Likewise, any investment of time and

policymaking resources in support of one pol-

icy may interfere with the implementation of

other, often equally important, measures.

O rganizational, procedural, and staff

arrangements that support decision making can

be institutionalized in ways that foster these

problem-solving processes. The many recom-

mendations emerging from studies of effective

policymaking apply to efforts to prevent deadly

conflict.5 These studies suggest there are ways

to ensure that leaders receive high-quality

information, analysis, and advice, and avoid
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omissions in surveying objectives and alterna-

tives.

There are five tasks that must be well

executed within a policymaking system if the

leader is to receive information, analysis, and

advice of high quality.6 These procedures do

not guarantee high-quality decisions, but they

increase their probability. The first task is to

ensure that sufficient information about the cur-

rent situation is obtained and analyzed ade-

q u a t e l y. Second, the policymaking process

must facilitate consideration of all the major

values and interests affected by the policy issue

at hand. Third, the process should ensure a

search for a relatively wide range of options

and a reasonably thorough evaluation of the

expected consequences of each. Fourth, the

policymaking process should carefully consider

the problems that might arise in implementing

the options under consideration. Finally, the

process should remain receptive to indications

that current policies are not working: it is

important to retain the capacity to learn rapidly

from experience.

In crisis situations requiring opera-

tional prevention, where decisions must be

made quickly in response to unanticipated

threats, decision-making hazards are often

amplified. Crisis decision making normally

encounters a variety of additional constraints,

including the moral complexity of making life-

or-death choices and the psychological stress of

working with incomplete information in chang-

ing and uncertain conditions, where time and

viable options are scarce. Very often, the grav-

ity of the crisis means that long-term conse-

quences are discounted in favor of short-term

objectives.

To overcome these obstacles, leaders

should seek to mobilize the best available

information by relying on well-informed advis-

ers with different perspectives and encouraging

an atmosphere of candid expression. In this

way, they can ease the difficulties of differenti-

ating between possible and probable courses of

action, of appraising the costs and benefits of

alternative policies, and of distinguishing rele-

vant from irrelevant information. Thus, deci-

sion makers can be better equipped to cope

with ambiguity, to refrain from

impulsive action, and to respond

flexibly to new developments.

It is important for lead-

ers to take into account the pow-

erful phenomenon of wishful

thinking, in which individuals

hear what they want to hear

because they deeply wish it were

true. Crisis situations are almost

always complex and ambiguous.

This ambiguity can be read in

wishfully inaccurate ways and

with wildly disappointing

results. World War I, for exam-

ple, began with an anticipation

on both sides of quick and glori-

ous victories, only to end several

years later in the unprecedented

destruction of Europe.

N a t u r a l l y, in deciding

whether and how to participate

in preventive efforts, leaders

must consider national interests.

Tr a d i t i o n a l l y, national interests

have been narrowly conceived in terms of vital

geopolitical or military advantage and have

been invoked to defend against clear and pre-

sent military or economic threats.

The Commission believes that, on the

eve of the twenty-first century, there is a need

for a broader conception of national interests,
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one which encompasses both enlightened self-

interest and a realistic appraisal of the contem-

porary world. When every violent conflict is

dismissed as distant and inconsequential, we

run the risk of allowing a series of conflict

episodes to undermine the vitality of hard-won

international norms. In a world of increased

economic and political interdependence, in

which national well-being increasingly depends

on the security and prosperity of other states

and peoples, indifference of this

sort could have corrosive and

consequential effects for every-

one. Rather than rely on obso-

lete notions of national interest,

leaders must develop formula-

tions that reflect this new reality.

We have noted earlier

the risks of mass violence grow-

ing out of degraded conditions:

the fostering of hatred and ter-

rorism, of infectious pandemics, of massive

refugee flows, of dangerous environmental

e ffects. All these risks must be taken into

account in a world of unprecedented proximity

and interdependence. They will have a bearing

on realistic appraisals of national interest and

the interest of the international community in

the next century.

From this perspective, the Commis-

sion strongly believes that preventing deadly

conflict serves the most vital human interest—

that of survival. Clearly, any effort to promote

the norms of tolerance, mutual assistance,

responsible leadership, and social equity is

valuable in its own right. But the prevention of

deadly conflict has a practical as well as a

moral value: where peace and cooperation pre-

vail, so do security and prosperity. Witness the

steps taken after World War II, which laid the

groundwork for today’s flourishing European

Union. Leaders such as Jean Monnet and

G e o rge Marshall looked beyond both the

wartime devastation and the enmities that had

caused it, and envisioned a Europe in which

regional cooperation would transcend adversar-

ial boundaries and traditional rivalries. Cor-

r e c t l y, they foresaw that large-scale economic

cooperation would facilitate not only the post-

war recovery but also the long-term prosperity

which has helped Europe to achieve a degree

of peace and security once thought unattain-

able. Postwar reconstruction is an excellent

example of building structural prevention by

creating conditions that favor social and eco-

nomic development and peaceful interaction. A

long-range vision and a broad view of regional

opportunities can be exceedingly constructive. 

Realizing this vision was not easy. It

required constant and creative efforts to edu-

cate the public, mobilize key constituencies,

and persuade reluctant partners. Moreover,

maintaining this support required the prudent

use of scarce political and social capital. To

take just one example, the Marshall Plan ini-

tially enjoyed very little support among the

American public. Had it not been for the deter-

mination and skill of President Harry Truman,

the program that made the single most impor-

tant contribution to Europe’s postwar recon-

struction and development would probably

never have been implemented. The Marshall

Plan is a model of what sustained international

cooperation can accomplish; no less, it is an

extraordinary illustration of the decisive impor-

tance of visionary and courageous leadership.

THE CHALLENGE 

TO COMMUNICATE

One of the greatest obstacles to the creation of

an enduring framework for preventive action is
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the human aversion to risk. Indeed, as with

every new policy initiative, the prevention of

conflict involves uncertainty and risk. Even the

most well-designed and carefully coordinated

preventive action can fail to achieve every

objective. Very often, the results of prevention

may be difficult to measure or may take con-

siderable time to materialize. This means that

leaders who bear the risk of undertaking new

initiatives may no longer be in power when the

time comes to claim the rewards of their suc-

cess. Especially in pluralistic polities, leaders

must in the meantime confront accusations that

preventive missions waste resources or place

military personnel in conditions of unnecessary

risk, while achieving little. In view of all these

hazards, how can leaders summon the determi-

nation and maintain the political will to act pre-

ventively? 

One way is for leaders to focus on

generating a broad constituency for prevention.

With a public that is aware of the value of pre-

vention and informed of the availability of con-

structive alternatives, the political risks of sus-

taining preemptive engagement in the world

are reduced. In practical terms, an enduring

constituency for prevention could be fostered

through measures that: identify latent popular

inclinations toward prevention; reinforce these

impulses with substantive explanations of

rationales, approaches, and successful exam-

ples; make the message clearer by developing

analogies from familiar contexts such as the

home and community; and demonstrate the

linkage between preventing deadly conflict and

vital public interests. Such efforts are more

likely to succeed if leaders can mobilize the

media, the business community, and other

influential and active groups in civil society.

Among the general public, there are

already a range of dispositions, interests, and

o rganizations that can be tapped for support.

For example, as mentioned earlier, in a variety

of democratic countries, a strong constituency

for prevention in medicine and public health

has emerged over the last several decades. Pub-

lic awareness campaigns and the provision of
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information about health risks and preventive

behavior have led to remarkable improvements

in public health. Concepts like “an ounce of

prevention is worth a pound of cure” have

taken hold in the public imagination and are

reflected positively in improved rates of immu-

nization, better diet and exercise practices, and

reduced cigarette smoking. In short, sustained

public efforts at disease prevention have

proven highly effective. This model of dedi-

cated leadership and public education can be

usefully applied to the prevention of deadly

conflict. Earlier in this century, for example,

U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt employed

a similar approach, utilizing familiar examples,

to make the imperative of international cooper-

ative security during and after World War II

meaningful for the American people. This strat-

egy helped the United States to overcome

domestic isolationist sentiments. 

Community fire prevention provides

another useful analogy. To put out fires early,

one needs operational tools like fire alarms,

reliable telephones, adequate supplies of water

and firefighting equipment, and well-trained

professionals. When it comes to the structural

conditions under which fires are likely to

o c c u r, still other tools are needed—for exam-

ple, specialized knowledge about hazardous

substances and the skills to dispose of them

safely, and public education about the perils of

high-risk b e h a v i o r. In short, effective firefight-

ing requires both a ready stock of skills and

tools as well as a long-term culture of preven-

tion. The Commission is interested in putting

out the fires of deadly conflict when they are

small, before they get out of hand. But we are

also concerned with eliminating conditions that

make these fires likely in the first place. 

In the past few years, there has been

some concern about the United States reverting

to the isolationist posture of the post–Wo r l d

War I era and forsaking the active internation-

alist role that it has performed so successfully

since World War II, when U.S. leadership was

instrumental in the creation of the UN, the

World Bank, the International Monetary Fund,

and NATO. Yet, careful analysis of recent sur-

vey research shows that popular opinion does

not warrant this conclusion.7 As in a number of

other countries, the public is deeply aware of

the wider world and is urging the government

to assume greater international responsibilities.

Survey research indicates that the

American public is not becoming parochial and

isolationist in the post–Cold War era—a larg e

majority of Americans continues to support

U.S. involvement in international aff a i r s .8 B u t

the American public does not support the idea

of America acting as the “world’s policeman”

or global hegemon. Americans would prefer to

see a revival of the kind of cooperative leader-

ship and collective security that the United

States demonstrated in supporting the creation

of the UN. 

Americans also support the develop-

ment of the United Nations as the primary

vehicle for international action.9 They believe

that the protection of human rights and the

maintenance of global security are best

achieved through collective efforts. Indeed,

most Americans wish to see the United States

assume a shared leadership role in multilateral

organizations, including, where needed, partici-

pating in multilateral military interventions.

Polls also show that Americans support foreign

aid, particularly when it is used for humanitar-

ian purposes.10

In the United States, as in many other

countries, a nascent constituency for prevent-

ing deadly conflict already exists. To develop
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this constituency, leaders and their publics need

an improved understanding of both the prob-

lems and the range of available solutions

addressed by this Commission. These solu-

tions—it bears repeating—call for the pooling

of each country’s respective strengths and an

equitable sharing of burdens.

Consideration of contemporary public

attitudes in the U.S. has led one scholar to elab-

orate a practical strategy for constituency

building.11 The key component of this strategy

is the creation of an educational program that

expressly addresses popular concerns about

international involvement. As with people

everywhere, most people in the industrialized

democracies are concerned with the economic

and social problems of daily life. They are per-

plexed by the rapid changes in the global econ-

omy and fearful of the potential for greater

unemployment and a widened gap between

rich and poor. They also tend to be suspicious

of leadership priorities, believing that leaders

are often more interested in advancing their

own political careers than in promoting public

interests. Many people are uneasy about inter-

national commitments because of concerns that

the costs may be too high and the problems too

difficult. Thus, leaders must work to clarify the

links between the prevention of deadly conflict

and domestic well-being. They must demon-

strate to the public that preventive action,

whether operational or structural in focus, is

both cost-effective and able to generate desired

results. 

THE PROMISE 

OF PREVENTION

The twentieth century has witnessed some of

the bloodiest, most destructive wars in

recorded history. As the world approaches the

eve of the third millennium, many unresolved

i n t e rgroup and interstate conflicts continue to

fester and to claim a massive toll in human

lives and resources. For too long now, we have

deluded ourselves with the complacent belief

that the events in faraway lands are not our

concern, that the problems of other peoples do

not have consequences for us all. This short-

sighted view has left us ill prepared to deal

with conflicts when they occur. It has con-

demned us to muddle through from crisis to

crisis, applying emergency first

aid where what is most urgently

needed are more fundamental

solutions. This report has

endeavored to show that we can

indeed prevent deadly conflict—

perhaps not easily, perhaps not

q u i c k l y, but the capacity is

within our grasp.

The record of this cen-

tury also provides a compelling

basis for hope. The decline of

tyranny and the expansion of

representative and responsive

government, the protection of

human rights, and the promotion

of social justice and economic

well-being—imperfect and incomplete though

they are—suggest what human ingenuity can

accomplish. If we are to lessen the destructive-

ness of humankind, we must pool our strengths

to extend these achievements in the century to

come. By placing the promise of prevention

squarely at the forefront of the world’s agenda,

it is the hope of this Commission that leaders

and publics will take up the challenges of edu-

cation, leadership, and communication. Per-

haps then we can achieve together the peace

that has so far eluded us separately.
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A B A C C Argentinean–Brazilian Agency for

Accounting and Control of Nuclear

Materials

A D F L Alliance of Democratic Forces for the

Liberation of Congo-Zaire

A D R A Adventist Development Relief

Agency

A F R C Armed Forces Revolutionary Council

A I C F Action Internationale Contre le Faim

A N C African National Congress

A P E C Asia–Pacific Economic Cooperation

A R F ASEAN Regional Forum

A S E A N Association of Southeast Asian

Nations

B A S I C British American Security 

Information Council

B B C British Broadcasting Corporation

B W C Biological Weapons Convention

C A R E Cooperative for Assistance and Relief

Everywhere

C I Caritas Internationalis (Catholic

Organizations for Charitable and

Social Action)

C B W Chemical and Biological Weapons

C F E Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces

in Europe 

C I S Commonwealth of Independent States

C O C O M Coordinating Committee on

Multilateral Export Controls (NATO)

C R S Catholic Relief Services

C S C E Conference on Security and

Cooperation in Europe

C T B T Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty

C T R Cooperative Threat Reduction

Program

C W C Chemical Weapons Convention
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D H A Department of Humanitarian Affairs

(UN)

D P K O Department of Peacekeeping

Operations (UN)

E C O M O G ECOWAS Monitoring Group

E C O S O C Economic and Social Council of the

United Nations

E C O W A S Economic Community of West

African States

E U European Union

F A O Food and Agriculture Organization

(UN)

F S U Former Soviet Union

G D P Gross Domestic Product

G D R German Democratic Republic

I A E A International Atomic Energy Agency

I B R D International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development

I C B M Intercontinental Ballistic Missile

I C J International Court of Justice

I C R C International Committee of the Red

Cross

I D E A Institute for Democracy and Electoral

Assistance

I D P Internally displaced person

I F I International Financial Institutions

I F O R Implementation Force (NATO)

I M F International Monetary Fund

I O M International Organization for

Migration

I R C International Rescue Committee

M C I Mercy Corps International

M C P M R Mechanism for Conflict Prevention,

Management, and Resolution (OAU)

M D M Médecins du Monde

MERCOSUR Mercado Común del Sur

M S F Médecins Sans Frontières



N A F T A North American Free Trade

Agreement

N A M Nonaligned Movement

N A M F R E L National Citizens’ Movement for Free

Elections

N A T O North Atlantic Treaty Organization

N G O Nongovernmental organization

N O R D E M Norwegian Resource Bank for

Democracy and Human Rights

N O R E P S Norwegian Emergency Preparedness

System

N P National Party (South Africa)

N P T Non-Proliferation Treaty

O A S Organization of American States

O A U Organization of African Unity

O D I H R Office for Democratic Institutions and

Human Rights (OSCE)

O E C D Organization for Economic

Cooperation and Development

O I C Organization of the Islamic

Conference

O S C E Organization for Security and

Cooperation in Europe (formerly

CSCE)

O x f a m Oxford Committee for Famine Relief

P E R Project on Ethnic Relations

P F P Partnership for Peace Program

(NATO)

P K K Kurdistan Workers’ Party

P R C People’s Republic of China

R P F Rwandan Patriotic Front

R U F Revolutionary United Front (Sierra

Leone)

S A A R C South Asian Association for Regional

Cooperation

S A D C Southern African Development

Community

S A D C C Southern African Development

Coordination Conference

S A M Sanctions Assistance Monitoring

Team

S C C C Common System of Accounting and

Control of Nuclear Materials
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S C F Save the Children Federation

S F O R Stabilization Force (NATO)

S I P R I Stockholm International Peace

Research Institute

S T A R T Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty

U N United Nations

U N A M I R United Nations Assistance Mission for

Rwanda

U N C I V P O L United Nations Civilian Police

U N D P United Nations Development Program

U N E S C O United Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organization

U N F I C Y P United Nations Peacekeeping Force in

Cyprus 

U N H C R United Nations High Commissioner

for Refugees

U N I C E F United Nations Children’s Fund

U N M I H United Nations Mission in Haiti

U N M O United Nations Military Observer

U N P R E D E P United Nations Preventive

Deployment Force (Former Yugoslav

Republic of Macedonia)

UNPROFOR United Nations Protection Force

U N R W A United Nations Relief Works Agency

for Palestine Refugees in the Near

East

U N T A C United Nations Transitional Authority

in Cambodia

U N T A G United Nations Transition Assistance

Group (Namibia)

U P D Unit for the Promotion of Democracy

(OAS)

U S A I D United States Agency for International

Development

U S I A United States Information Agency

V O A Voice of America

WEU Western European Union

W F P World Food Program

WHO World Health Organization

W T O World Trade Organization



When local parties to a dispute are unable to resolve

their differences peacefully, regional arrangements are

increasingly willing and able to take preventive action.

This trend toward finding creative regional solutions

for regional problems is being reinforced by the UN

under Chapter VIII provisions of its Charter. The fol-

lowing examples of regional arrangements illustrate

their growing capacity for conflict prevention. While

this is not a definitive list, it suggests the capacities of

the arrangements to bring together member states to

discuss common problems and craft joint solutions.

Whether designed primarily as security, economic, or

dialogue groups, these arrangements can make contri-

butions to conflict prevention in peaceful settlement of

disputes, advancement of democracy, and protection of

human rights.1

S E C U R I T Y
O R G A N I Z A T I O N S

North At lant ic  Treaty  Organizat ion

(NATO). NATO’s current challenge is to find ways

to adapt its sophisticated decision-making and opera-

tional capacities to the security problems faced by

member states. This means not only developing pru-

dent ways to react to destabilizing situations in the for-

mer Soviet Union, such as Chechnya, but also

engaging in out-of-area activities, such as in the former

Yugoslavia. NATO’s deployment in Bosnia represents

dramatic use of a defensive alliance to encourage the

parties to a dispute to settle their differences peace-

fully. In its deployment in Bosnia, NATO’s Stabiliza-

tion Force (SFOR) has had to consider whether its role

should expand to promote reconciliation by bringing to
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justice people indicted by the International War Crimes

Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia. NATO’s Partner-

ship for Peace is designed to help states of the former

Warsaw Pact and newly independent states adapt to

democratic governance and to build among the partner-

ship countries a capacity to respond with military

resources, when necessary, to a range of situations that

may threaten peace. NATO’s military-to-military pro-

grams advance civilian control of the military and pro-

mote democracy in the former Warsaw Pact countries.

In addition, NATO is expanding to include countries in

Central and Eastern Europe to further reduce risk and

to build confidence among all the states of Europe.

T h e  O r g a n i z a t i o n  o f  A m e r i c a n  S t a t e s

(OAS). The OAS has emphasized the need for mem-

ber states to take an active role in the preservation of

regional peace and stability. In the 1980s, President

Oscar Arias Sánchez of Costa Rica and other leaders in

Central and South America began to combine their

efforts in a concerted approach to revitalize the role of

the OAS in helping to end the violence that plagued

many Latin American states. In 1987, Arias was

awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts. The

1994 Miami Summit of the Americas served, in part, to

confirm the progress of the OAS in this regard and its

continuing role in preserving and strengthening democ-

ratic movements, protecting human rights, and elimi-

nating poverty in the region.

In recent years, the OAS has been very active in pro-

moting democracy. Passage of the Santiago Commit-

ment in 1991 obligated signatories to act against

violations of democratic norms in the hemisphere and

indicated OAS states’ willingness to intervene in each

other’s internal affairs, should the need arise. The OAS



has used this procedure, also known as General Assem-

bly Resolution 1080, four times to bolster democracy

in Guatemala, Haiti, Paraguay, and Peru. The 1992

Protocol of Washington, which came into force Sep-

tember 25, 1997, adds a new article allowing the sus-

pension of a member whose democratically elected

government is overthrown by force.

In the Office of the Secretary General, the Unit for the

Promotion of Democracy (UPD) was established to

assist in democratic institution building, to encourage

dialogue and information exchange, and to provide

electoral assistance and other special programs. In

1995, the UPD initiated a Program for the Prevention

and Resolution of Community-Level Conflicts in

Guatemala and has spent considerable effort in

researching root causes and aggravating factors of this

conflict. It has also provided conflict resolution and

mediation training for governmental and nongovern-

mental actors at local, regional, and national levels.

The OAS has teamed up with the UN in conflict reso-

lution operations in El Salvador, Guatemala,

Nicaragua, and other countries.

The OAS has partner organizations that support human

rights. The Inter-American Commission on Human

Rights acts as a consultative organ of the OAS, while

the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, an

autonomous juridical institution of the OAS, interprets

and applies the American Convention on Human

Rights.

Organization of African Unity (OAU). The

OAU was established in 1963 to promote respect for

the territorial integrity and sovereign equality of newly

independent African states in the postcolonial period.

Its charter precludes interference in the internal affairs

of member states, and this feature both reflects and

reinforces member states’ sensitivities to questions of

sovereignty and unwanted interventions. As a conse-

quence, the OAU has historically been reluctant to

become involved in the internal disputes of member

states. Over the years, however, the OAU has set up ad

hoc commissions on regional issues such as the West-

ern Sahara, Chad/Libya, and Mauritania/Senegal.2 Dur-

ing 1991 and 1992, the OAU extended “good offices”

to seven countries.3 In recent years, the OAU has
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devised more formal policy instruments for dispute res-

olution, and member states have worked to strengthen

its ability to deal not only with ongoing violence, but

with imminent violence as well. There has been a par-

ticular emphasis on early warning and information

gathering. In 1993, the OAU established the OAU

Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management, and

Resolution (MCPMR) to help provide assistance to

states beset by war; it has also strengthened the posi-

tion of its secretary general for this purpose. The OAU

created the African Peace Fund as a means to help

finance the MCPMR and contributes five percent of its

annual budget to the fund.

The OAU has developed an “African Charter on

Human and Peoples’ Rights” that came into force in

1986. The charter includes the principles of equality

before the law, respect for life, prohibition of slavery

and torture, freedom of conscience and assembly, equal

pay for equal work, and the right to an education.4

Organization for Security and Coopera-

tion in Europe (OSCE). The OSCE has long

been involved in efforts to support the peaceful resolu-

tion of disputes. When still called the CSCE, it under-

took preventive diplomacy missions of long duration in

Chechnya, Estonia, Ukraine, Tajikistan, the former

Yugoslavia, and other conflicts. Following the 1994

summit in Budapest, the OSCE broadened its approach

to conflict management, formally establishing the Cen-

ter for Preventive Action. The OSCE also has estab-

lished a Court of Conciliation and Arbitration to offer

members peaceful means to resolve disputes.5 T h e

OSCE’s Office of the High Commissioner on National

Minorities has taken on an important role in helping to

broker peaceful solutions for the many groups that now

find themselves in minority status in newly indepen-

dent states. The OSCE has also assumed a broader role

in promoting the transition to democracy and market

economies of former Soviet bloc countries and newly

independent states. The human rights agenda has been

a pillar of the OSCE’s activities since the signing of the

Helsinki Final Act, which emphasized broad-based

societal contacts (including among religious organiza-

tions), educational exchanges, and cultural cooperation.



Western European Union (WEU). The WEU

was founded in 1948 as a collective defense mecha-

nism, but quickly became overshadowed by NATO. In

1994, members revived the WEU as a defense compo-

nent of the European Union (EU) and the European pil-

lar within NATO. An example of its recent work on

peaceful dispute settlement is the WEU’s police ele-

ment within the EU administration in the town of

Mostar in Bosnia. This type of activity follows from

the June 1992 Petersberg Declaration in which WEU

foreign and defense ministers outlined a basis for pre-

ventive missions, including refugee and humanitarian

assistance, peacekeeping, and peace enforcement oper-

ations. The ministers stated that the WEU could act on

its own initiative in crises and at the request of the EU.

Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary,

Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, and Slovakia have

been admitted as associate partners, creating prospects

for additional military cooperation.

E C O N O M I C
O R G A N I Z A T I O N S

Asia-Pac i f i c  Economic  Cooperat ion

(APEC) group. APEC was established in 1989 and

has become an important forum for promoting eco-

nomic growth and reducing trade barriers among its

members. APEC countries have considered creating a

regional dispute settlement mechanism to supplement

that of the World Trade Organization. APEC’s regular

summit meetings provide opportunities for leaders to

broaden their dialogue beyond economic matters to

discuss a wide range of issues of mutual concern. 

Economic  Community  of  West  Afr ican

States (ECOWAS). The Treaty of Lagos created

ECOWAS in 1975 to promote trade, cooperation, and

self-reliance among 15 developing West African coun-

tries. In 1993, member states reformed the body to

focus on measures to improve the free movement of

goods and people. The new treaty also assigned

ECOWAS the responsibility of preventing and settling

regional conflicts, a step that added weight to the

experimental peacekeeping effort that ECOWAS had

under way in Liberia. ECOWAS has been a regional

leader in dispute resolution. In 1990, for the first time,

an all-African peacekeeping force, the ECOWAS Mon-

itoring Group (ECOMOG), was deployed by an

African multilateral organization to help restore order

and prevent further conflict in a troubled African state.

Four thousand troops from the Gambia, Ghana,

Guinea, Nigeria, and Sierra Leone were deployed to

Liberia. The force grew to 12,000 and was sustained

with strong financial and political backing by Nigeria

until Liberia finally held national elections in July

1997. A 1997 military coup in Monrovia also engaged

ECOMOG forces in an effort to restore civilian gov-

ernment. ECOWAS has been active in supporting

democracy, placing a trade embargo on Sierra Leone

after a junta seized power from a democratically

elected government.

The European Union (EU). Although the EU

traces its origin to an economic body, the European

Coal and Steel Community, it has always had an under-

lying strategic purpose. The Coal and Steel Community

brought together former adversaries France and Ger-

many in a framework to manage resources that had

been a source of conflict. The changing landscape of

Europe has prompted the EU to take on a larger role in

anticipating and managing conflicts even beyond the

borders of member states. The Stability Pact developed

by Edouard Balladur in 1994, for example, was

designed to establish a means by which minority dis-

putes in Central and Eastern Europe might be defused.6

Although the EU has focused on the strengthening and

deepening of economic cooperation among its mem-

bers, it has also taken steps to broaden its agenda by

defining a common foreign and security policy and

coordinating joint action. The European Parliament has

taken several modest steps to become engaged more

substantially in conflict prevention. A number of mem-

bers have formed the Forum of the European Parlia-

ment for the Active Prevention of Conflicts—a loosely

organized effort that seeks to investigate circumstances

of incipient conflict and lobby for more active engage-

ment. In addition, the EU’s 1996 report on human

rights urged the creation of a Center for Active Crisis

Prevention and the establishment of a European Civil

Corps to help EU member states deal more systemati-

cally and practically with potential conflict in Europe.

This same report also called for the creation of a code
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of conduct for European businesses operating world-

wide that would oblige them to abide by international

agreements protecting fundamental human rights.7

Mercado Común del Sur (MERCOSUR).

MERCOSUR was founded in 1991 by the Treaty of

Asunción between Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, and

Uruguay. It has a formal dispute resolution mechanism,

the Controversy Settling System, for commercial dis-

putes. Beyond its formal structure, however, as the

1996 events in Paraguay demonstrated (discussed in

chapter 6), the very existence of MERCOSUR com-

bines the economic clout of its members and makes it a

useful source of influence within the region in noneco-

nomic matters as well.

Southern African Development Commu-

nity (SADC). The first Southern African Develop-

ment Coordination Conference (SADCC) was held in

1979 to harmonize development plans and promote

collective security by reducing the economic depen-

dence of ten southern African countries on South

Africa. In 1992, in anticipation of the end of apartheid,

a treaty was signed that transformed SADCC into

SADC and included a commitment to achieve a fully

developed common market. A tribunal has been estab-

lished to arbitrate disputes between member states aris-

ing from the treaty. In 1994, SADC ministers of

defense approved the establishment of a regional rapid

deployment peacekeeping force to help contain

regional conflicts or civil unrest in member states.

D I A L O G U E
O R G A N I Z A T I O N S

Association of  Southeast  Asian Nations

(ASEAN). The original objective of ASEAN was to

promote economic cooperation and development, but

in recent years the organization has begun to explore

how the shared interests of its members might enable it

to take on additional tasks. ASEAN has developed

mechanisms that could support dispute resolution. The

ASEAN framework includes a ministerial-level High

Council to help resolve disputes between members.

The council offers good offices, and if parties agree,

serves as a committee of mediation, inquiry, or concili-

ation. ASEAN together with its traditional dialogue

partners has created a new, broader group, the ASEAN

Regional Forum (ARF), to promote confidence-build-

ing mechanisms between states and preventive mea-

sures to anticipate and prevent potential conflicts. The

ARF expands the links of ASEAN membership to

other dialogue partner states primarily in the

Asia/Pacific region, and has permitted still others to

associate themselves with ARF deliberations through

observer status. While ASEAN does not have specific

instruments for promoting democracy or human rights,

ASEAN representatives went to Cambodia following

the July 1997 coup to help negotiate a settlement

between Hun Sen and Prince Norodom Ranariddh.

Although their overtures were rebuffed, this effort

demonstrates the kind and level of effort ASEAN is

prepared to take on behalf of its members.

The Commonwealth. Composed of the United

Kingdom and most of its former colonies, the Com-

monwealth has evolved into a network of intergovern-

mental and nongovernmental organizations whose 54

member states account for 1.6 billion people, or over

one quarter of the world’s population. The heads of

government meet biennially, and there are regular min-

isterial level meetings. Many of the 300 Common-

wealth NGOs meet in an NGO Forum every two years

under the auspices of the Commonwealth Foundation.

The Commonwealth works to advance democracy

within its member states and uses election observer

groups, fact-finding missions, and suspension of mem-

bers to advance these goals. The Commonwealth was a

leader in the international anti-apartheid movement and

forced South Africa to withdraw from membership in

1961. The organization imposed sanctions on Rhodesia

after the Unilateral Declaration of Independence in

1965. The Commonwealth Ministerial Action Group

(CMAG) was created in November 1995 to address

breaches of the 1991 Harare Declaration, in which the

members committed themselves to democracy, good

governance, human rights, and the rule of law. Nigeria

was the first case in which the CMAG was deployed

following the suspension of Nigeria’s membership in

1995 by the Commonwealth heads of government. The
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CMAG has held discussions with the Nigerian govern-

ment since then in an effort to restore democracy and

reestablish normal relations between Abuja and the

other Commonwealth members. In 1997, the Common-

wealth withdrew recognition of the current regime in

Sierra Leone after the army overthrew the elected gov-

ernment.

Nonaligned Movement (NAM). The NAM was

formed in 1955 when a group of 29 predominantly

newly independent states met in Bandung, Indonesia,

to discuss colonialism, economic development, and the

maintenance of peace. By 1961, Egypt, India, and

Yugoslavia had taken the lead in establishing the NAM

as a form of collective resistance to the two superpow-

ers, with the ostensible goal of preventing deadly con-

flict between East and West. Today, the NAM has

grown from 29 to over 100 members in a very loose

and diverse coalition of states that operates by consen-

sus; it has no means of enforcing its decisions. The

NAM does not have a formal dispute resolution mecha-

nism, nor does it promote democracy or human rights

within member states. However, it does provide a voice

for smaller states. Today, when the NAM meets, eco-

nomic issues dominate the agenda. Indonesia has

sought to promote a pragmatic role for the NAM that

would emphasize research, training, and cooperation in

science and technology for development as well as

ways to improve the competitiveness of developing

countries. 

South  As ian  Assoc ia t ion  for  Reg iona l

Cooperation (SAARC). Founded in 1985, the

SAARC framework offers member states the opportu-

nity to meet once a year to consider a wide range of

issues. The organization has developed a facility for

arbitration in commercial and industrial problems

between members. SAARC has concentrated on a

growing array of confidence-building programs to pro-

tect and educate children, provide adequate housing,

protect the environment, and improve the living stan-

dards of the poor. SAARC has also conducted regional

conventions that deal with illegal drugs, terrorism, and

food security. 
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Australia
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Estonia

Ethiopia

Fiji

Finland

France

Germany (GDR)

Germany (FRG)

Ghana

Greece

Guatemala

Guinea

Guinea-Bissau

Guyana

Honduras

Hungary

India

Indonesia

Iran

Ireland

Italy

Jamaica

Japan

Jordan

Kenya

Korea, Republic of

Kuwait

Liberia

Lithuania

Luxembourg

Malawi

Malaysia

Mali

Mexico

Morocco

Namibia

Nepal

Netherlands

New Zealand

Niger

Nigeria

Norway
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Pakistan

Panama

Peru

Philippines

Poland

Portugal

Romania

Russian Federation

Saint Kitts and Nevis

Saint Lucia

Saudi Arabia

Senegal

Sierra Leone

Singapore

Slovak Republic

Soviet Union

Spain

Sri Lanka

Sudan

Suriname

Sweden

Switzerland

Tanzania

Thailand

Togo

Trinidad and Tobago

Tunisia

Turkey

Ukraine

United Arab Emirates

United Kingdom

United Arab Republic

United States

Uruguay

Venezuela

Yugoslavia

Zambia

Zimbabwe
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UNTSO

United Nations Truce Supervision Organization

Egypt, Gaza, Golan Heights, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon,

Syria, and the West Bank

June 1948 to present

UNMOGIP

United Nations Military Observer Group in India and

Pakistan

January 1949 to present

UNEF I

First United Nations Emergency Force

Egypt, Gaza, and Israel

November 1956 to June 1967

UNOGIL

United Nations Observer Group in Lebanon

June 1958 to December 1958

ONUC

United Nations Operations in the Congo

July 1960 to June 1964

UNSF

United Nations Security Force in West New Guinea

(West Irian)

October 1962 to April 1963

UNYOM

United Nations Yemen Observation Mission

Yemen and Saudi Arabia

July 1963 to September 1964

UNFICYP

United Nations Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus

March 1964 to present

DOMREP

Mission of the Representative of the Secretary-General

in the Dominican Republic

May 1965 to October 1966

UNIPOM

United Nations India-Pakistan Observation Mission

September 1965 to March 1966

UNEF II

Second United Nations Emergency Force

Sinai

October 1973 to July 1979

UNDOF

United Nations Disengagement Observer Force

Golan Heights

June 1974 to present

UNIFIL

United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon

March 1978 to present

UNGOMAP

United Nations Good Offices Mission in Afghanistan

and Pakistan

May 1988 to March 1990

UNIIMOG

United Nations Iran-Iraq Military Observer Group

August 1988 to February 1991

UNAVEM I

United Nations Angola Verification Mission I

January 1989 to May 1991

UNTAG

United Nations Transition Assistance Group

Namibia

April 1989 to March 1990

ONUCA

United Nations Observer Group in Central America

Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and

Nicaragua

November 1989 to January 1992 

MINURSO

United Nations Mission for the Referendum in Western

Sahara

April 1991 to present



UNIKOM

United Nations Iraq-Kuwait Observation Mission

April 1991 to present

UNAVEM II

United Nations Angola Verification Mission II

May 1991 to February 1995

ONUSAL

United Nations Observer Mission in El Salvador

July 1991 to April 1995 

UNAMIC

United Nations Advance Mission in Cambodia

October 1991 to March 1992

UNPROFOR

United Nations Protection Force

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, and the Former

Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

March 1992 to December 1995

UNTAC

United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia

March 1992 to September 1993

UNOSOM I

United Nations Operation in Somalia I

April 1992 to March 1993

ONUMOZ

United Nations Operation in Mozambique

December 1992 to December 1994

UNOSOM II

United Nations Operation in Somalia II

March 1993 to March 1995

UNOMUR

United Nations Observer Mission Uganda-Rwanda

June 1993 to September 1994

UNOMIG

United Nations Observer Mission in Georgia

August 1993 to present

UNOMIL

United Nations Observer Mission in Liberia

September 1993 to present

UNMIH

United Nations Mission in Haiti

September 1993 to June 1996

UNAMIR

United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda

October 1993 to March 1996

UNASOG

United Nations Auozou Strip Observer Group

Chad and Libya

May 1994 to June 1994

UNMOT

United Nations Mission of Observers in Tajikistan

December 1994 to present

UNAVEM III

United Nations Angola Verification Mission III

February 1995 to June 1997

UNCRO

United Nations Confidence Restoration Operation in

Croatia

March 1995 to January 1996

UNPREDEP

United Nations Preventive Deployment Force

Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

March 1995 to present

UNMIBH

United Nations Mission in Bosnia and Herzegovina

December 1995 to present

UNTAES

United Nations Transitional Administration for Eastern

Slavonia, Baranja, and Western Sirmium

Croatia

January 1996 to present
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UNMOP

United Nations Mission of Observers in Prevlaka

Croatia

January 1996 to present 

MONUA

United Nations Observer Mission in Angola

July 1997 to present

UNTMIH

United Nations Transition Mission in Haiti

August 1997 to present
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